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P R E F A C E

O ften  the Yoruba people are thought of as a definite “tribal” or “ethnic” group. 
Dr S. O. Biobaku has shown that the use of the term “Yoruba” to refer to the peoples 
in Western Nigeria is largely the result of the influence of the Anglican mission 
in Abeokuta in the nineteenth century. Wallerstein says that the standard “Yoruba” 
language evolved by the mission was the new unifying factor, and he quotes Hodgkin’s 
remark: (T. Hodgkin, “Letter to Dr Biobaku,” in Odu, No. 4, 1957, p. 42): “Everyone 
recognizes that the notion of ‘being a Nigerian’ is a new kind of conception. But 
it would seem that the notion of ‘being a Yoruba’ is not very much older” .1 And 
Lloyd points out that originally the term “Yoruba” applied only to the people of 
the Qyo ki gdom.2

Descent is traced through the male line, and, traditionally, residence is patrilocal. 
The lineage has not ceased to be a corporate group, even in the towns and cities, but 
some of its functions have been taken over by voluntary associations of one kind 
or another. No reliable figures exist of the extent of polygyny among the Yoruba. 
Lloyd cites one survey which suggests that Yoruba men who have reached the state 
of marriage have an average of two wives each; one-third have only one wife at 
any given time, one-third have two, and one third have three or more wives.

In Ibadan, as well as in Ijaye and in Lalupon, the chief political officer, the Baálë 
is assisted by a council of chiefs. (In Ibadan, since 1935, this officer has been known 
as the Olúbádán.) Unlike other Yoruba towns, Ibadan has no sacred king or pba. 
In the 1950s, administrative machinery of the Regional Government grew rapidly 
and government became much more highly centralized than it was in the earlier 
part of the colonial period.3 Between 1953 and 1955 local government councils 
were started by the government of the Western Region, and these units have become 
integral parts of a modem independent state.

Farming is the predominant occupation of the Yoruba. According to Lloyd, 
a typical Yoruba town has 70 per cent of its adult men engaged in farming, and 
ten per cent each as craftsmen and traders. Farmlands extend for twenty miles around 
Ibadan; in smaller towns they go out four or five miles. Where farms are some distance 
from the town, small hamlets are built and many people commute from town to 
farm. A complex marketing pattern moves agricultural products from producer to 
consumer and imported goods from Ibadan merchants and wholesalers to purchasers 
in the city, villages, and farms.4 Thus far, there has been little industrialization

1 Immanuel Wallerstein, “Ethnicity and National Integration in West Africa,” Cahitrs d'Etudes 
Africaines No. 3-1, October, 1960,pp. 129-39. Reprinted in P. L. Van den Berghe, Africa Social 
Problems o f Change and Conflict, Chandler Publishing Company, 1965, pp. 472- 82.

2 P. C Lloyd, “The Yoruba of Nigeria,” in J. L. Gibbs, Peoples o f Africa, Holt, Rinehart, and 
Winston, Inc., 1965, pp. 549-82. This is an excellent summary of Yoruba history and culture.

3 P. C. Lloyd, “Introduction ” n P. C. Lloyd, A. L. Mabogunje. and B. Awe, eds., The Cit o f 
Ibadan, Cambridge University Press, 1967, pp. 6-7. See G. Jenkins, “Government and Politics 
in Ibadan," in ibid, ch. 11.
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m Nigeria, and Ibadan has much less than Lagos. Ibadan, Lagos and other cities 
now have some modern department stores, hotels, office buildings and residences.

Free primary education was started in Western Nigeria in 1955 and resulted in 
a massive expansion of instruction at this level up to 1960. Since that time the govern
ment has e icouraged consolidation to raise the standards and to reduce unnecessary 
expenses. Callaway says that the city of Ibadan leads Nigeria and even West Africa 
as a thriving centre of education at all levels.4 5 The University cf Ibadan, an out
standing modern university founded in 1948, provided undergraduate and graduate 
instruction for nearly three thousand students in 1964. In recent years, unemployed 
school leavers have constituted a serious social problem in Ibadan.

During the past two decades the growth of a prosperous and educated elite has 
been an important development, but this group makes up less than one-half of 
one per cent of the population in Western Nigeria. Since the present study deals 
largely with traditional beliefs and practices, we arc concerned here only indirectly 
with the new elite.

Yoruba life is undergoing considerable change. New patterns are developing in 
family life, government, education, the economy, religion, medicine, art and in 
other areas. Old ways, however, have not disappeared entirely, and the purpose of this 
study is to give some indication of the extent both of the continuation and of the 
changing of traditional religions and traditional medicine in the Ibadan areain 1964.

The sentiments, defined as “combinations of perception, belief, and feeling which 
each person carries in his mind as guides for conduct and for the definition of reality,” 
found by the team responsible for the Cornell-Aro Mental Health Research Project 
in the Western Region is valuable in understanding “The Yoruba World” . These 
sentiments pertain especially to the Rgba Yoruba who live in the Abeokuta area, 
but in the main, they are characteristic of Yoruba who reside in the Western Region. 
We give below thirteen of the seventeen sentiments on the Cornell-Aro list. Reference 
to these sentiments will be helpful in examining the findings of the present study 
on Yoruba religions and medicine.

SELECTED SENTIMENTS OF THE YORUPA PEOPLE»

1 The world is made up of many unseen forces—some malevolent, some poten
tially malevolent. We must piotect ourselves by every possible means.

2 One of the main ways to protect ourselves and our children and to ensure the 
benevolence of the spirits is sacrifice, the killing of a living being.

3 Success is counted in children, wives, houses, money, land, titles and good 
standing with one’s neighbours. All of us—adherents to traditional beliefs,

YORUBA RELIGION AND MEDICINE IN IBADAN

4 P. C. Lloyd, “The Yoruba of Nigeria,” pp. 555- -6. See A. Callaway, “From Traditional Crafts 
to Modern Industries,” in Lloyd, Mabogunje, and Awe, op. cit., ch. 8; B. W. Hodder, “The 
Markets of Ibadan,” ibid., ch. 9; and H. A. Oluwasanmi, “The Agricultural Environment” 
ibid., ch. 3.

5 Archibald Callaway, ‘*Educational Expansion and the Rise of Youth Unemployment,” in Lloyd 
Mabogunje, and Aw,, eds., op. cit., ch. 10.

« A. H. Leighton, T A. Lambo, C. C. Hughes, D. C. Leighton, J. M. Murphy, and D. B. Macklin, 
Psychiatric Disorder among the Yoruba, Cornell University Press, 1963, ch. 3.
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PREFACE

Moslems, and Christians- -believe in an after-life in which people are judged 
as good or bad. The here and now is, however, important in ;ts own right.

4 There are many changes coming which promise a better life for us. But we 
had better not become so enchanted with the new as to depart radically from 
the old customs and beliefs.

5 People have it within their power to bring harm and misfortune to others through 
magical means. Therefore, we must be careful in the way we treat each other.

6 Education is the golden key to success in life—if not for me at least for my 
children.

7 There is nothing that money cannot do.
8 Everyone belongs somewhere in a group, but all people are not equal. Age, 

sex and vested authority determine every situation, and we must respect the 
people above us.

9 .. .the most important ties are those in marriage and between parents and children.
10 Since our world as women is centered on children, it focuses on the future, 

but we believe we can help them by continuing to practice many of our old ways.
11 Marriage is the normal and natural state for adults, and polygyny is the normal 

and natural form of marriage.
12 All of us belong in a variety of groups—family, village compound, lineage, 

or tribe—but except for the face-to-face relations of immediate families, loyal
ties are now confused.

13 Health is precious to all of us. We have heard about germs and nutrition, but 
if someone is after you with magic, it is mainly sickness or death that he will 
be able to send.

The data in this study were obtained mainly from two sets of informants in the 
Ibadan area: 275 “rank-and-file” informants and 35 persons who were reputed 
to be especially well informed about traditional Yoruba religion, or medicine, or 
both. The larger sample was reduced to 272 when it was found that three of these 
individuals were non-Yoruba. Of the 272, 54 were residents of the village of Ijaye, 
108 of Laluppn, and 110 of Ibadan. In Ibadan, 32 informants lived in the Oje section, 
36 in Oke Qfa, and 42 in Isale Ij?bu. Data concerning the age, sex, marital status, 
migration, education, occupation, religion of these informants are given in tables 
in Chapter V and in the Appendix.

Of the 35 persons who were healers or leaders in traditional religions or both, 
31 were identified with Ibadan sub-tribe, 2 were Ilesa, 1 was Ekiti, and 1 was Qtan- 
Aiyegbaju. Thirty-two of these informants were male and 3 were female, and the 
latter three were healers. None of these informants was under 30 years of age, 11 
were between 30 and 49, and 24 were from 50 to 90. Of these 35 “experts”, 18 lived 
in Lalupon (8 healers, 6 traditional religious leaders, and 4 persons who were active 
in both areas), and 17 resided <n Ibadan (6 healers, 7 traditional religious leaders, 
and 4 who played both roles). The 21 informants in this group with whom traditional 
religion was discussed in some detail gave the following as their occupations: farming,

xi
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7; healing, 6; Ifá priest, 3; trading, 2; Êsu priest, 1; babaláwo and heale: I . and 
iarmer-healer, 1. All of the ceremonial leaders interviewed in Lalupon are mdr.:onal 
religionists, but two of the traditional religious “experts” in Ibadan sa ■ tb it they 
are now Muslims. The latter two informants are discussed in Chapter VI Of the 22 
who had tradi onal healing practices, 11 v (ire followers of the drl?á only, 8 said they 
were Muslims, and 3 claimed to be Christians. Only 3 of these 22 informants nad 
attended school, but one had had some private “lessons”. These four healers read 
Yoruba, and or.e of them claimed that he can read English and Arabic as well. In 
school attendance and literacy, these healers are far behind the rank-and-file sample 
for Ijaye, Lalupon, and Ibadan (see Tables 5 and 18 in Chapter V).

I am indebted to many colleagues and friends for advice and assistance in connection 
with this study. My thanks go first to more than three hundred Yoruba informants 
who patiently and generously share ther experiences beliefs and points of view with 
me. Twenty physicians and medical scientists, members of the Faculty of Medicine, 
University of Ibadan, or of the University College Hospital Staff, or in private practice 
in the city of Ibadan, who kindly found time to discuss with the writer many aspects 
of the practice of medicine in Nigeria. The collaboration of three research assistants, 
M. O. Ogunyemi, Adekunle Aderiran and Amos Adesimi, was invaluable. Dr Joseph 
Black, formerly Dean of the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Ibadan, facili
tated this study in many ways. Albert J. McQueen provided many suggestions on 
fieldwork in Nigeria, and Kiyoshi Ikeda has been most generous and helpful in 
advising the author on statistical reporting. During his senior year at Oberlin College, 
David Ford programmed and processed the data obtained from the 272 rank-and-file 
informants.

I deeply appreciate the collaboration of the following people, in editing and tone 
marking the Yoruba text: Professor E. Ojo Arewa. Department of Anthropology, 
the Ohio State University Mr Adedayo Adeyemi, formerly Educational Specialist, 
Museum of African Art, Washington, D.C. ; Mr Agboola Adeniji. Institute of African. 
Studies, University of Ibadaiu Rt. Rev. T. T. Solaru, Methodist Bishop of Ibadan; 
and Mi Val Óïayemi, Ibadan University Press. The timely professional assistance 
of Dr Peter B. Hammond has made it possible for the manuscript to be completed 
for publication. The author, however, is alone resDonsible for the form which this 
report has taken. My wife, Eleanor Brown Simpson, helped with the classification 
of the data in Ibadan and in Oberlin, and assisted the writer in many other ways. 
For excellent secretarial assistance, I am grateful to Miss June Wright, Mrs Arlene 
Hall, Mrs Margie Tidwell, and Mrs Patricia Best.

For the financial support which made the field trip to Nigeria possible, I am deeply 
appreciative for grants made by the Joint Committee on African Studies (Soc'al 
Science Research Council and American Council of Learned Societies), the National 
Institute of Mental Health (MH 08127-01), the American Philosophical Society, 
and Oberlin College.
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C HAPTER I

T R A D IT IO N A L  R E L IG IO N S  I N  T H E  I B A D A N  A R E A

Y oruba  religion has been called a “mixed bag of individual cults” , with Olódúmarê 
(also known as Qlqrun) holding the cults together.1 According to Idowu, Olódúmarê 
“has always been placed first and far above the divinities.”2 This scholar regards tradi
tional Yoruba religion as monotheism (or Diffused Monotheism or Olodumareism) 
with tb<* well-known divinities serving as ministers of Olódumarê. The question of the 
historical origin, as well as the original “purity”, of this “monotheism”, Idowu says 
is debatable, but some Yoruba elders hold that “the crowd of divinities which now 
inhabit their pantheon is a later accretion the effect of which has not altogether been to 
the benefit of their religion.3” Other investigators have considered Yoruba religions to 
be polytheistic. For our purposes, this question is not of very great importance. Later 
in this chapter we summarize the views of our best versed informants on present day 
beliefs about Olódumarê.

Although there are hundreds of divinities in traditional Yoruba religion (the number 
is variously given as 200, 201, 400, 600, 1060, 1440), approximately two dozen over
shadow the others in the Ibadan area. Nature gods such as §ángó, 0sun, and Sánpón- 
ná, and functional deities, including Qrúnmilá, Ogún and Qbatálá, are held by 
lineages, but no lineage has a monopoly on one of the major gods or goddesses and 
there are always individuals who have become followers of a given deity because 
0rúnmilá, the god of divination, has told them to appeal to that drisá or because one 
of the gods has helped him in time of crisis.4 There is a cult for each deity, and each 
cult-group holds an annual ceremony for its óri$á. Often a traditional religionist is a 
follower of several divinities, but he worships each one separately. RTual patterns 
vary from cult to cult; relatively few new elements have been introduced into tradi
tional Yoruba religions in recent years.

OLÓDUMARÊ AND THE LEADING ÓRÍ$A: BELIEFS AND RITUALS

We point out in Chapters V and VI that only five per cent of our 272 ordinary 
informants said that they worship the óri$á. Half of this group worship the orha only, 
the other half are Christian-óWfd or Moslem-óWsá worshippers. It is of interest that 
ten per cent of 183 informants (7 per cent of the total sample) replied affirmatively 
to the question of whether they worship their lineage órifá. Together órifá worshippers 
and contributors to traditional annual ceremonies constitute 19 per cent of the sample 
of 272 informants. In time of serious trouble, a large proportion of the Yoruba 
consult a babaláwo or other traditional religious leader for guidance, and, in many 
cases, this leads to the presentation of sacrifices to an órlfá.
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OLÓDÚMARÊ

Idowu writes that m all previous works dealing with Yoruba religion, "the Deity 
has been assigned a place which makes Him very remote, of little account in the 
scheme of ti ings”.5 According to him, three reasons account for this treatment: 
first, the objective phenomena in Yoruba religion are the cults of the ón$á; second, 
temples are not erected nor are images dedicated to Olódúmare; and third, th . people’s 
conception of the Deity is a reflection of their social structure. On the last point, 
Idowu says that in Yoruba etiquette it is not proper for a young person to approach 
an elder directly when seeking a special favour; hence, “after each act of worship 
before any of the divinities, people conclude by saying Ki Olódúmaré gbá á o—‘May 
Olódumare accept it” or a similar expression. Concerning the status of Olódúmarê, 
Idowu finds—

Yoruba theology emphasizes the unique status of Olódúmaré. He is supreme 
over all in heaven, acknowledged by all the divinities as the Head to whom 
all authority and allegiance is due. He is not one among many; not even 
‘Olódiimarê- n-council.’ His status of Supremacy is absolute Things happen 
when He approves; things do not come to pass if He disapproves. In worship, 
the Yoruba hold Him ultimately First and Last; in man’s daily life, he has 
the ultimate pre-eminence.6

The Yoruba appear to be satisfied with the gods with whom they are in immediate 
touch because they believe that when the drl$á have been worshipped, they will 
transmit what is neoessary to Olódumare. The greatness of Olódumare does not, 
however, preclude direct approach to him, and the people “pray to him directly and 
at any time and place as needs arise” . There is a specific cult of Olódumare, Idowu 
saysr with the worship taking place in the open. Today ritualistic worship on a regular 
basis is dying out; in some places it is no longefl own, and in others it has become 
the~cu t o the women.

In the main, our finding coincide with Idowu’s. Traditional priests and others who 
play or have played leading parts in religious ceremon es in the Ibadan area hold the 
following views: first, Olódumare is the Supreme Órifd and is the creator of all beings 
including the other óriíá; second, he s all powerful and there is nothing that he cannot 
do; third, there is no annual ceremony for him but his name is mentioned during 
ceremonies for the órisá; fourth, the drisá are intermediaries between Olódumare and 
men and he is worshipped through the órífá ; fifth, people pray to him to guide and 
protect them; and sixth, today there is no shrine or temple for Olódumare and no 
sacrifices are given to him. When asked if he knew any verses attributed to Olódumare 
or said in honour of him, a Muslim diviner-healer who still takes some part in annual 
ceremonies for four of the drifá said that people read the Bible or the Koran as 
messages from God. A devotee of Ifá and Qbátálá gave this Olódúmarê verse:

Qba atáyése, The Lord who corrects every wrong on earth
Qba adá-êdá. The Lord who creates all beings.

One of the twenty-one traditional religious leaders interviewed in Lalupqn and 
Ibadan, a man who is a follower of Ogun and of Qya, mentioned Ql$run as one of 
the órlfá he worships.
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QBATÁLÁ

Obátálá, known also as Qrisá-nlá, Órlsáála, Óglyán, and, in some places, Olútyn, 
is called by Idowu “the arch-divinity” of Yorubaland. In this scholár’s words, 
Qbátálá represents “the idea of ritual and ethical purity,” symbolized by the immacu
late whiteness associated with him—inside walls of temples washed white, emblems 
kept in white containers, and white robes, ornaments and beads for his priests and 
priestesses. My informants regard Qbátálá as intelligent, even-tempered and gentle, 
but as an important and powerful brifá. They said that Ql<?run assigned Qbátálá 
(said by two babaláwo we knew to be a goddess) the duty of moulding children'and 
putting them in the uteruses of their mothers. Qbátálá is responsible, therefore, for 
the normal or the abnormal characteristics of human beings. Such deformities as 
hunchback, paralysis, albinoism, deaf mutism, and crippling deformities present at 
birth or which appear later are due to Qbátálá. Causing these defects is not necessarily 
intentional on Qbátálá’spart. He may make mistakes while moulding a child. Inmost 
cases, however, the abnormalities are thought to be his way of punishing the mother 
for wrongdoing. A pregnant woman who speaks disparagingly of Qbátálá, steals a 
snail, violates certain food taboos such as drinking palm wine or eatfng snails, or, in 
some lineages, comes out of the room where she delivered before the sixth day, is 
likely to have a defective child. His followers and others appeal to him for children, 
prosperity, the avenging of wrongs, and the curing of illnesses and deformit'es. 
A babaláwo, who is also a devotee of Obátálá, said that Qbátálá attacks people who 
displease him with kbkorb (worms). A Muslim diviner-healer whose father was an 
Qbátálá priest, an Ibadan man who says he contributes to the cost of annual ceremo
nies which his relatives give in villages (and who probably participates, himself in some 
traditional ceremonies), said that if any member of the Obátálá cult ate new yams 
before the specified day, all of his skin would peel off.

The relative power and the interpersonal relations of the órisá are interesting. 
According to Idowu, tradition holds that Obátálá is Olódumarê’s executive deputy 
on earth, while Órunmilá is his deputy in matters of knowledge and wisdom.10 He says 
also that the relationship between Qbátálá and Órunmilá is a close one, but that 
Orunmllá was sent to help and advise Qbátálá, the senior and the leader. We refer 
later to the relationships between 01<?run and Êsu, Órunmilá and Êsu, 0runmilá and 
0sanyln, and Sángó and two of his wives (Ósun and Qya).

A Laluppn babaláwo who is also a follower of $ángó, 6gún, 0sanyln. Obátálá, and 
Oya, told the following legend:

Qrl$áálá has no children but he has authority, so all children belong to him. 
When he was a very old man he consulted an oracle on how he could become an 
brl$á who would be worshipped b) everyone. He was asked to sacrifice 200 
elephants. How could an old man kill 200 elephants T^One day he went to hunt 
elephants and came to a pit filled with toads, fish, and other animals that had 
become so dry that these animals were in danger of perishing. They heard the 
sound of his walking and appealed to him to save them. He told them he was 
hunting for elephants, and they said that if they were saved they would kill 200 
elephants for him. Qbátálá pointed his walking stick to heaven and recited an 
incantation. Rain started to fall and before daybreak the well was filled. He 
expected the creatures in the pit to fulfil their promise, but he did not see them 
the following morning. He carried his walking stick to the well. When he asked
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them to keep their promise, they told him that they could not hold the leg of an 
elephant to say nothing of killing one. Instead, they would worship him. At 
that time Qbátálá became an órlsá to be worshipped.11

The Annual Ceremony for Obátálá12
During the afternoon of the day before the ceremony, new yams are brought from 

the farms. Some of the yams are cut in half and, after oil is put on the pieces, the 
participants taste the new yams. From then on cooked yams may be eaten.

On the evening before the annual ceremony for Obátálá, his emblem is washed with 
water into which ddúndún, têtê, rinrin, and akdko leaves have been squeezed and to 
which palm oil and shea butter have been added. (By some, the emblem is said to 
consist of a piece of metal (dye) and a shell kept in a covered calabash; others say the 
emblem includes the eye, a bone and trunk of an elephant.)1 Also on the first night, 
split kolanuts or the halves of new yams are thrown to determine whether the offer
ings which may include a basketful of snails, female goats, hens, a cock, pigeons, 
guinea-fowls, kolanuts, shea butter, eggs, lish, corn, pounded yam, êkuru, and alligator 
peppers are acceptable The next day some of the snails ,r;e sacrificed and the water 
from them is poured on the shrine. Then the animals are killed and their blood is 
poured on the shrine. Some of the yams are pounded, srme are cooked, and portions 
of this food, together with some of the cooked meat and snails, are placed on top 
of the shrine. Drumming, dancing, and the flogging of one another occur as songs 
such at the following are sung:

Olówóo mi gbobi lOwo kan. My lord accepts my kola nut ofi'ei ing at once. 
Áríyá! Áríyál (an exclamation of joy) __

Olówóó mi gbasé lpwóó mi. Áríyá Mv lord accepts mv offerings. Arr.d

Êép.i! Opá payán je. irepa! The óri$á has accepted the yam offerings
Éépá1 A mú isu lóko. Éépá' Éépá! We have brought new yams from the

farm. Éépá!

Êmí r<?wq, mo bá órisá sere o. 1 have t.me to worship the órisá.
Eni kê rówó a já wárá wpgbó lo. One who has no time (to worship the arha)

strays madly into the forest.

Qrisáálá gbá mi o, éni a ní ni Qrisáála save me: one expects succour 
gbani. from one’s god.
Emi kó mókan. I do not know any way of saving myself.
Órisa Qgiyán gbá mi o, eni a ní Óri$á Qgiyán save me one expects succour 
nil gbani. from one’s god.
Êmi kó mdkan. I do not know any method (of saving myself).

The following prayer is representative of many which are recited during the annual 
ceremony tor Qbátálá:

Aláábálááse, ata-ta-bí-ákún, One who gives suggestions and also gives
commands, One who is very powerful.

Qrlsásp midi eni iyl, so mi di Órhá make me an honourable being, 
eni êye.
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Obutála ma hké por. mi; omo Obátála, don’t put a hump on my back; 
ni o fi fún mi. it is a child you should give me (to carry on

my back).

Verses recited in praise of Obátalá include the following—
Obatála, Qbátarisá, oba pátá- 
pata Tíí bá won gbé Óde tránjé.

Onsáala, Ógirigbanigbó, alaye 
tí wón nfi ayé fún.

Obomo-bóro-kalê.
Aymmo-níké, adá-won-láro.

Obatálá, Qbátarisá, órisá aláse 
Igan baba oyin.
Órêrê yêlú ágán wó.
Atuvvon-ká-nib-i-tí-wón-gbé-
ndaná-irp.
Oníwá pêlé.
Adá-won-lápá, a-dá-wpn-laro. 
Orisá Ógiyán, ajá-gbóna ajá- 
gbona, okiki irungbón. 
Jagungagun, ófiwá-ijá-wodó.

O jagun jagun figbon wodó.

Ábudi Olúkánbe.
O fágádá fá wón wodó.

Abojú-bonígbêsê-lérú 
Ájánákú, ódugbangudu.
Ojagun jagun-pbgbpn-wodó,

Alajogún ókikí, ariwo ko pplá

Abi$ókótó-gbósu-méfá-nílé-aláró

Aró-gbájágbájá-kó-lóná;
O ní eni tí ó bá lé já kó wá 
jókóó.
N ó lê já, kí ni n ó wáá jókóó
si ?

Obatálá, Obátarisá, the fierce king of the 
gods, who lives with others in Íránjé.14

Orisáálá, the great one who owns the world 
and to whom the control of the world must be 
assigned.
One who peels off the skin of people.
One who twists the hunchback and also 
creates the lame.
Obátálá, Obátarisá, the órisá with authority. 
Who is as precious as pure honey.
The god who gives children to the barren. 
One who scatters them where they are 
conspiring.
The gentle one.
Who breaks peoples arms and creates the lame 
Ogiyán, the fearsome warrior god with a 
bushy beard.
The warrior who enters a river in a fighting 
mood.
The warrior who enters a river throwing 

batons.
The god with inexhaustible strength.
One who drags his enemies into a river with 
a rope.
A god whose face terrifies the debtor.
Who is as massive as an elephant.
Who fights until he enters a river, carrying 
batons on his back.
An inheritor of reputation, whose great fame 
does not detract from his authority.
One who allows his trousers to remain in the 
dye for six months.
One who is prepared to meet force with force, 
And who challenges anyone who wishes to 
fight to come forward.
I cannot fight; why should I come foward?

The musical instruments used in a ceremony for Obátálá include: igbin (a large 
drum covered on one end), talking drums, sêkêrê, a piece of iron with rings around 
the edges, and a large iron bell (aja) which announces the beginning of the worship. 
No rattles are used.

Typically, about five per cent of the participants become possessed during an annual 
ceremony. These persons stagger here and there, and then sit down and are supported 
by other worshippers chanting the praises of Qbátálá. Those who are possessed foretell 
future events, and they may point out those who have committed offences such as
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adultery or tell women who have been unable to bear children what to do in order to 
have children.

The participant* in Qbátálá’s ceremony wear white dresses and white beads. At 
some point after the sacrifices have been offered, a procession of the worshippers may 
dance through the town. On the seventh day, the remains of the sacrifices are taken 
from the shrine and deposited at a crossroads. Returning from the crossroads, the 
participants sing:

Wóyí ám$dún o, <?m9, yoy<? 
l^dêdê mi.

(Repeated several times)
Olórí ó dorí rê mú.
Awódi ókê máá gbé mi lórí lo. 

(Repeated several times)
Órl$á, gb<?mo wa júkúlújuké 
Qbátálá, gbómo wá jukúlújíiké.

By this time next year, may I have many 
many children in my house.

Let every one hold his “ori.”15
May the hawk not carry away my ‘"ori.”16

Órisá, br ig many children.
Obátálá, bring many children.

A Second Qbátálá or Olúfgn Ceremony
In Laluppn the Oliiftjin cult is often referred to as the “women’s cult”, in this village, 

formerly both men and women worshipped Olúfpn, but all of the male followers have 
died and ordinarily men are not affiliated with the cult. Or.e woman informant said 
that Islam and Christianity “have robbed the driya of male devotees Occasionally, 
as a result of divination, men may take part in the worship of Olúfón. Usually such 
men have been ill and have been unable to find a remedy other than worshipping 
Olúfpn. Like most of the óriyá, Olúfgn can be used to avenge mistreatment. He is 
propitiated with cold water and kola-nuts, or he may be consulted by throwing sixteen 
cowry shells on the ground. The pattern of the shells indicates what Olúfón demands 
to avenge the aggrieved person. Devotees of Olúfón are believed to be lucky and 
prosperous people. Through worshipping Olúftpn the women get children and th< y 
obtain money with which to build houses or purchase the things they need.

OlúfQn can be particularly helpful in enabling infertile women to have children. 
When such a woman gives birth to a child, she sacrifices a goat to Olúfón. Other 
offerings to Olúfón include snails, beans, eggs, rats, and fish. After the sacrifices have 
been made, the women drink cold water. For any ceremony for Oliifpn, the partici
pants must wear white garments: dresses, underwear, head ties; in the Laluppn cult, 
the priest, even if a woman, wears white trousers. White chalk is rubbed on the face, 
and bracelets made of strips of brass wire (often referred to as brass) are worn

The following praise verse for Olúfpn was obtained from the leader of the “women’s 
cult” in Laluppn.

Arómi tútú $oógún ábíkú

Órlsá, jé kí omi tútu kó tán 
temi;
Orí mi kó gbó, mo súré sé$é, 

mo tQ Ikúl^fin I9 ;
Áyá mi kó gbêrii; mo súré t9 

Qrlsálawê.

One who uses cold water as medicine to 
prevent the re-incamated child from dying. 
Órl$á, may your cold water stop mine from 
dying.
Not yet sufficiently mature, I run to Ikfil^fin’s 
shrine,
Not yet sufficiently brave I run to Qrlsá- 

lawê’s shrine
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Órlsá níí báni be êdá, Órlsá is the one who pleads for one before

one’s creator.
Yanganmu, óun nil bá ni be Yanganmu, you are the one who appeases 

ori eni, one’s partner.17
Qk<?<) mi, Qgbóogbá, s?j$ d<?mp. My lord, Qgbóogbá, who turns blood into

a child;
The gentle one who helps to make one-» 

luck better.
My lord’s jumper is white his robe is also 

white.
One who trades in white things, son of the 

valiant man in the other world.
One who makes a little child lie on the bare 

floor and lie on the mat.
One who rubs a little child with camwood 

and rubs him with red pepper.
One who rolls a little child in mud and ash. 
The war-faring one who is responsible for 

the death of Europeans;
The war faring one who has large finger;, 

with which to eat pounded yam.
Okunrin lebelebe janyin janyin; The man covered with several jingling things, 
Bl ësé okó, bi ê§? óbe,
Ohun rirprird ni baba nje.

Olójo, okoó mi, ákánti oké.
Mo súré sésé to Láworú-molê 

nílé onímolê.
Abara-gba-osun-bí-ógiri.

Egúngún ará ïlá.
O fi ógbuún jinrinjirin jí <?ti 

olotí m u;
Ko m<? Qgbuún kékêké mú, 

baba ókánjúá.

Or Onm ílA

Like broken hoes, like broken knives.
It is only soft or succulent things that father 

eats.
Olójo, my lord, who is as huge as a mountain.
I run to Láwórú the órisá of the other 

world.
The one who has a large body to take plenty 

of camwood;
The ancestral spirit of the people of ilá.
Who steals other people’s wine w th a large.
deep calabash;
A very greedy one who never steals with 

small calabashes.

Oniwá pel?, abá-ni-tórí-eni-se.

K.úkúm<? okoo mi funfun ni, 
$wii rh funfun ni, 

A$ówó-álá díêdíê, <?m<? akin 
are.

Otémoólê, témo ?ní,

Okunmo-lósun kunmp láta.

Óyímo-lérê-yímo-léérú.
A agun si we o, ikú eléylbó.

Jagun arówó yayán;

The oracle god is one of Olódiimare’s principal representatives on earth. One of my 
informants said that 0riinmila reports on the activities of other málékás (angels; 
on$a) to God, a role Idowu says is played by Ë$íi.18 Great wisdom and power are 
attributed to Qrúnmllá, and Ifá divination is associated with the Qrúnmilá cult 
(Some of my informants, includ.ng men who are priests in this cult, say they are 
followers of Ifá, or they use the two terms interchangeably).

In addition to his skill and wisdom in matters pertaining to divination. 0rúrmilá 
tells the babaláwo what roots and leaves should be used in healing. In this field he is 
assisted by Qsanyin, who is variously said to be a brother, friend, partner, or servant 
of Orúnmila. Qsanyln is the órifá who controls 201 roots and leaves and knows their 
application in curing various illnesses. Like a number of the órí?á. Qrúnmilá can be 
used for any good purpose or to cause misfortune.

There are innumerable beliefs and legends about Orúnmilá. of which we give 
several examples:
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1 Ql$run and Orúnmllá had an argument, and, when it was discovered that 
Qrúnmllá was correct, he was sent from heaven to earth for being too clever.

2 Qrúnmilá has no bones in his body. He is carried about by others.
3 When Olódumaré (said by one babaldwo to be a son of Qhjrun) was ill, it was 

0rúnmilá who treated him.

4 Qrúnmllá had no brothers and sisters until he used 180 palm nuts {(yin) to make 
a medicine for h.s mother who then became pregnant and gave birth to 0sanyln.

5 No human being gave birth to 0rúnmllá. He descended from heaven to the 
earth, landing in a jungle amidst banana plants. There he was found by human beings 
wearing beaded necklaces beaded bracelets, and an ák(t( (hat). With him they found 
an $p(l$, Ifá palm-nuts, and the Ifá vessel, as well as an offering consisting of a rat, a 
fish, snails, and a female goat. His coming has been foretold by a babaldwo who sa d 
the people would see a peculiar stranger and that when found in the bush he should 
be brought to town in a festive mood drumn ng, dancing, singing. When Ifá was 
found, the babaldwo made an offering of rats, female goats, fish, other animals, and 
various foods in the bush and from there they danced home carrying Ifá along with 
them Those in the procession are said to have sung:

£  kú o! Egúngún Olúfê Ifá 
rode.

E kú o! Egúngún Olúfê Ifá 
rode.

E kú ol Egúngún Olúfê Ifá 
rode.

Greetings! the Egúngún of If?, lfá has 
descended into the world 

Greetings! the Egúngún of Ifê, Ifá has 
descended into the world.

Greetings! the Egúngún of If?, Ifá has 
descended into the world.

Thereafter, Ifá taught the babaldwo the priestly art and the art of healing. This infor
mant said that no one knows when Ifá departed to the unknown. He did not die, but, 
went away like lightning.

6 Qrúnmllá lived in the bush among the palm trees. One day he impersonated a 
human being, dressed in tattered banana leaves, and headed for Iwo (a town near 
Ibadan). At Iwo, he saw the Qha in all his glory, with many attendants in his court 
and many chiefs around him. It was the time of the annual feast in Iwo. 0rúnmïlá 
entered the town in his tattered banana leaves, sat down in front of the Oba’s house 
and helped himself to the remnants of food which had been thrown away after the 
feast. When the Qba saw this, he regarded Qrúiunilá as a strange character and ordered 
a plate of meal for him. 0rúnmllá told the Qba he wanted to sleep in the town. In 
order to get this strange character out of town, the Qba ordered his servants to 
prepare a place for him with all the bedding sprayed with itching hair of the seeds of 
a certain plant. Orúnmllá slept on this, and, when he felt the itching, ran to the river 
and took a bath. Early the next morning he went to the Qba and told him that he had 
had a nice sleep. Then he threw down his dp(l( and divined for the Qba. He told him 
that he would have a long, prosperous reign. Later he continued his strange behaviour, 
eating remnants of food and divining for people. On his third day in Iwo, people 
gathered around Orúnmilá and the princess said that she had decided to marry him. 
Everyone was horrified, but the girl was determined to marry Qrúnmilá. She told her
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father that if she married a prince or an <?ba like himself, the man would have no 
respect for her. But if she married this poor map. he would regard her highly. Her 
father then agreed to the marriage. He then divided his possessions into two parts and 
gave one part to 0rúnmilá, who took his bride out of the town. He had many atten
dants, horses, and other possessions because o f his father-in-law’s gifts. He went to a 
nearby town and settled. When people saw him living in great splendour they paid 
homage to him. When they asked who his wife was, he answered that it was the 
“humiliation he suffered in Iwo”. (fyá means humiliation in Yoruba. The town where 
he suffered the humiliation was Iwo. The two taken together are lya-lw 6. The Yoruba 
word for wife is ïyáwó.) Hence, according to this informant, from that time on, 
Yoruba referred to 0ríínmllá’s bride as íyáwó.

7 0rúnmïlá wanted to marry a girl, but she refused to marry him. At the same 
time, a son o f Olórun was ill, so 0rúnmilá was recalled to heaven to treat the sick 
man. 0rúnmilá divined and told Qlorun that the blood of a new arrival to heaven was 
needed for a sacrifice. But the new arrival (probably by virtue of Orúnmilá’s power) 
was the girl who had refused to marry him on earth. She was brought before 0rúnmilá. 
When her veil was removed, 0rúnmilá saw that she was his intended wife. The girl 
agreed to marry 0rúnm)lá and part of her hair instead of her blood was used for the 
offering. 0rúnmllá now led his wife back to earth and told her parents that their 
daughter was not dead. When they went to the girl’s burial place they found nothing 
but an empty grave.

According to Idowu, 0rúnmïlá constitutes ‘another element of the demands and 
sanctions of morality” in Yoruba religion. A babaláwo is constrained not to abuse his 
office in any way, use his position to enrich himself, or refuse his services because a 
person is too poor to pay a fee for divination. Today some seem to know nothing 
about this sacred injunction, and otJi< ;rs ignore it.19 As an example of today’s materia
lism, an Ibadan babaláwo said that if a girl who is 11 is cured by an 0runmilá priest 
and he later marries her. he does not pay a bride price.

The Annual Orúnmlld (Ifá) Ceremony
An account of the first evening of the annual ceremony for Órúnmilá obtained from 

informants in Laluppn, including an important babaláwo. may be compared with 
the beginning of this ceremony witnessed in the Oje section of Ibadan on 26 September. 
1964

Lalupon
Sixteen leaves are collected from sixteen different plants representing the sixteen 

palm-nuts used in Ifa divination The leaves are arranged on the ground and an Ifá 
board is placed on them. Pieces of each leaf are cut off and washed in a bowl. The 
water is then used to wash the objects used in the worship of Órúnmilá: the beads, 
bracelets, cow tail and so on. Also, the Ifá priest bathes with this water before opening 
the rites. The following offerings are made to 0rúnmilá: two kola-nuts, two bitter 
kola-nuts, two alligator peppers, tw o rats, two fish, a female goat, and a bunch of 
yams tied with palm leaves. The participants begin “to recite Ifá”, that is, to repeat
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odit from the corpus of Ifá recitals. After each odu, chants are sung. When the sixteenth 
odu is reached, the female goat is sacrificed. A procession of the participants dances 
through the village, with more or less continuous singing, drumming, and beating of 
the agogo (iron goi tg), but there is no spirit possession. Part of the blood of the she- 
goat is poured on Ifá (a small wooden container holding sixteen palm nuts); the rest is 
put in a bowl. Occasionally the priest who recites the odu licks the blood in the bowl; 
otherwise, it is believed, he may faint Throughout the ceremony both the 
(divination chain) and the Ifá palm-nuts are used. By consulting the palm-nuts the 
priests ascertain whether misfortune will affect any member of the lineage, and, if so, 
how this may be averted. The offerings are eaten by the participants within a short 
time after the sacrifices are made. Those giving the annual ritual may buy beef to serve 
their friends during the rites. The presiding priests, plus friends attending the cere
mony who are Ifá priests in other towns, pray that they may be able to return for 
the Ifá ceremony the following year. An example follows:

Bi a ti se wá bí pêlú ara Hie
l^dún yii, As we are in good health at this ceremony,

Ki á tún lê pé jo láti bp $ pêlú
áláfíá ní od ín tí mb$ May we thus gather here next year to worship.

The drums used are the ipêsê and the dimdún. There are sacrifices at times other than 
the annual ceremony, e.g., fowls, rams, he-goats and ducks.

ójé, Ibadan, 26 September, 1964
On the first night of this annual ceremony, the palm-nuts signifying Ifá were washed 

in a large enamel bowl for about half an hour in the babaldwo's consultation room. 
They were then placed in a large wooden bowl with six main sections in addition to a 
round center section. The thirty persons who were present, including the babaláwo's 
two wives and six ch ldren, assumed a kneeling position during the ceremony. The 
babaldwo prayed to 0rúnmilá while the co-leader of the ceremony pounded on the 
concrete floor with an irpke in the form of a cutlass blade with a bell attached to 
summon Ifá. A five-kobo piece was placed on the floor in front of the wooden bowl, 
and three animal horns (two ram’s horns and a deer’s horn) used in cursing a victim or 
blessing a client stood against the wall behind the large wooden bowl. The leaders 
changed roles, with the babaldwo tapping the floor with the irpke while his confrere 
prayed. The co-leader d.pped the fingers of his right hand in a bowl of water and 
sprinkled water on the kola-nuts lying in front of 0rúnmHá’s emblem. Also, he 
poured a small quantity of palm oil on the floor and rubbed it into the floor with one 
finger. Several times during the praying, the sacrificial goat was pulled forward by the 
rope attached to its neck and shown to Ifá. At one point, each participant in the 
ceremony leaned forward and touched his head to the goat’s head.

The babaldwo placed a bundle of three yams, to which a dried rat and a dried fish 
had been tied, on his head. He then started the divination rites by touching with a 
kola-nut the forehead of each person for whom an offering was to be made. He split a 
nut into quarters, placed them between the palms of his hands, and with a twisting 
movement of his hands, threw them on the floor. When two segments of a nut fell up 
and two down, the offering was acceptable to Ifá. After a favourable reply was received,
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two of the segments were placed in the large wooden bowl containing the palm-nuts; 
the other two segments were placed in a bowl of water. At one point, the offering 
was not acceptable and the priests asked Ifá the reason. Ifá said he foresaw death for 
the child of the person making the kola offering. Ifá was then asked what could be 
done to prevent the child’s death. Usng the kola-nuts again, the babaláwo said that 
Ifá demanded that the father make a sacrifice to Qsanyin in the name of the devotee.
The father agreed to provide the necessary materials for the sacrifice.

The goat was decapitated by the two young male ritual assistants, ard the blood 
was caught in an enamel bowl. Some of the blood was poured on the palm nuts, 
and the babaJáwo put some of the animal’s blood on the tip of each of the three 
horns containing traditional medicine. He then touched the tip of his tongue to 
the tip of each of the horns. The co-leader dipped his forefinger in the goat’s blood 
and touched h;s tongue with that finger. Two chickens were offered as sacrifices 
to 0rúnmilá, and a ritual assistant squeezed blood from each chicken’s neck onto 
the palm-nuts. After seven days the palm-nuts will be wiped off, but they will not 
be washed again until the next annual ceremony. The oesophagus of the goat was 
put aside and was to be offered later to the witches.

Partial report were obtained on two additional Órúnmila annual ^eremonies^fi/e^vjwis 
One is an account of this ceremony in Ibokun (near Tlesa Y the village in which 
the babaláwo who led the Oje ritual had lived before moving to  Ibadan. On the 
first day,of the Ibokun ceremony, the participants take a female goat, fowls, pigeons, 
snails, rats, fish, and kola-nuts to a palm tree (one which has two branches; the 
usual palm tree has a stem) in the Ifá jungle. After the sacrifice has been made, they 
return to Araba's (head of the babaláwó) house where they sing, dance and feast.
Then they return to their own homes where they sacrifice female goats, fowls, pigeons, 
snails, rats, fish and kola-nuts to their individual Ifás. On the second day. they 
return to Araba’s house for another feast. On the third day, each priest takes his
Ifá to Araba’s house. The priests also bring large quantities of food to feed the guests.
Similar visits to his house are made for three more days. Each time they consult Ifá, 
and any sacrifice he demands must be made. On the seventh day a procession marches 
around the town. Drums, played include the fpêsê [a large, tall drum with short legs), 
talking drums, as well as agogo (iron gongs). The Ifá priests wear the beads of their 
office. In consulting 0rúnmilá, they use sixteen palm-nuts in the manner described in 
the section on divination in Chapter II. According to this informant, there is no spirit 
possession during a ceremony for Oninmila in Ibokun, and no masks are worn or 
carried during the ritual. ''bod*

This report of an annual ceremony for ^ rúnm lá  vas given by another babaldwo ^  
in Ibadan, Water from a snail and the blood of a pigeon are poured into water in 
wïïïch odúndún, têtê, and rinrin leaves have been placed. Palm-oil and shea-butter 
are added, and the Ifá emblem is washed in this water. The water is not thrown 
away but is used in curing illnesses. The offering should consist of sixteen rats, sixteen 
fish, locust beans, a female goat, a hen, white kolanuts, brown kola nuts, maize wine, 
guinea corn wine, and pounded yam. The rats and the fish are cooked without pepper.
The other part of the hen is cooked with pepper. These offerings are placed before 
Tfá. The goat is brought before Ifá, prayer is offered’and the bigiron gongisbeaten.
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The priest says • ‘Ifá, this is your goat. ” Then the goat is killed and its blood is poured 
on Qrúnmilá’s emblem. The udder is roasted and salted. Anyone who is not “clean”, 
for example, a woman who commits adultery, or a person who uses “juju” against 
an innocent neighbour, should not eat part of the udder (cut ir to small bits). If she 
does, she will either confess or die. If a member of the cult is given a piece of the udder 
and throws it away, he will become ill. Sixteen small morsels from the pounded yam 
are put on top of Ifá. The rats and the fish are also put there. One wh te kola-nut 
and one brown one are split open and tossed up. If two halves face up and two down, 
the offering is accepted. On the first night of the ceremony, the participants eat, drink 
and sing. The head of the goat offered as a sacrifice is put inside the calabash and 
covered with the lid. On the second day, the head of the goat is brought out. The 
participants sing and dance. The head of the goat is cooked. After a few minutes, 
the rats and the fish are taken out of the calabash and eaten. Parts of the rats and fish 
(heads and tails) are covered in the calabash until the third day. These remnants are 
then taken to Êju’s shrine. From time to time during the seven-day ceremony, the 
participants dance around the streets of the city. They dance to an agogo (iron gong), 
but in the household or compound dance, talking drums may be used.

During an annual ceremony for Órúnmilá, the following are typical prayers:

Apêtêbí, éleêrí ipín, a-jé-ju- 
oógun.

0 dúndún láwp.
Ifá mo pé, £lá mo pé.
Ifá S9W9 dêêrê gbobi re o, 

spwpdêêrê.
ïyé, iyé okó, iyé T 0rúnmilá nje.
Eku méjl oluwéré, eja méji 

ólúgbálá lpbê.
ïyé 1’ Orúnmilá nje.

Apêtêbi, witness of human destiny, one 
who is more effective (in curing illness) than 
medicine.

The fair-skinned one.
Ifá I call on you; $lá, I call on you.
Ifa, stretch your hands to accept your kola 

nut offerings.
Ifá eats termite powder (from Íyérósún wood)

Two rats, two fishes in his soup.
Ifá eats termite powder.

Ifá fún wa 19019 si.
Jé ki a tún lê wá sin 9 báyií 

l’9dun miran.
J? ki a lówó, ki a bínm o.
Ki ile wa yii ki a tún ko dáadáa.

Ifá, please give us more children.
Protect us so that we may gather here next 

year to worship you.
Ifá, let us prosper and have more children. 
And let us rebuild our houses in a more 

attractive way.

Among the chants for 0rúnmilá in the Ibadan area are these:

Alápánkoko, awo má ju awo I9.

Awo 1£ gbáwo mi toritori. 
Odíderé to ó gorí irókó,
O fi ohun j9 agogo,
Ló se Ifá fún Ifákóredé,
Ar?mo Olódítnmarê, omp até- 

eni tán kó tó fi orí se agbeji ara. 
O aí e bá mi sp fún Alárá; e pé 

moríre.

Alápánkoko, one awo20 is more powerful than 
another.

One awo can swallow another completely.21 
The parrot flies to the top of the irókó tree 
And its vo'ce is like an iron gong 
Divining for Ifákóredé,
The son first of Olódumarê, who protects 

his body with his large head,
He said: Please inform Alárá I have met with 

good fortune.
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O ní e bá mi so fún Ajeró e pé 

mo rire.
O ní e bá mi so fún Owárán- 

gún ága; epé mo ríre.
Ire to sonu, Ire de.

(Last line repeated many times).

Inform Ajero; tell him I have met with good 
fortune.

Inform Qwárángún owner of the royal chair;
say 1 have met with good fortune.

The lost fortune is back again.

Bi ire bá wple, e jé ki a na suuru
si.

Bi inú bá le lále jú, ire ó wogbo.

Agbo yaya! Áárín omo ni ma 
sun.
Mo gbp ppró láléde; omo weere 

wá bá mi hesán. 
Ológbó-jí-golí» awo! Awo!

Lile awo!
Olómi ájípon yaya ni Igódo.

Awo 16 se oká,
Awo 16 se ere.

Awo 16 se ekun lajin.

Awo náá reé, Awo, Awo!
Lile awo.

If good fortune enters the house, let us be 
calm in handling it.

If we are quick-tempered or impatient, good 
fortune will enter the jungle.

The joyful! crowd! I shall die in the midst 
midst of a crowd of children.

I heard the dropping of star apples, children 
come round and pick up apples for me.

The ‘'sneaking cat” cult. Cult! The powenul 
cult!

Owner of the Igódó spring water people 
wake up early to fetch.

It s the cult that made the cobra powerless;
It is the cult that made the boa constrictor 

powerless.
It is the cult that made the tiger power

less in the dead of the night
This is the cult! The cult! the dangerous 

cult!

Verses said in honour of Qrúnmilá during an annual ceremony include:
Qrun ló mo eni tí yíó lá. 
A-$eayé-seí>run.
Dúndúnké, obinrin-ó-fidí-han- 

ni-kásp,
E l^ ií ipín, ajé-ju-ogún.

Qrúnmllá! Ifá Olokun, Asoran- 
dayo

Olóóréré-áikú.Aje-joógím.

Iwo laláwóyê o;
Bá mi wo omo tëmi yê o. 
0rúnmllá, Agbpnnirêgún! 
Njínjí la kífá 
Kutúkiitii la kí órisá 
Qsán gangan la kí Elégbára 

(Êsii).
Mo jí mo ki Ogidi o, Ogidi o 

majíire

Only Heaven knows who will be saved.
One who lives on earth and )i\es in heaven.
The robust, virile one who does not refuse a
woman s advances.
One who is the witness of all destiny, one who 

is more effective than medicine.
Órúnmílá, Ifá, the owner of the sea, who turns 

misfortune into joy.
One who saves people from death, one more 

effective than medicine.
It’s you who can give life to people;
Give life to my own children.
0rúnmilá, Agbonnirêgún!
It is in the early morning we worship Ifa.
It is in the early morning we worship órisá
It is in the afternoon that we worship Ëlégbára
(Ê5Ú).
I wake up and worship Ogidi (Qrúnmua); 

Ogidi, good morning.

Qlegbe, Ifá, omi á sán o. 
Arútú regbó, Egbá Irêsl, awo 

Oro.
Ajé wolé mi, olá, jókóó ti mío. 

Kí lo nje 1’ ótíi Ifê o?

Olegbe, Ifá, the water will flow.
One who boils with rage on his way to $gbá 

bush, the powerful Oró cult.
Wealth, enter my house: honour sit down with 

me.
What do you (Ifá) eat m Ifê ?
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£ran óg$dê ni Ifá nje 1’ Ótú 
If$ o. £ran i>g?d?! Ifá eats bananas in If£. Bananas!

Orúnmllá, Ágbpnnirêgún 
el$$rí ipín, 

Ají-pa-qjd-ikú-dá.

Qbirítí, ête kó tán $rán.

Orúnmilá, Ágbpnnirêgún, the witness of 
human destiny.

One who wakes up and changes the death 
dates of others.

Qbírítí, intention does not settle any matter

Orúnmllá p£lé o, olóore ájí-ki.

Asolásá tii já okún ikú.

Egboro ní id?, afínjú plqjá tíí 
w<? £wu nini.

Olóore áji-kí, so lójó, ení l£ró.

$lá pêl£ o. $lá jí. $lá wo ?

$lá wo nl mbê? $lá <?m(? Qyígí.

Qyígí wo ? Qyígí om? Ipéoyé. 
Ípiíjoyé wo? ïp^oyé eni a sêsê j?.

Ipéoy? ?ni a sê?ê mú.
Qrúnmiiá Agbo, ótó géé ki o 

wáá gbé mi.

0runml I hail you, the kmdhearted one who 
is worshipped every morning.

As<?lá$á (Orúnmllá) who breaks the fetters 
of death.

Owner of bras= ornaments, the royal one 
who is neat and wears gorgeous clothes. 

The kind one to whom prayer is offered every 
morning, one (Ifá-oil palm) who bears 
fruit in the rainy season, thoughtful one. 

Êlá,22 I hail you. $la, good morning. Which 
?lá?

To which $lá am I praying? $lá the son of
Oyígí-

Which Qyigi ? Qyigl, the son of Ípéoyé 
Which ïpéoyé? tpéoy^, the newly installed 

chief;
ïpéoyé, the one newly selected.
0rúnmilá Agbo it is time you blessed me.

Bóodélé bá mi ki bábá;
Bóodélé bá mi kí yêyé.
Bóodélé bá mi ki Olókun ájetl 

ayé.
Bá mi kí Qsárárá omi alê Ifê.
Bóodélé bá mi ki Qgbúrúgiidii,

Omi ilé Ijeró, omi Atan.
Akókonijlkó ni w<)n fií gbé 

ótu If£ láéláé.
Orúnmilh o wáá tó géé, kí o 

mówó Iwárá mi kó mí.
Ireê mi gbogbo ní wáxá, ní wárá,
0 rúnmllá Ágbo o tó g£é, ki o 

mu oblftrin Iwárá m kó mi.
Orúnmilá ó tó g?£ ki o mú 

pmo Iwárá m. howl-
Ireê mi gbogbo ni wárá, ní wárá

When you get home commend me to father; 
When you get home, commend me to mother. 
Commend me to the owner o f the sea, who 

lives in abundance.
Commend me to 0sárárá, the river of If?. 
When you arrive home, commend me to 

Ogburugúdú,
The river of Ijeró, the river of Atar 
Akókonijikó (the whirlwind) was used in 

carrying away Ifê in the days of old. 
Orúnmilá, it is high time you enriched me.

Bring all of my good fortune quickly. 
Orúnmllá, Agbo, it is time you brought me 
a wifi'
It is time you brought me children.

Bring all of my good fortune quickly.

During the rites for 0rúnmllá in Oje presented above, these parts o f odii, among 
others were recited: £  y  j o  <kQ>&

y

Qt<J to td , <?r$ ror$.
Ot6ti> ni a nj$ £pá,
Qt^t^) ni a nj? Imumu.
L<Jt< >l<)t<) láá  fi old esunsu si $nu

Separately! Separately!
We eat groundnuts one by one. 
We eat tiger nuts separately. 
We eat mushrooms separately.
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Qun lo sefá fún Qba Mákinde 

lóde Íránjé
The one who cast for Qba Mákindé 

at iránjé,
In order to receive good fortune and good 

destiny.
Note

o

*1^ k - t  tw »  Ifi- A "
X<\ tH, 1 « « . ,

If this odit comes but during lfa divination, the affected person is told that 
he wants children and that he will have them. He is told also to make offer
ing? to I fá. O  G,&S

Qré ó gba elëta.
Eléji Ipré gba.
Bí inú ba konú óré gb’ërindín- 

lógún.
Oun ló $efá fún Boróyé árêmo 

Oba Adó.
Ifá ágbégesin ni ki o gbé mi. 
Êmi ',i Boróye aremo Qba Adó 
Ifá ágbégesin ni kí o gbé mi.

Friendship does not admit three people 
Friendship does admit two people.
If people are sincere, friendship can admit 

sixteen persons.
The one who cast for Boróyé, the first prince 

of Adó.
Ifá, let me ride horseback in triumph.
1 am Boróyé, the first prince of Adó.
Ifá, let me ride horse back in triumph.

Note. If this odu comes out daring Ifá divination, good fortune is seen for the 
client. He is told to make sacrifices to Ifá.

Other odu obtained from babalavo in Ibadan are:

IW -
Ogbéyêkú, baba ámúlu.
Orí agbó, orí ató níí se awo 

Edan.
Órisá ni pêjí igbágó;

Kékeré ni alábahun tií kan 
pósí ara rë.

Adífá fun Obamimi tíí ba wpn 
gbé abê iko.

Qbamimi gba mi o ! Obamimi!
Obamimi tií bá won gbé abé 

iko.
Qbamimi, gbá mí o !
Qyêkii l’Ogbê lábárá.
Awo Awpnwón.
A dífá fún Awónwón tíí se 

pmoyl oko.
Awgmwpn omoyi oko.
WQn npê ó ní ilée wa ní Ipe 

Êye.

Ogbéyêkú, the first combination (of Ifá corpus)
Longevity is the priest of the Edan cult,23

It is the óri$á who arranges the teeth (leaves) 
of young palm branches.
From birth the tortoise makes its own 
coffin (shell).

The one who cast Ifá for Qbamimi who lives 
with other óri$á under the raffia

Qbamimi, save me! Qbamimi!
Qbamimi who lives with other órl$á under the 

raffia.
Qbamimi, save me!
Qyêkú hits Ogbe with the palm of his hand.24
That is the priest of Awónwqm.
The one who cast ifá for AwQnwón, the 

famous one of the village.
AwQnwpn, the popular man of the village.
You are invited to our house—an honourable 

invitation

Ifá Initiation Ceremony
According to a Lalupon babalawo, the first step taken in initiating a man into 

the 0rimmila cult is sacrificing a cock to Êsu. Then a cock is sacrificed to Qsun, 
and four snails and a cock are presented to Odu (an órisá). Next a hen and nine 
and one-half pence are offered to 0riínmilá at a palm tree with three branches. The 
participants then take sixteen palm nuts from the tree and go into the forest to consult 
Ifá. Qrúnmilá reveals whether the man to be initiated will have a long life. Ifá is then 
asked whether the man should sacrifice to Qrúnmilá or to Adimá, that is, which
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drhá he should worship. If the man is asked to sacrifice to Ifá. he will offer a pig, a 
goat, a ram, four pigeons, eight snails, four rats, and four fish. Each category of 
sacrifice should be accompanied with N2. The initiation ceremony takes place in the 
forest. The leaves of the ire plant, symbolizing luck, are picked and ground. The 
initiate’s head is shaved, and the blood o f the animals killed earlier on his behalf 
is used in washing his head. One hundred incisions are made on his head and the 
powdered ire leaves are rubbed into the cuts. Efun, a type o f chalk which has been 
dissolved in water, is rubbed along the path of the incisions from the forehead to 
the back o f the head. Returning to the home o f the chief priest, a mat is spread 
on the floor and a chair is placed on the mat. The initiate sits on the chair while 
the priests chant the odit from a distance of several yards. One o f the priests throws 
the ifá (sixteen palm nuts) wrapped in ogungun leaves to him. He catches the ifá 
and places it in a covered wooden vessel carved for this purpose. The ceremony 
ends with his offering o f a goat to Órúnnrlá. The chief priest informs him concerning 
certain taboos, for example, what Ifá says he should not eat, the type o f dress he 
should not wear (one that has fringe around the edge of the cloth), and that he should 
not go swimming.

. $LA

This divinity is not well known to students of Yoruba religion and is not well 
understood by Yoruba traditionalsts. Idowu doubts that a really knowledgeable 
Yoruba priest would claim that $14 is simply one o f the names by which Ifá is known,26 
but that is precisely what two well-known priests in Ibadan said. According to Idowu, 
knowledgeable Yoruba priests say that $14 is an individual entity, but he adds that 
the puzzling question is how individual he is. Oral traditions provide several answers 
to this question—that he is a son o f 0rúnmllá, or his trusted servant, or his close 
friend, or that he is the son of Olúorogbo (an brha).21 One of my informants combines 
two o f these roles, saying that $14 was at first a slave who worked on 0rúnmU4’s 
farm. $14 told 0rúnmI14 that any leaf valued by Qsanyln could be used in making 
medicines. 0rúnmil4 was so impressed with $14 that he freed him and made him a 
partner. This informant, himself a devotee o f Edan, Q?un, Egúngún, and Egbé, 
said that an Ifá priest always asks $14 to descend, listen to 0rúnmilá’s followers and 
then carry their message or requests to 0runmila. Another informant identified Êlá 
as a wife o f 0rúnmilá.

There is an evergreen herb called Ela which is used for curative medicine or preven
tive charms. “Eternal” or “evergreen” is the only meaning the word $14 has for 
several of my Lalupon informants.28

Idowu finds that oral tradition depicts $14 as “a deliverer from $$u, from evil 
machinations, and from unfavourable issues”.29 I did not encounter this point of 
view among my informants, but a priest (a man who worships 0rúnmll4 §ángó, 
Ogun, Osanyin, Obátálá, and Qya) who insisted that $14 is a wife o f 0rúnmll4 said 
that $14 does not want anyone to speak ill of 0rúnmil4. According to this informant, 
she incites Órúnmila to punish those who criticize him and she herself makes ill 
and kills people who get out o f line.
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According to Bascom, the name Qrúnmilá “is derived by Ife diviners from an 

earlier name for Ifá, namely Êlá, which they interpreted as based on the verb la, 
“to open”.30 Bascom says that the name Êlá appears in ifá myths, including one 
in which $lá “was the younger brother of Qlqrun, the Sky God, who was a trader 
who travelled widely and dealt largely in slaves. When Olórun was away trading, 
Êlá had intercourse with Qlórun’s wives, and the children of these affairs are the 
wjfes of Ifá who are given to diviners without bridewealth.” According to th s myth, 
one time Qlórun’s slaves and Êlá’s children became involved in a battle. On the 
eighth day of the battle, Olorun recognized his brother, embraced him, and the 
fighting stopped. Since that time Êlá has been called Qrúnmilá.31 Idowu shares the 
belief that Êlá existed before 0runmilá, saying that “Êlá as the spiritual principle is 
certainly older than 0rúnmilá; and that Qnínmilá is a ‘materialized’ development of 
Êlá.32 In support of this opinion, Idowu cites a verse in Odi bwrl, a main-heading in the 
Odú corpus. According to this verse, Ëlá restored order when the world of Obaluff 
became confused. Êlá put things right for the people in the town of Okerekese when 
the sages of that place were baffled, and Êlá obstructs Elégbára wherever he plans to 
turn the world upside down. Idowu calls Êlá “the spirit of truth, rightness, and ami
cable living, working on earth to create and promote order, happiness, and under
standing among the inhabitants of the earth” .33 He says that Blais frequently invoked 
dunng worship to bless offerings and that he is also addressed as the spirit which 
inspires correct worship—as one whose life has been offered.34 Perhaps further 
investigation will show whether, as Idowu suggests, Bin is “a spiritual principle, the 
full appreciation of which should revolutionize the understanding of the religion 
of the Yoruba.”35

Ê$Ú

The adjectives used to describe Bsii are not complimentary: crafty, cunning, cruel, 
quick-tempered, and irasuble; but he is regarded as one of the most powerful drl$a. 
Some of the traditional priests and ceremonial leaders we interviewed in Lalupon and 
in Ibadan said that Bsh does not befriend anyone, is always looking for trouble and 
that he is not easily appeased, but one of these men claimed that Êsii is “the brain 
behind all good things as well as all bad things” , meaning that Bsu interferes in all 
things. Among those who adhere to traditional Yoruba religious beliefs, and even 
among many who are affiliated with a Christian denomination or w ith Islam, Bsu is 
thought to be capable of doing any type of evil deed, including preventing other órífá 
from receiving offerings, and even threatening God. According to one informant, Bsú 
“tempts people against themselves” and does not hesitate to destroy a whole family. 
In explaining fisu’s great power, one ritual leader said that without the cooperation of 
Bsu, other drifá can do no harm. For example, he said that if §ángó wishes to kill a 
person with thunder, fish “goes in front” (makes the damage possible). The purposes 
for which devotees try to use B$u are numerous. When his assistance is enlisted, he 
can get one’s enemies into trouble by making them commit murder or by causing 
them to commit suicide, but he can also be helpful in detecting theft. Since there is
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nothing that one does that cannot be spoiled by Êsu, offerings are often given to him 
so that he will take no hand in whatever is being undertaken.

Ë$ú’s emblem is a clay or wooden figure or a stuffed figure with a china or clay head. 
(See Plate Xlf). Ordinarily it is kept outside the house because, as onejnformant said, 

is not the kind of órifá that anyone can leave within a house. Others said that Ê$ú 
is kept outside the house, or even outside the town, because he is too powerful to have 
inside or because he always causes trouble. One Ê$ii priest, the chief o f Ê$u wor
shippers in one section o f Ibadan, did have a shrine for Êsú inside his house.

From his sources, mainly high-ranking priests in the traditional religious groups 
in Ile-Ife, the center o f Yoruba religion, Idowu gathers that fisu s “primarily a 
‘special relations officer' between heaven and earth, the inspector-general who reports 
regularly to Olódumarê on the deeds o f the divinities and men, and checks and 
makes reports on the correctness o f worship in general and sacrifices in particular.” 
Despit the close link between 0rúnmilá and Êsu, Idowu disagrees with the view 
usually held by the babaláwo that Ê$u was created to be the right-hand assistant 
o f 0 rúnmllá.

There are a number o f myths concerning Ê$ú, but our informants menti oned only 
three brief items. According to one ceremonial leader, Qrúnmilá borrowed ori (destiny 
or luck) from Ê$ú, and this helped 0rúnmllá to become famous. When Ê§ú asked 
that the ori be returned, 0 rúnmilá instead gave him a 'yangi’ (Ê$ú stone), putting it 
outside to be worshipped there. 0 rúnmilá said to Êsú:

Ê$ii o dara sin lehin mi. Êsu, 0 dárá (another name for Ê$ii), leave
me alone.

Gbori gbori ki gbori lemeji. One does not take back twice what one gives
to others (in this case, orf).

Another informant said that on one occasion 0rúnmilá ostracized Êsu because the 
latter criticized him behind his back. A third religious leader reported that Ësú had 
once told $ángó that he could not harm him. $ángó then cut Ê$u in half and he kept 
on multiplying into four, eight, and so forth, beings. Independently, the man who 
spoke o f Êsíi criticizing 0 rúnmllá said, in discussing $ángó, that §ángó had tried to 
decrease Ê$u’s power but had failed. According to this oral tradition, Ê$ii has a 
dangerous lamp which he lights to cause trouble When §ángó came into the world, 
he saw this lamp and tried to destroy it by striking it with a thunderstone. The lamp 
split into many pieces, but each part became a whole, thus increasing the power o f Ê5Í1.

A minority report on Êsu came from a babaiáwo in Lalupon who worships §ángó, 
$ánp$ná, Qya and 0rimmila .According to him, Êsu is 0rúnmllá’s wife, a rascally 
drifá used by 0 rúnmllá to cause trouble, especially to stimulate quarrels and enmity 
between people. At one point she became so crafty and wayward that 0rúnmllá 
sent her away, but then he had no peace of mind. He consulted a diviner who told 
him that unless he found where Êsu was hiding, he would not cease to have trouble 
He was told also to make a drum. 0rúnmilá took the drum to the home o f Alárá 
and said:



Plate I: Bus, Laluppn Street
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Plate V: Small Traders, Lalupgn Side Street
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Plate VI. Small Merchant, Ibadan



Plate Vll: Market Stalls, Ibadan



Plate VIII. Sixteen Day Cloth market in Ojt Section, Ibadan



Plate IX: Outdoor Shrine for Ogi'm, Lalupon
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Plate X: Temple adjoining Home o f  0rúnmilá Priest, Laluppn





Plate XII: Indoor Shrine for Ëfit, Ibadan
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Plate XIII: Beginning oj Olufyn (Qbatala) Ritual, Lalupc/n



Plate XIV: Qlufon Procession, Lalupgn
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Plate XV: Olufon (Qbatala) Ceremony, Lalupyn
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Plate XVI: Orúnmllá Annual Ceremony, Ibadan
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Tarágbá, tarágbá, tarágbá,

tarágbá, Arágbarágba tákúta. (Mystical sounds that cannot be translated) 
ïwá ni a nwá o, Íwá. I am looking for iwá (Êsu).
Níbo ni e ti rí Íwá fún mi o, Iwa? Do you see ïwá?

He did not find her there. Wherever they- heard the drum, people gathered around 
him. He went to the home of Ajeró and repeated the song, but he did not find her 
there. He went to the home of 0rángún and repeated the song. When Ê$ú heard the 
song, she ran out and followed 0rúnmllá home. When they reached the doorstep, 
she refused to enter the house. Since that time Ê$u has not stayed inside Orúnmllá’* 
house. She is worshipped outside. When people consult babaláwo, they are asked to 
present offerings to Êsh. When sacrifices are given to 0rúnmllá, Ê$u must be given 
her share.

Annual Ceremony for Ê$ú
On the evening before the ceremony, Ê$u s emblem is washed with water and the 

following leaves: pepe, pêrêgún, and bángbéluú, Shea butter and palm oil are added 
to the water. Then camwood is rubbed on the emblem and a wájl (dyed cloth) is 
placed over it. The next day kola-nuts are offered Êsh. A kola-nut is presented with 
the words: “This is Mr X’s kola-nut offering. Do not tempt him to commit crimes 
against others, do not allow others to commit crimes against him. Protect him from 
evil forces.” This prayer is repeated with each kola-nut offered to Ê$u (each member 
of the family presents a kola-nut). A cock is sacrified to and its blood is poured 
on the shrine. Other animal sacrifices follow—fowls, pigeons, fish, rats and perhaps, 
a pig or a male goat, and blood from these animals, together with water from snails, 
is poured on Ësu’s emblem. Groundnuts, sugarcane, and honey are also offered to 
Êsh. The meat is cooked and on the second day it is served with other food to the 
participants. With the drumming, dancing, and singing, some ten per cent of the 
participants eventually become possessed by Êsii. (One informant in Ibadan said 
that no spirit possession occurs today at a ceremony for Êsú in the city). Ê$u (a 
devotee possessed by Êsú) threatens bystanders with clubs. Those possessed by 
Êsu do not shake and tremble, but they are stronger than they usually are and many 
have to be held down by other worshippers. One possessed by Êsh does not fall 
down in a trance. Such a person may suck the blood of a cock and, when he calms 
down foretell future events. At some point during the ceremony, a procession of 
worshippers may march through the streets. No costumes or masks are worn The 
bata is the main drum used in this ceremony, but talking drums and the gangan 
(similar to the talking drum but smaller), as well as the s£ker£ may be employed.

Protection from evil forces and asking that they be not tempted to do evil are 
prominent themes in the annual ceremonies for Êsu. The following are typical prayers 
in Ibadan. Of special interest is the appeal to Olprun in the second prayer for pro
tection against the anger of Ë$u.

Ki nnkan má se omo mi, Protect my children from evil forces.
Ki nnkan má se aya mi Protect my wives from evil forces.
Áti êmi náá. And protect me too.
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Má se mi lu éniyán, má se 
^nlyán lu mi.

Láná owó, láná 91119 kán mi 0.

Ê?ú, do not tempt me against people; 
do not tempt people against me.
Let me hare money and children.

Ê$ú má $e mi, 91119 elómírán 
ni o ?e.

Asóro lóg9, akétépe logbó. 

Qlprun máájé ki a ri ijá Êsu o.

Ê$u, do not tempt me to commit crimes.
tempt the children of others.

The one who has strong cudgels, the one who 
who has heavy clubs.

God, protect me from the anger of Êsú.

Ê$ii má se mi, omo plómírán ni 
0 se.

Iw9 16 $e 9ba ti w$n fi y£ 
lóyp. ‘

IW9 ló se iyáwó ti o fi k9 9k9 
rê sílê, tó fi I9 so nínú igbó.

Iwp lo se igi igbó ti W9n fi iná 
dáá pa.

Íw9 ló se ênlyán tí w$n fi kó 
ógiin ti í tí wón so di wêrê.

Êsú má ;e mí, pmp elómírán 
ni o ?e.

Ïw9 ló se ^niyán tó fi bínú 
so kú

Ïw9 16 se ênlyán tó fi kó sódó

Iwo ló se êniyán to fi gbanú kú.

Êsú má se mí, pmo elómírán 
ni ko se.

Êsú, do not tempt me to do evil, tempt others.

It is you who tempted an oba and he was 
deposed.
It is you who tempted a wife and she divorced 
her husband and hanged herself in the bush

It is you who tempted the tree in a jungle 
and the tree was destroyed by fire.

It is you who tempted a human being and 
others used charms against him and turned 
him mad.

Ê§ú, please do not tempt me tempt others.

You tempted a human being and he commit
ted suicide by hanging.

You tempted a human being and he committed 
suicide by drowning

You tempted a human being and he committed 
suicide by slashing his stomach.

Ësú, do not tempt me, tempt others.

Among many others, these verses are repeated in honour of Ê$h.

Ê$u, $ga nílúú.
Atóbájayé, eleso oógún.

Oti-balhwê gun-esin-wplé.

OtUl lóógun.
Alágada êye,
Oroko-ni-pjp-ebp-le.

Tabirlgbpngbbpn; abónijá- 
wá-kiimó.

Ó nlp nínú epa, ípák<? rê nhán 
fírífírí, op^lppé pé 9m9 ga.

Êsu, óláfé, aseni-báni dáró.

Ê?u lo se babaláwo pjp métádin- 
lógiin ló gbé lódO Óya.

Êsú, the powerful one of the city.
One who is sufficient support in life, one who 

has medicinal fruits.
One who rides on horseback from the bath

room to the inner room.
One who has very powerful medicine.
One who bears a sword,
One who runs away when the sacrifice goes 

awry.
The staggering one who finds a big club 
for those who quarrel. *8 

He walks in a groundnut farm and his head 
is visible only because he is very tall.39 
Êsú, the whistler, one who harms us and 

sympathizes with us.
Êsú who tempted a babaláwo and made him 
stay for seventeen days in Qya’s house.
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SÁNGÓ

Students of Yoruba religion point out that Sángó was an historical figure, a king 
of Qyp, who became a god.40 This divinity of thunder and lightning is thought of 
as powerful, crafty, and ruthless, and he is feared by many pedple. An Ifá diviner 
said that §ángó is so powerful that he is chained by God to prevent him from coming 
down to use his full power. This man said also that Sángó had been initiated into 
the Ifá cult by 0rúnmilá, so he respects babaláwos’ houses. An Ogun priest reported 
that Sángó does not act unless he is provoked, but once moved to anger there is 
no hope for the one who annoyed or criticized him. With the help of Oya his wife 
$ángó uses thunder-stones to destroy animals, houses, trees, and people. Through 
the use of traditional medicine and incantations, Sángó worshippers call on h;m 
to avenge wrongs. One procedure for using Sángc to attack enemies involve rubbing 
an fbejl figure with hot pepper and other things which $ángó and íbeji must not 
eat. Then one says to $ángó: “Mr X (the prospective victim) asked me to give this 
to you. I know you don’t eat it and he knows you don t eat it This is the same Mr X 
who asked me to paint your Ibeji with pepper.” One then asks Sángó to arrange 
the injury. In return, one must have a ram to sacrifice to Sángó as soon as he has 
injured the other person.41 When Sángó strikes down a wrong-doer, the man’s relatives 
ask §ángó followers to come to the house that has been damaged (perhaps the victim 
himself has been killed) for a feast and the offering of sacrifies. The Sángóists then 
pull the thunder stone that caused the damage out of the ground where it struck. It is 
believed that if the thunder-stone is not found and dug out, everyone in the house 
will die and that grass will grow where the house once stood. All, or nearly all, of the 
property found in a house struck by lightning may be confiscated by Sángó worship
pers. $ángó devotees may also appeal to him for protection against evil spirits, for 
children, and for health and wealth.

The Annual Ceremony for Sángó in Laluppn
In Lalupon the annual ceremony for §ángó, brim of thunder and lightning, may 

be condensed as follows. On the night before the rites, the leaves of the following 
plants are squeezed into a bowl of water and used to wash Sángó (that is, the thunder- 
stones symbolizing this deity): ódúndún, tetê, rinrin, iyeyê and pêrêgún. Shea butter 
is added to the water. All $ángó worshippers, both adósú and mógbá,42 congregate, 
shake rattles, and pray to $angó. A cock is sacrificed and cooked, and, together 
with other food, is eaten. Dancing, singing, and praying follow until daybreak. The 
devotees assemble in the early morning, shake rattles, beat bátá drums, sing the 
praises of Sángó, and sacrifice a ram, nine bitter kola-nuts and nine kola-nuts to 
Sángó. When the ram is sacrificed, one or more possessions occur, signifying that 
§ángó is pleased with the ceremony. If the orógbó (bitter kola-nuts) show that Sángó 
is pleased, the participant, dance and return to the shime singing

Sángó de o <?mo araiye e wá Sango has come. Let every human being 
wóran $ángó de o. come and watch; $ángó has come
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The meai of the ram and other food which was prepared earlier is eaten. On the 
morning after the first evening, the §ángó worshippers march around the village 
to the accompaniment of rattles and drums. On the evening of the third day, the 
worshippers call on the priest who led the ceremony to present them with whatever 
he can afford to give.

There are innumerable verses praising the powerful §ángó. An example follows:

Atiiwon-ka níbi w<j>n gbc-ndáná-
ir<?,

0 1<)1<> afi-enu-iká-lqlë

A wa aapqn móri, o fi g^gó fa 
tlrl mqra.

O tori ijá dá oko si êbá oná.

O ni bóo kí Ladobo Ijá ni, 
bi o kó ki Ladobo íjá ni.

Tijátijá ni $e Ewégbémi, omc 
0 wonran tíi wonkú l(>sé.

Abi gbogbo-ara-wá-sigáslgá.
Afáwón ya-bi-ágbádo-ójó.

Máa ba mí já, mi ó si nínú wpn.

Lágboókun abáruru ágbádo.

Jámujámu po léégún, Sángó o 
o p$ l<»kunnn.

0 ná yá méjl, pá pó o fi s^kan

Bbwb ba t? S?réré ti o te Ájá$é, 
yíó wa mo eleto nitógiri;

Ojó pa ebpra lé gúgú r£ré

ólénlé, alé Male tí> si mbsálásí.

A le babaláwo-máá dúró-kóFá.

Áti lójó áti l^rún kó 3Í eni ti 
$ángó 6 le pa.

Afi eni tí ;<?gilá kplú, áh eni 
Ê?ú nse.

Ló lê kplá Ê$ú, 16 lé k9lu 
§ángó, áfi eni tí Sángó o pa. 

Abo-QmQ-Qlfrnp m<Jlê-bí-a- 
nlu- owú-irin.

One who scatters them where they are 
conspiring

One who punishes the wicked by rubbing 
their mouths on the ground.

One who, looking :n vain for trouble, draws
to himself difficult problems.
One who establishes a farm near the main 

road in order to forment trouble with 
passersby.

He says: “If you greet Ladobo43 there will be 
trouble; if you fail to greet Ladobo, there 
will still be trouble."

The ever-quairelsome Ewégb?mi ;43 son of
0 wpnran, who destroys trouble the fetters of 

death.
One who by nature is restless,
Who tears down people as cobs of corn are 

torn down.
Sángó, do not quarrel with me; I am not one 

of them (of those who are against you.)
Lágboókun43 the sine of whom is like a moun

tain of corn.
Jamujámu is a powerful egúngún; §ángó,
you are a powerful man.
There are two solutions to a problem; $ángó, 

please resolve them.
It is not until some people are involved in 

trouble that they will acknowledge §ángó 
as their only saviour.

A dreadful spirit who becomes irritated when 
drenched by rain.

The fearsome one who frightens a Moslem so 
that he urinates in the mosque;

One who frightens the babaláwo so much that 
he runs away, leaving his Ifá divining 
chain behind.

Both in the rainy season and in the dry season, 
there is no one who cannot be killed by 
Sángó

Only those who are insane and those who arc 
being tempted by Êsii can afford to attack 
Êsu or $ilngd

Only those who wish to be killed by $ángó 
will do that.

$ángó, one who falls upon people like the 
blacksmith’:"' hammer.
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Ojo sú ójó kó ?ú, kó si eni tí 

Sángó ó lê pa
Whether there is rain or not, there is no one 

who cannot be killed by Sángó.

Other favourite praise verses for Sángó in Laluppn are:

Alááfin, ekún bú, a sá.

tléyinjú ógunná.
Olúkóso lálú.
A rí igba ota, ségun

Êyi tí o fi álápa $égun ptá rê.

Kábiyésí o.

Alááfin (the king of QyQ) snarls like a leopard 
and the people run away

One whose eyeballs glow like charcoal.
Olukóso, the famous one of the city.
One who uses hundreds of catridges to win 

victory in war.
One who used pieces of broken walls to 

defeat his enemies.
We honour you.

Odio, ágbá Ife.
Asángun déyinjú.

Onígbêé á nsúre fún.

Alédun-labájá;

Asa-nlánlá-orí-pamp.

Onímu nyínmú, êké nsá;

Ógíri, akó-won-jp-bá-wpn-wí.

Abá-won-já-ma-jébi

A lápa-dupé.

Qbakoso, Bángúdu sákl 
Atú-won-ká-níbi-wón-gbé-ndána 

irp. ‘
F.biti kówo pónyin soro.

Akpb^kQbo idárp, atú won ka 
nibi won gbe ndáná iró.

Odio,44 the old man of If?
One who is hard and strong even in his eye 

balls.
The owner of the jungle from whom people 

must run awav.
One whose ábáju facial marks arc bold as 

thunderstones:
One who has control over the heads of 

important people.
Some wrinkle their noses in disbelief, the trai

tor:' run;
Ógírí45 who gathers them together and puni

shes them collectively.
One who fights people and still remains 

guiltless:
One who kills and the relatives of the victim 

give thanks 45
Qbakóso, the powerful king.
One who disperses them where they are 

co*spiring.
One who folds his hands deceitfully before 

causing havoc.
The powerful cannon who disperses them 

where they are conspiring.

Qk<?<i> mi o, baáléê mi, ogiri 
gbêdu.

Ajélíle bi eégun, baálë, obakóso.

Ak(>yí-plórán-bá-wa, agbomi- 
mu-bí-álápá.

Gudugúdú abojú-telú o;

Oko() mi tó ran láyá bí oko 
idí ope.

Qkpp mi, abitamára bí ahéré 
Ató-bá-jayé o 
Óbónibodê-se-pinpín-npín.

My lord, my lord, owner of the big royal
drums
One who is as power to a call forcefully like an 

egmgm, head chief, the king who did 
not hang.

One who rejects the plea of an accused: one 
who drinks water like walls.

One with eyes as frightening as the poisonous 
gúdugúdú yam.

My lord, whose chest is covered with hair 
like the base of the palm tree.

One whose apparel is like a farm house.
One who is sufficient support in life.
One who divide» the toll (tax) with the customs 

officer,
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Baále oba ko so.
Má fi osê re na êmi.
Baálé Abêgbé, bá mi ségun
_ ótá mi.
Qtá mi ko ni rojú sojú o.
Baálé Abêgbé ni o bami ségun 

otá mi.
Baáléê mi oji aboko-lóri
Okoó mi ló bá oníyán jiyán 

igángán tó pa omo rê síloro.
Sángó má pa mí. má pa êniyán
sí mi lórun.
Qbakóso, aní-séré-oógun-léyin 

jó,
Baáléê mi. oji boko lórí.
Akogbonna kalu, máá bá mi 

já nkó lówó $bo nilé.

Nkó mobi ayé kódí sí, baáléê 
m: Obakóso

Atóbájayé, sáákó mi lá lááárín 
won.

Head chief, the king who did not hang.
Do not hit me with your club.
Ábegbé’s husband, help me defeat my enemy.

My enemy will have no peace of mind.
Abêgbé’s husband, help me defeat my enemy.

My lord with bushy hair.
My lord who feasts on igángán pounded yam 

and kills his host's son on the door step.
§ángó do not kill me and do not tempt me 

to kill another person.
Qbakóso, whose eyeballs are like medicine 

rattles.
My lord with bushy hair.
One who causes trouble in the town, do not 

quarrel with me, I have no money for sacri
fice.

I do not know where the world is heading, 
my lord, Obakóro.

One who is sufficient support in life, save me 
among many.

The preceding verse and the following chant were given by two women who are 
active in the $ángó cult in Lalupon.

Atóbajayé. ogíri gbêdu. One who is sufficient support in life, owner of
the big royal drums.

Ajélíle bi eégún, baálê, Obakóso Who is as powerful as egúngún, king Qbakóso47 
Baále orí Abegbé, máá banjá Abegbé’s husband, do not quarrel with me 

ségbêri a rá .- over the uninitiated.

An Annual Ceremony for Sángó in Ibadan
Prior to the ceremony the following are colle :ted for the offei ing to Sángó: b tier 

kola-nuts, kola-nuts, alligator peppers, a ram, a cock, awun (tortoise), ewiri and irêre 
(two species of turtle), rats, fish and maize wine. For the priest’s yeri (ceremonial 
garment) which is tied around the waist and which comes down below the knees), 
a piece of clo th 's cut. Cowry shells are tied on the edges and on various parts of 
the garment. The cloth and a cap to which cowry shells are attached are then dyed 
red with camwood.

On the first morning of the ceremony, various leaves are squeezed into water, 
and the water is then used to wash the thunder-stones. While the thunder-stones 
are being washed, several men shake rattles and, occasionally, chant verses in praise 
of §ángó. The stones are then placed in a wooden Sángó vessel.

During the first evening of the ceremony, bitter kola-nuts, alligator peppers, and 
kola-nuts are brought to Sángó’s shrine. The tips of two bitter kola-nuts are bitten off, 
the remaining middle portion is cut into halves and tossed up. if  one fa( es up and one 
down, the offering has been accepted. One half is put on the shrine, the other half n 
the water. Kola-nuts are also broken and thrown in this way, with two halves placed 
on the shrine and the other two in the water, An alligator pepper is chewed and spit
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into the vessel of water. Snails are also offered to §ángó and the water from them is 
poured in front of the shrine. A knife which has been held in a glowing fire is used 
to cut open the fowl’s mouth (cut between the jaws to the neck) and its blood is 
poured on the shrine. A thunderstonp is put in the mouth of the ram and tied there 
so that the animal cannot open its mouth. The priests, as well as other participants, 
touch the ram’s head with their own heads, signifying that the ram will die insteao 
of human beings. The red hot knife is used to slaughter the ram and its blood is poured 
on the shrine and on the ground in front of the shrine. The ram’s skin is removed, 
and the head, part of the chest, liver, lungs, part of the intestine, and the heart are 
cooked together. The cooked offering is placed in front of §ángó’s shrine, and a bowl 
of gbegiri (bean soup) is poured on the offering, as is soup from green leaves and okra 
soup. Maize wine is poured on the meat, and a calabash is placed over it. Then a 
bitter kola-nut is used to ask Sángó this question—

Inú re diin ba ti se é yi ? Are you satisfied with the offering?
A ó ku, a ó rim, a ó tún $e (If you are,) we shall not die; we shall not be

ámpdun t^mqtomp. afflicted with illness; we (with new child
ren)48 shall make offerings to you next year.

When §ángó indicates his acceptance of the offering, the participants dance around 
the compound, returning to eat and drink. All of the meat offered to the órisá is 
removed and eaten by members of the group. (One informant said that anyone 
who has been involved in wrongdoing should not eat this meat. If he does, it is 
believed that he will die.) At some point, the priest leads the worshippers in a pro
cession around the neighbourhood.

Usually five or six people get possessed by §ángó during a ceremony. Such persons 
make considerable noise, and palm oil and blood are given to them to calm them 
down.

On the seventh and last day of the ceremony, all the remnants on the shrine are 
removed and taken to the river. Rattles and drums are used on the march which ends 
the annual ritual.

Included in the prayers to $ángó at ceremonies in the Ibadan area are:

$ángó, a wá $e qdún re;
Máá j£ ki a rí ibánujé o.
Jé kl a lé si, máá jé ki a p^din. 
Máá jé ki a rí áísán o.
Máá jé kí a dárán íjqba.
Maá j£ kí a rí ejp o.
Máá jé kí a rí ijá r? o.
Máá jé kí a ri ija §ánphnná. 
Maá j<£ kí odó o gbe wa !<?. 
Máá jé kí a kú ikú iná.
Tútii tútii ni kí o jé kí a máá rí

Máá jé ki qw$ iká ó tê wá o. 
Báni $égun $tá o.

$ángó, we are here for your annual ceremony 
Protect us from bad fortune.
Let us increase in number and not decrease. 
Protect us from illness.
Prevent us from breaking the law.
Spare us from court cases.
Do not allow us to see you in your bad mood. 
Save us from §ánp$nná’s anger.
Save us from drowning 
Save us from death by fire.
Let us experience the calm and gentle things 

of life.
Save us from wicked people 
Help us defeat our enemies.

Bá mi wo <?mQÓ mi Help protect my children.
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Máá j£ kí n dárán ará íbádán.

Máá jé kí n lu ófin Oyinbó 
Máá ké kí n rin árln fi es? sí. 
Máá jé kj n s<>r$ fi enu ko.

Prevent me from committing crimes against 
the people of Ibadan.

Prevent me from breaking any law.
Guide my footsteps
Prevent me from committing offences by the 

words of my mouth.

The following verse is one used in an annual ceremony for §ángó:

Qkímrin gplój<> bí Fúlánl 
Qmp ewá tíí dé ábóro. 
Apani-má-yodá.
Káyékd, ekún bú a sá•

Abi ojú agada bi iná.

$bltl káwp p<myin soro.

Bí yíó bá wQn já a yan lp bi 
Éde, bi Qsogbo, bi Órókí, 
bí Aáwé bi Oliimp. 

Agbárá ójó tíí bá wpn já; tíí 
bá ti ojude baba wpn lo.

The man who is as slender as a Fulani.
The handsome one who wears a felt cap.
One who kills without drawing the sword.
Káyékó49 snarls like a leopard and people 

run away.
The one whose sword edge is like a glowing 

fire.
One who folds his hands deceitfully before 

causing havoc.
If he wants to fight people he strolls aggressi

vely to distant places like Fde, Osogbo, 
Óróki, Aáwé an d Olúmp.

The torrent (Sángó) that quairells with one 
and passesthroughone’s parents’ compound 
unchallenged.50

An Ibadan Sdngó Initiation Ceremony
Formerly, initiation ceremonies were common in Ibadan in the worship of such 

dri$d as §ángó 0rúnmllá, Qya, Erinlê, 0?un, Qbátálá, $ámpónná, and Êsú. At pre
sent, the practice of parents consulting §ángó to discover which child should be 
initiated into the §ángó cult is being discontinued, but Ifá divination may indicate 
that a  person who is ill should undergo such initiation in order to be cured.

The head of the initiate is shaved and washed with 201 different leaves. Camwood 
and mud from the nest of ágbigbd (woodcock) are mixed together and the mixture 
is used l a painting the man’s head. The candidate then spends days in a room where 
he cannot see sunlight. He comes out of the room on the seventh day, but he must 
not visit a marketplace for three months.

On the day the initiate enters the room, offerings of pigeons, cock, guinea fowls 
and turtles are given to his ori (head), and offering continue to be given throughtout 
the days he spends in that room. Also, on the first day, a thunder-stone is tied to 
his head. The stone is removed on the seventh day and the man’s head is washed. 
The initiate puts the thunder-stone in a shallow bowl with a lid made for this purpose. 
Rattles are placed on top of the bowl, and the devotee continues to worship $ángó 
during the rest of his lifetime. A hole is dug before the head-washing to prevent the 
water from flowing away. After the head-washing, the water is covered with earth. 
The water which was used in the first head-washing is then poured on the hole which 
has been covered up. Offerings are made to his ori every day during the three months 
following the initiate’s emergence from the initiation room At the end of that period, 
he or she dances to the market place in the company of $ángó worshipper, all singing 
$ángó’s praises. One song is—
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Ati êmi, áti omo mi, Sángó má Both myself and my children, Sángó do not 

má jé edun 0 gbé wa lp. destroy us with thunderstones.

Initiation ceremony verses praising Sango include:

Abp lump bí owú.

Iná orí kó jó ilé, pko Párokó.

Sángiri lágiri, lágiri kaáká fi 
edun bó.

Agbó kó seé mú, <>dá kó seé mu 

Q$án le koko bá won gbélé.

Gbogbo rê ló tóbi lpwp ahun.

Abólump bí owú, omp 
elómírán ni o se.

One who falls on people like a blacksmith’s 
hammer.

Lice do not burn houses, the husband of 
Paroko.

One who breaks walls, cuts open walls,
destroys walls with thunderstones.
The (wild) ram cannot be caught, the gelded 

sheep cannot be caught.
Tough like the bow-string which shares the 

powerful one who insists on the same 
dwelling with people.

One who says that everything is expensive in 
the view of the miserly.

One who drops on people like a blacksmith’s 
hammer, deal with others (not with me).

Aláráá Iyágbe, iná mp pmp 
jó pmp.

íyêré di sákásíkí rebi ija. 
Atún-arúgbó-se-ní-iyáwó, okp 

Pásedá.
Abplump bí owú. 

Ókú-lájá-sê-ní-pópó, fi or! mi 
bun mi.

Ajanwpnrin, ajanwonrin, 
ajanwpnjanwpn eru oógun. 

Ókú-lájd. -sê-ni-pópó;

Akptan kálálrókó.
O pa ájé méje kukan;
0 1<)1<> 6 enu iká lplê.

One who has dry thunderstones; the fire 
(Sángó) which recognizes people before 
burning them.51

Íyêré goes to battle fully armed.52
One who turns an ag?d woman into a young 

wife; Sángó, the husband of Pásedá.
One who drops like a heavy iron club.

One who dies in a house only to reappear 
on the main street, please spare me.

The powerful one whose dress is covered 
with charm?.

One who dies at home and reappears in the 
main street;

One who bends down to pluck irókd okra.53
One who kills six out of seven witches;
One who makes the wicked kiss the ground.54

0 $ u n

Yoruba priests differ concerning 0sun’s personal qualities, some holding that 
she is wise and generous, others saying that she is irritable. Perhaps she is both 
depending on the behaviour of her followers. One of Sángó’s wives, 0sun is a water 
goddess.55 She can cause a river to dry up or to overflow its banks, and she may attack 
people by drowning them when they try to cross a river. By filling a woman’s stomach 
with water, she can make her look pregnant when she isn’t pregnant, and she can 
cause difficulty in delivery.

Qfun Annual Ceremony
During the evening before the ceremony in September or October, the stones 

which arc 0 $un's emblem are washed in water and leaves (odúndún and rinrin).
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The drums (bátá, bêmbê, dimdún, and ólukorigi) are played, and hens, pigeons, a 
female goat and other animals are sacrificed, with the usual pouring of the sacrificial 
blood on the shrme. Vegetables, sugar cane, and kola-ruts are also presented. Only 
female animals are offered to Qsun. The ceremony opens with this prayer’

0 sun mo pe o o.
Mo pê ó sówó, mo pê 9 s^mo;

Mo pê 9 si áikú, mo pê 9 si 9^ .

Enití nwá omo ko fun 19019. 
Emi kó fe odi, êmi kó fé ar9. 
Qmo dáradára ni ki 0 fún won.

Qsun, I call on you.
I call on you for money, I call on you for 

children;
I call on you for protection against death, 

I call on you for wealth.
Give children to those who ask for children. 
Do not give them deaf or crippled children. 
Give them healthy children.

Drumming, singing, and dancing follow the opening prayer, and these activities, 
together with feasting, are continued the next day. There is a process;ng on the 
third day, and the ceremony goes on for seven days.

White dresses head-ties, and beads are worn but no special costumes or masks 
are used. Today, perhaps three per cent of the participants become possessed, with 
some of these persons falling down in a trance partially recovering, and speaking 
unintelligible words which are interpreted by the priests or other worshippers. Men 
too take part in the annual ritual for Qsun, but the ceremony is led by women.

The following three verses are from a Lalupon ceremony for Qsun.

Osun, óyéyéní me),
Ó wa yanrin wayanrln kówó si. 
Obinrin gboná, 9kunrin nsá.

Qsun áburá-olú,

Agégun íoro.
Olótútu Êkó,

Ení fúnni lómo níi retí igbe. 
Óyeye ní m$.
Eni ide kií sú.

Amp-awomá-ró.

Abêké, Agbo, Tinúubú 
Oyé ní mó, eni ide kií su.

A wayanrln wayanrln kówó si. 
Gbádámugbadamu oblnrin kó 

seé gbámú.

Qsun who is full of understanding,
Who digs sand and buries money there.
The woman who seizes the road (flooding it) 

and causes men to run away.
Qsun the river which the king cannot exhaust, 

one who does things without being question
ed.

One who blushes while committing atrocities,
One who is responsible for the cool air of 

Lagos.
One who gives people children expects noise.
One who glories in fresh green palm leaves.
One who never tires of wearing brass orna

ments.
One who knows the secrets of cults but does 

not disclose them.
Abêk^, Agbo, Tinúubú
One who has fresh palm leaves, who is never 

t.'red of wearing brass.
One who buries money in the sand.
The huge, powerful woman who cannot be 

attacked.

Apêrê lo fi jókóó nínú ibú. One who sits on a basket in the deeps.

Two chants, two verses and a final firayer come from an annual ceremony for 
Q$un in Ibadan.
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Ore yêyé. 0sun, ore yêyé m<?l£. Most gracious mother Oiun, most graciousdri$a.
Ore yêyé o. Most gracious mother.

Qgbadágbada lpyán. 
Amúde-rem<?.

Oníkií, amtp-awo-, má-ró.

Otútu nítêé.
O wayanrin wayarin kówó sí. 
Yêyé Oníkií, Qbalódó 
Ore yêyé o.
Ladekoju, óvve-omo-y?.
A fide-re-omo.

Omi, arinmá-sun.
Alágbo ófé; abi-iwomo-sáká.

Yêyé wemo yê, gbomp fun mi jó

íyá ti kó léegun, tí kó léjê.
Ayílá, gbá mí o, ?ni a ní níí 

gbani.

One who has large robust breasts.
One who appeases children with brass óma- 

ments.
Onikii, who knows the secrets of cults but 

does not disclose them.
One who has a cool, fresh throne;
One who buries money in the sand.
The gracious mother, the queen of the river,
The most gracious mother.
Ladekoju (0$un) who gives life to children,
One who appeases children with brass orna

ments
Water (0sun), which moves sleeplessly.
One who gives healing water free of charge; 

one who gives good effective treatment 
to children.

Mother, who gives life to the children, give 
me children with whom I can play.

The mother who has neither bone nor blood.
Ayila (0$un), save me, one expects salvation 

from one’s god.

ÓGÚN

The órlsá of war, of the hunt, and of all pursuits in which iron or steel is used, 
is held to be mischievous, powerful and cruel. Idowu says that in pranks and mischief
making, Ogiin is next to Êsft, but that justice, fair play, and rectitude rather than 
evil are associated with him .56 Some men still ma’ze covenants and take oaths in 
the. name of Ogiin by

1 . washing a knife or any piece of iron in water and palm leaves and then 
drinking the water from an Itóó (type of calabash);

2. putting a gun and cutlass on Ogiin's shrine, pouring water into the barrel of 
the gun and asking those taking the oath to eat kola-nuts and drink the water

3. kissing something made of iron and asking Ógun to witness the oath; or
4. when a person is suspected of a crime against a relative, for example, sorcery, 

taking white and brown kola-nuts to Ógún’s shine, eating the nuts and calling 
on Ogún to punish the offender.

If an oath s broken, or if a relative is guilty of a crime, Ógún may punish the offender 
by making him ill or killing him, perhaps by snake bite or as a result of contact 
with something made of iron (getting a wound from stepping on a nail, being in a 
motor car accident, injuring himself with a knife or cutlass, or being accidentally 
shot by a hunter). An aggrieved person may take one accused of theft to Ógún’s 
shrine to clear himself by calling on Ógún to punish him if he has lied. A Muslim
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diviner in Laluppn who still worships Ógún because he is a hunter told the following 
incident. A pressing iron was stolen by one of the washermen. The washermen called 
a meeting, washed one of the irons in water and each drank some of the water, calling 
on Ógún to kill the thief. Three days later, one of the men was bitten by a cobra. All 
those who work with materials made of iron, including carpenters, mechanics, truck 
and taxi-drivers, appeal to Ógún to protect them from injuring themselves or other 
people with the tools, instruments or machines they use. Those who use knives in 
circumcising, making tribal marks, and in surgical operations w ash their instruments 
in water from snails and then present them to Ógún, asking that the wounds heal 
quickly. In addition to the special powers and concerns of Ógún, he, like many of the 
drlfá, may be appealed to for children. Ógún’s emblems—a piece of iron or a long 
rod with a bird-like head, a rock, or, according to Idowu the pérégún plant or the 
trunk or tail of an elephant,57 are found outside the house.

A Lalupqn babaláwo told the following story about Ógún living outside the house. 
Ógún is a close friend of 0rúnmllá. When Ógún went on a journey, he took along 
Adi, Orúnmilá’s wife and Adi became his mistress. When 0rúnmllá heard about 
this, he made it impossible for Ógún ever to  live inside a house again. That is also 
why neither Adi (the dri^a) nor M i (palm-kernel oil) is ever brought near 7^rúnmlíl~

In other story dealing with relationships among the ór'tfá, an informant said that 
ógun made the thunder-stone used by $ángó to attack his enemies and gave them 
to $ángó.

All informants on Ogún agree that failure to provide an annual festival for him 
would have dire consequences, including famine, civil strife and accidents of all 
kinds. All make a distinction too between those who are Ógún worshippers because 
he is their lineage drifd and those who have become worshippers because of their 
occupation. Women are included in the first group but not in the second.

Annual Ceremony for ógún
After a date iias been set for the annual ceremony for Ogún, the hunters go into 

the bush and kill a number of wild animals. On the night before the rites, the worship
pers cook and eat the bush meat, drink palm wine, drum and sing the praises of 
ógún. On the following morning, palm-leaves are tied around Ógún’s emblem, 
and offerings of kola-nuts, bitter kola-nuts, alligator peppers, snails, palm-oil, shea- 
butter, roasted plantains, roasted beans, palm wine, and a dog are presented to 
Ógún. A small quantity of water is poured on the shrine, kola-nuts are split and 
thrown. If the offerings are accepted, a gun salute follows. Small portions of the 
offerings are put on the shrine. The leading priests pray for health and happiness, 
the dog’s head is severed with one blow and placed on the shrine. The dog’s blood, 
palm-wine and palm-oil are poured on the shrine, and the dog’s stomach . s tied to 
ógún’s emblem. Singing, feasting, and some dancing continue throughout the second 
day, but unlike some of the annual ceremonies especially Sángó’s, there is no spirit 
possession except perhaps on the part of one of the priests. There may or may not 
be a  procession around the village or the neighbourhood. The singing is accompanied 
with iron gongs and bátá, talking, and êgimmb (war) drums. The food offeri::gs not
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actually placed on the shrine are eaten by the participants. No costumes are used 
other than the hunting clothes worn by some of the men. Ordinarily, the ceremony 
lasts three days.

Conceptions of Ógún and attitudes toward him are seen in the following prayers, 
songs and verses. The first prayer is from Laluppn, the second from Ibadan.

Ógún pkúnrin ogun, ató Ógún the powerful one, sufficiently great
polówó ikú to advertise death.

Eni til sQmp $niyán dQl$lá One who makes human beings prosperous.
Êni Ógún kó gbé bi $ni tí ko One who is not enriched by Ógún will

róbl $?bo. find it difficult to get sacrificial kola-nuts.
Gbígbé ni o gbé mi bí o ti gbe Ógún, enrich me as you enriched Akin$r<J> 

Akin^ró ti ó fi kólé <?lá. and made him an eminent man.

Qgún áwóó, aláká ayé, Ógún, the powerful one, the strong one of
Osanyín imolê. the earth, the great one of the other world.

Êgbê léhln $ni a ndá lóró. The protector of those who are being injured.
ógún gbé mi o. Ógún, support me.

These three songs for Ógún were obtained in Ibadan. The first is a war song.

Meji meji, kóndó y£$! 
Arím<?r$, kódó y<??! 
Gbógungbóró lólókê Ámdyê. 
Ódidí, omg afi-6dídí-di. 
Ayámddê, baba <?gb$!
Ódidi pmo afi-ódídí-di

Slaughter them, cut them into two halves. 
Arimprd (a warrior) cut them into two halves. 
Gbógungbóró (a warrior) of the Ám<>yê hill. 
The one who heals cuts.
Deep, broad cuts!
The one who heals cuts.

Ógún, ógún, sin mi ki n má 
ba sokún.
Áslndélé láá sinmp gni. 
Ásindélé láá si am 9 eni.

Ógún, Ógún, guide me so that I may not 
weep.

Orie guides his children straight home.
One guides his children straight home.

Atótó! Arére!
Kéléjl ó má f$, kigbárája ó 

má lura ra w<?n.
Áwá dé, êgbodó ilé kó gbgd<) 

$odó poro.
Íl^gi kó gbodd §919 $úkú$úkú.
Qm9 kékeré ilé kó gb9d<» 

spkún ki ngbd-
Ki 9l$mú o fi 9mú bp gmp 

rê lénu.

Silence! Silence!
Let no one talk; let no utensil touch another.

We are here, let no one pound anything at 
home.

Let no one grind anything.

Do not allow me to hear children crying. 

Let everyone breastfeed her child.

The first four praise verses for Ógún come from Laluppn, the other two are from 
Ibadan.

Oj$ Ógún tókê b$ a$9 iná 10 fi 
bora, êwú êjê lóŵ ».

Op
olókó lo fi okó rê dáná; 

<j> olobo lo l’ábó re dáná.

On the day ógiin arrived from the mountain 
top, he wore a red dress, he wore a cloth 
of blood.

He caused many a man to burn his penis.
He caused many a woman to slash open and 

burn her vagina.
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Edun old irin, aw£>nye orisá tii 
bura r£ $án w^nyinw^nyin.

If^fêê lólë lébu, pánláw^, 
oluj?ká, ma bú mi je.

A mu sí póngá; o ba p<?ngá jé. 
A mu si ak<> Irë, o lá kp dánd.

A mu Ógún wodó Ogún sl la 
„ omi Iggbpgba.
Êrd jêj? tíí ba ará adugbo. 
Ogún Qgbprp 16 ni ajá; óun 

lapa já fún.
Ógún Onírê ló lëjê; Mólánuplá 

16 ni êkuru.
To m gbájámo, irun ló nje 
Ti OkQlá níí j? Igbín.

The owner of all iron materials, the rascally 
órifá who bites himself in several places (when 

he is excited or angry)
The fire that drives thieves away, changes the 

colour of iron and devours the wicked, do 
not harm me.

He was put in a sheath, he destroyed the sheath 
He was put in a scabbard, he ruined the 

scabbard.
We took Ogún to the river, he divided the 

river into two equal halves.
The fearful one who frightens the neighbours. 
Ógún of Ogbprg eats dogs and we give him 

dogs.
Ógún of Onírê drinks blood; M^lámplá eats 

êkuru (pudding).
Ogdn who controls razors feeds on the hair 
Ógdn who controls those who circumcise feeds 

on snails.

0 gdn gbénágbéná igi lónje 
Súminiwá, Ajokéópó.
$ru Ogdn má mbá mí o. 
Ábi-ow9-gbogbogb9 tíi y9 9019 

rê nínú <>fin.
Y9 mí.

Ogdn láká ayé, óslnm9l^

Ógdn áwóó, oldkdmákin, 
Ájángbodorigi.

Ógdn láká ayé, óslnm9lê.

Kókó odó tíí rú minmini.

Ógún laka gbáá, ató-polowó- 
ikú.

Akêró máyá.

A tó slkiti bárln.

Ógún láká ayé, 9sin m9l$. 

Esinsin eb9ra!
A mu I9 sí ótdn ó ba ótún jé; 
A mu I9 sí Ósi ó ba ósl jé.
O pa l(>m9gogo sí etí omi láti 

díja sile láarin akán áti eja.

Ógdn má pa mí, 9019 ^lómíran 
ni ko pa.

Ógdn, p?lé o.

Ógun who controls carvers feeds on wood.
Suminiwá, Áj<)k^ópó.38
Oh! I am afraid of Ógdn.
ógdn who has power to save his children

Save me.

Ógdn, the powerful one of the earth, great 
one of the other world.

Ógdn the powerful one, Olúkúmálin, 
Ájángbodorigl.

Ógdn the powerful one of the earth, the 
great one of the other world.

The riverine cocoyam that remains ever fresh 
and green.

Ógdn the extremely powerful one, one great 
enough to advertise death.

One who meets people (on the roads) and 
refuses to give way.

The great one under whom many people look 
for protection (not fearing any misfortune).

Ogdn, the powerful one of the earth, the 
great one of the other world.

The evil genius dri$a!
We took him to the right, he spoiled the right;
We took h m to the left, he spoiled the left.
He k lied Ipmpgogo (a water creature) on the 

river bank to cause a quarrel between the 
crabs and the fishes.

Ogdn do not kill me; kill the children of 
others.

Ogdn, I hail you.
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Onílé ikú, Qlpdêdê máríwó.

Qlpná ola, agbeni-ju-oko riro-lo

Ónílé k^bukýbu órun.
ógán ma $e mi lu enia, ma se 

eniyan lu mi.

Ógún laka ayé, 91119 elómlrán 
ni o $e.

Máriwó Ia?9 Ógún; aso aláso 
I’Ógún gbá bora.

Lákáayé ósínmolê

Ógún láká ayé máá jê kí nrí 9 
nígbá. tí ó sóro.

Aw^nrínsán ni Awónrinsán ni.
Awonye óri$á tíí bura rê sán
w$nylnw(>nyln.
Ónílé ikú, maá jé kí nrí 9 

nígbá tí o sóro.

The one who keeps death in his house, the one 
has palm-leaves in his abode.

One who controls wealth, the worship of whom 
is more profitable than farming.

The one who has mansions in heaven.
Ógún do not tempt me to commit crimes 

against others; do hot tempt others to 
commit crimes against me.

Ógún, the powerful one of the world, tempt
_ the children of others.
Ógán’s clothing is tender palm leaves; Ógún 

took other’s clothes to cover up himself.
The powerful one of the earth; great one of 

the other world.
Ogún, the powerful one, do not let me see you 

in difficult times (when you are annoyed).
The cruel órifá, the cruel óri$á.
The cruel órlsá, who bites himself m several 

places.
The one who keeps death in his house, do no’ 

let me see you in a bad mood.

At1 Ógún Death Rite
The ritual burial of a professional hunter, including the disposal of some of his 

hunting equipment, is known as the $pd ceremony. After the death of a hunter, 
his comrades go hunting and kill many animals, including without fail, a deer. Also 
needed for the ritual are: a male dog, a cock, a young dog, snails, eggs, chalk, cam
wood, black and white thread, white and brown kola-nuts, a new needle, a red tail 
feather of a parrot, otútuopón beads (multi-coloured beads similar to those worn 
by Ifá priests), the hunting apparel of the deceased (coat, trousers or shorts, and 
cap), roasted yam, roasted plantain, roasted maize and beans, maize wine, the hunter’s 
sheaf (for cutlass), the cutlass used in hunting, the knife used in cutting up animals, 
his hunting charms, the small pot in which he put maize-wine, the small gourd in 
which he put palm-oil, the cow tail which he used in the bush, white cloth, white 
agbádá dress, pounded yam, eko (pap), ámálá (made from yam flour), êkuru (beans), 
ákárd (bean cake), pigeons, a chicken, palm-leaves, okutê (a pole of any type of 
wood—should be the same height as that of the dead hunter), an old mortar whose 
bottom is already punched out, palm-wine, food.

On the evening before the ceremony begins, all of the things needed for the ritual 
are placed in front of the hunters who have come from different places for this occa
sion. The ritual leaders collect iNl .65 from the relatives of the deceased for performing 
the ceremony, and they ask for another Ml.65k for entertaining the participants. 
Those in charge spend N1.65k for food and drink for the hunters of the town. Some 
of the latter are chosen to assist in the ceremonial.

The okut$ is planted in an open street, and the mortar is placed upside down on 
top of the pole. The hunters, holding pieces of cloth, form a circle around the pole 
to prevent non-members of the cult from seeing the ritual acts. A second piece of wood 
is tied to the upright pole, giving it the form of a cross. The pole is now dressed with 
the apparel of the deceased, and a parrot tail is attached to the cap placed atop the
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pole. The otútúopón beads, as well as the needle threaded with black and white thread, 
are tied to the pole. Maize-wine is placed in front of the pole, and charms and a 
necklace of palm-leaves are fastened to the okutê. Eggs, the head of the deer and those 
of other animals are put next to the Êpá (pole). Some maize-wine is now poured on the 
$pá and brown and white kola-nuts are laid at the foot of the pole.

If the deceased has no issue, an unripe bunch of palm-fruit is placed in front of 
the pole. If he has children, they put a bunch of unripe bananas in the same position. 
A snail is put at the foot of the pole and the young dog is tied to the okut&.

The pieces of cloth used to prevent others from seeing the procedure are removed 
to the accompaniment of this song:

Atótó! Arére!!
Kéléjl má fd, kí gbá arájá má 

luarawon.
Bábáá mí da Ogún bo orí o

Akó rí ojú Qlprán mo, igí d á !
Bábáá mí lo, béê ni nkó rí i.
O di gbére! O di gbére nákó!
O di árlnnákó, ó di ojú álá ffrí, 

ó tun di oko aláwo.
Bábá kó dá mi lógún <?dún, 

k i  da m. lógbón osú, Qj<? 
títí gbprogboro 16 ti dami.

Olóde, lónlí lord ábí lóla m

Silence! Silence!!
Let no one talk, no utensil touch another.

My father (the deceased hunter) has covered 
himself with Ógún’s veil.

We can never see his face again; what a pity!
My father is gone! I see him no more!
Unless in a trance on the road, or in a dream, 

or when he appears on the babaláwo's Ifá 
board.

Father did not bid me farewell for twenty 
year::, nor for thirty months, but forever.

Hunter, is the ritual ceremony today or 
tomorrow?

The leader of the ceremony answers with this song:

Lónli lord, e máa sé; êtiitu yíó 
gbá o.

Lágbájá o, sáré wá, ki o wá 
gba ohun oro lódd <?mo.

Kó má wá ya gbáyí, wáráwárá 
sipá pde.

K.Ó yá gbáyí, wáráwárá la sípa 
<?de.

The ritual is today. Carry on the ceremony; 
the offering will be accepted.

Mr X (deceased hunter), hurry here to receive 
the ritual offering from your children.

Let everything move very fast now.
The ritual of a hunter is celebrated very quick

ly. Let everything move very fast.
The ritual ceremony for a hunter !s celebrated 

quickly.

Guns are now fired, and the hunters pay homage to their leaders by prostrating 
themselves before the ritual leader, saying that they have gone this far with the 
ceremony. Then they eat and drink. After feasting, the participants who know $pá 
hunting songs go near the Êpá and chant:

Atótó! Arérel! Silence! Silence!!
Keleji má fd, kígbá arája má Let no one talk, allow no object to touch 

lura. another.

Êgbodd ilé kd gbpdd sodó poro Let there be no pounding of anything.
£ni tí nldgl kd gbodd 59I0 I must not hear the sound of grinding

$úkú $úkú. stones.
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Qmp kékeré kó gbpdd spkún kí 

ngbp.
Kplomú ó fi pmú bp pmp rê 

lénu.
Akókó wáá tó, alágogo óylnbó 

yío lu
A $e tán, a ó $oró, 9019 ojo 

máa sá I9.
Qjp kan ó le pj<5 kan yíó d£.

Asikó tó, tí a ó ru ókú ágbê 
bí ení ru 9pátun nínú oko.

Amdjí eléré o. Amdjí êlê.
Oníbórí má tê ki ána.

Adé bórí-gba-oko-ána rplQ.

Am<J>jí êlê kií se orin igbákúgbá.
Orin tí a nk9 ti a kó sún tí a 

kó wo.
Orin tí a nkp tí a ko gbpd<> fi 

ojú ba orun

Let there be no crying of small children;

Let every mother breast-feed her child.
It is now time for the important part of the 

ceremony.
We are prepared for the ritual, let the cowards 

run away.
One day will be rough,59 another day will be 

smooth.
It is a time when the dead bodies of farmers
will be carried away like yam sticks.60
Ampji eléré 0. Ampji élé
One whose hunting cap61 forbids him to bow 

down to his in-laws.
One who wears his hunting cap when passing 

through his in-laws’ fields.
Ámpjí êlê is not a song usually sung
The song whose singing does not allow rest 

or leisure.
The song whose singing does not allow us 

to have any sleep.

V/v*ko kdpdy'áó •oaumn- nrvinrbtii‘wives-vo
si oblnrin eni pé kí o wáá in singing.
gberin. Ampji êlê, this is the hunting cap which is

Am$jí êlê, íbórí ti a fi se oró used in the ritual, 
pde ni Moró, ni Mogún náá
nl yí o. Passersby come round and watch what hunters

Êró wá wo ohun pde n$e. are doing.
Odíderé fi ikó re firl, 6 gbe 116 A parrot flies suddenly and carries its tail- 

r? Í9 si igd arêre. feathers to the top of arêre tree.
Óní mo nre ïwó Ola mo nre “Today I am going to ïwó, tomorrow I am 

W6 going to lw<5.”
Odídiré kd jé ki a mp bi iwó wá A parrot does not allow us to know where

ïwó is.
Ámdjí êlê, Amdjí eléré. Ambjí êlê, Amójí eléré.
Íbórí pde, abéré pde, otútúppdn The hunter’s hunting cap, the hunter’s needle, 
pde, Ikóde pde ti a fi se oró pde the hunter’s otútudpbn beads, the hunter’s 

náá má ftl yi 0. Arám^ijí élé parrot tail-feathers which are used in the
ritual-are here Arámbjí êlê.

Kó si ênlyán tí yíó fi ondé borun No one wears an onde (charm) on his neck 
afi eni ará bá n§e, Amójí êlê. except those who are ill, Ampji êlê 

Márlwo ópe rpra se o. Igbágó New plam leaves, be careful in showing off 
$e béê ri o, máríwó dpe rpra (growing luxuriantly); dead palm leaves 
$e. once did similar things. New palm leaves,

be careful.62
Amdjí êlê, ókutê pd?, márlwó Ampjí êlê, the hunter’s pole, hunter’s palm 

pde, órómodíe pde, ondé prun leaves, hunter’s chick, hunter’s ondi (charm) 
pdp, ti a fi se oró pde nátá which are used for the ritual of a hunter
má ré o, Amdji did. are here, Ampji ele.

Bábá mi dé, fíkífikl ekun, akp My father (the deceased hunter) has come, 
6ru. the strong leopard who does not fear the

. dead of night.
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Otitl, ami-llú-wó-bí-ójó.

Aláti$e afi-árán-dá-^wú-ogun.

Ari-?ókótó-pénpé-gbQn-??ni- 
<J>ná ïkirê.

Bó bá gbó ma da miran si; 
ma da miran si.

Alájá, amú-ówë-mú-(>bQ.

Am$ji Eléré o, Am$jí êlê.
Odó pd?, ajá <?d?, ?ókótó pdf, 

£wú <?d? tí a fi §e oró <?d$ ní 
Mofo ni Mógún o, Amójí êlê.

Amójí élê, Amójf eléré
Gúgúrú bá mi dégán ó di 

ësún pin.
0g$dê bá mi d£gán, w(m á kan 

ága fún Afúnyinyin.

Afúnyinyin láá pe dgêdë.
Ogëd$ ni i§u Adáwó. Ta ni ó 

gbé mi bonram i 1q ?
Am$jí eléré. Ampjí êlê
Gúgúrú ode, éspn isu ode tí a 

fi $e oró ni Moró, ní Mógún 
réé 0. Am<)jí êlí

The powerful one who shakes the town like 
the powerful forces of a storm.

Aláti$e who uses velvet for his military uni
form.

One who wears shorts on the wet roads 
of ïkirê.

If they are tom, he gets another pair; even 
when they are not tom he gets another pair.

One who has dogs which kill ówê (animal) 
and monkeys.

Ampji eléré, Amgjí êlê

Hunter’s mortar, dog, shorts, coat-which are 
used in the ritual-are here, Amdj 1 êlê

Amfijí êlê, Amójí eléré.
When roasted maize grains are taken to the 

hunting jungle they become very valuable.
When plantains are taken to the hunting 

jungle they become very valuable and 
highly regarded.

The white food is the name given to plantains
Plantain is the yam of Adáwó. Who stole my 

plantains ?
Ampjí eléré, Aingjí êle.
Hunter’s roasted maize grains, hunter’s 

yams which are used in the ritual are here, 
Amfy'í êlê.

This song is repeated seven times. After the fourth repetition the deceased hunter 
is mpersonated by one of the participants who wears a white ghost-like dress. At 
the end of each singing of the song, there is a booming of the guns (about one hundred 
guns). While singing, the participants dance round the $pa, and when the song is 
concluded, they tak - their seats. The drums used in this ritual include bátá, dundún 
(talking drum), and ágêrê (similar to bátá).

When day breaks they consult $pá with kola-nuts and ask who among the children 
of the deceased or the relatives should carry the Êpá to the crossroads. The carrier 
bears $pá to the crossroads without looking back while going or returning. At the 
crossroads a section of the bush is cleared. Each hunter ties a cowry shell to his left 
wrist with strips of new palm-leaves. Each takes a hoe and three times pulls some 
soil toward a mound of earth. Each hunter sings as he rakes the soil, and the others 
echo the song.

K1 i ro, kl Í ye; arugbo Qd? kó He does not till the ground, he does not till 
roko o. the ground; old hunters do not farm.

Following this part of the ceremony, the Êpá is taken from the man carrying it 
and planted on the pile of earth. The pot containing maize-wine is broken, as are 
the gourd containing palm-oil, the dead hunter’s gourd of charms, and his other 
possessions used in the ritual. Everything is broken with the hoe handle. One of 
the hunters hides m the bush and impersonates the deceased hunter. The latter is 
called three times and, after the third call, the impersonator answers. On hearing
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the answer, the hunters fire at the Êpá. The young dog and the chick tied to the 
$pa are killed with the bullets. Êpá is fired at until the pole falls down. Everything is 
then burned with the exception of the parrot tail feather which is given to the cere
monial leader.

After Ëpá is taken from the man who carried it to the crossroads, he is asked 
to go home but he must wait at the original place where the pole was dressed and 
not enter the house until the others return. When they return, they break the snail, 
kill the pigeon and the cock, pour the blood in the hole (where the pole was planted 
earlier) and on the mortar. The pigeon’s head and that of the cock are put in the 
hole. The male dog is pulled taut and its head is cut off; the blood is poured in the 
hole and on the mortar. The ceremony ends with the presentation of the dead dog, 
the cock, the pigeon and the white cloth to the leader of the hunters.

If a man was an active hunter for years, the ceremony is held even if he is not 
now a professional hunter.

SANP0NNÁ

SÁNP0NNÁ is an earth god who has come in recent years to be regarded almost ex 
clusively as the smallpox deity.63 Yoruba traditionalists visualize him a shot-tempered, 
cruel, and irascible, an órifá who attacks people with mental illness as well as smallpox. 
One babaláwo attributed jurisdiction over all of the leaves and roots to $ánp£nná, a 
domain usually regarded as belonging to 0 sanyin, and another babaláwo first said 
that Sánpi)nná is so powerful that he distributes babies to mothers after they have been 
moulded by Qbátálá. Later this man said that Qbátálá is responsible for moulding 
children and placing them in the uteruses of their mothers. When this discrepancy was 
pointed out to him, he commented that Qbátálá and §ánpónná work together.

$ánpónná’s followers use him to injure others. In the rite employed to harm enemies 
the $ánpónuá emblem (a small carved wooden figure similar to an ïbejl figure)64 is 
rubbed first with camwood and pepper, then with iná and êsisi leaves, and finally with 
hot ashes. Roasted maize and a cane which has been rubbed with pepper (prp egúngún) 
are placed in front of the emblem (bgp), and bitter kola-nuts, alligator peppers and 
kola-nuts are chewed and spit on it. The enemy is named and §ánp<?nná is asked to 
injure him On the seventh day, a hole is dug at a crossroad and everything used in 
the rite is buried there. Seven days later these objects are dug up and transferred to a 
river bank. The following day a young boy and a young girl arc chosen and asked to 
visit the emblem every morning for seven days. People are told not to go to the river 
bank because $ánp$nná is there. The two young people take roasted maize and yams 
to the site every day. It is said that anyone who meets them as they return home will be 
afflicted with mental illness. As they walk back they recite a verse in praise of $ánpí>nná

Ábátá, Arú-bí-ewe Ajó

Aje-igba-oógira mákviú.

Fáríoró, oníw$w$-ádó, 
arumqi-lóógim dánii.

Abátá (§ánpónná) who flourishes luxu
riantly iike the leaves of the ajó tree.

The one who takes poison but on whom 
poison has no effect.

Fáríoró, the one who has many tiny guards 
of medicine, and one who makes 
people’s medicine ineffective.
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0  pa ájé méje kúkan
Qrlsá tííje apá ájé kíi gongo.

Má §e mí lu éniyán; má se ^niyán 
lu mí.

Qjejê tó sin qmq dé igbó êrú.

O ba baálé jiyán Igángán, ó pa 
qmq rê síloro.

O ní bi a ba $e ni lóore, qpé.láá du.

O $áánú lyáwó, ó, pa okq r£ tán, ó 
fi oríi r£ jóógun.

One who killed six of seven witches.
The órisá eats a witch’s arm almost 

completely.
Do not tempt me against people do 

not tempt people to do evil against me.
The fearsome one who guides people 

to a fearsome jungle.
The one who dines with the head of a 

household and kills his host’s son on 
the doorstep.

$ánp<)nná said that one should show 
gratitude to a benefactor.

He took pity on a wife, killed her husband 
and used his head in making medicine.

The boy and the girl who pay tribute to $ánp(mná must have their hair braided. 
(If they shave their heads, there will be trouble in the village.) It is thought that if they 
quarrel with anyone, get annoyed and hit themselves on the head to express their 
anger, the person who quarrelled with them will die of smallpox

In another procedure for using §ánp£>nná to attack others, palm-oil is boiled. After 
pepper is rubbed on §ánp$nná’s emblem, the conjurer rubs palm-oil and shea-butter 
on his own body and then pours the boiling palm-oil on the emblem. It is claimed that 
when a breeze carries the heat coming out of the emblem after the oil has been poured 
on it, everyone will be attacked by smallpox. This technique can be used to destroy a 
whole village.

If §ánp$nná followers wish to utilize his services during the dry season, a large 
dog is sacrificed, as well as an a$a (a fowl which has a peculiar feather arrangement), 
roasted maize, yams and plantains. Each of the latter items is mix< d with palm-oil. 
Kola-nuts and alligator peppers are chewed and spit on §ánp$nná’s emblem as this 
incantation is repeated.

Qba jjmitótó, qba fmiláre. 
Qba akóluúsln, qba akóni- 

wáyé-wá-jayé.

The lord of $mitótó, the lord of $miláre. 
The lord whom every citizen worships, the 

lord who brings people into the world to 
enjoy life.

Qba Oni-Wqnwqjl, qba Oni- 
Wárám^fún.

Qba Ilé-Olýwá, qba Ablgbqn- 
gbqn

Qba Ómírinpása, qba 6tqw$- 
bqjá-fa-ohun-rere-yq-fúnni

Qba Smitótó láá pe Ifá.
Qba $miláre láá pe Odd.
Qba akólhúsln láá pe Qgún.
Qba akóni-waye-wa-jaye láá pe 

Qrl$álá.
Qba Oní-Wqnwqjl láá pe 

Osanyin.
Qba Oní-Wárám^fún láá pe 

$ángó

The lord of Wqnwqjl, the lord of Wárám^fún.
The lord of Ilé-Ql$wá ;the lord of Ablgbqngbqn

The lord of Ominnpása, the lord who goes 
to the market (world) and brings good 
things out.

The lord of £mitótó is the name we call Ifá.
The lord of Emiláre is the name we call Odh
Ogun is the lord whom every citizen worships.
Qrl$álá is the lord who brings people into 

the world to enjoy life.
Osanyln is the lord of Wqnwqnjl.

Lord of Wárám£fún is the name given to 
Sángó.
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Qba Ilé-Qlpwá lorúkp áá pe 

Sánppnná.
Qba Abígbpngbon lorúkp áá 

pe áj^.
Qba ótpwp-bpjá-fa-ohun-rere- 

yo fúnni lorúkp ti a npe 
élêdáa órun orí eni. •

Íwp, §ánpí>nná, iwp lo fi áwpn 
órlsá <>kánlé-ní-irúgba tí mbe 
lóde Isálayé je oyê.

Wá fi émi náájoyé lóde isálayé.
Kí n rí je, kí n rí mu.
ïdákudá ni wêrê dalú; Idákudá 

ni kóo má lp dá wpn wá.

Áti obirin áti okunrin áti ágbá; 
ati onílé áti álejó; kí wpn ó 
máa wá.

Es£ glrlglri kií dá láarín (>ná. 
Êni ipá mú kó máa wá; Fni 

glrl mú kó máa wá 
£ni orí rifó, eni ínú úrun;

Aré tete ni kí won sá wá. 
fdákudá ni wêrê ndálú

The lord of Ilé-Qlówá is the name given to 
you §ánppnná.

Lord of Abigbpngbpn is the name given to 
the witch.

The lord who goes to the market (world)
to bring out good things is one’s ori (partner, 

luck, destiny).
It is you $ánppnná, who installed all the two
hundred and one drisá who dwell in the 

world.
Please make me also a chief in this world.
Provide me with all material well-being.
Confusion is caused in a town by the mad;
go and cause confusion in the town so that 

people will run to me for protection (that is, 
afflict them with illness-smallpox).

Both male and female, young and old, sons 
of the soil and Grangers, let them rush 
to me.

Streets are never deserted.
Let all of those who have lockjaw and con

vulsions come to me.
Let those who have headache and stomach

ache.
Let them hurry to me for treatment.
Confusion is caused in a town by the mad.

Another formula for invoking §ánp$nná’s help calls for putting three roasted maize 
cobs, palm-oil, pebbles and sharpened needle-like sticks in a pot. The pot is then taken 
to a crossroads where Sánpónná is asked to attack Mr X and his household.

Sánpónná o, Alájogun o, $ánpónná, Alájogun, Olúayé (other names
Olúayé o for $ánpi>nná.

Wá lo bá wpn já níbi báyií. Go and punish them in .......... (the name
of the village or place is mentioned)

Still another technique begins with preparing an offering of cooked maize grains 
and palm-oil in a broken pot, and then saying over this offering the incantation just 
quoted. After this recitation, one prints an Ifá odú (Qwónrín méji) on a mixture of 
chalk and powdered camwood ground together. Going now to a crossroads, one rubs 
palm-wine on one’s body and drinks some of the wine. The camwood and chalk pow
der on which the odii was printed is picked up as Sánppnná is called.

Ikán mQdi, slkitl modi

Ql^sêsê ey? $ánpónná. 
Lágbájá, pmp Lágbájá, 

pl^sêsê eye re m$ ni.
L<? rêé gbé e.
Máá je ki 6 lp.
Lp mú u.
Fi efun mú u ; fi osiin mú u ; 
Máá gba Ipêe rê

White ants build ant hills;
They team up to build ant hills.
Qlósêsp is Sánp(mná’s bird.
Mr X, the son of Mr Z, is olpsêsê, your 

bird.
Go and take him.65 
Do not allow him to escape.
Go and take him.
Attack him with chalk and camwood.
Do not accept his plea.
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The mixture of camwood and chalk is then blown toward Mr X, the victim. If Mr X 
or his relatives are wise, they too will make offerings to §ánp<j>nná, saying: “This 
sacrifice is made to you for Mr X. Do not kill him, be mild with him, don’t let him 
go to the river”.66

Some Yoruba believe that if a victim of smallpox uses traditional medicine, or any 
medicine at all, the illness will be aggravated and may kill the patient. But if only 
palm-oil and mild, appeasing herbs are applied, the fury of the órísá abates and the 
illness subsides. Also, it is thought that smallpox may not appear on the surface of the 
skin but may nevertheless affect the patient internally. Some hold that traditional 
medicine may so weaken the power of the disease that it is prevented from appearing 
on the skin.

Sánpónná’s emblem and his shrine are located outside the village or town. Some 
worshippers, however, maintain a small shrine inside the house. Because of the fear 
of provoking him, other names used for §ánpí>nná include: Baba Ágbá, Obalúayé, 
Olóde, Alájogun, and Oníwówó Ádó. Sánpónná’s followers have often been suspected 
of spreading smallpox.67

The Annual Ceremony for Sánppnná
During the evening before the opening of the ceremony, $ánpónná’s emblem is 

placed in water into which have been squeezed the following leaves: odúndún, tptp, 
iyeyê, ágbádo, akóko, ósépdtu, pgbp, rinrin, eesm, fêjê, motifan, ewéjln, gpdpgbp, 
omit psun, gbigi, and ogêdê wéwé. Palm-oil, shea-butter, and water from snails are 
added to the water. The priests give part of the water to people asking for protection 
and tell them to “wet their rooms” with it and to rub part of it on their bodies. Snails, 
rats, fish, shea-butter kola-nuts, bitter kola-nuts, alligator peppers, a male goat, hens, 
maize, wine, eggs, roasted maize, ripe bananas, pounded yams, ?kp (pap), êkuru 
(made from beans), and óplê (bean cake) are offered to Sánp^nná on the first evening. 
Early the next morning the male goat is killed and its blood is poured on the shrine 
Part of the pounded yam and some of the cooked meat is placed on the shrine as food 
for Sánppnná (one informant mentioned spi ;ifically that part of the liver, and tail of 
the goat are offered as a sacrifice). Palm-wine is also poured on the shrine, and prayers 
are addressed to §ánpónná.

The singing, dancing, drumming, and worshipping of §ánpí>nná continue for seven 
days. The food which was not placed on the shrine is eaten by the participants. 
Because it was widely believed that attacks of smallpox followed ceremonies for 
$ánppnná, open worship is now banned. Today worship is more or less secret and is 
carried on in houses or compounds. Formerly many people whose lineage drl$a is 
SánpOnná became possessed by the divinity during the annual ceremony.68 With no 
drumming and no procession, spirit possession in a r tual for $ánpónná in Ibadan 
today is unusual. Perhaps five per cent of the worshippers become possessed now, but 
they are restrained by the others and given palm-oil and snail water to lessen the 
severity of their seizures.

Formerly the musical instruments used included the dundún, bêmbé, and batá drums, 
têkêrê, and iron gongs similar to those used for 0rúnmllá. Some §ánn$nr.á priests 
wear red costumes and tie charms to these garments. Others wear no costumes, but tie
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palm leaves to their clothing and to the shrine. Strings of cowry shells are sewed on 
the priest’s cap. An iyeyê stick is driven into the ground near the shrine, and the cowry- 
shell cap is hung on it when the priest is not wearing it. (informantscomparethespots 
made by smallpox on the human skin with the crooked spots on the lyey e tree and 
say that th s is the tree of $ánpónná worshippers). A priest must mark his forehead 
with camwood and chalk. He must bathe daily during the ceremonial period and rub 
camwood on his body.

The following three prayers to $ánp$nná are from Ibadan.

Ilê mo pé <?, Ábatá mo pê <?.

Qdún re la wá se 
Maá jé kí a ri ikú, má jé kí a ri 

árún.
Máá jé kí a ríkú omo, ikú aya, 

ikú pkp, títí di pdún ti mbo 
Ágán tí ó rí bí fun lómp.
Ki aboyun ilé bí tíbi tire.
Kí ópó ilé kirí mólê.
Kí esin oba ó jp oko.

Earth, 1 call on you; Swamp deity, I call on 
you.

We gather here for your annual ceremony.

Save us from death and illness.
Prevent the death of children, wives, and 

hursbands until the next annual ceremony 
Give children to those who are infertile. 
Let those who are pregnant deliver with ease. 
Do not allow any evil to come to the household 
Protect the king’s household, even his horses

Qbalúayé jé kí mbímo, kí o tó 
di odún tí mbo.

To bá fún mi lómo n ó wá fún 
o ní ewúré.

Obalúayé, fún mi ní áláfíá kí 6 
tó di odún ti mbó.

,lé kí n rí ilosíwájú kí ó tó di 
odun tí mbó.

Jé kí nrí rere o, Qbalúayé.

Obalúayé, let me have children before the 
next annual ceremony.

If you answer my prayer and give me children, 
I shall sacrifice a female goat to you.

Obalúayé, let me regain good health before 
the next annual ceremony.

Let me prosper before the next annual 
ceremony.

Let me have good fortune, Qbalúayé.

Alujogun, gbá mi.
Ma jé kí ará ilé mi rí ibinú re 
Má jé ki omo mi rí ijá re.
Ma jé kí oré mi rí ijá re.
Ma jé ki nkan §e mi, má jé 

ki ó se pmo mi o.

Alujogun, save me.
Do not be annoyed with my relatives.
Do not attack my children.
Do not attack my friends.
Protect me and my children from misfor

tune

These six Sánpbnná chants are from Ibadan.

Ebp fin, Êrú dá- Sacrifices are accepted; offering are received.69
Igún to gbebp, Êrú dá. Vulture has accepted the offerings; offerings

are received evil forces have departed.

Ábáta gbá mi o kí nmá darán

Em a ni nil gbani.
(Repeat several times.)

Swamp De ty, guard me so that I may not 
commit any crime.

One expects succour from one’s god.
(Repeat several times.)

Olorí ó dorí rê mú o. Let every one hold his head.
Áwódi ókê máá gbé mi lórí lo. Hawk do not snatch away my head 

(Repeat several times.)
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Ábátá eni ó pe orí re níbi, ófó 
lomi êfQQ se, ófó ni yíó ?e.

Fáríoró, êmi ó pe ori re níbi o

Swamp deity, any one who wishes you evil 
will be frustrated in life like the wasted 
water from vegetables.

Fáríoró, I do not pray for evil things to 
befall you.

Ajíki Olú, mo ki $ánpdnná, 

Mo gba <?re áárp.

Ó fi êékánná sónsó buyd sqbê.

The lord who is hailed every morning 1 hail 
you, Siinpí>nná. *

And I received early morning gift.

He uses long nails to add salt to soup.

Three short praise verses for Sanpónná, two from Lalupon and one from Ibadan 
follow:

Gúdúgudu fákéréé, Gudugudu70 crawls or spreads like whirlwind71
Adilgun-mápá-já. One who wears charms on the arm to fight

Qbalúayé, ajági oógiin. 
Oni-wówó-ádó. 
Arumo-lóógún-dánu.

Obalúayé, one who has powerful medicine. 
One who has many tiny gourds of medicine. 
The powerful órisá who makes people’s 

medicine ineffective.

OSANYlN

Osanyin, closely associated with Qrúnmilá (see section on Qrúnmllá in Chapter I), 
is believed to be in charge of all roots and leaves and to possess more knowledge than 
any other drisá of the use of plant materials to cure illnesses. A priest in Ibadan said 
that Ósanyin and $ánp<?nná are friends. Osanyin is described by Yoruba traditional 
religionist as impatient, cruel, and pompous. Like most of the drifá Qsanyin can be 
used for good or bad ends—to cure illness, especially sickness, caused by the witches, 
to ensure good health, and the birth of children, or to injure others. Some persons 
call on Osanyin to foretell the future.

A babaláwo in Ibadan who is an Osanyin priest, as well as a follower of ïbejl, 
0?un, and Olókun, claimed that Osanyin attends meetings held by the witches and 
that he is the real power behind the witches. Osanyin can appeal to the witches or 
force them to release a victim who has fallen into their power. This priest said that all 
curse methods need Osanyin’s approval before they become effective, but this point 
was not mentioned by other informants.

Osanyin’s emblem, always kept in one corner of the room, is a type of doll or puppet 
which a priest manipulates by means of ventriloquism. During a consultation with a 
client, the priest addressed questions to the emblem and the figure either whistles or 
speaks in return. In either case, the priest gives an interpretation of the reply.

The Annual Ceremony for Osanyin
Before the ceremony begins, the emblem is washed in water to which the following in

gredients have been added: leaves (inn, oyin, árágba, êsisl, t?t?, átetêdáyé,pêrêgún, and 
iyeyê), water from snails, palm oil, and shea-butter. On the following day, Osanyin’s
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emblem is placed on a white cloth which has been spread in one corner of the priest’s 
house. Among the offerings are: alligator peppers, sixteen brown kola-nuts, snails, 
tortoise, a male goat, a female goat, a cock, a pigeon, roasted maize, êhuru (beans) and 
palm-oil. The animals mentioned constitute a minimum sacrifice, and a bull or a cow 
may also be offered. Kola-nuts are opened and spit on top of the divinity’s emblem. 
Two kola-nuts are opened and thrown up; if two halves land face up and the other two 
are down, the participants say: “Éépá! Osanyin!!” (The offering is accepted.) A fowl 
or an animal is killed and its blood is poured on 0sanyln. Singing and dancing begin, 
and, eventually, some ten per cent of those present become possessed by the god. One 
priest said that those who become possessed do not tremble but they move about 
briskly in their usual manner, running and jumping. Unlike the practice in many of 
the other annual ceremonies, none of the cooked meat and other food is taken to 
Osanyln. The food is served to the guests of the priest conducting the ceremony.

As is the case with the ceremony for Sánpí>nná, the water which is used in washing 
the emblem is offered to people for dampening the floors of the houses. (This proce
dure is said to prevent a visit to a house by $ánpónná, that is, to prevent smallpox.) 
There is no procession during the rites for Osanyln, but on the third day a magical 
display is held in an open space where people can come and observe it. Somn adepts 
punch their eyes with knives, others cut open their stomachs, and bring out their 
intestines, or they chew broken bottles and spit out pieces of glass, or slice their 
tongues or cause a piece of wood to jump, and so on.

The musical instruments used in a ceremony for 0sanyin include dúndún and bátá 
drums, rattles, and iron gongs. Ordinarily the ritual lasts seven days, with the same 
kinds of animal sacrifice on the seventh day as on the first.

All members of native medicine associations are notified of the date of an annual 
ceremony for Osanyln. The numbers of worshippers has declined sharply in recent 
years, as has the proportion of those attending who become possessed by this órifá.

The first praise verse for Qsanyin is from Lalupon, the other three are from Ibadan.

Agbénígi, órómodl? abldí sónsó

Esinsin abedp kínníkínní; 
K$ógo egbóró irin.

One who is versed in the use of roots, one who 
has a sharp-pointed tail like that of a chick. 

One who has a liver as crystal clear as a fly’s ; 
one who is as powerful as an iron rod.

Aképe nígbá $rán kó sunwón

Tíótíó tin, o gba aso ókimriin 
ta glegie.

£lése kan ju elésê méji lo.

Aro abi-okó liêllê.
Ewé gbogbo kiki oógim.

One to whom people appeal when things 
are bad.

The extremely slender one who in curing 
snatches the apparel of illness and moves as 
if he would fall.

The one-legged man who is more powerful than 
those with two legs.

The weak one with a weak penis.
One who turns all leaves into medicine.

Agbénijí, êslsl kosim.
Agogo nla se eré agbára.

O gbá w<?n lá tán, wpn dúp? 
tênltêni.

Agbénijí, the deity who uses camwood.
The large iron bell that produces powerful 

sounds.
The one to whom people give unreserved 

thanks, after he has saved them.
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Ogba asp í>kúnriin ta glêglê

Qkúnrin gbogbó, dá nkan dá 
nkan.

£lésê kan tí ó lé $lés£ méjl sáré.

Áróni já sí kótó di oógíin máyá.

Qkiinnn gbogbo, dá nkan dá 
nkan.

One who snatches the clothes of illness and 
staggers.

The powerful man who commits crimes.

The one-legged man who puts two-legged 
men to flight.

Ar$nl, who jumps into a p t with charms tied 
on his chest.

The powerful one who commits crimes.

Agúdúgbú-Qjá, tíótíó tó tenu 
mórán tí kií se.
Afmjú pmo tí ngbégun ilé.

Agúdúgbú-Qjá, one who remains firm on 
an issue.

The neat one who lives in a corner of a room.

The leader-chorus song and the brief offertorial chant were obtained in Ibadan

Leader: Fiwájá, Fêhinjá. 
Chorus: OmQ awo ni $oógún.

Leader: Ewé á j£ obgim á jé.

Chorus: Omo awo ni soógun.

Leader: Fotúngún fósigún.

Chorus: Omo awo ni sógún.

A wá rúbo, ebó dá nó o.

Ajá-Okoro-dugbê

Pluck leaves here, pluck leaves there.
It is the children of the healing cult that make 

medicine.
Leaves will be effective; medicine will be effe

ctive.
It is the children of the healing cult that make 

medicine.
Pound (leaves and roots) with the right hand, 

pound with the left.
It is the children of the healing cult that make 

medicine.
We make sacrifices and our sacrifices are 

accepted.
(Untranslatable expression signifying joyful 

mood.)

iBEJi

Ibejl is said to be stubborn, troublesome, and cruel, a very difficult óri$á to please. 
According to oral tradition, when a woman gives birth to female twins, this orisa will 
try to killher unless she appeases him. If the twins are male, íbeji tries to kilithe father. 
At the birth of twins, an fbeji shrine must be made near the small niche in the wall of 
the house where palm-oil is poured in honour of the lineage drlfá, and offerings to the 
god of twins must be made frequently. If fbeji is not worshipped, it is said that the 
mother will see her twins in dreams. If  she fails to follow the trade specified for her by 
ibeji (selling palm-oil or cloth or begging in the streets), it is believed that the twins 
will become ill and eventually die. A dead twin or twins may punish the recalcitrant 
mother with illness or they may kiil her.

If either twin falls ill, some of the palm-oil is taken from the shrine and rubbed on 
him. Villagers and city dwellers agree that this will cause him to recover. If one of the 
twins dies, his relatives must not say that he died but rather that he has gone to the 
market to buy clothes. This will prevent the other twin from following him (dying). 
If a twin dies, the other may fall ill, so the parents have a statue made to represent 
the dead twin. This figure, which is rubbed with camwood (ïbeji is believed to like
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red camwood) and placed in the shrine room, is supposed to protect the living twin. 
In the view of some informants, this procedure will cause the dead child or children 
to be reincarnated. When something is bought for the living twin, a miniature must be 
bought for the dead one. For example, if a shirt is made for the living twin, a tiny 
sh'rt is made for the deceased twin.

ibeji can be used by devotees to avenge a wrong or to track down a thief. The 
simpler procedure consists cf rubbing adi (palm-kernel oil), which is forbidden to 
ïbeji, pepper, and êêsi leaves on an ibeji figure and placing it in the sun. ïbejl is then 
askea to injure the wrongdoer.72 A more complicated formula calls for tying two Ibejl 
figures together, mixing palm-kernel oil with pepper and rubbing the mixture on them. 
The figures are then placed on Êsú’s shrine and a special preparation of traditional 
medicine is put on top of Ësii. The ibeji are told that if the wrongdoer is punished, a 
cock, ékuru (made from beans), and snails will be offered to them. If the offender is not 
punished, the ïbeji are told that they will not be removed from Esvi’s shrine. The 
wrongdoer may be killed by §ángó or punished in some way. When the wrong has 
been avenged, the ibejl are taken from Êsu’s shrine, washed and rubbed with camwood, 
and presented with the promised offerings.

ibejl is worshipped by those who have given birth to twins and by t wins, but the 
cKïïdrenof twins (if they are not twins) do not worship ïbcji. One priest dissented from 
this view, saving that regardless of whether they are twins, children of twins, grand
children and great grandchildren, and so forth, of twins, must worship Ibejl. 
Triplets and quadruplets are regarded as peculiar children but statues are not made to 
represent a dead triplet or quadruplet, and their parents do not worship Ibeji. In the 
case of triplets, one of them (ato) is said to be born carrying a cane and belongs to the 
Egúngún cult, one is believed to be born carrying a bullroarer and belongs to the Orb 
cult, and the third belongs to his parents.

When a twin dies, a rat, a fish, an egg, white kola-nuts, brown kola-nuts, and an 
alligator pepper are tied together and buried with the twin to prevent the twin’s 
relatives from becoming ill.

One traditional priest said he regards ibejl as an órisá comparable to Sángó and 
Ógún. Later, however, he remarked that Ibejl means nothing more than the twins 
whom he considers to be supernatural beings, a kind of spirit. This seeming contradic
tion is not unlike that of those who say that a crocodile is kept simply as a pet and then 
add that it is an óri$á.

Ibeji Annual Ceronon
The night before the ritual, the ibejl emblem is washed in water and leaves of 

plants growing in water. To the water and leaves, palm-oil, water from snails, and 
shea-butter are added. The juice of the leaves is squeezed into the water, and the 
leaves axe used as a sponge in washing the emblem. (Later, in Ibadan, the water i s 
poured on the bathroom floor so that everyone who bathes there will have good 
health.) The offerings collected for Ibeii include some or all of the following: white 
kola-nuts, brown kola-nuts, ekp (pap), yams, pole, êldiru, Bananas, fruits, palm-oil, 
sugar cane, honey, áádún (powdered maize) and the animal sacrifices (cocks, goats, 
and so forth). The kola-nuts are split jnto halves and offered to ibeji at the shrine 
with a  prayer oFtEiTtype:
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íbeji, grip, Afemari.

Winwin lójú orogún.

W6w<> lojú lyá rë.
Dakun, dábo, máá jekí a ríkú 

ompdé.
Máá jé kí a ríkú ágbá.
Eni tí k6 ri omp, jé ki ó rí omp.
Êni tí o bí máá jé kí ó kú mo 

lówp.
Máá jé kí a kú ikú ójiji.
Só wa lóko, lódó áti ní áárín 

igbé.

íbeji, spirits, the one for whom people look 
in vain.

The frail ones in the eyes of their mother’s 
co-wives.

The robust ones in the eyes of their mother.
Please do not allow us to see the death of 

children
Do not allow us to see the death of adults.
Give children to those who have none.
Do not let those who have children lose them.

Prevent us from meeting sudden death.
Watch over us on the farm, on the river banks 

and in the bush.

If the offering is accepted, the partic ipants dance and rejoice. The kola-nutr are cut 
into pieces and placed on the shrine with the food offerings, and some of the food is 
eaten. Practices with respect to the disposition of the blood of animals sacrificed on 
the first night vary from lineage to lineage. In one case, animals are sacrificed in pairs, 
but the blood is not poured on the Ibeji figures. Camwood is rubbed on the emblem, 
and the sacrificial blood is poured into a small container in front of the shrine. In 
another case, the blood of two fowls is poured on the shrine, and a third fowl is killed 
in the street as a sacrifice to Idowu, the child born after the twins. The next day the 
meat is cooked, a? are the beans. The participants sing, dance and drum every day as 
long as the ceremony lasts. There is a procession but no spirit possession. The riest 
wears a new, white robe and white beads. Bátá, dundún and other types of drums are 
played, and a sekerë is used.

The first Ibeji song is from íbadan, the other tw'o chants are from Laluppn.

Edun 16 ní kí n jó.
Emi ko má sp pé n ó o.
Edun ló ní kí n jó.
Ëyílá bíbé ledun íbé.
Edun péléngé orí igi.

Okan ni mbá bí, êjí wolé t$ mi. 
Onínú rere ni bi Edun.

Edun (Ibeji) compels me to dance.
I have no wish to dance
It is Edun who asks me to dance.
Êyílá (ibeji) leaps about on the tree tops. 
The slender Edun who lives on the top of 

trees.
I want one child but twins enter my house. 
It is the kind-hearted ones who give birth 

to twins.

Buké mbe, ádó mbe.
Buké mbe, ádó mbe.
Omc tuntun wáyé, oniye!
Qmp tuntun wáyé o wá kosiin.

Búké mbe, ádó mbe 
Onibeji ló ni pekule,

Onibeji lo ni pekule.

Ase-êwá-tá máá se fáárí

Olórun ló gbón.

There is búké and there is add73
There is buké and there is add.
Children come into the world, oniyel74
Children come into the world and receive 

camwood.
There is biiké and there is add.
Mothers of twins have a monopoly on osten

tation.
Mother of twins have a monopoly on osten

tation.
Those who sell beans should not deride those 

who sing and beg in the street.75
It is only God who is wise.
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The two following verses in honour of Ibeji are from Ibadan:

0 kánláw<?n, igbeníjú, erelú omp

Mbá bi, mbá Iá

0  fi ese méjéji bé sílé aláákísá.

O so aláákísá di aláso.
Mo dáró igbá, nkó gbQd<) reé.
Mo dá ti ikókó nkó gbpd$ mini 
Ojp t) mo dáro ilêel^, 
f  mi ragbá êmíráwo, m ora 

Ikókó baba isasun.
O se óré aláákísá tímótimp.
Omojobí, pmo ko alájp.

íbejl, pêle o, Êjiré ará ïsokún 
Edunjpbí, edun omo aké lórí igi 
Avvódí okê tíí gbá oju Qlprun táun The hawk who clears the sky.

ÓkánláwQn, the noisy one of the forest, 
the peculiar child.

Had I given birth to twins, I would have been 
prosperous.

He (íbeji) jumps into the houses of the poor 
with bcth feet.

He changes the poor into wealthy men.
I made a dye in a calabash but 1 must not use it
I made one in a pot but I must not use it.
On the day that I made one in an earthen pit,
I got enough money to do many things.

He intimately befriends a tattered person.
Qmójobí, the one who enables a person to 

have many dresses.
ibeji, I hail you; Êjíré of ísokún.
Edunjobí (Íbejí) who shouts in the treetops.

Êdúnjobí edun tii gba ori igi 
téfetéfe.

Oré aláákísá, iyekán alá$p.

Bú mi kí n bá q lo ilé;
Ki mí kí n padá léhin re. 
Edúnjobí, Edun <?mo akê lóri igi 
Qmó kéhin ó gba êgbpn.

Edúnjpbí who completely clears the tree- 
tops.

The friend of the poor and the relative of the 
rich.

Abuse me (fbeji) and I shall follow you home;
Praise me and I shall depart from you.
Tdúnjobí who cries on the treetops.
The last born of whom is regarded as the 

senior twin.

EGB$ (ELERtKQ)

Egbp’s main concern is children. She is reputed to afflict small children, and the 
parents of a child may be told to worship her. Egbé attacks children while they sleep, 
but they do not die immediately. No one sees Egbé, but sometimes the effects of 
physical flogging are seen on a child’s body. At times, Egbé plays with children with
out anyone recognizing her presence. Despite her propensity for “worrying small 
children, she is capable of curing illness and of giving children to women who pray to 
her and worship her. If a client is told to give Egbé her “calabash” , he or she will buy 
a calabash, a sack, eggs, parrot feathers, sugar cane, honey áádún (ground maize) 
corn pap, and pounded yam. These things are put into the calabash, and it is put into 
the sack. Following the throwing of the calabash into a river, it is believed that the 
patient will recover.

Fgbé’s emblem consists of small sticks {ism) similar to those for Egúngún, feathers 
of a parrot, feathers of a woodcock (agbe and álukd) and palm leaves. These objects 
are tied together with black and white tb read and the emblem is kept inside the house.

Egbi Annual Ceremony
No objects are washed in water and leaves before the ceremony, but kola-nuts are 

dipped in water, as they are for any drl$d, before they are offered to £gb$. Offerings to
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Egbé include ekuru, dole, ákdrá, sugar cane, hens, rats, fish, áádun (ground maize) 
bananas, a male goat, white cloth, and maize or guinea wine. On the evening before 
the annual ceremony, Egbé’s followers sing, dance, and recite verses in her praise.

The animals and the fowls are killed and their blood is thrown on the shrine. 
Following the eating of the cooked meat and the rest of the food, the participants 
march around the town. Informants estimated that approximately one-twelfth of the 
major participants in an Egbé ritual experience a mild kind of spirit possession. 
Although this órisá is thought of as the female counterpart of Egúngún, Egbé is 
impersonated by men wearing costumes resembling women’s dresses, and masks are 
worn. There are, however, women followers of Egbé. bátá and dimdim (talking) drums 
are played, but no agogo (iron gongs), rattles or sêkerê are used.

The first Egbé song is from Lalupon, and is an appeal for children by women who 
have borne no children, and for more children by those who already have children.

Gbagêlê gba gêlê;
Gêlê la fi nppnmp.

Mo mo le spse to ba dpriin o. 
ïyá inú eésún,

Fún mi lómo têmi 
Mo le sosê bo ba dorún o.

Please have a head-tie, please have a head-tie; 
The head tie is used for tying children on our 

backs.
I can worship every fifth day.
The mother (pgbé) who lives among the

grasses.
Give me my own children.
I can worship every fifth day.

The second song is from Ibadan and is an appeal to Egb? for children but for 
children who are not defective.

tyá, gbá mi, n ó rodó.
Emêré om<? kó máá bá mi wálé. 
Íyá, gbá. mí, n ó rodó.
Álhsi omo kó máá ba mi wálé. 
ïyá, gbá mí, n ó rodó.
Dindinrin omo kó máá bá mi 

wálé.
Olúgbón lo, ó fomo sáyé.
Arêsá io, ó má fomo sáye. 
Olúkóyí lo, ó má fomo sáyé. 
Êmi kó ní lo láifomo sáyé.
Êmi kó ní lo lápápándodo.

Mother, save me, I shall go to the river.76 
Do not allow emêrê11 to follow me home. 
Mother, save me, I shall go to the river.
Do not allow an evil child to follow me nome. 
Mother, save me, I shall go to the river.
Let no foolish child follow mo home.78

Oliigbón died and left children in this world. 
Arêsá died and left children behind.
Olukóyí died and left children behind.
1 shall not die without leaving children behind. 
I shall not die empty-handed

The following praise verse for Egb£ is from Ibadan:

lyá Egbc ógá ógo, ogo Fgbé, the gracious mother, one who is a
atéléslíntêlé. sufficient support for those who worship her.

Gbágd nínú árán, ajísafé, ó je One who wears velvet, the neat one who eats 
irêké lóde 0 yg. sugar-cane in the street of Qyo.

O fi owó gbogbo bé epo. One who spends a lot of money on palm-oil.
Ajímáti, ajimariin, O r’omi eku One who is always fresh and has plenty 

dara. o 1 with which she performs wonders79
Alówófújá ní ilé oróge olórun One who has money for luxury, the beautiful 
Ayíluko bí owú, arówó rówpn. One who falls on her husband like a heavy iron

club.80 One who has money to buy when 
things are dear.
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EGÚNGÚN

Egúngún is the drisd who symbolizes all of the dead ancestors of a lineage. Some 
Egúngún are fierce and cruel, carrying canes and beating one another and spectators 
in the streets during the time of the annual Egúngún ceremony. Other Egúngún are 
gentle and dance about the streets praying for people. It is thought that Egúngún can 
afflict human beings with mental illness, especially by causing them to see superna
tural beings in dreams. An Ibadan priest who worships £dan (an dnsa associated with 
the Ogbóni cult), 0?un, Jjgbé and Egúngún, said that Egúngún is well \ersed in curse 
methods, sorcery, and other ways of using medicine to effect immediate results for 
good or evil. Informants reported appealing to Egúngún for children and for the 
curing of illness both rather common reasons for seeking help from the dri$a. If there 
is a pestilence, for example, smallpox, or a large number of sudden deaths or a high 
rate of infant mortality in a village, offerings are given to Egúngún and the fury of the 
disaster subsides. If one is ill and an Ifá priest is consulted, one may be told that unless 
he has an egúngún he will not recover. An egmgim is then made by binding together 
approximately sixteen sticks (igi átórí) about two inches in diameter (part of the bark 
is removed in a spiral form), attaching to them a string of small beads of different 
colours, and tying the emblem with black and white thread. One or more cocks, and 
perhaps other animals, including goats, rats, fish, fowls, and snails are sacrificed to 
Egúngún and the name of the sick person is mentioned with piea that he be saved. 
Ag$ clothes are then made for the egúngúti, and it is said that “this is Mr X’s 
egúngún". The egúngún appears (impersonated by someone wearing the agp) every 
year. Some egúngún include a wooden mask which is attached to the egúngún clothes. 
(See plate ).

At the site of the new shrine, the secrets concerning Egúngún are revealed to the 
novitiate by the leaders of the cult under an oath not to reveal them. The man then 
begins to learn the traditional medical formulas associated with Egúngún worship, 
protective medicines as well as those used in injuring others.

Egúngún’s emblem is kept inside the house, and women must not enter the room 
where the shrine is located. Sometimes sacrifices are made to Egúngún in lgbal$, a 
special section of the bush set aside for his worship. An Ibadan informant in his late 
sixties who says that he was converted to Islam thirty years ago and who insists that 
that is his religion today, but who, nevertheless, participates in the worship of Ifá, 
Ógún, Egbé, Qbátálá, and Egúngún, called Egúngún the men’s órifá.sl Despite the 
fact he said, that women do not know the secret of Egúngún and although they are 
forbidden from entering the shrine room, they constitute the majority of those who 
follow certain egúngún. Some egúngún, for example, Olóólh in fbadan, forbid the 
participation of women entirely. They must stay indoors while Olóólir parades in the 
streets. It is believed that a woman who sees Olóólú will not live until the time of the 
next annual ceremony. Women should not eat any of the meat placed in front of the 
shrine lest they become infertile.

Some Egúngfrn worshippers believe that a sick child can be cured by stirring a cup 
of water with the egúngún emblem and giving it to the child to drink. Or they may ask 
Egúngún to come out from the shrine and cure the illness by rubbing the child with 
his costume.
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Egúngún Annual Ceremony
The head of the Egúngún consults the Qba about the date for the annual ceremony. 

All Egúngún worshippers perform the ritual during the same period. Before the 
ceremony, atdrl branches and palm leaves are collected, and the branches are cut into 
nine parts. T h : priest puts the nine sticks, the tips of nine palm leaves, the tail feathers 
of a parrot, white kolanuts, brown kola-nuts, bitter kola-nuts, and alligator peppers 
on a piece of cotton wool, wraps these objects in this material and binds it with black 
and white thread. Then he chews the three kinds of kola-nuts and alligator peppers, 
spits on the bundle and rubs in this mixture. After the emblem has been kept in a white 
plate for three days, a bag of white cloth is made in which to keep :t. During the 
morning of the day preceding the ceremony, êkuru, pole, and êko are made. White 
kola nuts, brown kola nuts, bitter kola-nuts, and alligator peppers are taken to 
Egiingiin’s shrine, and the Egúngún costumes are hung in a corner of the room. 
A cock, snails, and palm-oil are placed in front of the shrine, and the egúngún emblem 
is put on the ground beneath the costumes.

During the evening before the ceremony begins, cold water is poured on the shrine 
and a prayer is said.

lie, mo pê ó o.
AÍdsalê, mo pê o o.
Etigbúre, mo pê o o.
Ásá, mo pê ó o.
Eti were ni ti êkúté ilé o.
Ásunmáparadá ni tigi ájá o.
Ágó kii gbo ekun omQ re ki> 

máá tatí were.
Áwa pmo re ni a pé o ; a wá láti 

$e pdún re.
Máá j£ ki a pa odún je ;

Máá jé kí odún ó pa áwa náá je
Qlódún klí pa odún r? run.

Akánnámágbó klí pa 9dún esin 
run.

Máá jé ki a rí ikú omo máá jé 
kí a rí ikú oblnrin

Máá jé kí a rí ijá igbóná.
Máá jé kí a rí ijá Ógún.
Lílé ni kí a máa lé si, máá j£ kí 

a p^dín.

After the prayer, two white kola-nuts and two brown kola-nuts are cut into halves 
and thrown. If four sections face down and four face up, the worshippers rejoice, 
saying that the sacrifice has been accepted. They then chew the white kola-nuts, 
the brown kola-nuts, the bitter kola-nuts, and the alligator peppers, and spit them 
on the emblem {bpá iku). That night or the next day water from snails is thrown 
on the emblem and animals are sacrificed and their blood is poured on the shrine.

Practice varies with respect to  the disposition of the meat. In one case, the slain 
animals are given to their individual owners to be cooked, with one of the hind

Earth, I call on you.
Akísalê (Egúngún), I call on you. 

tígbúre, I call on you.
Ásá, I call on you.
House rats are very alert.
Rafters never change their position.
Ago (a species of rat) does not d sregard the 

the cry of its young ones.
We, your children, gather here for your annual 

ceremony.
Allow us to live so that we may perform your 

annual ceremony every year.
. Do not let us die during the year.

Those who give annual offerings do not 
willingly abolish the practice.

Akánnámágbó82 does not abolish its annual 
practice.

Prevent the death of children and wives.

Save us from the fury of the god of smallpox.
Save us from the fury of Ógún.
Let us multiply and increase.
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legs going to the head of the lineage. This man gives them money and prays for 
the others. In another case, the parts of the male goat and the ram-heads, tails, 
livers, and lungs are cooked, separately for each animal, and these parts are taken 
to the shrine. Then eight morsels of food {?kb and pounded yam) are placed in front 
of the emblem and the meat is put on top of the morsels. The meat is covered with 
another layer of food morsels and leaves. Maize-wine is poured on top of the pile. 
The celebrants and their guests eat the remaining food and meat. After they have 
eaten, the big pieces of meat on the shrine are removed and eaten, but the small 
pieces are not taken. The man impersonating Egúngún emerges from the shrine 
room wearing the costume and carrying a long cane, and talks in a  queer voice. 
He is not possessed, but the uninitiated th'nk that it is the voice of an ancestor.

Before Egúngún appears, someone goes out and calls him from a distance. .

Ásá o! O feu êmeji o.

Tí ó bá jé, o di ógbigbl, o di 
óyo, o di ásê êbá $na.

O di ápádi ti w$n fi fgn iná.

Ásá (Egúngún) o! I shall call you two times 
more.

If you do not answer, you will be like an 
dgbigbi (a wild b id), oyo (a wild bird), 
and ash (a wild bird) found along the road.

You will be like a broken pot used in removing 
glowing charcoal.83

He calls Egúngún a second time and repeats the above lines, except the first line, 
and tells Egúngún that only one call remains:

Mo pe Olúgbón, 01úgb<m je mi. 
Mo pe Arêsá, Arêsá jé mi.
Mo pe Olúkóyí, Ólúkóyí má 

j£ mi o.
Ásá tí o kó bá jé, o di ógbigbl, 

o di óyo.

I called 01úgb$n, Olúgbpn answered me.
I called Arêsá, Arésá answered my call.

I called Olúkóyí, Olúkóyí answered my call. 
Ásá if you refuse to answer then you are 

dgbigbi, you are dyo.

He calls Egúngún the third time and Egúngún answers: “Or! Orr!! Orrr!!'’
With the coming of the answers, the drumming and the dancing begin. The head 

egúngún, followed by less important egmgwt, worshippers and others, leads a pro
cession through the streets of the village or city. Flogging is considered an essen
tial part of the ceremony because it is believed that Egúngún enjoys watching beatings 
and that his support can be enlisted by humouring and entertaining him.

There is no spirit possession during an Egúngún ceremony. The drums used arc 
bátá, gángart (small drum), and talking drums. In some cases, rattles and sêk$r$ 
are shaken. On the ; eventh day, the kola-nuts are used to ask Egúngún what he 
desires as a final offering. He gives his demands, and after an offering is made, the 
ceremony ends.

The two songs and two verses for Egúngún which follow are from Ibadan.

Oníkóyí dórim, ó mú yanyan- 
yan.

Enia bo ni lara o ju a?<? 1q. 
Ókókó! adi$ bere o nk’pmp ypyp 

ókókó.

Oníkóyí is like a scorching sun.
One who has people’s support need not look 

for clothing.
Numerous! The followers of Egúngún are as 

numerous as chickens.
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Orífowomp má nrelé, ara 
gbogbo kiki oogim.

Awa la leégún wa, áwa la ni 
órisá wa.

Orífowomó (Egúngún) is returning home, 
he ties charms on all parts of his body. 

We own our Egúngún, we own our dripá.

Ori mi ma pin ire o, $rán ayó 
a bá mi re ilé.

I have good luck; things of joy follow me 
home.

$yin ini ma mú ppnmp, êyin mi. I shall carry children on my back; yes, on my
back.

A má dé o, pmo oro. We are here, children who know the secrets 
of the cult.

A gba ohun vva lowý won. We take our rightful position among the 
cult groups

£  ba mi gbé ímclê.
Ókê tere! Ma yá gbe e. 
Ma ya gbe, ma yá gbc. 
Imple, gmp olore.
E má wá o ! E wá o.

Come round and hail imolp (or if a). 
Accliam him! 1 shall hail him.
I shall hail him, I shall hail hinn 
Imolê, the good and pleasant one, 
Gather round1 Gather round!

Ábálá, aragó-gbálê. Ábálá, who has a costume which sweeps the

Ókírimpti, abémo sán. 
Ófólúdá. órinrin winnt.

 ̂ ground (as he v/alks).
ÓkírímQtl, the one flogs with a cane.
The one who has a shining sword; the one 

who walks gracefully.
Okokolúa, ohim ilê. 
Amúgbó .>elé, abá êhln odi

Okokolúá, the spokesman of the other world. 
The one whose shrine is in the bush a village 

behind the town wall.
Aróró fínjú, ófófó ayé. The one who sees everything, the talebearer 

of the world.
Enu fere kúpe. The great talker.

Egúngún, Ábálá, omp crê ní 
Apá.

Ará orun kinkin,
Órisá óun a$<? rê méjl.
Órisá tí a njí tí anfi obl kán

Egúngún, Ábála, offspring of the python 
at Apá.

The sacred one from heaven,
Órisá and his costume-tw o in one.
Órlsá, to whom we offer kola-nuts every

Ti pmo araiye nfi oju di 
ó  na mp ni lagbá namo níto. 
Oba jigijigi, Qba jóml jomi. 
Abálá, máá jé ki n§ê ó o,

morning.
But; whom some people treat with levity 
The órl§á who canes people with sticks. 
The powerful, strong lord.
Ábálá do not let me offend you, Ábálá,

omo erê ni Apá. offspring of the python at Apá
Ábálá, pelé o, bá-olpmo wá bí kó Ábálá, í  hail you, one who gives children to

ríbí. those who have none
Ará <>nin kinkin, 
Órlsá oun aso rê méjl.

The sacred one from heaven; 
Órisá and his costume-two in one.

This prayer is said in connection with the kola -nut offering at the end of the Egún- 
gún annual ceremony.

Egúngún, obi ti Lágbájá nlyí o. Egúngún, this is the kola nut offering of Mr X. 
Máá jé kí ó kú, máá jé kí ó rim. Protect him from death, protect him from

illness.
Jé kí ó $e ti pdún tí ó mb<) o. Let him make his offerings to you next year.
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ORÓ

Like Egúngún, Orb is thought of as a men’s drífá. He is said to dislike the company 
of women, and women axe not allowed to become members of the Oró cult. Women 
can hear the voice of Oró, but they must never see him. If a recalcitrant woman 
looks at Oró, members of the cult kill her by sorcery and say that Oró killed her. 
None of the food which is offered to Oro as a sacrifice must be eaten by women. 
Most ceremonial leaders maintain that Orb is cruel, but one informant characterized 
him as calm and peaceful. Oró can bring good fortune to a town by frightening or 
destroying evil doers (evil spirits, witches and other malevolent persons). Orb may 
be appealed to if there is an epidemic in a town, or, if a woman is barren, she may 
worship Oró in order to have children. Although women are not allowed to partici
pate in Oró worship, one who is advised to make sacrifices to him asks her husband 
and male relatives to present the offerings in her behalf. Oro has the power to prevent 
ábíkú children from dying., and he may be asked to protect one’s property. According 
to tradition, capital punishment in the pre-colonial period was handled by the Orb 
cult The offender was taken to Orb’s bush and killed, but the belief was that Orb 
had killed him. Formerly, Orb worshippers buried persons whose deaths were peculiar, 
for example, a woman who died during delivery or a man killed by a falling tree.

It is thought that Orb hates witches and an Orb priest uses an ord stick to prevent 
them from causing havoc. The ord, a piece of iron or wood, preferably gbo wood, 
about five or six inches long with a hole punched in one end of it, is carefully prepared 
with roots and leaves. It is tied to a string and the string is fastened to a stick. When 
whirled it makes a whistling noise. Since witchbirds must not see, smell, or eat gbg 
wood, the witchbirds inride the witches die when ord is used, and the witches also 
die. Or Orb may be asked to destroy the trees which harbour witchbirds. Other evil 
doers may be driven mad by the sound of ord.

The whirling device is kept at home, but Orb’s shrine is always in the bush. In 
some large towns, a temple is built for Orb. Women must not go near Orb’s bush 
A pêrêgún tree is Ranted in the shrine area and earth is heaped up around the tree. 
Orb is worshipped only at night.

As we point out elsewhere in this study, beliefs about the witches have changed 
somewhat in recent years but concern about witchcraft has by no means disappeared. 
This does not mean that the Orb cult has not declined in importance nor that the 
use of the ord stick is as common as it was in former years.

Ord Annual Ceremony
In the Orb bush some of the offerings are placed in front of Oro’s emblem, a 

piece of iron shaped like the wooden bull-roarer. Among these materials are á$áró, 
êgbo, êkuru, pap, a lamb, êwó, roasted plantain, palm-oil and salt. A cock is then killed 
and its blood and palm-oil are rubbed on the emblem, followed by the killing of a 
ram and a dog and the pouring of their blood on the ord. After these sacrifices have 
been made, the priest chews alligator peppers and kola-nuts and spits on the emblem. 
One man strikes the ground with a new palm leaf and calls on Orb—“Ita O.” He 
does this three ti mes, and on two occasions the call is answered by the whistling device. 
An Oro song follows with one or two people holding up mortar sticks.
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Êké nwo Oró,
Konko nwo Oró.

Bí obirin fi ojú ba Orb, Oro 
yio gbe e Ip.

Aj? nwo Orb 
ídbwú nwo Oró.

Kéhindé nwo Oró.
Táiyé nwo Orb.
Álábá nwo Orb.

Konko nwo Oró.

The treacherous ones are watching Orb.
The hardened ones (by use of native medicine) 

are watching Orb.
If women look at Orb, Orb will carry them 

away.
The witches are looking at Orb,
ídbwú (the child bom after twins) is looking 

at Orb
Kéhlndé (one of the twins) is looking at Orb
Táiyé (the other twin) is looking at Orb.
Álábá (second child after twins) is looking 

at Orb.
The hardened ones are looking at Orb.

Some of the participants beat the ground with the mortar sticks and dance to the 
song. As the bull-roarer is whirled, the men shout abusive words about known 
offenders, thieves and others, in the village or town. Worshippers may make sacrifices 
to their ori and to the orl of their parents. Before returning from the bush or temple 
they eat the food that has been offered to Orb. At the end of the ceremony the parti
cipants may dance around the village waving the whistling orb.

In addition to beating the ground with mortar sticks, two flat sticks are slapped 
together and, sometimes, an obete drum similar tb the ipêsê used in Ifá rituals, is 
played, and there may be some hand-clapping. No costume or mask is worn at the 
annual Orb ceremony, and there is no spirit possession. An annual ritual may last 
as long as nine days, with the orb sounding every night 

These two Orb songs are from Ibadan.

Lágb&lágbá nigbó Qwá.
Eni tí 6 bá pun? kb ni bim<? ye. 
Epá! Lórb lórb la bí wa o.
Oro 0 0 0 ! Baba 0 0 0 ! 
Ylnmiylnml gbinkin. 
Ogbgbrumbrumb

Orumb láyé, 6 rumb lbrun. 
Qmp tuntun abi-<?wb pínnípín.

The strong órtfá who lives in Owa’s bush. 
The liar will not have children.
Épá! We arc born into Orb worship.
Orb 0 0 0 ! Papa 0 0 0 !
The terrible one who makes a frightening noise 
One who glorifies himself in the midst of 

palm-leaves.
He wears palm-leaves on earth and in heaven. 
The small child who has a fine hand.

Lágbálágbá nínú igbó bwá. 
£ní kunlé kb nf bímo yé.

Baba wa ló lorb.

The troublesome one of the palm groves. 
Those who burn down houses will never have 

children.
Orb belongs to our father.

The following three praise verses for Orb are also from Ibadan.

Ýinmlylnmí gbinkin.

Ogbgb rumbrumb-

Órumb láyé, brumb lbrun. 
Alántakim abirun yantara. 
Orb 0 0 0 .

The terrible drifá who makes a frightening 
noise.

One who glorifies himself in the midst of 
palm-leaves.

He wears palm-leaves on earth and in heaven. 
A spider-like creature with little or no hair. 
Orb 0 0 0 !
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Orb, o! Ájáká ókó. Orb, greetings! The one who throws stones 

about.

Íta Otutu, pl^pón owó. 

Agb' 'ké bi eni gbé jigá. 

fta ájíki, olóde ábbbá. 

Oró pagi máá sé.

Oró omo Ilémú.

ítá (Oró) Ótútu who has a wooden money 
vessel.

One who captures a liar as a jigger is removed 
from the toe.

Ita who is saluted every morning, the owner 
of the street whom people must honor.

One who destroys trees and does not deny 
doing so.

Orb offspring of llémú.

Special Ritual in Honour o f a Deceased Oro Priest 
After the burial of an Oró priest, it is believed that Oró must destroy trees in his 

honour. The supplies needed for this special ritual include a dog, a cock, a ram, a 
male goat, a turtle, a snail, a rat, a fish, palm-oil, shea-butter, maize-wine, white 
and brown kola-nuts, some of the foods used in an annual Oró ceremony, and about 
ten yards of white cloth. The cloth is sewed into a costume similar to the Egúngún 
costume, and the man who wears this robe climbs a tall tree and ties about three 
yards of the material on it. While this participant, holding a cutlass, is on the tree, 
others make sacrifices of kola-nuts and the animals, at the foot of the tree. Then 
they call on the deceased priest and say:

Orb ti a $e fún Olúgbpn ni 
áwgn (?m<? r? wá $e fún o yi o 

Oró ti a $e fun Arêsá ni áwpn 
om<? r$ wá se fún 9 yi o.

Máá j? ki wQn 6 kú, máá jê ki 
ki won ó run.

Máá j£ ki WQn ó rí ákúfá.

The ritual performed for Olúgbbn84 is hereby 
performed for you by your children.

The ritual performed for Arêsá84 is hereby 
performed for you by your children.

Protect them from death and illness.
Do not allow them to follow you to the place 

of death.

One of the participants strikes the tree with a palm leaf and says that if the ritual 
is accepted all of the branches of the tree will fall down. While another man whirls 
the bull-roarer, the one who climbed the tree cuts off its branches. The others dance 
and sing this song:

Baba nje igi o, o nje igi per?.

Baba nje igi o, o nje igi p£r$.

Baba wa ló ni Oró órl$á wa ni 
Orb.

Baba nje igi o, o nje igi p?rb.

The father is destroying a  tree, he is destroying 
a  tree steadily.

The father is destroying a tree, he is destroying 
a tree steadily.

Our father owns Orb, Orb is our brife

The father is destroying a tree, he is destroying 
a tree steadily.

The heads of the sacrificed animals are buried in front of the tree, and the other 
parts are eaten by the worshippers. On the last day, the ceremony is concluded by 
removing the white cloth tied around the tree.
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ÓKÊBÁDÁN

The outstanding personal characteristics of Ókêbádán, town deity of Ibadan, 
are said to be gentleness and kindness, and he is believed to be especially devoted 
to women and children. According to the mythology about her, she has sixteen 
breasts with which to feed children. In the past, she prevented intertribal wars from 
destroying Ibádán, and it s claimed that she now prevents evil spirits and pestilence 
from descending on the city. Her followers, both those who have children and those 
who have none, pray to her for children. Some informants say that it may appear 
that traditional priests, Muslim priests, or Aladura prophets are foretelling an impen
ding danger, but in actuality :t  is Ókêbádán going about the city in the forms of 
these people shouting warnings

The emblem of Ókêbádán is a huge stone larger than a house, located in the bush 
on top of a hill about four miles from íbádán. A clay pot resembling a woman stands 
in front of the stone. Water taken from this vessel is used in curing illness, infertility, 
dbíkú trouble, and other misfortunes. A few worshippers keep small Ókêbádán 
shrines outside their houses.

Okebadan Annual Ceremony
According to tradition, no smoke should be visible on the day of the annual cere

mony, that is, no one should build a fire. Preceding the annual ritual, leaves and 
water are used to wash the small, smooth white stones that symbolize Ókebádán. 
The Qba of ïbádán is supposed to provide 200 snails, 200 pigeons, 200 fowls, 200 
guinea fowls, and one cow for the ritual. He gives these offerings, as well as money, 
to the priest of the Okêbádán cult, and the priest adds palm-oil, shea-butter, rats, 
fish, kola-nuts, a female goat, beans, maize-wine, and gu nea corn wine. All of the 
offerings are taken to the shrine, where sacrifices are made and the blood of the 
animals is poured on the symbol of Ókêbádán. Then the priest leads a procession 
to the city, and many of the inhabitants, in contrast to the few worshippers who 
journeyed to the shrine, take part in the drumming, dancing, singing, and feasting. 
The participants include Muslims, Christians, and drl$a followers. During the evening 
before the ceremony, young people go about the streets making humorous remarks 
and telling jokes.

On the day of the ceremony, the priest of Ókêbádán wears a woman s dress, neck
lace, earrings, and head-tie, and, on this occasion, braids hit; hair.

Bátá, gángan, and talking drums, as well as the sêkfrê are used in Ókêbádán’s 
ritual. A few of the worshippers, including the priest, become possessed by the 
d vinity.

An example of an opening prayer at the annual ceremony for Ókêbádán follows:

Ókê, pélé o, Átágé olpmú oro. Ókê, I hail you; Átágé the one who has large
breasts

Ó wo pmp, wo lyá The one who takes care of the children and
takes care of the mothers

Ó wo bábá, wo omo The one who takes care of the fathers and
takes care of the children

Ókê gbá mi o. Ql<Jmii orb Ókê, save m e; Ókê, the one with large breasts
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Máá j£ ki têmi ó sóro se 
Áképê níjp tí $rán kó sunw<Jm. 
Omi rere nílé eni tí ó nt$jú.

Ókê, dá kun, gbá mi.
ÏLni ó ké mágbá láa gbá.
Ókê, gbá mi, nfi ó sln <J.

Do not make my problems insoluble 
Ókë, to whom people pray in troubled times. 
One who frequents the house of those who 

worship.
Ókê, please save me.
One who asks for, succour is always saved. 
Ókê, save me, I shall worship you.

Another Ókêbádán prayer.

Ókê ’bádán jé kí êmí Oba tí ó 
fi gbogbo ohun tí a fi bp <> 
sile gún o.

Kí Uú rê má bájé.
Kl ilú rê yí tóró bi omi tí a fi 

áár^ ppn.
ókêbádán, fun wa l<jmQ ágbéjó 
kalé o.

Ókêbádán, give long life to the Qba who supp
lied us with things we sacrificed to you.

Let there be no disaster in his town.
Let there be peace.

ókêbadán, give us children who will live long.

4
An Ókêbádán vitual may conclude with a song and a prayer of the following types

Olówó lágbálú.
5  ba mi gbómQ Ókê lantllanti. 
Ê bá mi gbí'mo Ókê kCilúbú 

kulúbú.
5  bá mi gb<?mo Ókê lántilanti 
Qmo Óké dún ún bí.
Bí a bá bí láaró á rín lálé;

Abí pmp pónkiti.
kí a $e ámódún.

Máá jé kí a rí ikú omp.
Máá jé kí a ri ikú oko.
Máá jé kí a rí ikú aya.
Ki á máá kú iku oró.
Kí á máá sún lágbárá ëj?. 
fn i tí kó ti bím<? jé kí ó bí o.

The wealthy influential one of the town. 
Help, carry the robust children of ókê. 
Help, carry the plump children of Ókê.

Help, carry the robust children of Óké. 
It is easy to have children through Ókê.
If they are delivered in the morning they walk 

in the evening
The one who has robust children.
Let us witness the next annual ceremony. 
Prevent the death of children.
Prevent the death of husbands.
Prevent the death of wives.
May we not die painful deaths 
May we not die bloody deaths.
Give children to those who have none.

OBALÓGUN

According to Lalupon mythology, Qbága (a mythical being--not an órisá) was 
not born but descended to the earth to found the town of Laluppn. Obaga brought 
Qbalógun from heaven to earth; Qbalogun is not known elsewhere. Omdsunwim 
is an órifá who is a slave of Qtmldgun.

Obalógun’s followers think of him as kindhearted and confident. They believe 
that in the past he protected the people in time of war and that he now gives warnings 
of pestilence and other imminent dangers, advising them what to do to avert misfor
tune. He is said to make it possible for the population of the village to increase rapidly, 
in addition to Qbalógun’s temple, there is a shrine in the priest’s house.
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Wet Season Ceremony for Obalógun
There are two ceremonies for Qbalógun each year. The wet season ceremony, 

held in August or September, begins with the women participants marching around 
the village, singing and collecting yams which they cook in the market place. Still 
singing, the women, accompanied by a dúndún drummer, take the pounded yam to 
Omósunwón. Presenting the offering to Qm$sunw$n, they sing:

Qmysunw<)n., torii re la fi la 
pópó;

Qmósunwón, Agánná, abi-enu 
bobo bí ókélé êkuru.

Qmýsunw^n, we made the wide road for 
you;

Qmýsunwón, Ágánná, whose mouth is as 
wide as the êkuru morsel.

No one eats any of the pounded yam because 0balógun is believed to eat nothing 
but Qsun (a vegetable). There is no animal sacrifice, no use of blood, and no spirit 
possession. A favourite praise verse for Qbalógun is:

Ókánrán ni tekun, akaka lowo. One who is as fierce as a leopard, as dangerous
as an animal with powerful horns.

Qde wojú 6 pa eran je. The hunter enters the wilderness and kills
animals for food.

Qde wojú o dllú The hunter enters the wilderness into a large
settlement

Although Qbalógun is the village órifá, the attendance today at the wet season 
ceremony is quite small. Those who still follow Qbalógun are not supposed to go 
to the farm to work on the day of his ceremony.

Dry Season Ceremony for Obalógun
If the villagers are slow in arranging for the annual hunting expedition, bush animals 

begin to enter the village. A date is set for the dry season ceremony, and all of the men 
of the village, whether or not they are hunters, and including Christians and Muslims, 
go hunting on that day. Even boys of twelve and thirteen go on the expedition. Women 
of the village carry water and roasted grain to the hunters. Deer, fox, bush fowl, rats, 
snakes, hare, leopards, and other animals are hunted. The animals are divided and 
given to the chiefs, the priests of Qbalógun, and the Baal? (head chief). These people 
have the meat cooked and then bring it and other food to the Baálê’s house. Those who 
hunted on the previous day now gather to eat and drink. Anyone who wishes to attend 
the feast may come, even visitors from other villages. A priest, taking part of the meat 
he has cooked to Obalógun’s shrine as an offering, prays for protection against pesti
lence, supernatural forces and evil occurrences.

The weapons used during the hunt include guns, cutlasses and clubs. Some of the 
hunters are stationed at one end of the bush while others enter at the other end and 
drive the animals towards those who do the killing.
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£DAN

Edan, a goddess symbolizing the earth, is described as a quiet and gentle orisa who 
hates liars and wicked people. It is believed that all of the órl$á, including 0rúnmilá 
(who descended from heaven), are controlled to some extent by Edan because they 
were created after the earth was formed. It is claimed that a person who breaks an 
oath taken in the name of Edan will swell up and die or be afflicted with extreme 
poverty, Edan is used especially to protect people against witches, sorcery and all 
evil spirits. A petitioner takes three kola-nuts with four quarters each and pray 
before Edan.

Edan máá jé kí apa osó ó ká mi. Edan, prevent ofó (wizards) from harming me.
Máá jé kí apá ájé ó ka mi. Prevent witches from harming me.
Máá jé kí ohun búburú kankan Do not allow any evil forces to come near me. 

dé <>d$ mi.

Edan s shrine is located inside an ilédi, a building erected by members of the Ógbóni 
cult for their meetings, or inside the Olúwo s house (head of the Ógbóni cult) or in the 
house of the Apëná, a cult officer. The emblem of the Ógbóni cult consists of a male 
figure and a female figure fastened to each end of a chain, all made of brass.

Edan Annual Ceremony
The emblem of Edan is washed in leaves and water before the ritual. Early in the 

morning, the emblem is touched with water from snails and shea-butter. If other 
animals are killed during the ceremony, they are slaughtered n the street and no use 
is made of their blood. Any type of food may be cooked and any kind of animal may be 
killed for this ritual. Part of the meat and the food is placed in front of the emblem; 
the rest is eaten by the participants. During the night, the bowl of food is put in the 
street. If the offering is still there the following morning, the sacrifice is believed to be 
unacceptable and kola-nuts are used to ask the drisá what other things should be done 
to make it acceptable.

There are no costumes or masks, and no dancing or spirit possession in this cere
mony. The drum played is the agbd (a drum the size of a metal oil drum but made of 
wood and covered with agogo—iron gongs). Only members of the Ógbóni cult 
attend this ritual.

These two Edan songs are from Ibadan.

Ati eiyelé ati ádábá kó si eyiti ó 
mo ibi lyá wá.

ïgbín nikai. lo mg ibi iyá wá.

ïyá $e mi lóore; mo dúp£. 
ïyá fún mi lgmo; mo dúpé. 
íyá fún mi lówó; mo dúpg. 
lyá fún mi láláfíá; mo dúpé.

Neither the pigeon nor the dove knows where 
the mother (Edan) lives.85 

It is the snail alone who knows where the 
mother dwells.

Mother gave me help; I give thanks. 
Mother gave me children; I give thanks. 
Mother gave me money; I give thanks. 
Mother gave me good health; I give thanks.

This verse is said m honour of Edan in an annual ceremony in Ibadan.
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Edan ólóló, Ab^ni Adé. 
Êtígbúre,
Qró tíí pa igbín b<? orí r£ ní 

khthkiitú.
ÓfU, apa odál^ tú é.

Edan máá pa mi nkó dalê o.

Edan, the gentle one, Ábêní Ade.86
The one who hears good tidings,
The spint that sacrifices snails to its on87 

early in the morning.
Ófú (Edan) who kills with ease the breaker 

of an oath.
Edan, do not kill me, I am not a breaker of 

an oath.

The following song is sung at a burial rite for a member of the Edan cult in Ibadan.

A ó bêrê o, a ó bêrê ikú tó pa 
omo awo a ó bêrê.

ïyá yíó bêrê, lyá yíó bêrê ikú 
tó pa omo Edan; iyá yíó bêrê.

Bí ó bá se ájé ló pa 9019 Edan 
il$ 16 dá.

We shall inquire, we shall find out the cause 
of the death of a cult member; we shall find 
out.

Mother will inquire, Mother will find out the 
the cause of the death of Edan’s child; 
Mother will find out

If a witch killed Edan’s child, she has broken 
an oath.

THE ÓGBÓNI CULT

, * The nature of the Ógbóni cult and of the Reformed Ógbóni Fraternity (R.O.F.) is
discussed in Chapter V of this work. At this point we are concerned mainly with 
beliefs and ceremonies of the Ógbóni cult in the Ibadan area obtained through inter
views with members of the cult and direct observation in Ibadan and in Ikire.88

The old Ógbóni cult members worshit the earth, believing that it is su irior in 
power to any órisá .They say that the earth can swallow human beings, and they stress 
that since everyone returns to the earth at last, one should not break an oath taken in 
its name. The earth is regarded as the source of life and is worshipped as the senior 
of the three great elemental forces: earth, water and sky.

The educated elite who are affiliated with Ógbóni tend to belong to the R.O.F., but 
some middle-class persons are members of the A.O.F. There is no enmity, or even 
rivalry, between the two types of Ógbóni. Separate meetings are heldTv'éách branch 
of the A.o 7f ., but occasionally there are general meetings for all members of this type 
of Ógbóni. My informants~Ho not know how many members of the Ógbóni cult there 
are in the city of Ibadan, but they estimate that there are ten or twelve groups with a 
total membership of six hundred to one thousand or more.89 Both men and women 
belong to the various Ógbóni branches with the proportion of women running from 
about one-sixth to one-third. An Ibadan babaláwo said that .since the earth is not 
regarded as an drisá. Christians. Muslims, and órisá worshi >ers can belong to an 
Qebóni cult group “without losing respect for  his own religion” . He did not comment 
on the worship o f theTrird Edan by some branches of the cult. (It is possible that .n 
some groups only Edan, the emblem, and not Edan the órisá is important). There 
seem to be no specific qualifications for memberships other than a good reputation 
and no effort is being made to expand the cult. In one A.O.F. branch, a candidate pays 
a first instalment of N2.30 followed by a payment of N6.30 and finally, an assessment 
of N50, an amount which is used to buy Schnapps, goats, beer, and a roll of white
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cloth. During the initiation ritual a new member swear s that he will not injure another 
member, reveal the secrets of the cult, or conceal anything from another member, and 
that he will help any member of the cult if he can. Not concealing anything from 
another cult member does not mean revealing everything, but simply that one should 

f not hide information acked for by a conferrer. If a member violates this oath, it is 
believed that he will die immediately by swelling úp antTEursting'

At ordinary meetings of the A.O.F., the leader (olúwo) wears any fine robe (tradi
tional gown) which he possesses and his beads of office, and carries his staff of office. 
During a ceremony, including an initiation ceremony, members wear white robes with 
three red marks, beads , and beaded bracelets. (See plate xx) Some members of the 
cult wear a special finger ring. Verbal signs of the following types are used to test 
whether a person is a member of the cult.

Óblrikiti níkálê. The agejess, bottomless, and endless one.
Ape kannáá ni eyelé gbé nmumi Pigeons drink water from the same pot.

At Ikire, symbolizing the earth there is a hole about six inches in diameter at one 
corner of the Ógbóni temple. Members say that the pit is bottomless and that no 
matter how long a pole or other object is put into the hole t will not touch bottom. 
During the annual ceremony, anything dropped into the hole—blood of animals, rats, 
fish, and other offerings- -disappears immediately and cannot be brought out again.

The Annual Ógbóni Ceremony at Ikire
An account of an Edan annual ceremony is given earlier in this chapter. The follow

ing report summarizes the annual Ógbóni ceremony at Ikire. An alligator pepper is 
chewed and spit into the hole and alligator seeds are dropped into t. The priest of the 
earth ties a white cloth around his waist beats on his left first with the palm of his right 
hand and touches the ground with his right elbow. Then he does the same with his 
left hand and repeats this act for a total of three times with each hand. Next he pros
trates himself and rolls on the ground. After kissing the ground, he stands up and says:

Ilê, mo pê 9 o. (Ni ígbá meta) 
Ófú, alápatá,
Lá$ore adêmúdemu ágbá.
Aj? êdb êniyán máá bi.
Jé kí ntê o gbó,
Jé kí ntê <*> pé.
Máá ya <?ta mó mi Iówq, díd£ ni 

ko dê fun mi je.
Jé ki ngbó jé kí ntó; jé kí nje 

miitímmútún lórí re 
Épá! Óri$á!

Earth, I call on you. (3 times)
Ófu, the butcher,,
Lásore, the huge, fat, elderly one.
One who eats human liver and does not vomit. 
Let me walk on you until my old age.
Let me walk on you for a very long ime. 
Do not be barren for me, bring fruitful things 

forth for me.
Let me live to a very old age and eat well 
on earth.
Epál órifá 1

The participants repeat: 

Éépál ÓrifáU 

The priest says again: 

Éépá\ Órifá!!
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The others repeat the ;e words a second time.
The priest speaks these words a third time and the others echo the same words. Then 
the priest repeats the sacred words of the cult of the earth.

Priest: Óbirlkíti níkálê. The ageless, bottomless and endless one.90
Others: Ape kannáá ni eyelé Pigeons drink water from the same pot.91 

gbénmumi.
Priest: O $e mi biripelebiripele As you are threatened, so also I am threatened,

man of the cult.
Priest: O se mi biripelebiripele. Í am threatened here and there.
Others: Bi ti nse 9 16 nse mi. As you are threatened, so also I am threatened,

mêslndósá. man of the cult.
Priest: Ikán nmu oru.. Termites are destroying pots.
Others: Akêrêngbé b ma §áfara. Gourds should be on the alert.92

After the dialogue between the priest and the others, alligator peppers, white and 
brown kola-nuts are offered to the órifá and thrown into the pit. Snails, rats, fish two 
species of tugtlej irêre and ewirl), frogs, ókété (a large rat), ákú (plantains), dkárá 
(bean cake), áádún (maize cake), ewó (yam cake), palm-oil, palm-wine, maize-wine, 
guinea-wine, Gordon’s gin or Schnapps, pounded yam, êko (pap), ámálá (made with 
cassava flour), roasted beans, boiled beans, and shea-butter are offered to the earth 
in the same manner. Finally, fowls, pigeons, a female goat, a male goat, and a ram 
are sacrificed and their blood is poured into the hole.

Rite for a Deceased Member o f the Ancient Ógbóni Fraternity
When a member dies, the symbol (fdan) given to him when he was initiated is 

returned to the Olúwo, accompanied by one goat, N6.30, and a bottle of Schnapps. 
Usually a son takes the deceased member’s place in the cult group. If the son is 
reluctant to join, a special appeal is made to him and genera'ly this is effective. The 
son takes the standard oath and a ritual is performed for the deceased member before 
his burial.

A number of cowry shells is bought. The number must tally with the number of the 
living cult members, and also the number of eggs must be equal to the number of cult 
members. White kola-nuts brown kola-nuts, shea-butter, palm-oil, snails, rats, fish, 
white cloth, black and white thread, maize-wine, hens, pigeons, and new palm leaves 
are collected for the rite.

Each member who goes to the ritual burial ties a cowry shell on his left wrist with a 
strip of palm leaf. Each paints the palm of his hand with white chalk and the back of 
his palm with camwood. Each participant puts cotton wool in the palm of his hand 
and places an egg on it. Closing his hand, the egg is broken and thrown into the 
bottomless hole. Each member washes his hand over the pit with maize-wine, removes 
the palm leaf and cowry shell from his wrist and throws them into the hole.

Following these acts, white and brown kola-nuts are broken and tossed into the pit. 
The pigeon and the hen are killed and their blood is drained into the hole, and their 
heads are thrown into it. The heads of rats, and fish, shea-butter, palm-oil, small 
quantities of êkuru (beans), ákárá (bean cake), and pounded yam are disposed of in 
the same way. As these offerings are placed in the pit, they say:
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Lágbájá, oró re ni a wá se yi o.

Nígbá tí o wá láyé, ajp njp, a jp 
nmu.

’bá ti o kó si mp, a ya ókú rp.

Máá bá wa j? mp, máá bá wa 
mu m$.

Máá bá wa Ip si óde m$.
Orb ti a se fún Olúgbbn, Arésá 

Olúkóyí ni a $e fun p yi o.

Máá jé ki nnkan se enikankan o. 
A ya ókú re o.
A ko ba p rin mo o.

Mr X or Mrs X, we are here for your burial 
rites.

When you were alive, we ate and drank 
together.

When you are no more, we perform the ritual 
separating you from us.

Do not eat or drink with us again.

Do not share our company any longer.
The ritual ceremony which was performed for 

Olugbpn, Olukóyí , Arêsá is hereby performed 
for you.

Do not allow any evil to befall any of us.
We perform the ritual separating you from us.
We do not need your company any more.

When the ceremony has been completed, the members of the cult group hold a feast 
and then return to their homes.

THE ANCESTORS

Although the ancestors are venerated, the traditional religions of the Yoruba 
cannot be called ancestor-worship. Usually a distinction is made between the divinities 
and the ancestors. According to Idowu, “ ..  .certain ancestors have found their way 
into the pantheon, usually by becoming identified with some earlier divinities. In this 
category, we have Oduduwa and $ángó for example.. .”93 Earlier in this chapter, we 
point out that Egúngún symbolizes all of the dead ancestors of a lineage.

SOUL CONCEPTS

In most societies, ideas about the “soul” are rather vague, and, in ethnological 
fieldwork, these concepts are among the most difficult to elucidate. In discussing the 
ori. Bascom says: “The ancestral guardian soul, having no material manifestations, is 
a concept which presents both the greatest opportunities for individual speculation and 
the greatest difficulties of interpretation” . To illustrate the confusion which results 
from discussions of the ori, he cites the contradictory statements of an informant 
whose other remarks indicated no desire to obfuscate.94

The Yoruba generally distinguish at least three separate souls: ?mi (the breath), 
jijlji (the shadow), and the elfdáá, or ori93. Although there were differing views among 
the priests and healers with whom we discussed $mi(breath, blood, heart, something 
that exists throughout the body), the general meaning was that $mi is a man’s spirit, 
the mysterious vital principle which distinguishes a living person from the dead.96 
A distinction is made between ori in the “physical” sense, that is, the head, and ori 
in the “invisible” or “intangible” sense. One informant said that ori mean: the head 
and the brain, the “thinking pait of the body”. In the second sense, ori refers to 
one’s destiny. If one is fortunate in life, it is due to a good ori. If one has many mis
fortunes, these are due to a bad ori. In this “invisible” sense, ori also means “double” , 
“partner” , or “guardian spirit” . One priest said that one’s ori follows him to the earth.97
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Another informant said that every human being has a double, adding that dreaming 
of attending a gathering indicates that one's double is in attendance.

All informants with whom the point was discussed agreed that it is customary to 
give offerings to one’s ori once a year. Mentioned most frequently as appropriate 
offerings for this purpose were goats, fowls and sheep, but also listed were pigeons, 
guinea fowls, turkeys, kola-nuts, cakes, oats, and “any edible food”. All agreed also 
that it is roper to give offerings to one’s parent's ori but one priest qualified this by 
saying an Ifá priest makes such an offering only if Qrúnmllá asks him to do so and 
added that usually that is not the case.

For our informants, synonyms for ori in the invisible sense include: ipin.96 djiji, 
and enlkcji

According to Ba com, the shadow (djiji) has no function during life: “it does 
nothing but follows the body about”.100 Atraditional priest said that the djiji ascends 
to heaven to join the dead members of the family. 101 This man said that a person’s 
shadow cannot be captured and used by aliving personforhis own purposes. In the 
case of a murder, however, a relative may utilize the victim’s shadow to avenge the 
crime.102

PRIESTHOOD

In the case of the ancestral cults (Egúngún and Ord), the head of the family or the 
compound assumes the office of pr 'est. Idowu says that leadership in the cults for the 
divinities has been complicated by the fusions of clans, the inter-mingling of peoples 
through marriage and the acquisition of “strangers” . A woman who brings her own 
cult into a house remains the officiant at the shrine of her deity, and the leadership of 
the cult is continued by her own offspring. The same principle applies to strangers. 
And when clans fuse, they bring their own cults and the priest is chosen from among 
them .103

An individual may become the worshipper of a particular drifd by continuing to 
serve a god worshipped by his mother or father or he may be called to follow a divinity 
through spirit possession or through a di iners revelations Yoruba priests, however, 
are not “called” . Usually the person who succeeds the lineage priest or the town priest 
is the person next to him inrank. The training of a priest includes acquiring knowledge 
informally while young, watching his predecessor, and, perhaps, some instruction from 
the chief priest or other elderly priests after he is chosen. If two sons of a priest are 
interested in succeeding their father, the latter will choose the one who seems to have 
the greater aptitude and to be best suited temperamentally for the office or the decision 
will be made by a gathering of elders charged with this responsibility.

The duties of a priest include taking care of the shrine, consecrating the emblems 
of the divinity, overseeing the offerings made at the shrine, and taking a  leading 
part in the annual ceremony. A priest ascertains the will of his divinity through 
divination, dreams, or a medium.

The main distinguishing marks of a priest are a beaded necklace about four feet 
long consisting sixteen large beads with tiny bunches of small beads between them
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and a beaded bracelet. Ordinarily the chief priest wears a more elaborate necklace 
than the other priests. Bead patterns (colour, shape and size) vary from one cult to 
another.

There are r.o special taboos for priest as a class. Taboos are revealed on an indivi
dual basis by divination at i litiation ceremonies of a cult or on other occasions. One 
observes ail his life the taboos desigrated for him regardless of whether he becomes a 
priest Some are told not to climb palm trees, others are forbidden to swim or to eat 
dog meat or to drink alcohol. A Laluppn priest who is a follower of Ógún and Ql<?j<? 
said that there are general taboos in some cults and added that a devotee of the latter 
god should not eat melons and that a follower of Óglyán (Qbátálá) should not 
drink palm-wine.

SHRINES AND TEMPLES

Dr Stephen Farrow, who lived in Ibadan in 1894, is quoted as saying that in the 
streets of the city “great numbers of small idol-houses are met with.”104 Undoubtedly, 
the number of shrines and temples dedicated to the órlfá in Ibaaan has decreased 
sharply since the beginning of the century. In 1951, Parrinder located some fifty 
“pagan shrines” in the City of Ibadan. If the term “temple” is used to indicate a 
building which holds the emblems of a deity, the number of such structures in the 
Ibadan area today is not large. If one refers to the setti ng aside of a room, or part of a 
room as a shrine for one or more deities there are scores, perhaps hundreds, of such 
sites. The best known of the traditional temples in Ibadan is that of Sango at Agbeni. 
Parrinder describes this temple as he found it in 1951:

The external courtyard described by Frobenius seems to have entirely disappeared 
The modern temple is crushed in Between “shops and a shoemaker’s room. 
When dances are held, the dancers jostle around in the cramped space between 
the vendor stalls. The disused door has vanished completely, and although the 
Surveyor of Antiquities offered to replace it some years ago the suggestion has 
not been taken up by the disciples of Sángó.
The altar is beyond the screen. It is low and black; made of a carved base bearing 
a large bowl wherein are celts or so-called, ‘thunder-stones’, which are popularly 
thought to be meteorites, but mostly are ancient implements. Other small figu
rines stand by the altar, brightly painted or spotted. Above hang leather wallets 
and calabashes of charms, very dusty. In front may be offerings of kolas, meal, 
and oil, according to the day and the wealth of offerings. Far from being ‘gor
geous* the sanctuary is squalid. 105

Parrinder found six other smaller temples of Sángó in the city, as well as nine which 
were dedicated to Oko, six to Ógún, two to Yemqja, one to Qya, two to Erinle and 
one to Oduduwá (ancestor of the Yoruba people). In addition to the temples of Ógún, 
Parrinder saw “in many a compound of another deity,. .a tree (Ficus or Dracena) 
to the side of which are tied iron rods, which indicate that the god of iron is worshipped 
there” , and he adds that other Ógún shrines are n the open air.106

Nineteen of the twenty-one informants in Lalupon and Ibadan with whom religion 
was discussed in some detail give undivided loyalty to the órifá and each maintains 
a small room in his house in honour of one or more divinities. The other two “experts”
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on traditional religion are now Muslims and do not devote any space in their homes 
to the Yoruba deities.

In addition to temples, compound and household shrines, there are shrines for 
divi ities n groves of trees and others near lakes, streams and rivers. For example, 
the akoko tree is sacred to Ógún and Q$un is worshipped on a river bank. Shrines 
for Oró are found in groves, and the Ifá initiation ceremony takes place in a thick 
forest. In the discussions of Ógún and Êsú, explanations are given for locating the 
shrines of these divinities outside the house. Their shrines are found at crossroads, 
by roadsides, in open places in a village or city, outside the entrance to a house 
and in Ógún’s case, in the smithy.

The emblems which symbolize the traditional deities discussed in this work are 
described earlier in this chapter and in Chapter I. Beier points out that many shrines 
use no sculpture at all. Yoruba wood carvings are, he says, religious in intention 
but carvings rarely represent an óri$á in person. For the most part, where they are 
found, they represent prominent worshippers or priests. In Ilobu, a small town on 
the northern forest fringe of Western Nigeria, but typical of a hundred or more Yoruba 
communities, some órisá (for example, $ángó), seem never to be represented. Beier 
did find one carving representing Erinlê himself. It is important to indicate that a 
carving is never worshipped in itself; it “merely embelishes the shrine, creates atmo
sphere and stimulates religious feeling.” 107

Idowu emphasizes that the Yoruba do not build sacred houses in which worship
pers congregate. The congregation assembles in the open air in front of the temple 
or shrine. It follows that the Yoruba do not regard any one shrine as the only abode 
of a deity. At a shrine, the devotees give the divinity his due and in turn he bestows 
his blessing on them.108

NOTES

I E. Bolaji Idowu, Olodumare: God in Yoruba Belief, New York, Frederick A. Praegcr, 1963, 
p. 203.

i  ibid., p. 50. Idowu says that the Yoruba refer to Olódumarê as the “Creator Himself,” “Disposer 
Supreme,” “Author and Giver of all the good things that man can possess,” the “Head over all,” 
“His Lordship,” the “Benevolent Father,” and similar terms.

3 ibid., p. 202
4 See William R. Bascom, The Sociological Role o f the Yoruba Cult Group American Anthropologist 

Part 22, Memoir No. 63, p. 23
5 Idowu, op it., p. vii.
6 ibid., p. 56.
7 ibid., p. 142.
» ibid., pp. 142 143
® ibid., p. 71. Idowu says that Qbátálá is called Olófpn at Ifpn, and I found an Olófpn cult in 

Lalup^n.
10 ibid., p. 75.
II Qbátálá’s walking stick is about four and one half feet long, with a dozen pieces of rope about 

three feet long attached to the crosspiece and with tablespoons tied to the loose ends of the pieces 
of rope.

12 Briefer accounts of annual ceremonies for 0riinmilá Jángó, Qgún, §ánppnná, 0sanyln, and 
Qbátálá were given in G. E. Simpson, “ Selected Yoruba Rituals: 1964,” The Nigerian Journal 
o f Economic and Social Studies, No 7, 1965 pp. 311 -24.

13 Idowu, op. cit., p. 89, reports that one of the emblems of Ogún may be the tusk or tail of 
elephant.

14 World where gods and goddesses live.
15 Head; luck; destiny.
16 That is, may no supernatural force make my destiny bad.
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17 That is, one’s personal essence.
* Idowu, op. cit., p. 80.
9 ibid., pp. 79 80.

20 -4r av,° ' s one w^° *£ versed injnagicjami traditional medicine.
21 That is, one mvocaiï'destroy another with sorcery.' ~
22 This informant regards Qrúnmilá and $!á as the same brlfá.
23 The Edan cult is responsible for giving people long life.
24 This means that part of Qyëkú changes position with part of Ogb$. See section on divination 

in chapter II for a statement on the sixteen principal odu.
25 Most ja b "  ' e ru . This unus 1 type, called the Ifa palm tree, has

ee lirancHes-Uicluding tHe_trunTc?~ ' ' --------------- -—-— ■—
26 Idowu, 'op fcit..,'p H  1
27 ibid., p. 101.
28 See ibid., pp. 102-103.
29 ibid., p. 103.
3C William Bascom, Ifa Divination: Communication between Gods and men in West Africa, Indiana 

University Press, 1969, p. 107, Later, Bascom cites a myth, told by an Ue$a diviner, which makes 
Qrunmila the predecessor of $lá. ibid., p. 112.

1 ibid., pp. 107-108.
32 Idowu, op. cit., p. 102.
33 ibid., p. 103.
34 ibid., p. 104.
35 ibid., p. 70.
3* ibid., p. 80.
37 That is, he runs away to avoid being prevailed upon to accept sacrifices and thus release the

victim.
38 That is, he gives a club to quarrelling persons to enable them to injure (kill) each other.
39 Groundnut (peanut) is a low, creeping plant. A euphemistic way of saying that E$u is very short.
40 For a summary of the $ángó legend, see, Idowu, op. cit., p. 90.
41 For a similar procedure in an appeal to Ibeji, see the section on Ibejl in this chapter. Idowu, op. 

cit., pp. 83 84 refers to the same technique as a way of obtaining aid from E$ú. The same method 
is used with $ánppnná (see section on $ánppnná in this chapter).

4 ; Names of the lower and upper ranks of the $ángó cult.
*' Another name for Sángó.
44 Another name for §ángó.
4 j Another name for $án > >
46 The implication here is that if they do not thank him, he will cause more havoc.
47 Another name for §ángó.
48 That is, child en born within the next year.
49 Another name for $ángó.
30 That is, §ángó is so powerful that parents dare not question (challenge) him for quarrelling with 

their children. .
51 That is, §ángó intentionally kills people.
52 Iyêre is a heavily bearing climbing vine the fruit of which is used in making medicine. The 

meaning here is that $ángó goes into battle fully armed.
53 Tint is, one who is so tall that he has to bend down to pluck this tall species of okra.
54 That is, 'ie kills or injures the wicked.
55 Four of the traditional priests in our Laluppn group worship Qya, but through an oversight I 

obtained information from only one of them on this brifá and these comments are quite brief. 
One of §ángós wives, Qya was pictured as stubborn and irascible, always ready to accompany 
§ángó and to urge him on when he wc.s causing havoc. Her jurisdiction was said to be control of 
wind and her speciality is the uprooting of trees. According to Idowu, op. cit., p. 9l, tradition 
holds that without Qya, there is nothing that $ángó can accomplish.

31 E. B. Idowu, op. cit., p. 89.
57 ibid p. 89.1 did not !ar of the elephant’s tail or trunk as an emblem for Qgn a but some infor

mants mentioned that an elephant’s bone or trunk is used as an emblem for Qbátálá.
58 Other names
39 That is, magic will be in force.
60 Those who do not have protective medicine will die.
61 Refers to his stains as a hunter.
132 That is, young hunters shou>(l not show on or be pompous; dead hunters did more than they 

have done and they are now dead.
«  M. J. Herskovits, Dahomey, J. J. Augustin, 1938, vol. 1, ch. 27 Geoffrey Parrinder, West African 

Pel-gton. The ] ipworth Press, 1949, p. 51. For an excellent discussion of §ánponná, see E. Bolaji 
Idowu, Olodumarê: God in Ýoruba Belief, Frederick A. Praeger, 1963, pp. 95-101.

64 There is disagreement among my informants in Ibadan concerning the nature of $ánp<jnná’s 
emblem. According to the members of one cult group, his emblem is an iron rod with rough
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edges. Another family said it is a small carved wooden figure similar to an Ibeji (twin) figure. 
A third family said the emblem consists of stones kept in a wooden container.

65 That is, take him to the realm of the drifd (attack and kill him).
66 According to this informant, those killed by §ánppnná are taken to a river and buried. $ánppnná 

does not wish to see sacrifices of blood. Hence, when he is attacking people in a certain place, 
they must not slaughter animals. This man and other informants, however, report that animals 
are killed during the annual ceremony for Jjánpqnná.

67 Idowu, op. a t , p. 98, says:...knowledge of the die hard nature of the disease germs has 
often been exploited with disatrous consequences by unscrupulous people. When the priest or 
devotees of $ánppnná threaten to ‘fight’ anybody or any community, what they mean is that they 
possess the means of spreading the disease and will do so if provoked to the point. And when 
they actually put up the fight, this is what happened: they usually have in their possession some 
virulent preparations made up of powdered scabs or parts of the skin of a smallpox victim or it 
may be fluid which they obtain through the action of the weather and putrefaction from the 
corpse of a victim. Either of these they throw out in an open place or at the doorstep of a hou c, 
or even in a house. By the action of the wind, or various other agencies, the germs are carried 
about and the disease spreads”.

68 Prince says thai two common kinds of drifd cult are those characterized by “possession’ and 
‘ masquerade”. He writes: “From superficial observation, it seems that the possession cults are 
predominantly for women and the masquerade cults are predominantly for men. It is also of 
interest that male members of certain possession cults (like 0 run and $ingo) wear female hair 
styles and attire on ceremonial occasions. In fact, pos'essed individuals are often called the 
“wives'” of the Órisa. The significance of this male-female division in the cults clearly requires 
further study’ §ánppnná is then referred to as a female possession cult and Gelede as a male 
masquerade cult. (Raymond Prince, ‘ Indigenous Yorub; Psychiatry,”  in Ari Kiev, Magic. 
Faith, and Healing, The Free Press of Glencoe, 1964, p 105.)

69 It is bt lie": d that vultures carry sacrifices to the drifd.
70 A poisonous creeping plant.
71 The way smallpox spread' i.
72 Idowu, op. cit. pp. 83-84, reports a similar procedure for obtaining ÊsCi’s aid in injuring an 

enemy. Palm-kernel oil is taboo also for Êíu.
73 Bake and ddo are two types of camwood (osi'm). Ado is redder than hake. Camwood is ground into 

powder and rubbed < n small children, and so etimes on adult women,Tor decoration. In Ibadan, 
it is used less than formerly and less than it is used in remote places.

74 Óniye has no meaning. It fills out the sentence.
75 Some mothers of twins who consult babalawo may be told to perform a certain type of work, for 

example, begging, selling cloth, selling palm-oil, and so forth, in order to ensure the survival of 
the children. Those who be» sing these songs in the streets. Note the reference to Qlprun (Olodu- 
maré).

« That is, “I shall go to the .iver to worship.”
77 Emirê means children who associate with supernatural children. Such children die before i n a 
rching adulthood and go To meet their associates ol "the other wBTfd'. Thf line means “d o n e» give 
Hie

78THaFTsTa Do not give me emotionally disturbed or mentally defective children.”
79 Palm-oil is the source of her wealth.
80 That is, she is a huge woman, a giant in stature.
81 See discussion of Or6 later in this chapter. Idowu, op. cit., p. 193, says tht both Egúngún and 

Orb “used to operate as instruments of discipline and execution in the Yoruba governments of 
the old days.”

82 A ritual plant which grows in the same spot every year.
83 To be like these birds or a broken pot implies that nobody has any regard for him.
84 Representative deceased priests of Orb cult.
85 No animals exempt snails are sacrificed to F.dan in the cult room.
84 One of Edan’s praise names
87 Orl means “head”—one aspect of a person’s soul of spirit.
88 For the information included in this section, I am especially indebted to the head of the Aborigine 

Ogbbni Fraternity in Ibadan and to his wife, and to a leader of the Ogbbni cult in Ikire who 
reside in Ibadan. The latter informant is a Muslim who has retained a strong interest in tradi
tional Yoruba religion, a man of about 70 years of age. Additional interviewing was done in the 
Ogbbni temple in Ikire with members of that branch of the cult. The words “Ancient Lodge of 
Aborigine Federation of Nigeria” appear on a wooden sign posted on the outside wall of the 
house occupied by the officer and his wife referred to above. A framed certificate bearing the 
man’s name and hanging on an inside wall of the house near the door of the room where ritual 
paraphernalia is kept contained the words “The Ancient Ogboni Fraternity” (A.O.F.). This 
certificate was dated 1949 and was marked “Number One.”

89 One informant distinguished five types of Ogbbni: (a) the aborigine group, whose symbol is
[  three parallel, vertical lines; (6) thc ie who wear onl white clothing: (c) those who are forbidden
A to wear trousers (they wear a saJcTSr wrapper and do no! wear caps); (d) those whose heads are
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ci off before burial; and (<) the “secret" cult to which he belongs. This man said that there is 
only one branch of the fifth type in Ibadan, and that the Ibadan, Ikire, Gbongan, Apomu, and 
Ikoyi members have their headquarters at Ikire. I was unable to verify the accuracy of this classi
fication through discussions with other informants.

90 Special cult greeting or password.
91 That is, we are all the same.
92 Those who are powerful (versed in medicine) are being destroyed, hence the weaker ones should 

not rest on their oars.
92 E. B. Idowu, op. cit., p. 69. Ancestors must be kept contented, but the relationship of the lr mg 

to the deceased members of the family, particularly the fathers and mothers, is that of an “un
broken family relationship" rather than “ancestor worship”, ibid., p. 192. On reincarnation, see 
W. R. Bascom. op. cit., p. 409, and E. B. Idowu, op. cit., p. 194; on after life, see Idowu, ibid., 
pp. 196-197, and Bascom, op. cit., p. 404.

94 William Bascom, “Yoruba Concepts of Lie Soul,” in Anthony F. C. Wallace, Selected papers o f 
the Fifth International Congress o f Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences, University of 
Pennsylvania Press, 1960, p. 405.

95 ibid p.401.
96 See E. B. Idowu, op. cit., p. 169
97 Bascom refers to the ori as the ance tral guardian soul “which resides in the head and is asso

ciated with the individuals’ destiny and with the Yoruba belief in reincarnation” . Bascom, op. 
cit., p. 401. Idowu (op. cit pp 171—172) calls the ori “the essence of personality, the persona
lity-soul in man” , and points out the complication' which arises when the ori is conceived as “a 
semi-split entity in consequence of which it is at the same time the essence of personality and the 
person’s guardian or protector.”

98 Idowu (op. cit p. I l l )  writes that a person’s destiny is known as ipin-ori (abbreviated to (pin), 
the orl’s “portion” or “lot. Sometimes “destiny is loosely designated on,' which makes ipin and 
or synonymous in popular speech.” Theoretically, destiny is unalterable, but.” . . .in the busi
ness of living, the Yoruba act in the apparent belief thjit a person’s destiny can be altered,” ibid.,
175 176.

99 Idowu (ibid., p. 775) states that “ . . .often when the Yorul.'a refer to the double whom they 
designate Enikeji they are speaking in clear terms of an entity other than the personality-soul 
b which yet fias a strong influence on its destiny”.

100 W. R. Bascom, op. cit., p. 401.
tot Idowu (op. cit., p. 189) says that the Yoruba believe that after death man "passes into a ‘life 

beyond which is called Fhin-iwa—After-Life. “In talking with Yoruba people today, it is clear 
that the views of many concerning what happens after death have been influenced by Christian 
doctrines which have been preached among them for more than a century and by Moslem beliefs 
to which they have been exposed for much longer. See W. R. Bascom, op. cit., p. 401.

102 The technique consists of tying a.n unsheathed knife to the dead person’s hand and of putting a ’ ,
club in the coffin. It is believed that within days the shadow of the deceased person will kill the 
murderer. As a variation of this procedure, a babalawo said that a knife and some traditional 
medicine may be buried with the body of the victim. The latter is called upon to take revenge on <
the murderer.

103 E. B. Idowu, op. cit., p. 132. Included here is a brief discussion of the position of the “priest 
king” where the cult has town-wide significance. For example, in lit If4, ‘ the Qni is the Olóri 
Awpn Iwáro—‘The head of all the priests’. This is so even though he does not now officiate 
directly at any particular shrine and only performs certain customary rituals as tradition decrees.”

104 E. Geoffrey Parrinder, Religion in an African City, Oxford University Press, 1953, pp. 17-18.
303 bid., pp. 18-19.
108 ibid., pp. 20-26.
107 U. Beier, “The Story of Sacred Wood Carvings from One Small Yoruba Town,” Special Issue of 

Nigerian Magazine, Lagos, 1957
108 E. B. Idowu, op. cit., p. 128.
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CHAPTER II

M A G I C  A N D  W IT C H C R A F T

DIVINATION

Yoruba  trad tionalists are reluctant or unwilling to start any undertaking without 
first consulting 0rúnmllá, the oracle god. Idowu writes: “Before a betrothal, before 
a marriage, before a child is born, at the birth of a child, at successive stages in a 
man’s life, before a king is appointed, before a chief is made, before anyone is appoin
ted to a civic office, before a journey is made, in times of crisis, in times of sickness, 
at any and all times, Ifa i^ cpnsuited for guidance and assurancg”.1

Ifá is iLgsomantic type of divination. In the Ifá system there are said to be 256 
odu (verses or chapters) which a babaláwo is supposed to learn by heart.2 Parts of 
the corpus of odu have been published, and several detailed studies of Ifá divination 
are in preparation.3 In learning Ifá odu, one starts with opg/f,_a^divination chain 
to which eight half nuts are fastened/When the ópêlê is thrown on the ground, one 
can tell which odu is indicated by the combination of nut segments which fall “up” 
(inner side up) and which fall “down” (inner side down). The diviner then quotes 
from the passages in the odu which he knows or which he thinks are appropriate 
to the occasion or to the question he has been asked and gives his interpretation of 
this odu in somewhat the same way that a Christian minister might interpret a verse 
or chapter of the Bible or a lawyer might give an explanation of an article or section 
of the Constitution. An alternative divination technique involves ihc aise of .sixteen 
palm^nuts-.The diviner places the nuts in the palm of his left hand and grabs at them 
with the right hand. If he gets all of them with his right hand, no marks are made in 
the termite dust on the d ination board. If he gets all but one, two marks are made. 
If he gets all but two, one mark is made. Then he places the nuts in his right hand 
and repeats the procedure with his left hand. The names of the sixteen principal 
odit, w ith the marks which identify them, are shown below.

1 1 3 4 5
* * ** ** ** ** * * * *
♦ * ** ** * * ** ** ♦ *
* * ** ** * * ** ** *« «*
* * ** ** ** * * ** ♦♦

□  Eji ogbe □  Qy?ku meji □  fwori meji □  Odi meji □  Irosun meji

6 7 8 9 10 i i
** ** * * ** ** * * ** ** **
** ** ** ** ★ * ** * * ♦ ♦ ♦
* * ** ** ** ** * * * * **
* * ** ** * * ** ** * * **

□Qwanyinmeji □Qbarajeji DQkanran jen QOgunda meji DQsa meji Olka meji

73
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12 13 14 15 16
** ** * * * * * * ** **
** +* ** ** * ** ** * *
♦ * * ♦ ** ** ♦ * ** **
** ♦* * * * * ** ** * *

Oturupon meji □  Otua meji □  Irete meji □  Qsé meji □  Ofun

When Ótúrúp$n-gúndá (a combination of two of the principal odu, half from 
ÓtúrúpCm, half from Ógúndá) appears, the client is told that she should consult 
Ifá because of the ábflcú children she has had. Ifá says that she will 
not have any more ábíkú. Ifá says also that there are three ábíkú 
who frequent the client’s house, and that if these ábíkú are to be 
saved, three he-goats must be offered to him. After this offering,
Ifá says she will have a male child whose name will be “Maséjo” .
The second child will also be a male and the name given to him should be “ópé.” 
The third child will be a male and should be called “Ópi” .

Ótúrúpgn gúdá
* **
* **
* *

** **

Otúrúp^ngúndá Ótúrúp^ngede 
Gedegede I<?m<?dé tápá elégédé.

Óró gangan lomodé táklti óróle. 
Ló dífá fún Ma$éjo; a bú fún 

Opé a bú fún Opi 
Ma$éjQ a yín o; Opé, Ópi, 

a mí> yín o.
Nígbátí a wá m<J> yín lêyin ó 

1q m<>.

Ótúrúpóngúndá, Ótúrúp9ngede.
Children stand erect when kicking indepen

dently.
Children stand erect before somersaulting.
Ifá was consulted for Maséjo and also for 

Op/ and Ópi.
Maséjp we know all of you; Opé, Ópi, we 

know all of you
And knowing all of you, we know you will 

not die again.

Ifá says that after this offering, the ábikú will not die in the future.
Of our 272 rank-and-file informants, one-third consult diviners (see Table 38, 

Appendix), and 57 per cent consult diviners or use one or more types of magical 
protection or do both (Tables 12 and 13, Chapter IV).

DREAMS

Though it is a less common method than divination, a traditional priest may 
discover the will of an drlfd through dreams.4 It is widely believed that deceased 
persons can appear in dreams to advise or to threaten their living relatives.5 
A Yoruba may consult a diviner to ascertain the wishes of a father or other deceased 
person whom he has seen in a dream. In the meant.me, the spir.t of the dead man 
might not allow the dreamer to sleep.

Another use of dreams by diviners is the foretelling of what may happen. Examples 
of such dream interpretation are the following:

Climbing a tall building by using a ladder means that sooner or later the dreamer 
will achieve a position of importance.
Flying like a bird indicates that one will be able to overcome the machinations 
of his enemy.
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Seeing pregnant a woman who had been barren foretells that she will bear a child. 
Seeing beans or grains of corn in a dream means that one will become well-to-do, 
but seeing snails ndicates that a relative will die.

Dreams may enable a healer to tell which illness is “attacking'1 a client and what 
should be used as a cure. Through dreams a diviner may discover what the intentions 
are of someone who is trying to cause injury or what the witches demand for the 
release of a victim.

Dreams ma be induced by several techniques. A secret m xture of traditional 
medicine may be utilized by:

(a) making incisions near the eyes and rubbing in the medicine
(b) swallowing the medicine
(c) bathing with soap containing medicine or
(d) using tiróó, that -s, adding traditional medicine to a powdered mineral that 

sparkles and applying the mixture on the eyelashes with a smooth stick or broom 
straw. Or a dream-producmg charm may be kept under one’s pillow.

WITCHCRAFT

Ten of the twelve traditional healers, diviners, and priests with whom we discussed 
witchcraft at some length said that witches are not limited to women. Two men 
claimed that formerly only old women were witches, but all agreed that today the 
witches include younger as well as older persons. Men do not actually have the 
power of witchcraft, but the husbands (ofó) of witches (ajc) are said to be members 
of the witchcraft “society” . In some cases the o$6 act as intermediaries between 
the person, or his adviser (a babalm o or healer), who is in the grip of the witches 
and the witches, seeking to find out what the witches demand for the release of the 
victim. The man who calls himself the “head” of the witches in Lalupon said he 
does not know how many witches there are in the village, but his estimate is at least 
fifty. Ordinarily one avoids speaking the word witch because it is thought thatwitches 
overhear even private discussions about themjtn Q h u s  may be angejed.

. híeaïTy'air of the informants consulted on witchcraft agreed that “the witches” 
cannot be recognized either by their physical characteristics or overt behaviour. 
A Lalupon healer added that most people cannot tell who the witches are, but that 
a close observer can detect them by the way they speak and by their attitudes toward 
others. An Jbadan informant said that a man can tell if his wife is a witch through 
watching to see if anyone becomes ill after she has gone out of the house at night. 
A §ángó priest held that a good observer can recognize witches through their beha
viour, citing the following examples: first, a young woman who defies her elders; and 
second, a woman who had had eight children but who then had only three. In the 
latter case, the woman was suspected of contributing her own children to feasts 
where the witches jointly eat one another’s children. Some traditional doctors claim 
they can identify the witches through the use of íiróó. A traditional doctor in Lalupgn,
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who is an officer in a Christian church, maintained that he can recognize witches 
through the power given to him by God. He can’t explain how he does this except 
that he knows he has seen some of them in dreams and he has seen the spirits of 
others at meetings of the witchcraft society near the village or in distant places.

According to traditional belief, witches do not receive training or serve apprentice
ships. Witchcraft may be inherited, but not through biological inheritance. The 
power may pass from mother to daughter, usually through medicine' mixed with 
ordinary food without the daughter’s knowledge. It is not uncommon for a witch, 
shortly before her death, to transfer her “bird” to someone, often a daughter. The 
witches themselves may decide to bring a woman into their association, giving her 
something to eat which will make her a witch. For example, a friend may give her 
to chew a kola-nut which has been treated with medicine. Actually, what appeared 
to be a kola-nut may be a human finger, and the person becomes a witch without 
realizing what is happening. Later she will realize that she is a witch. Traditional 
doctors can prepare medicine to make witches out of those who wish to acquire 
this ower. One mixture for this purpose includes ágánrara and álupayidá leaves, 
dwiwl (a bird), and the bones of ejugbé (an animal). One who wishes to become a 
witch herself in order to avenge a wrong, or for other reasons, may simply let others 
know of her interest and eventually she meets a witch who is willing, for a price 
to give her the desired power, or she may go to the town of Irun (Qta) near Lagos 
and ask to be initiated into the cult of witches.

Views differ concerning where a witch keeps her power. Usually it is said that 
she lceeps it in her stomach, but she may use her eyeballs as the repository. At times 
she may keep her power outside her own body—in an anthill, in a calabash, or inside 
a tree or an animal (goat, sheep, or dog). When a witch drinks palm-oil, she vomits 
her bird, a creature with red legs and red beak, and it flies away to do harm to others 
or to attend a meeting of the witchcraft society. If the bird is not kept in her stomach, 
she puts êkuru in a calabash to summon it. The bird eats the food and flies away 
on its mission.

Witches have the ability to see the intestines, liver, and other internal organs of 
human beings, as well as foetuses in the uteruses of their mothers. They can make, 
women temporarily infertile or permanently barren, cause overdue pregnancy, as 
well as miscarriage, make delivery difficult, induce frightening dreams and sleep" 
lessness, cause a person to “dry up” (lose weii fit or to have headaches, stomach 
aches, or other illnesses, cause blindness, make one lose his iob or reduce him to 
pennilessness, bring on madness,0 suck human blood or kill a victim h v other means, 
and frustrate any type of human effort. Two healers refused to name the troubles 
which witches cause for fear of antagonizing them. Those who have been wronged 
seek the power of the witches to avenge themselves, and others want assistance in 
committing crimes such as theft. It is said that some witches use their power to 
“fight " f amily members, including sons, daughters, brothers, sisters, co-wTvesTand 
otherrelatives excepFfathers and mothers. In doing harm, a witch may impersonate 
a friend or a relative. The witches are used to attack enemies and those who are envied 
or disliked, but this power can also be used to make one prosperous or popular, to 
cure illnesses, or to insure a long life.
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A priest-healer in Ibadan and healer in Lalupon agreed that witches get their 

power from God rather than from the órifá. According to the latter informant, 
in the past, evil.people tried to spoil the world.~Certain women called upon Go3 
to give them power to fight these villains. With the power given them, they fought 
and won the battle, but they did not return the power to God. Since that time this 
power has been passed down from one generation to the next The first man said 
that the witches are not as powerful as the drifá; the second held the opposite opinion. 
A third man pointed out that the órifá must be more powerful than the witches, 
otherwise $ángó would not be able to kill them. A fourth informant said that some 
órká, especially Oko, hate the witches and kill them. A Muslim healer in Ibadan 
insisted that the witches are under the control of the órifá and that they appeal to 
the drlfd for what they want.

To make use of the witches-for aggressive purposes, for relief from witch-caused 
trouble, or for a beneficial end_for oneself, ordinarily one consults a traditional 
doctor. The healer, who may also be a priest in one of the cults and a diviner or a 
sorcerer, may recommend consulting Ifa to discover what the witches demand to 
release the victim. The offering is then made to the witches and some type of curative 
or protective medicine is given to the client. Or the healer may confer directly with 
the witches to  d scover that medicine or sacrifice is required to remedy the client’s 
situation7.

To injure an enemy the conjurer may say that it is necessary to sacrifice a goat, 
perhaps in the following manner. Sixteen tiny slices are taken from various parts 
of a big female goat and put in a pot with plenty of palm-oil. The rest of the goat 
is cut into pieces and about ten kobo is added for each piece of meat. Ten kobo 
and one piece of goat meat are given to each of a number of women, probably those 
thought to be witches. Then the offering in the broken pot is taken to a crossroads 
and left with these words: “This sacrifice is made because I want you to attack Mr 
or Mrs X.” Or the healer may obtain some bananas that have ripened on the tree 
and some álúpáyidá leaves, and offering them to the witches, call on them to eat 
the intestines and liver of the person they wish to injure. In a third procedure, the 
babaláwo makes êfê, a combination of materials including fowls, palm-oil, pigeons, 
and bitter kola, and puts this offering outside, usually at the crossroads. He chants 
an incantation over the ê$ê, calling on the witches and mentioning the name of the 
wrongdoer whom he wants them to attack. A variation on this technique of summon
ing the witches is to put the intestine and the liver of a goat in a broken pot with 
plenty of palm oil, leave it outside the house or at a crossroad and repeat the proper 
incantation.

Some healers wear charms which compel the witches to consult them. One claimed 
that he can provide medicine that enables a client to talk with the witches in dreams 
at midnight. A priest-healer in Ibadan produced a booklet (Samuel Looton Aluko, 
Iwe Iwosan AkerekGbona bi ^do.~01ushegun Press. Ilesha. Nigeria. No date. Trans
lation ot title: A "Very Good Small Medical Booklet)land called attention to a formula 

.summoning a missing man or woman or the witches.

U *  T
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Formula for Summoning a Missing Man or Woman or a Witch
Ewé iná, eslnsln árágbá, olóyin, ibá-igbd, êrunyántefé, íráwé t£ bg sílê lójú em 
A ó gún gbogbo re pó. A o lo sínú igbó, aó da ojú ógirisákg, aó kó gbogbo rê 
sínú re pêlú ose dúdú, a ó bu otí Óyínbó (Schnapps) si. Bí ó bá di Qj$ keje a 
ó lp ko, a ó ko sínú iwo Igalá. Íkótí odíderé. bábá. ókó oká, a ó fi gbogbo re 
bg inú iwo yen. A ó yo ókó oká yen, a ó fi kan enu, a ó so pé: “Lágbájá o, óní 
ni ki o dé; eran tí oká bá sp, enu oká nil kú si. Óní dandan ni tibá-igbó. fráwé 
kií dájp tire ki ó dóla. Kánkan ni tewé iná Wará lompdé njá e$in$in.”

Leaves of iná, csinsin, árágbá, ibá-igbó, êrimyántefé, and any leaf that drops in 
one’s presence. Pound them together and take this to the bush where you make 
a hole in an ógirisáko (a type of tuber). Put everything inside the hole, and add 
native soap* and Schnapps. On the seventh day, remove everything and put it in a 
deei’s horn. Put a piece of copper, a red feather of a parrot, and the tooth of a 
cobra inside the horn. Touch the tooth of the cobra with your tongue and recite 
these words: “Mr X, son of Mr Z. I want to see you today. Any animal bitten 
by a cobra dies in front of the cobra. Today ibá-igbó acts unfailingly. Dropping 
leaves do not postpone the date of their falling. Iná leaves act quickly. Cl ildren 
run away immediately from esinsin leaves.”

Informants insist that there are witchcraft societies, and some such associations 
may actually exist. My conclusion, however, is that there is good reason to doubt 
that they are widespread today. There is too much vagueness in the accounts of how 
the alleged associations operate, and too much fantasy, to accept at face value the 
assertions so glibly made about them. The following comments were made concerning 
the transaction of business in the “societies” :

Witches are not friends or members of a cult in everyday life. It is only when 
they change to non-human form that they are members of a society.
The spirits (birds; souls) of witches fly to meet ngs at midnight, but the witches 
themselves do not attend the meetings. (Some say that upon arrival they become 
human beings again)
The society meets secretly under a big tree in Lalupon (or Ibadan) or at cross 
roads, or at such places in other villages or towns, or in other places in the world, 
including the United States and England. The “father ” of the witches in Laluppn 
says that he has attended meetings in many distant places.
At meetings, the witches sit according to rank.
The witches eat ekuru, discuss matters affecting the cult decide on the actions 
they w 11 take, including how and when to kill those whom they have agreed to 
attack and who will do the killing. If a traditional doctor has intervened in 
behalf of someone already being persecuted by the witches, the witches decide 
whether to accept his plea, and, if it is accepted, how much money and how 
many goats must be paid by the victim.
During their meetings, the witches’ birds “eat human flesh.” that is, they suck 
the blood of a human being who is not physically present at the meeting until 
the person dies.

Probably some witchcraft societies exist in Western Nigeria, especially in such 
centres of witchcraft as Ota. Abeokuta, Ife and II 'fin (places mentioned by my infor
mants), but I have no firm evidence’conceming organized groups of witches in Lalupgn * 
or in the sections of Ibadan where I worked. In 1964, Prince wrote that earlier fee was 
not aware “ . . .of the existence of a real witch cult and considered the beliefs Í
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described to be a kind of cultural delusion.” He then adds: “As far as my present 
information goes, there is certainly areal witchcult, composed mostly of elderly 
women with male leaders. It is very widespread, highly secret, and much feared by the 
people.9 He citcsJhe work of Morton-Williams concerning the coming of the Atinga 
witch hunters from Ghana to the town of Ilaro, mentioning the recorded confessions 
by~the witches who confessed.

The members of the Atinga cult in southwestern Nigeria in the early 1950s did 
not visit a settlement unless invited by its chiefs. Upon arrival, the members built 
a small altar of mud at the foot of a tree. Young men and adolescent girls danced 
to the beating of drums and older men killed one each of every Yoruba domestic 
animal and bird, letting some of the blood fall on the altar and catching the rest of 
the blood in a large pot containing water. The pot was then taken into the bushes 
behind the altar for the secret preparation of anti-witchcraft medicine. Protective 
medicine was prepared, medicine which was acceptable to most people—to traditional 
religionists, Atinga was a god to mast-T:hrktians,..an angel sent to help them. Later 
the party went into the town and continued their drumming and dancing. Some 
possessed by Atinga, claimed to have the power of recognizing witches and of dis
covering where sorcerers kept their harmful objects. Witches wore pointed out and 
asked to confess. Confession cleansed a woman of her witchcraft; those who refused 
to confess were tested for witchcraft. From the time the Alatinga first entered Nigeria 
from Ghana, they had destroyed many baobab and irokq trees on the ground that 
they_harboured witches. Before felling the trees, the Alatinga shot at them with vol
leys of magic kola from Dane guns. Later, th^younger people in the gToup ran into 
houses and destroyed domestic sïïines, knocked down the walls of óri$á houses, 
carried off the symbols of the órisá and placed them in a pile. In Haro, the lodge 
of the Ógbóni society was broken into and a shot of magic kola was fired into the 
sacred drums. In general, the ancestor cults (Gélédé, Ëgúngún, and Óró) were not 
destroyed. With the exce tion_of the shrines for Ogiin. and f r Odiiduwá founding 
ancestor of the Yoruba peoples), all of the other shrines were attacked and those 
which women had made to commemorate dead twins were destroyed wit! special 
enthusiasm. Morton-Williams concludes that the attacks on the órisá were primarily 
an assertion by the young people that their world was triumphant over that of back
ward-looking elders. He says: “The destroyed orisa were those which represented 
categories of nature in interaction with man; and the destruction was symbolic 
of a set of social relations and the cultural expressions of them breaking down, 
partly within the compound, mainly within the community as a whole”.10 Of interest 
is the attitude of the wealthy and influential men who invited the Alatinga to their 
towns and paid their expenses while they were m residence. These sponsors did 
not try to prevent the attacks on the órisá. Some were chiefs whose offices had been 
made secular under the Protectorate; others were secular office-holders. Both of 
these groups would gain some power if the cults of the drisa were to be abolished 
and the heads of the cults were to lose the small influence they retained. Other sponsors 
included those who had achieved status through commercial pursuits and whose inte
rest ir the Atinga cult was mainly speculative.

Ah'*
CuJ
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Afterji few months the populace began to lose interest in the activities of the 
Alatinga, the cult was prohibited by law, and those jyho had_been recruited locally 
disbanded. By 1955, only a small proportion of the shrines had been rebuilt. During 
times of stress in communities where the leaders were uneducated and the social 
services undeveloped, the shrine of the principal god of the town, if it had been 
destroyed, was rebuilt by public subscription. Also some of the domestic, but not 
the public, shrines of other brifá were rebuilt upon the advice of diviners where 
individuals had met some misfortune which they could not overcome with their own 
resources.

These events occurred during the years 1947-51. Apparently some people came 
to Lalupon to find and punish witches, and some witches ran out to dance to the 
beating drums. None of my informants in Lalupon recalled any public witch findings 
of any king during the past decade. Whether or not “real” societies of witches exist 
widely today, it is generally believed that they do, and that is an important social 
fact. Where formal associations do not exist, there may be collusion at times among 
unscrupulous healers, diviners, and their confederates, male or female, to exploit 
the fears, hostilities, and jealousies in the community for their own ends.

A witch can be deprived of her power by a healer who is also skilled in magic 
and sorcery. The operator puts êkuru inside a cage and uses a charm to call the 
witch’s bird. The (magical) fire that he makes or the use of a special medicine causes 
the witch to lose her power, that is, the bird will remain with her but will be powerless 
because of its inability to fly away. If a conjurer wishes to kill a witch, he attracts 
her bird to a cage and kills it.

A_witch cannot be cured of witchcraft unless her ' bird” is transfeced to another 
person. Attempting such a cure without transferring the bird means killing the bird, 
and this automatically kills the witch. Unless they are about to die, witches rarely 
wish to transfer their birds to others. A traditional doctor, engaged by a witch’s family 
to take away her power, gives her some bark of the gbo tree, a substance that is very 
dangerous to witch birds, to eat. She may or may not deny that she is a witch, but 
in any case, if she wishesto keep her power, she transfers her bird to the stomach of a 
goat or a sheep. When the effect of the gbo had worn off, she brings her bird back to 
her own stomach or other hiding place.

This discussion of witchcraft in the Ibadan area is based on interviews with twelve 
traditional healers, diviners and priests. Among more than three hundred informants, 
we found no one who did not believe in the existence of witches. 11 Of the 272 rank- 
and-file informants, approximately one-fifth reported that they are often or some
times troubled by witchcraft (see Table 10, Chapter IV).

- Interpretation o f Witchcraft
In a purely sociological or structural analysis, Morton-Williams hypothesizes that 

Yoruba witchcraft stems from the strains inherent in the kinship s y s t e m . .of anxiety 
and guilt in the women; and ambivalent sentiments in men—affection and respect 
for the mothers of their children, but fear of the inadequacy of maternal care, and fear 
that the jealousy of women in a polygamous household within a compound group
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giving the corporate members in a continuing agnatic lineage to their children 
but denying it to themselves, may be vented as spite against their husbands.”12 

Raymond Prince’s psychological hypothesis holds that the Yoruba witch “repre
sents the collective image of the bad mother in a people who have not yet attained 
the depressive position in their emotional development.. .it would not be distorting 
the Yoruba concept too much to think of witchcraft as representing all the bad 
aspects of the mother or the female.. .” 13 Another psychiatric study, however, poses 
a question concerning what has been regarded as a relative lack of depression among 
the Yoruba. According to this finding:

The symptom pattern of depression as such-psychotic or psychoneurotic was 
not volui iteered by our informants and when described to them was not accepted 
immediately as something familiar. On the other hand, many of the component 
symptoms of depression came up in one comment or another: sapped vitality, 
a sense of ‘dwindling’ crying continuously, extreme worry, loss of appetite, 
and loss of interest in life. It seems possible, therefore, that here we have come 
upon a genuine cultural difference of some importance for psychiatric assessment. 
Depression seems an unfamiliar concept, ard there is linguistic difficulty in 
finding Yoruba words with which to describe the subjective feelings meant 
by the term. It is likely that these circumstances could have a distorting influence 
from the psychiatric point of view on the responses obtained from patients 
and their families in the course of examination and history taking.14

At prerent, it may be more appropriate to regard Yoruba witchcraft as due to 
the interplay of psychological, sociological, cultural and economic variables. Neither 
Prince nor Morton-Williams refers to the relationship between economic factors 
and the perpetuation of beliefs in the witches. Among our 272 rank-and-file informants, 
anxiety about money was by all odds the commonest kind of anxiety, at least 
at the conscious level. Economic rivalry and socio-economic ambition, especially 
with reference to the education of oheTs"chÏÏ3ren, are widespread among the Yoruba 
to3a£

The witchcraft complex is not a part of Yoruba religion, but it is related to the 
religious realm. Although belief in the powers of the órifá and the ancestors has 
decreased sharply, bdief in the witches is still widespread. Witches provide a conve
nient explanation of one’s troubles or the troubles of a traditional doctor’s client, 
and they serve also as a possible means of striking back at enemies. Through witch
craft, some individuals obtain the self-confidence they need to cope with their life 
situations.15 Schooling does not necessarily obliterate fantasies about witches. 
During a time when many people hesitate to be seen participating in a traditional 
religious ceremony, witchcraft has the advantage of being carried on secretly.

i

SORCERY AND CONJURY

The usual distinction between sorcery as voluntary and witchcraft as involuntary 
does not seem useful for the Ibadan area. Informants say that most witches know 
that they are witches. Like witchcraft, sorcery is carried on privately and there is 
no need to appear in a collective ritual.
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Q/jl /  i t  misfortunes are attributed to an enemy rather than to evil spirits or the witches,
one may pay a traditional doctor to curse the malefactor with potent medicine and 
words.16 In the Ibadan area today, probabty the commonest method of putting a 
curse on someone is the use of the horn of a wild animal. An Ifá priest-diviner showed 
us four horns: three rams’ horns and one deer’s horn. One contained a knife stuck 
into the medicine inside the horn. When the horn is used, he removes the axe-like 
knife, touches the blade with his tongue and utters a curse. These horns have special 
cloth coverings over the large (open) end to prevent them from attracting curses 
which might be uttered unintentionally by small children. Other curse methods 
include putting medicine on a chewing stick and then chewing the stick while repeating 
a curse, preparing palm-nuts with medicine and placing them on a divination board 
before speaking a curse (called mádaáríkán, counteracting the sorcery of evil-doers), 
putting medicine in a tiny brassTbottle or in tiny gourds and kissing them before 
cursing someone. In iss ing a curse, the operator may ask that the intended victim 
will wander away and never be seen again, hang himself, be afflicted with extreme 
poverty, or meet with some other g"eat misfortune.

The opposite of the curse is the blessing, and the animal horn procedure, or the 
a  i other techniques,jnay be used to ask positive favours. The blessing is used especially

when a healer is discharging a patient who has been mentally ill. This is a simple 
procedure consisting of bathing the patient with specially prepared medicine and 
blessing him by saying that the evil forces should depart from him and never return 
nor afflict his kinsmen. One healer said that his blessing includes an appeal to Ql<)run 
to protect the patient from evil spirits. All of the traditional doctors who treat emo 
tional illnesses with whom we discussed this matter (ten in Lalupon and eight in 
Ibadan) bless such patients in this way in discharging them.

Apparently the use of the curse and the blessing are rare occurrences today, but 
it is difficult to say to what extent invoking and then damaging the spirit of a victim 
are now practised. Certainly we found no lack of replies on the part of twenty-two 
healers in Lalupon and Ibadan concerning the alleged methods of invocation. The 
following techniques were mentioned.

7 

' t

Put special medicine on a sigidi (carved figure about fifteen inches in height, 
or more often, a mud figure, used in conjuring).
Mention the enemy’s name and call on sigidi to cause the prospective victim 
to d:e or to become mad, or to meet some other dire fate.17 
Call a stick by the name of the enemy and cut it into halves. The victim is 
to die immediately. (One Ibadan babaláwo claimed that he has protection against 
such malevolent intentions and that if someone were to cut a stick to injure him, 
the person would cut himself.)
Use medicine in making cartridges, put these in a gun and fire the gun with 
gun powder, mentioning the name of the victim.
Put medicine and guti powder on Êsu’s head and ignite the mixture 

' Bury a cartridge in the intestine of an. c ma (animal) and remove it on the 
seventh day. Place fresh melon some distance away and, calling the name of 
the enemy, shoot at the fruit.
Medicine is made and put in a gun and a fowl is tied to a heavy object. An 
incantation is spoken and the name of the victim is called. If he answers, the fowl 
is shot. The gun’s answer means the end for the unfortunate person.
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Medicine is placed in water in a big pot. The victim is called from inside that 
pot of water, and, when he appears, he is stabbed with a knife or axe whi :h 
has been treated with medicine.
Medicine is used to call the soul of the victim. When the man’s soul appears 
before the operator and his client it is stabbed.
After palm-nuts and Alligator peppers have been prepared with medicine, the 
traditional doctor places them in his mouth and invokes the soul of the victim. 
When the soul appears, the conjuier throws one of the palm nuts or one of the 
alligator peppers at it.
The victim’s spirit is invoked by using the animal horn method of cursing. 
The conjurer recites an incantation until the image of the victim appears. He 
then shoots the image with a magical gun, that is, with gun powder and medicine 
but no bullet.
Use medicine at crossroads. When the partner of the victim appears, he is 
injured.
Medicine may be placed in incisions made in the upper and lower lips of the 
conjurer. The victim’s name is called, and, when he answers, the medicine is 
expelled.

Ten of the twenty-two healers said they knew of no procedures which could be used 
to cure a soul damaged by invocation, six said that no one can cure such a soul, one 
did not answer, and the other five specified some type of charm (p/p) or neutral!-. ng 
medicine (apaágun). The medicine or charm may be put into the patient’s mouth, used 
in teas, n making solutions for bathing, or rubbed into incisions. Some conjurers use 
Êsh, a figidi, or a specially treated animal s horn used in uttering a curse. An example 
of one method of curing a soul damag< d by invocation follows. . . , <

------------ ' ' ' • /W ^% <  / H * / f h i
** * Grind together feathers of an ulongo bird, the head of an ^luluú (bird), cvK 
** * a=fegg, segisórún (an insect), the earth from the roots of a fallen tree, J
** * an alligator pepper. Ogbêyêkú (an Ifá odu) is printed on it (the ground 
** * mixture). Repeat this incantation:

Ogbêyêkú wá ye ibi kúró lori 
lágbájá.

Eni tí ó ba npe orí lágbájá níbí 
kí ibi ó lo sí orí rê.

Bí êluluú bá pe ójó ori ara rê 
ló npêé lé.

Eni tí ó ba npe orí lágbájá nlbi 
orí rê ni kíbi ó lo.

Bí ákêré bá pe ojó orí ara rê lo 
npêé lé.

Eni tí ó bá npe orí lágbájá níbi 
orï rê ni kí ibi ó lo.

Bí têt£ êgún bá fi owó ara rê di 
eru orí ara rê níí gbée ká.

Eni tí ó bá npe orí lágbájá níbi 
orí rê ni kí ibi ó máa 1o.

Bí ?£gisórun bá segi tán orí ara 
ara rê níí fi rú ú kágbó.

Ogbêyêkú, remove misfortune from Mr X

Anyone who wishes Mr X misfortune, let 
him have the bad fortune.

Whenever êlulitú (a bird) invokes rain, the 
rain falls on him.

Whoever wishes Mr X bad fortune, let 
misfortune descend on him.

If a frog invokes rain, the rain falls on him

Whoever wishes Mr X misfortune, let him 
have the ill fortune.

If the thorny têtê (plant) finds itself a load 
(of thorns), it put the load on its own head.

Anyone who wishes Mr X bad fortune, let 
him carry the misfortune on his own head.

If iégisprun (an insect) gathers wood (for its 
house), it carries it about the bush on its 
own head;

‘ » *
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lb: ti wpn bá se ori won ni ki 
o máa Ip.

Bi igi bá sícli í tán ilêpa re á tq> 9

y v u *  tfc$.

Let the evil done, follow the evil doers.

The earth on the roots of a fallen tree clings 
to the tree;

Let evil repercusions be with the evil doers.

uí/ï

Orí ara áwon asebi ni ki ibi o
máa I9 . r .

>**-p f w  ,
The sectio or witchcraft includes a general comment on the steps taken by tradi

tional priests, diviners, and healers to offset the machinations of the witches. When 
twenty-two healers in Lalupon and Ibadan, some of whom are also diviners or priests 
in traditional cults, were asked what methods they employ to defend themselves and 
their clients against curses, invocation of spirits of human beings, and other types of 
magic, nine spoke of utilizing some kind of traditional medicine, four mentioned the 
offering of sacrifice^ three said they rely _oq_membership in a culLofthe jledi^variety 
for^assistance, one confers directly with the witches to ascertain their demands, one 
depend on God for protection, one counts on tira. and one uses a charm (pfo) and 
counter-magic. These procedures are not mutually exclusive and in a given situation 
two or more of them may be used. If one is a babaláwo or other type of diviner, he may 
at some point make use of divination to find out the cause of the trouble and what 
should be done about it

Some of the comments of these individuals on the use of traditional medicine and 
of sacrifices in defending themselves or their clients against the maledictions of others 
arc of interest One informant said that the protective medicine he uses makesj 
impossible fo ra. witch to locatehis intes es or his bloodjmd causehmi Jharm. Anion 
the ingredients used by one healer for compounding a medicine to ward off threats 
from evil sources are ipgta, nringo, and ifin  roots ground into a powder and mixed 
with alligator peppers and locust beans. A magical technique used to combat these 
varied dangers is gbfrp , the making of small incisions on the head and applying 
traditional medicine to them. Tira, is favoured by one of these informants, a Muslim 
diviner. (In tírá. the diviner writes his findings on a slate or board with a piece of 
chalk, washes the words off with a cloth or sponge draining the water used into a 
glass or cup for the client to drink.) A sacrifice to the witches to persuade them to call 
off their attacks on a victim is similar to an offering mentioned earlier for getting them 
to injure an enemy. One puts ten cuts (slices) from different parts of a female-goat, 
one big rat, and palm-oil in a broken pot and then asks the diviner whether the offering 
should be taken to a river-, á crossroads, a market place, or the main road. The man 
who carries the offering away should be naked except for the palm leaves which are 
tied on his body. Another informant offers the witches palm-oil, cloth, and money to 
. ease their attack The healer who consults the witches directly said they might tell 
him to use ordinary water in treating a client or have him tie some soil wrapped in a 
piece of paper or leather around his waist. Or, after payment is made, the witches may 
tell a man that he will recover without the use of any medicine, or they may specify 
certain roots and leaves as a remedy. Two healersmerit' oned jbe^ a special concoction_ 
to make witches and evil doer think kindl of one. The following magical formula 
and incantation were given by a Muslim diviner in Ibadan, a man who still partici
pates in some ways in traditional religious ceremonies.
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Grind alligator pepper bark, inabiri leaves, e$in$in roots, and hair from the 
private parts. Print on this powdered mixture one half of Ogbê * and say

O'  ̂ )o3> *
' ■ - ' '  ' ' i i '  *

( -t o *—
Ina kií roró tewétewé; eewó ni! The iná plant Is wicked but not its ieaves;

it is forbidden.
Oso ilé, e máá bínú mi. Wizards, do not be annoyed with me.
Esinsin kií roró kó dégbó. The eftnfin plant is wicked but notits roots;

it is forbidden18
Aje ile, e maá bind mi o.
Atare kií bínú kí ó ta eépo ara 
rë, êêwó n i;

Witches do not get annoyed with me. 
Alligator pepper does not produce an irrita

ting effect on its own bark;
Osó ilé e maá bind mi o.
Áje kií gbcjd kó je irun obo; 

êêwó ni.

Chtírm';

Wizards do not be annoyed with me.
No matter how bold a witch is, she does not 

eat hair from the private parts; it is forbid
den!

U K r ^ ,

Charms to offset evil forces, to nullify both old and new types of hazards, and to 
facilitate the gaining of desired ends are ubiquitous among the Yoruba. There are 
charms to be used in the curing of illnesses such as stomach-ache and headache, in 
seeking a job, attaining prosperity, increasing one’s popularity, improving one’s luck, 
succeeding in love, getting back a wife, restoring peace among quarrelling wives, 
attracting customers to a shop, and passing examinations. An Ibadan babaláwo whose 
L-pecialty appears to be the supplying of charms, many to young clients, has two types 
to enable students to pass examinations: one Is to sharpen the memory of students the 
other is to make the examiners look carefully at one’s examination papers instead of 
being iiTitated at minor mistakes. Charms are used as protective devices to prevent 
witches and evil spirits from entering a house or attacking a person, to prevent small
pox from coming i nto a ho use, to insure agai nst accidents such as motor car collisions 
or machet cutting, to nullify the attempts of enemies or sorcerers to harm one, and to 
keep thieves from breaking into one’s house.

As a rule, one obtains a charm from a  healer or a diviner. Some charms are tied 
around one’s neck illustrated by the following procedure. Alligator peppers, white 
kola-nuts, red kola-nuts, and the blood of a cock are put in ,ide a piece of cotton wool 
and buried for seven days. The charm is then taken to a leather worker who uses the 
skin of an animal to wrap and sew it up. Charms are tied on the doors or doorsteps of 
houses, buried in the ground near a doorstep or in a house or a shop, hung from the 
ceiling of a house, suspended in a pot over the door, or fastened to the walls of a house. 
It may be something to be eaten: a combination of leaves, roots, barks, and other 
materials ground together; a concoction to be rubbed on the body, especially on the 
head or arm s; some traditional medicine mixed with “native soap” used in washing or 
bathing; or a ring (silver) with mystical signs engraved on it, or some medicine which 
is inserted into a necklace, a waist band, or a bracelet. A charm to be tied above the 
door frame inside a house called for seven leaves of a certain plant, and seven seeds of
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alligator pepper. One leaf was placed down, an alligator pepper seed put on top of it, 
and so forth for the other leaves and the other alligator pepper seeds. The whole thing 
was then wrapped in black and white thread.

A formula for preventing harm to a building from thunder and lightning involves 
burying the following outside the building: a mortar, seven thunder-stones, and a ram. 
A magical re may be prepared to get rid of an evil spirit that is persecuting a house
hold. Or one may prepare êrê(food and other materials that will injure the tormenting 
evil spirit if he sees or eats it). Êsë is placed where evil spirits are thought to come.

After making a charm, one babaláwo prints an Ifá odu and asks Qrúrmilá’s aid in 
making it effective. The following incantation accompanies a charm designed to 
increase the popularity (áwúrëï of a client.

Sékóyemí lawo Imúpayín. 

Oyóse?ê lawo Ajeró.

Óun ló dífá fún Qriinmllá,
Ifá nse awo ilaití.

ífá ní óun kó nítí nígbá k<>kan. 
Ó ní agbe kií tí ní maró.

Oni aluko kií tí ní mosíin.

Ó ní odíd?ré kií tí lawújo ikó.

Tí ókér? bá fort pe ijó.
A fi irú pe ay$,
A fi agbede méji máa jó múkú- 

lúmhke;
0 ró mi dosim, ó di órí.
$ wá fi mi iosun, e fi mi junra

The art of making people popular is the spe
cialty of the Imúpayín cult.

The art of rejoicing is the specialty of the 
Ajeró cult.

Ifá was consulted for 0 rúnmilá.
Ifá makes medicine so that he will not be 

unpopular
Ifá says he will not be unpopular at any time.
He says that agbe (a type of woodcock) is 

not unpopular in the company of dyers,
Alukd (a species of woodcok) is never unpo

pular in the company of those who use 
cam-wood.

The parrot is never unpopular in the company 
of birds with brightly-colored tail feathers.

If the squirrel dances with its head;
It rejoices with its tail
And dances with its whole body.

1 am now like camwood and shea-butter.
Take me as camwood and rub me on your 

body.

The same Ifá priest prepares another charm with a similar purpose—to make its 
owner “likeable to the public.” This charm consists of native medicine (pieces of roots, 
barks, leaves, and other materials) wrapped in a monitor (crocodile family) skin 
This babalawo carries one of these charms in his pocket. A trader who possesses a 
charm of this type is certain to have numerous customers.

A procedure to ensure success in an examination or an interview calls for the follow
ing items: the fiber mat used to sit on in agemb (a masquerade common in Ijebu 
Province), the intestine of a wall gecko (very much like a lizard), an alligator pepper 
and amúnimúyê leaves. These components are ground together in a pot on a fire, but 
before they are completely ground several pen points are added. The pot is removed 
from the fire and kept somewhere until the next day. The pen points are removed and 
used in writing the examination or in filling out an application form.
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To secure employment or promotion for a client, a babalawo may utilize these 

materials: tail feathers of a parrot, feathers of agbe (woodcock), feathers of álúkó 
(another species of woodcock), hair of an albino, hair of a new-baby, and sand 
from the sea and from Q$un (a large river). These ingredients are mixed with native 
soap, and the client bathes with it.
For “pro. perity” that is, to make a business or a profession more lucrative for a 
client a formula of the following type may be tried. In a pot on the fire grind the body 
of kannakánná (a bird) and the body of a white pigeon. Separately grind some gold 
dust, silver dust, mi-drim (a yellow substance), and the vomit of a boa constrictor 
(has a luminous quality and is believed to cause the rainbow). The two mixtures are 
combined and the client is told to add some of this “medicine’' to êko (pap) and lick 
it or drink it.

A similar formula is Intended to make a hent wealthy. A vulture, a pigeon, a 
lékêélékêé (a migrant bird), a ekale (bird), and a kamakánná (Bird) are put in an 
earthen pot. A fire is built under the pot and the birds arc ground nto a black powder 
To this mixture, the following leaves are added: ajé, ire, orijiii, ibá-igbó, ájékóbálé. 
êtipóndlá, and akisan. After more grinding, the black powder is put in two small 
gourds or bottles. One of the gourds is wrapped in a white cloth, the other in a black 
cloth. On the day that the new moon appears one takes a pigeon, kills it and rubs 
its blood on one of the gourds. He then takes a small quantity of the black powder 
mixes it with êkp (pa^) and water and drinks it. When the next new moon 
appears, he repeats this procedure with other gourd. Before this routine has been 
repeated four times one should have become wealth).

To prevent pain while teething, a traditional doctor may grind the lower jaw of a 
monitor (crocodile family) into a powder, add certain powdered leaves, and tie a 
charm made of these materials around the neck of a small child.

Numerous love charms are professionally prepared for unnam ed boys and girls, 
as w'ell as for married men and women whose spouses do not love them. ‘ Medicine’ 
can be effective when a man s wives have been quarrelling. One formula calls for 
mixing and cooking afe Ieaves^palm oil, salt, goat meat, and some small iron rings. 
Termite powder is then spread on a divination board and an Ifa sub-odit is printed on it 
(Ese kan ogb£—one-half of an ogbê, the first odu). One half of

* *  *

** is * 
• * *
** *

Then this incantation is repeated:

Ajíkóniró. (3 times) 
Ajípanipí». (3 times)
Ijsse kan Ogbe kó kií se orogún. 

(3 times)

One who brings us together on awakening 
One who unites us on awakening.
One half of Ogbê (Odu Ifá) does not quarrel, 

(with the other).
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Af? lo ni ki won ó férán ara The afe (leaf) compels them to love me and 
(31 :mes) another.

Ewure ló ni ki won ó ba ara The female goat says they should be friendly, 
won ré.

Following the incantation, the powder is poured into the stew and the wives sit down 
together and eat it. The husband eats along with them, but he does not tell them what 
the stew is ntended to accomplish. Instead, he may say that it is a protection against 
witchcraft. The husband and each wife wears one of the iron rings on his (her) finger.

An Ibadan traditional doctor employs a sigidi to get back a wife who has left her 
husband. After lighting an oil lamp and placing it in front of the úgldl. he chants an 
Ifá odu. The woman sees figidi and returns to her husband.

Magical Protection used by 272 Rcnk-and-File Informants 
Approximately forty-five per cent of our 272 rank-and-file informants use one or 

more forms of magical protection against specific kinds of misfortune (witchcraft, 
enemies, evil spirits, accidents, illness) or against adversities in general. Protective 
charms ,nclude gb^ré (native medicine rubbed into incisions made in skin) : magical 
rings and waist-bands; and native medicine other than that used in gbéré.

NOTES

' E. B. Idowu, Olodumare: God in Yoruba Belief, Frederick A. Praeger, 1963, pp. 77- 78.
I Some say there are 16 main odú and that each has 16 subdivisions. Others say there are 256 odi, 

with many subdivisions.
■> For an earlier study, see William R. Bascom, "Ifa Divination,” Man 42 pp. 41-43. See Wande 

Abimbola, “The Odu of Ifa” , African Notes Vol. 1 (April, 1964), pp. 6-12, for a presentation and i » 
translation of chapters 3 and 4 of Odi Miji, the fourth < 1 the principal Odus. The mos compre- 
tensive-study of Ifa divination published thus far is: William Bascom, Ifa t in mnifenTTfidianT I

^Urd.eraUy~lT̂ . Mr9^*~~ --- *---- — ------ --^= — -------- ------------------ ~(J
5 ibid., p r  191.
6 Prince found differences of opinion among his informants on whether or nor witches could be the 

sole cause of mental illness. “Out of eleven healers who were questioned specifically on the matter, 
seven said that witches could cause mental illness, and four said they couid not. Opinion was 
unanimous, however, about the witches ability to spo.l the power of medicine.”  Raymond Prince, 
“Indigenous Yoruba Psychiatry” , in Ari Kiev, op. cit., p. 91.

7 Morton-Wilkams’s comment about Yoruba methods of dealing with witches in the pact is 
of interest. He says: “ . . .it seems to have been rare in the past (nowadays accusation of witch
craft is forbidden in the Criminal Code of Nigeria) for the authorities to take action against 
a particular woman On the whole, then, it seems that efforts were made to deal with witchcraft 
strictly on the plane of ritual; but :f a particular woman somehow brought these fears into 
focus on herself, then she was killed by an egúngún or by men of the Orb cult. The ancestors 
were invoked and the organization of the ancestor cults used, to kill wit ;hes because th< ances
tors are evidences of immortality, no less than because they symbolize the desired triumph 
of male vigour over female ” (Peter Morton-Williams “Yoruba Responses to the Fear of 
Africa, 30 (1960), p. 39.)

* “Native soap.” Paint-kernel is roasted and ponnded and sieved to get oil Wood ashes are ut I /  - 
inlTgbt with aTiolein the bottornTahTwater is poured on top o f the ashëiT Water d-ips through /P >  , 
fE c nolë. STiu-kerneToiTand tin's water are cookeii together and coagulate ír o native soap /

* fl rince, (p. 7T, p. 9Tr .............. 5 6 7 * * * II '
>0 P. Morton-Williams, “The Atinga Cult Among the South-Western Yoruba: A Sociological

Analysis of a Witch-Finding Movement” , Bulletin de Vlnslitut Francois d'Afrique Noire, No. 18 
July, 195 i, p. 332.

II Only one of our informants had attended college. Lambo reports that in a group of Nigerian 
students who “ broke down” during their university work in Great Britain in 1957, he found that
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the symptoms in more than 90 per cent of the patients “offered clear-cut evidence of African 
traditional beliefs in bewitchment and machinations of the enemy. . T.A. Lambo, “Patterns 
of Psychiatric Care in Developing African Countries,” in A. Kiev, op. cit., p. 145 Lambo 
does not indicate what proportion thir group constituted in the total number of Nigerians 
studying in universities in Great Britain in 1957, nor does he mention the cultural background 
of these students. It would be interesting to know whether those who had the greatest difficulties 
emotionally came from the most traditional homes

12 Morton-Williams, op. tit., p. 330.
12 Raymond Prince, “The Yoruba Image of the Witch” , The Journal o f Mental Science, No. 107, 

1961 p. 804.
14 A. H. Leighton, T. A. Lambo, C. C. Hughes, D. C. Leighton, Jane'M urphy D. B. Macklin, 

Psychiatric Disorder among the Yoruba, Cornell University Press 1963, p. 112.
15 For differing points of view on whether witchcraft contributes to the stability of the social 

structure, see S. F. Nadel “Witchcraft in Four African Societies: An Essay in Comparison,” 
American Anthropologist, No. 54 1952, pp. 18-29; Paul Bohannan, Africa and Africans, Natural 
History Press (Doubleday and Company), 1964, pp. 232-33; and John Middleton and E. H., 
Winter (eds.), Witchcraft and Sorcery in East Africa, Frederick A. Praeger, 963.

16 See Raymond Prince, “Curse, Invocation and Mental Health Among the Yoruba”, Canadian 
Psychiatric Association Journal No. 5 1960, pp. 65-79.

17 According to  E. B. Idovru, op. cit., p. 84, when Êji) is employed to deal the enemy a blow or 
to cause him to act in a way which vill bring upon him a calamitous result, he is called $lgidl 
or plégbára. Prince (“Curse, Invocation, and Mental Health Among the Yoruba,” p. 70) says 
that §lg)dl is the spirit o f a  malevolent agency.

18 That is, ina leaves and i f  inf In roots do not produce an itching effect on human beings whereas 
other parts o f those plants do
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CHAPTER ill

TRADITIONAL MEDICINE

TRADITIONAL HEALERS

Data concerning the age, sex, residence, schooling, and religion of the twenty-two 
persons interviewed in this study who had acquired reputations as healers are given in 
the Preface. Most of these practitioners operate on a part-time basis—two devote 
from two to five hours weekly to their practice, ten give six to fifteen hours, the time 
spent by four depends on the number of patienst. and six gave varying answers, indu
ing full-time work. Fees vary with the reputation of the traditional doctor, with five 
informants charging from 10k to N2 , fourteen ranging from 50k to N40, two having 
no fixed fees, and one setting fees according to his relationship to the patient.

It is.not .or.common to hear edu ated N'gerians as well as expatriates in Ibadan, 
distinguish between “herbalists]’ and babaláwo and other diviners. The former are 
said not to use divination and to rely on medical history and symptoms for diagnosis. 
Generally, Prince says, these onifeguns are considered more respectable by the Westet- 
nized Yoruba.1 Our efforts to find “pure” herbalists in the sections of Ibadan in 
which we worked were unavailing Some of the traditional healers that we interviewed 
were not involved in or had minimal involvement in traditional religion, but none 
could be called “pure” herbalists in the sense that they had no concern about divina
tion, witchcraft, or sorcery. It is possible to distinguish among traditional doctors 
in such matters as skill in healing, reputation, concern about the witches and so forth, 
but, in my view, dismissal of all healers who have anything to do with divination and 
related aspects of traditional belief as “quacks” is too sweeping a judgement.2 Un
doubtedly some practitioners use herbs and plants without having much knowledge 
of their properties. Also, there are medicine peddlers who appear at markets or go 
from door to door selling native med'cine, Aspro, patent medicines, and, in 
some cases antibiotics,3 Perhaps those who fall in these latter two categories could 
be called “quacks” .

In most cases, traditional healers see their clients in a room reserved for consulta
tions. Some of these “offices” are orderly and clean, others are cluttered and dirty. 
A very busy healer in Ibadan sits all day on a dirt floor surrounded by eggs, eggshells, 
a large bowl containing a mixture of eggs and native medicine used in treating tempo
rary sterility in women, some thirty “Star beer” bottles which had been re-filled with 
liquid traditional medicine (one of these bottles was labelled “Ogun Ale”), baked 
bean cakes, roots which have been ground and mixed with honey or sugar leaves, 
native soap, three sigidi, and an Ibeji figure which had been brought to him by a 
woman patient, one of whose twins had died. This man claimed to be a Baptist but 
said that he did not attend church in Ibadan. A framed Native Doctor’s certificate from

93
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r

Ile-Ife was hung on the wall of his office, and he said he belongs to the Oluawo Herbal -jr" (£3  
^Company of Ibadan. Instead of using an o: la (d'v nation chain) in diagnosing 
illnesses, a client of this healer talked to a coin then threw it onTapa e o f  notebook" 
paper upon which the notati n for t le sixteen odu of Ifá were dra tv A sigldi was 
used in such conjuu ig enterprises as getting back a wife who had left her husband.
This procedure consisted of placing a lighted oil lamp in front of a figidi and chanting 
an Ifá odu.

A babaláwo, aged 40, who lives in a substantial, well-maintained house in Lalupqn, 
conducts most of his healing practice n the sight of any persons who happen to bi 
present. He has had no schooling. He inherited his position from his father, his mentor 
both in Ifá worship and in the art of healing, and he had chosen one of his sons for 
training in these fields.

A Muslim healer, aged 60, treat clients in the front room of the second floor of his 
old, sparsely furnished house. He diagnoses and divines through the nse.-of Qsanvin. •
represented by a small doll-like cloth figure. His technique consists of addressing^'" > 
questions to Osányin and then listening attentively to the divinity’s whistled answers.
Other healers who follow this procedure are more skilful ventriloquists and get spoken 
words in reply to their queries.

A nIfá priest, aged 46, who is very active in healing in theOje section of Ibadan, 
holds his consultations in the main room of his home. This man, of the Ilesha sub
tribe, had moved from Ibokun to Ibadan in 1954. Dozens of different combinations of 
ground roots, leaves, and barks, each wrapped in a piece of newspaper and tied with a 
string or kept in a jar or can, were stored in a small, adjoining room. Our attention 
was called to a large bottle which he said contained gall from a cow’s gall bladder, a 
very powerfulmedicine. This healer claimed that he uses the witches for good purposes.
He keeps a small, white, downy feather, said to be from a witch’s bird, in a jar and 
uses it in healing. Two certificates hang on the wall: the Oshogbo Society of Native 
Therapeutists (issued in 1959), and the Egbe Onisegun GbÊpaniyi Ijebu (the Gbefaniyi 
Native Doctor Association of Ijebu) (issued in 1950). It was injthis man’s home 

_that we saw the Ifá ritual given in Chapter I.
Án Ibadan manTageff 70, became a MuslinTat about the age of 30 and now holds an 

important office in the Kudeti Mosque. At first insisting that his religion is Islam and ,
that he no longer worshipped the óripá, he said later that formerly he had been a 
hunter and that it was necessary, therefore, for him to participate in the annual cere
mony for Ógún. Eventually he acknowledged that he participates in the ceremonies for 
Ifá, Egúngún, and Egbé (Eléríkó) as well as Ógún, and he is thoroughly familiar with | 
the rites for these and other orha. This informant once used Ifá d e r a t ion in healirg jy ^ .
(his father was an Ifá priest), but he now uses sixteen numbered checkers.

NATIVE DOCTORS’ ASSOCIATIONS

Most native doctors possess one or more certificates of membership in associations 
of healers. An example of the documents issued by such “societies” was seen in the 
consultation room of a Laluppn healer.
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NIGERIA UNIVERSAL AND BENEFICIAL CURES SOCIETY 

Guide o f Native Doctors, Herbalists, and Alagmus 
Certificate o f Membership

W th few exceptions, these organizations seem to be inactive, and the main purpose of 
raember$hip is to provide some validation for the position of healer. The members of 
one association said that a prospective member is required to pass an examination 
before getting a certificate. Applicants are questioned on the length of time they have 
been practising the kinds of medicine they use, and the kinds of plants, which, if 
eaten, may cause death. Those belong.ng to another organization reported that no 
examination is given to candidates, but they claimed that they watch the ways these 
persons treat patients before admitting them and collecting membership fees. One 
society provides a placard listing ten rules for its members. Five of these rules are:

Must not use poison.
Must not tell lies that we can make or use medicine to become money (sic) 
or to find money there.
Doctor must not combine with thieves.
If a woman is brought to this doctor, he should not have connection with the 
woman or marry her, if he likes to marry her, he must get promissory note from 
the family of the woman.
If a conceived (sic) woman comes to doctor,the doctor must not use bad medicine 
for the woman or to damage the condition of the woman.

Several hundred practitioners are at least nominal members of the Oluawo Herbal 
Company in Ibadan. Members meet from time to time in the areas of the city in which 
they reside and the business transacted at monthly meetings includes reading the rules 
and regulations of the organization, settling quarrels among the members, and disci
plining members. In the home of the head of this association, the following framed 
communication was observed:

IBADAN DISTRICT COUNCIL

Chief and Others
20th April, 1961

................................................................ .Ibadan

Petition

With references to your letter dated 11th April, 1961. the Ibadan District Council 
Chieftancy Committee at their meeting of 1st March, 1961 noted the complaints made 
in your petition of 10th February, 1961 and directed (me) to inform you that the
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Committee recognized nobody as the head of the native Doctors and Herbalists in
Ibadan and District other than Chief...................................................... the Oluawo of
Ibadan.

Secretary
Ibadan District Council

The significance of this document seems to lie mainly in the prestige that it gives to the 
head of the association. Another framed document displayed by this official and 
used to enhance his reputation is a letter written in 1962 by a visiting psychiatrist.

Nigerian Institute of Social And Economic Research

Treasury D epartment Mapo Hall 
Ibadan, N igeria

This is to certify that I have studied the treatment methods and therapeutic results
of some twenty-four psychotic patients as they passed through M r............................. ’s
hands, over a period of 10 months. He is efficient and rapid in his handling and 1 
consider his treatment results to be very superior. He is kind to his patients, who 
appear to be very appreciative of his help. I have seen no evidence of harsh or cruel 
treatment.

Research Associate

Upon being admitted to membership in the Oluawo Herbal Company, a healer is 
given a certificate.

Oluawo H ersal Company 
Ibadan, Western Nigeria 
Healing by Native Medicine 
Registered No. 91896 
Membership Certificate

Whoever failed to hold this Certificate would not be recognized as a genuine (sic) 
Native Doctor in Western Region of Nigeria. •

Signature

At Chief......................... ’s home, three “messengers” wearing military-type uniforms
are stationed. The head of the association said that a messenger is sent to collect 
when a native doctor who belongs to Oluawo Herbal Company complains that a 
patient refuses to pay for treatment
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DIAGNOSES, CAUSES AND TREATM ENT OF ILLNESSES

Nearly all of the traditional Yoruba healers we interviewed rely mainly on some 
type of divination in diagnosing illnesses of their clients, and a divinatory technique 
may also be used in determining the appropriate treatments. We have discussed in 

. . / Chapter l i t he principal methods of divining in the Ibadan area: the dp?l$ (divina-
tïonchámjTpáïmímts, cowne^helis, numbered iheckers, and ventriloquism. Some - * H? 
healers pride themselves on finding it unnecessary to ask a sick person any questions 
in order to diagnose his illness. At times some of the healers we knew took some medi
cal “history” , paid some attention to symptoms, or closely observed their patients.

Tne most common methods of treating patients consist of medical preparations 
made of mixtures of roots, leaves, barks, fruits, parts of animals, and so forth, and 
rituals involving offerings to the órifá or the witches, or both. The medical prepara
tions are administered orally, in ointments, by bathing, or through scarification.5

As Talbot said more than forty years ago, probably the main efficacy of these 
medical mixtures is derived from “faith and belief .n them.’’6 This is not to say, 
however, that none of the ingredients used have any value pharmacologically. In the 
formulas given below, we have included where possible the enlightening comments of 
J. M. Dalziel on the actual and alleged medical values of West African plants men
tioned by our informants. In 1964, Professor O. Onuaguluchi of the Department of 
Pharmacology, Medical School of the University of Ibadan, told the writer that his 
analyses showed that certain plant materials used by traditional doctors are effective.
For example, one plant is used in preparing a worm expellant another in making an 
anti-convulsant, and a third for treating diuretics. In commenting on various herbal 
infusions that are used in treating malaria, Ajose writes that they “ ..  .often include 
the leaves of Cassia occidentalis (réré), Rauwolffia vomitoria (asoféyeje), and Mormda 
(órúwp), a very bitter leaf. Cassia contains anthraquinone derivatives which have 
purgative properties; morinda also is said to contain anthraquinone derivatives and, 
being bitter, it will have stomachic and tonic properties as well. The third common 
constituent, rauwolffia, is used for the treatment of high blood-pressure and as a 
sedative in neuro-psychotic conditions” .

Other types of traditional treatment include surgery and isolation. Most of the 
surgery in Western Nigeria is carried out by the Hausas and they travel around the 
country practising their trade. Uvulectomy and blood letting are ver; commonly 
done.8 Ajose reports that smallpox cases are isolated and that only those who have 
had a previous attack, including the smallpox priests, are allowed to attend those 
stricken with the disease. He points out that, regardless of the mythological explana
tions of the causes of smallpox, its infectious nature is recognized and it is treated 
accordingly. In addition to isolation, disinfection may be carried out by fumigating a 
house with smoke from certain logs, or by spraying the walls and washing the floor 
with herbal preparations. Fomites (substances capable of absorbing and transporting 
germs, for example, woollen clothes) are burned.9
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Illnesses treated most frequently by Ibadan Area Healers 
in  considering the forty illnesses which twenty-two healers in Laluppn and Ibadan 

treat most frequently, the following categories are useful: symptoms called illnesses, 
mental illnesses; illnesses associated with child-bearing; and other illnesses. This 
account of diagnoses, causes, and treatment of these illnesses is based on interviews 
with our sample of traditional doctors, only one of whom is regarded as a “specialist” 
in treating mental illness.

Symptoms Called Illnesses
Among the symptoms of illness which are regarded by Yoruba healers as illnesse 

themselves are backache, constipation, convulsions, cough, dizziness, fainting, gas 
pains, headache, and stomach-ache. Various explanations of backache are given, in
cluding impure blood, worms10 in the backbone, and injury to the backbone when the 
patient was young. Constipation is blamed on “rotten food”. In one cure for  constipa
tion the roots of aka, aringo, and órúwo are cut into small pieces and put into a bottle 
with some Gordon’s gin.

In some cases, a healer who speaks of convulsions is referring to lockjaw (tetanus) 
The patient is said to be “too stong” and to be likely to close his mouth so that 
it is difficult to get it open. Three formulas for “convulsions” follow.12 In the first : 
the root of dlóragbó, with the bark removed, is ground with the bones of a$a (a type 
of fowl) and then mixed with ádí (palm-kernel oil). The patient licks this mixture. 
In the second pre: ption, the roots of i f  on, tude and ipita; onion leaves; eru seeds,
and dnámp, i$u, and ogpdê pjp leaves are pounded together and wateris added.13 The 
mixture is squeezed and sieved. For an adult, the dose is four tablespoons; for children 
it is one spoonful. In the third remedy, itákun ato (a climbing plant), kola-nuts, bitter 
kola-nuts and an alligator pepper are all cut into bits and put into a bottle with 
water and a small quantity of Gordon’s gin (to preserve the mixture) . 14 For some 
healers, “cough” covers colds, influenza, pneumon a and tuberculosis, and the

sore throat and related

Dizziness is believed to be due to worms or to bad blood. No explanations were 
obtained for fainting. Ga: pains were said to be caused by tiny red worms. A number 
of rea ions were given for the common complaint of headaches, including impure 
blood, worms, worms inside the blood, worms in the head, constipation, and smallpox. 
In one cure for headashes, iwo dsun root, êru fruit, and native soap are pounded 
together, and the patient’s head is washed with the mixture. l s In another formula, 
ogb(5 leaves and shea-butter are mixed and rubbed on the patient’s head.16 A third 
remedy calls for placing seven seeds of an alligator pepper in cotton wool,' .ghting 
the material and inhaling the smoke. Or a healer may, squeeze êkuyá leaves and 
pour the liquid on the head and eyes of the client.17

Stomachaches are blamed on worms or on impure food. A favourite remedy con
sists of a mixture of cow’s urine, onion leaves, dried tobacco leaves, and water. 18 
The dose is one spoonful One healer cooks together the following barks: epo, Ira,

trouble is attributed to worms. Cures for headache, fiver, 
complaints may be triedT
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dri, idl and $rit, and asks a patient to drink some of this decoction.19 Foi a  stomach
ache caused by witches, one practitioner grinds the black seeds of dried eyo fruit 
with the bones of ókété (large rat).

Mental Illnesses
Prince lists fifteen expressions in the Yoruba language which are used to designate 

psychiatric disturbances, eight for psychoses and seven for psychoneuroses.20 The 
research team of the Cornell-Aro Mental Health Research Project in the former 
Western Region of Nigeria found that the views of healers and other Yoruba differ 
most widely from the ideas of psychiatrists on the causes of mental illness. Some of 
the causes given by the team’s informants are accepted by psychiatrists, but many, 
including those to which the Yoruba attach major importance, are not. The project 
report organizes the various causes into a limited number of categories and presents 
them in the Yoruba order of importance as: malignant influences, superhuman ard 
human; drugs and medicines; Heredity; contagion (not germ theory, but belief that 
many illnesses can be acquired from a sick person); violation of one’s destiny; fate; 
cosmic forces; physical traumata; ai d psychological traumata. It is pointed out 
that Yoruba theories of causes in illness are complex and are “part and parcel of 
the whole magic-religious-hereditary cluster of senu nent patterns which vary consi 
derably from one group to another within the tribe.21
Illnesses named by the healers interviewed in Lalupqn and in Ibadan as “mental” 
include: ábikú, êgbá, mágun, mental illness (madness), epilepsy “internal smallpox” 
fide orl, ógún óru, poison worry, and witch-caused illness.22 An ábikú is thought to 
be a re-incarnation of a sibling of the same sex who has died recently. Such a chief 
may be born four or five times before he survives (decides to stay) more than a few 
days, weeks, or years. No special symptoms are given for an áblkú ; a woman is said 
to know that she has given birth to such a child. No causes for “abiku-ness”  were 
given by my informants except that a child born after the death of a sibling of the 
same sex is highly vulnerable and steps must be taken, therefore, to prevent its depar
ture. The anxiety is felt most strongly by the mother. Treatment for ábtkú consists of 
attaching a charm to the child and seeking the advice of a babaláwo or other diviner 
about additional precautions.

$gbá (paralysis) is revealed in a “twisted” tongue, hand, or leg, and is said to be 
caused by an “evil wind” or a whirlwind. Proper treatment is sought through divina
tion. . . .  r

A man suffering from mágún somersaults three times. This illness comes from 
“medicine” given to a woman whose husband suspects her of infidelity. A man who 
has sexual intercourse with her will become ill. The remedy consists of a mixture 
of hen fat (a pigweed or goose foot plant) and the root of kanranjdngbfi

Mental illness (mental trouble; madness) is discovered by seeing behaviour that, 
is “no* normal” (walking around aimlessly, laughing abnormally, throwing stones 
acting like a drunkard, and so forth), or by the patient’s own report. Such trouble 
are due to evil spirits, especially to meeting Sanp(>nna in the sun at mid-day, sorcery, 
the witches, a  heart attack, or a  “brain attack.” Asoféyeje or olóorá igbó (rauwolfia) 
alone or in a mixture which includes its leaves and roots, new leaves of ipansa (a
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climbing plant) iyêré fruit (hot as pepper), and the water of snail is used as a tran
quilizer. A teaspoon of this concoction is added to a glass of water and given to 
the patient to drink. Another formula in ludes_4j&und.ng together pbo bark and . 
swseeds of alligator pepper and having the patient inhale the fumesof this medicine.2̂

The symptoms of epilepsy are falling down and foaming at the mouth. It is 
attributed to sorcery, heredity, or to the shaking in the patient’s stomach of an 
animal which, when vomited, looks like a toad without head or legs (called by one 
traditional doctor a “worm”). No treatment formulas were iven other than those 
for “mental trouble. '•— —— ■ ....  ^  '

In Prince’s view many cases that the traditional healer calls “internal small-pox”
would be considered schizophrenia by Western psychiatrists. The onset of such 
illness, Prince says, is marked by complaints of internal heat, weakness and bizarre 
somaticcomplaints.25

Qde orl is an illness in which the patknt feels that something is walking around 
inside his head. In addition to the crawling feeling, the patient hears sound in his 
head and in his ears. This affliction is believed to be due to “worms”.26

Ógún óru refers to an illness which attacks one during sleep. The sufferer is unable 
to sleep ancfTs said to cry “like a goat” . A person who believes he has been poisoned 
behaves nervously and blames his illness on any enemy. A traditional doctor deter
mines whether a mental illness has been caused by witches by his power to detect 
witchcraft, that is, by divination or by observing the reactions of a client to native 
medical compounds. The di pleasure of the witches is incurred by speaking ill of them 
or of anno ing them in some other way. Usually the treatment consists of making 
offerings to them.

In his extensive study of indigenous Yoruba psychiatry, Raymond Prince found 
that the psychotherapeutic elements in Yoruba healing are similar to those reported 
in other investigations of “primitive” medicine. These elements include: suggestion 
(direct command, simile, illustrative story, song, sacramental elements (rituals mag cal 
gestures and symbolic objects), sacramental elements involving body contact 
especially contact with the head; sacrifice: manipulation of the environment (patient 
may be asked to move to a new compound or to change his occupation); ego
strengthening elements (patient may be told to join orlfá cults and he may gain a 
sense of protection from “being watched over” by his ancestors or the órisá); 
abreaction and group therapy through possession and masquerade; and personality- 
growth factors. Prince saw very little evidence in Yoruba psychiatry that attempts 
were made to change the individual, but he adds that the insight and personality- 
growth functions of psychotherapy are very recent elements in Western psychiatry .27

Illnesses Associated with Child-Bearing
Complaints associated with child-bearing include sterility and temporary infer

tility, iju (overdue pregnancy), and difficulty in delivery. Sterility in women is attri
buted to the witches, to a condition called êdá (spermatozoaTails to stay in the uterus), 
impure blood, worms in the stomach, or a “hot uterus” . Temporary infertility in 
men or women is thought to be due to the presence of dirt in the blood or in the 
reproductive organs or to dysentery. The most frequent recourse for barrenness
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in women is an appeal and offerings to one of the órifá or to the witches One remedy. 
for “temporary” sterility in men is Schnapps (Dutch gin) info which bits of Iba-otu 
“wood” have been cut. Overdue pregnancy is caused by the witches or by enemies, 
or, if a woman is very “corrupt” , she may have so much fat in her body that the 
foetus will fail to develop. The remedy is an unspecified native medicine. Usually 
a difficult  delivery is blamed on the witches. One healer said that if a woman is not 
given traditional medicine during pregnancy to  make the child move and adjust to  
position, she may have difficulty in delivering. For such difficulty, the followin 
formula may be used: Grind together ápó, áro, and álúpáyídá leaves/8 add a whole 
alligator pepper, and mix one-half teaspoonful with a small quantity of £ko (pap) 
and water. The patient drinks the mixture as this incantation is repeated.

Qmo inú re nisisiyi ni iwo 
yíó bi.

Ojp ewé ápó bá fi ojú kan
_ atégun níí wálé ayé o.
Áró ló ní ko rorí kí o máa bó 

wá sí ayé
Álúpayídá lóní kí ó pa ara dá 

kí o máa bó wá sílé ayé.
Ní ojó tí ewé ápó bá fojú kan 

atêgún nií máa íbo.

Mrs X, (the woman answers) you will be safely 
delivered now.

The day that the wind blows the ápb leaf
 ̂it drops.

Aro commands you (child) to turn your head 
downward and come into the world.

Alupayida says you should move and come 
into the world.

The ápb leaf drops whenever it is blown by 
the wind.

Other Illnesses
A residual category of illnesses given by these twenty-two healers includes dysen

tery, dropsy, ysp, eye trouble, goiter, gonorrhoea, guinea worn, “yellow fever” 
(actually jaundice or hepatitis), worms, kúúnú (hernia), leprosy, malaria, nárim, pain 
jn the joints (arthritis), rheumatism smallpox, swollen scrotum, and yaws.

“Worms” are said to be the cause of dysentery. One remedy is prepared by cooking 
asárágbá leaves and kánhún bílálá in bgi (an oat-like plant) water. The patient drinks 
this medicine on the second day of the illness.

Dropsy, described as “swelling in all parts of the body”, is attributed to “worms 
inside the blood”. One traditional doctor said that es£ (swelling of glands n the 
neck) comes from impure blood, another blamed this trouble on the witches. Eye 
trouble (eye waters and is whitish) is thought to be caused by worms _n the eye. No 
explanation was obtained for goiter. The symptoms of gonorrhoea are variously 
described as pain in the penis, pus on penis, and difficulty in urinating. The cause 
is given simply as sexual intercourse or as a “disease contracted from women” . 
One healer claimed that “everyone has gonorrhoea, but it becomes a disease when 
the impure blood of one person mixes with the germs of gonorrhoea of a person 
of the opposite sex” . One remedy for gonorrhoea consists of mixing the ground 
fruit of áwbrónsó with adl (palm-kernel oil) and putting a spoonful of this mixture 
in pap made of oats.

The adult guinea worm (filaria medinensis). a worm from one to six feet long lives 
in the connective tissue of human beings just under the skin. The itching in the 
abscesses caused by the presence of the parasite is exceedingly painful. Traditional 
healers attribute the presence of the guinea worm to walking in dirty water.29 One
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remedy consists of rubbing on the affected area a mi xture of equal parts of Menthol 
Balm (a patient medicine) and Schnapps. Or one of the formulas for the treatment of 
kdkdrd (worms in general) may be utilized on a guinea worm patient.

The Yoruba use the term “yellow fever” to refer to any type of jaundice. The main 
symptom is brownish eyes, and the cause is thought to be “bad food’\  One medicine 
is made by cooking imí-efúi0 and onion leaves with êrú fruit,'’1 palm-oil, and water. 
Liquid is drunk and is used in bathing.

The Yoruba believe that manyjllnesses arc due in whole or in part to “worms” 
Kdkdrd, the general term for worms, is given as an illness or as a cause of a wide 
variety of illnesses. Frequently the worms are said to be “in the stomach” or it may 
be said that “the abdomen is hard” . Qne formula for treating kdkdrd calls for steeping 
the following ingredients in water for three days: ahun, ewúro, locust bean, and 
jgbp roots, plus enu opiri leaves.32 The liquid is drunk cold. Kdkdrd, a skin disease 
(êélá) is heJjpwH fry some nersons to be inherited. One treatment consists of grinding 
ogirisako (an inedible yam), adding Schnapps, and rubbing the mixture on the affected 
parts.

Kúúnú (hernia ^also said to be inherited, is treated with asunudn leaves33 which 
have"been wrapped in fresh broad leaves, covered with hot ashes until heated, mixed 
with êkuru (bean paste) and eaten. Another collection of new ásunwón leaves is 
squeezed into water and this decoction is drunk. One healer added that “people 
should be near to watch effects of the medicine on the patient ’.

Among many other diseases, leprosy is blamed on ‘worms”. A rather complicated 
remedy involves cooking in a new clay pot the roots of the arójokún, d$ún?ún, áringo, 
abo, and dritpa plants34 with wood ashes and water. Several asa fowls are fed in a 
cage, their faeces collected and added with álúpáyídá leaves,35 to native soap. The 
patient is bathed in a pit (to prevent the water from flowing away and thus spreading 
the disease) with the liquid mentioned above and native soap.

In cases of malaria, often called “fever” , the eyes are “brownish” and the urine 
is brown coloured. Although several healers said they did not know the cause of 
malaria, approximately one-seventh of the 272 non-healers interviewed in Ijaye, 
Lalupon, and Ibadan attributed this disease to “mosquito bites.” In one prescription, 
isin bark,36 red pepper, locust beans, and salt are ground tog :ther, and the patient 
adds this mixture to pap every morning and evening.

Itching s a symptom of nárun, an illness attributed by some to the ubiquitous 
worms “inside the blood” , but several informants who are non-healers think that 
ndrun, which they say is an excess of a substance which everyone has to some degree 
in his body, comes from eating vegetables which have not been copked in enough 
palm-oil. According to a member of the teaching staff of the Medical School, Univer
sity of Ibadan, nárrn is a filarial infection.

Pain in the joints (arthritis) is charged to “a red worm” or to constipation. The 
signs of rheumatism are swelling, pain, and aching of bones. This trouble is ascribed 
to “impure blood”, inheritance, and “bad fats in the body” . To treat rheumatism. . 
pound together the roots of lákásln, gbongún, dgbêsi,in and inabiri, and add a pint 
of Gordon’s gin, mix with pap and take two tablespoonfuls twice a day.
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Smallpox is widely attributed to “meeting evil spirits," that is, to meeting $ánpí>nné.

Smallpox v, ct'ms have fever and chills, pains and swellings, dream and do not eat 
well. In one typej>f treatment, a mixture of oil of lavender, kánf$ (camphor), and 
sêbé water is applied to smallpox sores. Another palliative is made of juice from 
Ijdyún leaves and shea-butter, a mi :ture which is rubbed on the patient To appease 
Sánpímná, a babaláwo may advise a client or his family to give a ceremony with 
animal and other offerings.

Yaws, a contagious skin disease, is thought to be caused by worms.
In addition to the illnesses which they said they treat most frequently, the tradi

tional healers consulted in Laluppn and Ibadan prescribe for such complaints as 
gbbfmgbbfun, lockjaw, sore throat, lobutu, and snakebite. The symptoms of gbfrfim- 
gbbfun are a dark-coated tongue and loss of appetite, and the remedy consists of 

"pounded"ipêta roots38 to which dry gin is added One formula for treatingjockjaw 
calls for cutting onion leaves and Qg$d£-bjo leaves39 into bits and adding camphor 
and káfúrá (copper sulphate). The patient takes one spoonful each day. AnotbeL. 
remedy includes pounding a dried rat and dried chameleon into powder, adding 
some of the roots and leaves used in treating convulsions and lime juice. A teaspoon- 
of this liquid is given at intervals of several hours.

For sore throat, ipdta roots, irá bark and kátihún bilálá (hard potash) are pounded 
together, one pint of Gordon’s gin is added, and the mixture is used as a gargle.

Lóbuúíu is described as a painful type of swelling, especially on the thigh, and one 
in which the affected part is very hot. The following ingredients are cut into bits 
and boiled in a pot: enu opiri leaves, tangfliTfruiU the roots and leaves of agbári ?tu 
a bunch of Mrim áwpnká, and the roots of a male pawpaw.40 The water is drained 
through a sieve into a container and an equal amount of Gordon’s gin 1 : added. This 
remedy is used both internally and externally.

A medicine intended to counteract poison, especially snakebite, but useful also 
in treating rheumatism and similar aches is given in a booklet in jhe  possession of 
and endorsed by an Ibadan healer.41 According to this booklet: -

This medicine is said to neutralize the effect of poison as water puts out fire, ft 1 c
calls for grinding together the leaves of áfdmý, ajede, orlji, arójdkú; the roots of ipeta, l ; J" 
the head of a cobra; two whole alligator peppers; the faeces of a parrot; and the / /
root of ojú ológbó.42 The medicine is applied to incisions made around the affected
part.

The formulae given for the treatment of the illnesses listed here are not highly 
standardized. Leaves, roots, barks, seeds, nuts, fruits, some of them purchased in 
the market, together with non-plant materials, are mixed together. An infusion may 
be made by steeping the ingredients in water or gin, or by boiling or incinerating 
them. At. .1 given time, the combination of elements may be determined by some 
type of divinatory procedure.

In discussing the kinds of treatment sought by our rank and file informants when 
they are ill (Table 16, Chapter IV), we point out that half of 270 informants said 
that they had often or sometimes prepared medicine for themselves during the past 
two years. Also, nearly one-third of this number stated that they had often or some
times purchased traditional medicine, presumably from medicine peddlers. During
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the two-year period, more than two fifths had taken medicine for “power ’ (strength), 
three-fifths for “purge”, three-fifths for “blood”, and seven*tenths for “other things’ 43 
We do not know what proportions of these preventive and curative remedies, taken 
for power, purge, blood and other purposes, were self-prepared and what proportions 
were obtained from traditional doctors, medicine peddlers, drug stores, and clinics.

Causes o f Illnesses: Healers and Non-healers 
Some comparisons can be made of the causes assigned by healers to the illnesses 

they treat most frequently and the explanations of illnesses for which our sample 
of non-healers purchases remedies at pharmacies. Some of the latter informants 
reported up to five illnesses for which they had purchased diug store remedies.

CAUSES OF ILLNESSES

N on -healers H ealers

Illnesses
DYSENTERY (81) DYSENTERY

Food (bad; badly cooked; sweet; Worms
raw; peanuts, manioc, pepper;
too much) 55

Other illnesses (constipation; fever;
backache; gonorrhea; diarrhoea; piles) 10

Worms 6
Drinking bad water 5
Sitting too long 3
Act of God 1
Flies 1 •

STOMACH TROUBLE (60) STOMACH-ACHE
Food (bad; too much; badly cooked; Impure food

unbalanced diet; change of diet;
irregular eating times; malnutrition) 29 Worms

Worms 26
Other illnesses (constipation; dysentery; Witchcraft

indigestion) 3
Germs 1
Impure blood 1

HEADACHE (58) HEADACHE
Extreme heat 26 Other illnesses (Constipation;
Other illnesses (constipation; fever; smallpox)
indigestion) 14 Worms
Worms 4 Impure blood
Impure blood 4
Overexertion 4
Walking in the rain 3
Insects 1
Act of God 1
Food (bad or dirty) 1
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GUINEA WORM (4 7 ) GUINEA WORM

Drinking bad water 29 Walking in dirty water
Walking in impure water 13
Unhygienic living conditions 3
Food (bad or dirty) 1
Impure b'ood 1

MALARIA (4 1 ) MALARIA

Mosquito bite 38 No cause given or “Don’i
Impure fat in body 2 know”
Blood clots 1

FEVER (2 5 )

Walking or working in the sun 8
Other ifinesses (constipation; colds) 7
Overexertion 4
Unhygienic living conditions 2
Food 2
Worms (malnutrition; pounded yam) 1
Impure blood 1

RESPIRATORY ILLNESSES (2 5 ) COUGH

Other illnesses (colds; fever) 9 Worms
Contagion or contact with others 5
Worms 3
Food (bad; fresh or dried com) 3
Smoking 2
Spitting on the road 1
Drinking bad water 1
Dry throat 1

SMALLPOX (1 2 ) SMALLPOX
Bad spirits 5 Meeting Sonppnna
Walking or working in sun 4
Dry season 2
Germs 1

CONVULSIONS (11)

Colds 5
Impure blood 4
Fever 2

gonorrhea  (10) GONORRHEA

Sexual intercourse 10 Sexual intercourse

NARUN (7) NARUN
Food (Bitter leaf vegetables; under Vegetables not cooked in

cooked meat; Kolanut; too much) 5 enough palm oil.
Worms 1
Inherited 1
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BACKACHE (7 ) BACKACHE
Overexertion 6 Worms
Worms 1 Injury to backbone when 

young
Impure blood

YELLOW FEVER (6) YELLOW FEVER

Unhygienic living conditions 2 Bad food
Worms 1
Insect: 1
Walking or working in sun 1
Contagion or contact with others I

RHEUMATISM (4) RHEUMATISM
Impure blood 2 Impure blood
Unhygienic living conditions 1 Fat in body
Witchcraft 1 Inherited

diarrhoea (4 )
Food (bad; too much) 2
Worms l
Drinking dirty water 1

CONSTIPATION (5 ) CONSTIPATION
Food (too much; eating at irregular Rotten food

times) 4
Other illness (dysentery) 1

LOCKJAW' (3 )
Germs l
Unhygienic living conditions 1
Other illness (colds) 1

ROUNDWORM (2 )
Food (bad; too much meat) 2

LEPROSY (1) LEPROSY
Unhygienic living conditions 1 Worms

V<)Mr.-W(>MQ44 (1)

Witchcraft 1

MAGUN MAGUN
Sorcery Sorcery (Husband gives medi

cine to wife he suspects of 
infidelity; man who has 
sexual intercourse with this 
woman becomes ill)

DROPSY ( 1) DROPSY
Colds 1 Worms



EYE TROUBLE (1)
Sorcery
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EYE TROUBLE
1 Worms

e l b b u t u  (serious type of rheumatism) (1) 
Impure blood 1

MENTAL ILLNESS (1)
Dislocation o f brain

MENTAL ILLNESS
1 M eeting §$np<>nná at mid-day 

Sorcery 
W itchcraft 
H eart attack 
Brain attack
N ervo u sn ess  (of person who 

believes he has been poison
ed)

Sorcery

EPILEPSY
Sorcery
Heredity
W orms

ODE ORI 
W orms

egba (paralysis)
Evil wind

W it c h - c a u s e d  il l n e s s  
W itchcraft

infertility (tem porary)
D irt in  reproductive organs
D irt in blood
O ther illness (dysentery)

STERILITY
W itchcraft

EDA
Impure blood 
Worms 
“Hot” uterus

OVERDUE PREGNANCY
Witchcraft

DIFFICULT DELIVERY
Witchcraft

YAWS
Worms

ARTHRITIS
Red worm
Other illness (Constipation)
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ESE
Witchcraft 
Impure blood

kokoro Ei a (Ringworm) 
Heredity

KUNU
Heredity

DISCUSSION

Several comments are called for concern ng these reports about disease causation 
and treatment. The fact that non-healers interviewed in this study have purchased 
remedies at pharmacies for the illnesses listed does not mean that they have not 
used other types of treatment for these illnesses. Likewise, these informants do not 
go to the drug store to obtain remedies for all illnesses.

The healers spoke oftep about sorcery, witchcraft, and “bad spirits” as the causes 
of psychological illnesses and troubles associated with reproduction. It is noteworthy 
that the non-healers made virtually no mention of going to pharmacies to purchase 
remedies for illnesses m these two categories. Also, healers attribute stomach-ache, 
smallpox, epilepsy and ese in whole or in part to witchcraft, sorcery, and evil spirits. 
The only illness discussed with the non-healers which was said to be due to “bad 
spirits” was smallpox. Some of these informants did attribute certain illnesses to 
witchcraft (rheumatism and wóm<?-wómo) and to sorcery (mágún and eye trouble).

Ra' mond Prince, a psychi trist who studied forty-six healers practising in Abeokuta 
Ibadan. Ile-Ife. and Iiebu-Ode or in villages close to these citu s. savs that the Yoruba 
divide misfortunes, including diseases, into three cateeories according to cause: 
natural (faulty diet, small insects or worms, black or watery blood, bad odours 
hemp smoking and other toxins, hereditary factors), preternatural fsorcery, curse 
witchcraft), and supernatural (the “double”, the ancestors, and the órisá).45 My 
informants, including healers in Iiaye, Laluppn and Ibadan, did not conceptualize 
the causes of misfortunes in this clear-cut way, but they do identify these factors 
singly or in combination in discussing causation. Although Prince says that most 
misfortunes have multiple causes the main causes of the 101 cases he investigated 
at native treatment centers, according to the healers, “could be broken down into 
natural (20 per cent), supernatural (18 per cent), and preternatural (45 per cent) 
causes.”46 He mentions that patients sometimes expressed opinions on causation 
which were at variance from those given by the healers.

The fact that healers and their clients sometimes differ on the causes of a patient's 
illness or other misfortune is not surpri ling. Because of the healer’s greater fami arity 
with powerful forces, his greater preoccupation with such forces, and his personal 
and professional stake in healing and ritual, he is more likely to attribute an illness 
to preternatural or supernatural causes than is the ordinary person. Ako if should
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be remembered that the range of cases of illness treated by healers may constitute 
an unrepresentative sample of the range of all illnesses among the Yoruba It is clear 
from the replies of our non-healer informants concerning the illnesses for which 
they purchase remedies at pharmacies as well as the fact that 18 per cent said they 
try modern medicine first when seriously ill (see discussion following Table 16, Chapter 
IV), that dozens of illnesses are thought of primarily in naturalistic terms. By naturalis
tic terms we mean obtaining a herbal remedy from a healer or medicine peddler, a 
patent medicine at the drug store, or treatment at a dispensary or hospital. If a natura
listic or empirical remedy proves to be ineffective, a patient or his family may then try 
other procedures especially offerings to the witches or sacrifices to an órifá. For 
certain types of illness, or for some misfortunes other than Uness, a person might go 
first to a babaláwo or to a healer. As we point out in Chapter IV the reactions of our 
non-healer informants to modem medical treatment is preponderantly positive, but 
three-fifths of 246 informants expressed the belief that there are illnesses that modern 
medicine will never be able to cure (see Table 23, Chapter V). The illnesses in this 
category mentioned most frequently were epilepsy, mágim, rheumatism, dropsy, 
yellow fever (hepatitis), elébútu, mental illness, lockjaw, convulsions, illnesses occa 
sioned by witchcraft, illnesses caused by sorcery, and Guinea worm.

The skepticism expressed by the majority of our informants that there are illnesses 
that modern medicine will never be able to cure does not necessarily indicate a belief 
that only magical techniques can cure these illnesses. Such a belief may be widespread 
concerning some types of illness, but other diseases are thought to respond only to 
traditional, empirical remed es or to a combination of traditional, empirical tech
niques and magical techniques.4 For example, a young Nigerian surgeon recalled 
a case where the relatives of a young man upon whom he was to perform a difficult 
and dangerous operation told him jhat they planned to sacrifice a goat to increase 
the chances of a successful outcome. Another example is the practise of adding 
some traditional medicine to the food which is brought to patients in the Ade^yp 
Government Hospital or in the small hospitals maintained by private practitioners 
in Ibadan.48

Relatively few (9 per cent) of our rank-and-file informants said that they “go” 
to a healer for the treatment of illnesses, and only 2 per cent said they had stayed 
with a “native doctor” for treatment in the past two years. Nearly one third (30 per 
cent), however, said they had bought “native medicine” during the past two years. 
It must be remembered that many of the clients of a “native doctor” come to him 
for “medicine” and advice on non-medical problems. These problems include getting 
a job or a promotion, passing an examination, gaining admission to a school or 
university, marital troubles, “prosperity” , “power” (health, vigour), and so forth.

Ordinary people do not seem to be constantly preoccupied with possible dangers 
from enemies, sorcerers, witches, the “double,” ancestors, or the ori$á. Beliefs about 
the drl$a have been undermined to a considerable extent by the teaching of Islam 
and Christianity, as well as by formal and informal education. So far as my ordinary 
informants are concerned, the only óri$á of importance in connection with illness 
is §ánpí>nná (smallpox divinity) As Prince points out, the ancestors of the Yoruba 
are not “so frightening as those of some other cultures.”49 Belief in the witches is
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widespread, and there is always the possibility of malicious attacks on the part of 
enemies, with or without the help of sorcerers. It is quite possible that with the 
decline in belief in the powers of the traditional gods and the ancestors, belief in 
the witches may be increasing. Yoruba anxieties have changed somewhat, but the 
number has not decreased. The witches provide a convenient explanation for one’s 
troubles or possible means of striking back at one’s enemies. At the same time, 
many persons still have confidence that charms or other kinds of magical protection 
will shield, them from harm.

NOTES

1 Raymond Prince, “Some Notes on Native Doctors and Their Management of Mental Illness,” 
in T. Adeoye Lambo, First Pan-African Psychiatric Conference, Abeokuta, Government Printer, 
1962, p. 282.

2 According to Professor T. Adeoye Lambo’s observations on traditional healers, “some of 
the lesser known ones, especially on the Wc ;t Coast of Africa, have proved to be either impostors 
or enthusiasts.. .their methods are either the work of a designing intellect or of an overheated 
imagination. Nevertheless a good many of them display e> traordinary qualities of mind— 
common sense, great eloquence, great boldness, and their work displays great controversial 
dexterity.” T. A. Lambo, African Traditional Beliefs: Concepts o f  Health and Medical Practice, 
Ibadan University Press, 1963, p. 10.

3 Nwokolo writes the “p:cudo-doctors” who carry about stethoscopes, lancets, and hypodermic 
syringes: (1) people who may be connected with the medical profession, including chemists 
(pharmacists), laboratory technologists, opticians, nurses, radiographers, and even hospital 
orderlies and interpreters; (2) get-rich-quick adventurers who live on the hypodermic syringe: 
and (3) people engaged in other trades who practice medicine part-time, including some teacher., 
some traders, and some ex-servicemen, who claim they can give all of the injections given by 
physicians at greatly reduced rates. Due to the indiscreet use of penicillin, Nwokolo says that 
the city of Ibadan has one of the largest numbers of penicillin-resistant strains of staphylococus 
in the world (Uchenna Nwokolo, “The Practice f Medicine by Laymen in Nigeria,” Dokita, 
December, 1960, p. 59.) Concerning the patients of medicine peddlers, Beier says: “If the patient 
is lucky he may be sold coloured water or powdered chalk. If he is unlucky he may be asked to 
take three tablespoons of Sloan’s Liniment against cough.. .1 saw a child being given six niva- 
qume tablets a day against flu . . ” Ulli Beier, “Quack Doctors in a Yoruba Village,” Dokita.

,t (December 1960), p. 5"1
4 See F?Ia Sowande. /  a, Forward Press, Lagos, n.d. (probably 1963), chart between pp. 38 

I/ and 39. Seê átso'chapter 11 of the present stii y.
oyannwo distinguishes between scarification and “scratures” made as “ counter irritation 

and for letting blood which is a surgical practice widely practised by the Hausas throughout 
the country. It is also to be distinguished from cosmetic marks which are traditionally made 
on the abdomens, thighs, flexor aspect of leg and arms of women of some tribe: Typically 
scarification for medication are made round the ankles, wrist, on the sternum and along the line 
of sagital suture of the head. They are always symmetrical and those on the chest usually number 
three or seven. Cosmetic marks are also symmetrical but usually form definite patterns and their 
location as indicated above is different. Counte irritation marks are usually irregularly arranged 
and can be made over any site. Questioning wiLl always reveal that a painful swelling had once 
occurred at the site.” Biodun Soyannwo, “Some Aspects of Traditional Therapy in Yorubaland,” 
Dokita, October, 1962, p. 26.

6 P. AmauryTalbot The Peoples o f Southern Nigeria, Oxford University Press, 1926, pp. 158 159,
7 Oladele A. Ajose, “Preventive Medicine and Superstition in Nigeria,” Africa No. 37, 1957, 

p. 269. Ajose says that many have claimed that these cures are effective where quinine has 
failed, and adds that he is “ . .  .inclined to believe, that, were it not for the various prophylactic 
and curative ágbo (herbal infusions), infa .t mortality from malaria-cerebral malaria in parti
cular would h. e been so high that some tribal groups would not exist today.”

8 B. Soyannwo, op. cit., p. 28.
9 Ajose says that the patient’s personal belonging: are handed to the smallpox priest as his fee 

for treatment. 'This custom was, of course, reasonable in that it originally applied to the patient’s 
clothing which the people realized was infectious. Not infrequently, however, the smallpox 
priest takes advantage of this, particularly in a case of death from smallpox, by removing pra- 
rtically everything that belonged to the patient. Worse still, it is said that he often obtains 
infective matter from the dead which h< keeps and uses to disseminate the infection, when he 
so desires, among well-to-do household: so as to enrich himself from their belongings which 
will fall to him as his fee for treatment.” O. A. Ajose op. cit., p. 270. We found the latter belief
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to be quite common among our informants. Ajose reports that variolation (inoculation for 
smallpox) is practiced among some of the tribes in Nigeria, usually on the back of the left hand 
or forearm.

to Worms are widely prevalent, and beliefs about them are reinforced by their actual presence.
A physician on the staff of the University College Hospital, Ibadan, said however, that fewer 
than one third of the cases i laiming that they have worms, actually have them and where they 
are present they may not be responsible for the illness.

11 Aka, “The root has undefined medicinal uses. In Gold Coast, the bark is put in the nostrils 
to cure fever.” J. M. Dalziel, The Useful Plants o f West Tropical Africa, The Crown Agents 
for the Colonies, 1937, p. 334. On African drug plants see also, Thomas S. Githens, Drug Plants 
o f Africa, University of Pennsylvania Press, 1948.

Anngc. “Bark and leaves used in Gold Coast in preparing enema. Also used with spices as 
a dressing for bruises. In Cameroons leaves used with leaves of Triumfetta cordifolia as a remedy 
for diarrhoea. Seeds may be taken as a laxative. In Liberia, used as a preventive for boils.” J. M. 
Dalziel. op. cit., p. 155. (Given as Arin igo in Dalziel)

O r ú ‘The bark, root and leaf and bitter and astringent and are all used for fever, especially 
for true Yellow Fever or for the milder loosely so called.. .Also leaf and root are prepared 
in various ways with spices, and are commonly regarded as bitter tonic and as an astringent 
for dysentery with fever.. .also for colic, etc., associated with intestinal worms.. .The bark 
of the root or stem is taken mixed with species and boiled for internal use or as an enema for 
fever with constipation, or drunk as a remedy for piles and dysentery.. .The bitter root is an 
ingredient in prescriptions for gonorrhea.” Dalziel, op. cit., p. 104.

. / t 2 One investigator reported that cow's urine medicine is used in all cases of convulsions. Gbadua 
"  Atalabi, “Cows Urine Poisoning, ApnT 1904, p. 1. See comments below on remedies

for stomach ache.
13 Ipeta. "In small doses it is purgative but drastic and possibly dangerous if taken in larger quantity 

. .  .powered root used for headache.. .the composition and properties seer to resemble very 
closely those of senega root, which, originally used by American Indians for rattlesna! ;e bite, 
passed into Western m«.i. me as a stimulating expectorant, diaphoretic (power to increase 
perspiration) and diuretic (increase the secretion and discharge of urine). . .” Dalziel, op. cit., 
pp. 27-28.

j£ru. Plant applied locally to ulcers and for headache. Decoction of fruit or bark, or both, 
useful in treatment of bronchiti and dysentery, and as a medicine for biliousness.—Externally, 
a similar extract is used as a lotion for boils and eruptions, and in massage for lumbago; an 
oily extract of the seeds is also used. Extract of bark used by Hausas as ointment for sores. 
Extract of seeds taken as a vermifuge worm expellant for roundworms, ibid., pp. 8, 139.

1* The healer who gave this remedy said that the brother of a young woman who had come to 
his house that day had died of convulsions at the age of 32, Members of the family were taking 
this medicine as a preventive against convulsions.

j ( /  If 15 Native soap is made from palm kernels, palm oil, wood ashes, and the shells of cocoa pods. 
v  'I 16 Qgbý. Cocurbitaceae: Luffa cy lin drica l. .  .roots creuited wrTpurgative properties, ana pulp" 

of the young fruit is sometimes applied as a poultice to swellings.” Dalziel, op. cit., p. 61. Shea 
butter is made from the nuts of t shea-butter tree. Nuts are pounded in a mortar.

17 Ekuyú ‘Commonest medicinal use is for headache or as a q unter-irritant for local pain, the 
leaves being merely rubbed on the part, applied as a poultice, or rubbed in the palms and in
haled like smelling salts. Juice alone, or mixed with oil, is dropped into the ear for earache.” 
ibid. pp. 21-22.

* Accord ng to a 1964 report, “cow’s urine” poisoning contributes a large share of all clinical 
emergencies at the University College Hospital, Ibadan, Medical diagnosis indicates that this 
treatment is often given to patients whose disease is malaria, meningitis, or pneumonia. 
G. Atalabi, op. cit., pp. 1-4.

19 Epo. Palm oil tree. Palm oil itself used mainly in West Africa as a vehicle for medicines and 
ointments. Dalziel, op. cit., pp. 504-505.

Ird. Root of one variety used for stomach trouble and as a laxative. Bark used a mouthwash. 
ibid., pp. 137-138.

Ori. Name for shea butter._Soe footnote on p. 12. Butter 'ised medicinally for rheumatic 
pains, etc. ibid., p. 353.

$ru. See footnote 12.
20 Raymond Prince, “Indigenous Yoruba Psychiatry,” in Ara Kiev, op. cit,, pp. 86-88.
21 A. H. Leighton, T. A. Lambo, C. C. Hughes, D. C. Leighton, Jane M. Murphy, and D. B. 

Macklin, Psychiatric Disorder among the Yoruba, Cornell University Press, 1963, pp. 113-15. 
For other reports on mental illness among the Yoruba, see the studies by Raymond Prince 
previously mentioned in this chapter, the volumes edited by T. Adeoye Lambo and by Ara 
Kiev, the Proceedings o f  the Symposium on Traditional background to Medical Practice in Nigeria, 
Institute of African Studies, Ibadan, ’Nigeria, pj 20-22, April 1966, and Una Maclean, Magical 
Medicine, Penguin, 1974, pp. 77-80.
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22 The only specialist in mental illness among the twenty-two traditional doctors we interviewed 
had been one of Raymond Prince’s informants. At this healer’s treatment centre, we saw nine 
patients (seven men and two women) whom he was treating for mental illness.

23 In the eastern Sudan, this root is an ingredient in prescriptions intended to produce abortion. 
J. M. Dalziel, op. cit., p. 348.

24 “In Yoruba the bark is used to fumigate a house in order to purge it of evil spirits, and therefore 
of the sickness caused by them.” ibid., pp. 192-193.

23 Raymond Prince, “Some Notes on Native Doctors and Their Management of Mental Illness,” 
op. cit., p 284.

26 Raymo ’.d Prince, “Indigenous Yoruba Psychiatry,” op. cit., p. 90, reports that ode ori may be 
caused by “bad medicine” (sorcery).

27 i id., p. 11a.
22 The álitpayidá plant isoused by theJIausa “as a medicinal ;harn to rub o : wash on h s body 

V as a preventive of injury by cutting weapons. Juice of root used as aphrodisiac ! .  Nigeria 
..nd in Portuguese West Africa. Infu ion son-1 times used as a wash for chills of fever, in south rn 
Nigeria the pulverized leave: used as a remedy for gonorrhoea.” J. M. Dalziel, op. cit., p. 266.

25 The young escape through the abscesses caused by adult Guinea worms, get into a stream or 
pond, find their way into the bodies of water-fleas, move into a human being who drinks unfil
tered water, and eventually travel to thi connective tissue of the skin.

3° “In southern Nigeria imi efú used both as a lotion for craw-crav/ worm and taken internally 
for fever.” J. M. Dalziel, op. cit., pp. 414-5.

3i The fruit of a tree which is not used a a food. Sec footnote 12.
22 Ahutt. “The latex is smeared on ‘Calabar swelling::’ caused by a Filaria, and is bandaged on 

with the crushed bark of Erythrophleum gineeme J. M. Dalziel, op. cit., p. 366.
Ewiiro-odb. “Occasionally the plant is added to others in prescriptions for rheumatic pains . 

ibid., pp. 41-42.
. Locust bean, “Mealy pulp without the seeds, is made into a refreshing drink, regarded as a 

diuretic.” ibid., p. 218.
Agbó (yam tubers). In general the juice of yam tubers has numbing effect on :he skin.”  ibid., 

pp. 488-489.
Enu-opiri. “ . .  .the latex is a drastic purge.. .a foot affected by Guinea-worm or jiggers is 

soaked in a pot of infusion of the stems” ibid., p. 144.
33 Asúnivón. “Some species used as a remedy for parasitic skin diseases. Leaves of other species 

used as a purge or are applied as a poultice to induce extrusion of Guinea-worm as well as to 
other inflammatory swellings and wounds.” ibid., pp. 179, 181, 182.

34 Arójbkún. ‘One species used in Gold Coast (extract of leaves) for constipation. . .” ibid., p. 417.
Aringo. See footnote 10. .
Abo. (Abo i Ij^w; Igbo is Yoruba) The bark is used for fevers and a decoction is taken to 

relieve colic,” ibid., p. 311.
Onipa. “ . .  .In Ashanti a decoction of roots is used as a febrifuge,” A remedy to mitigate or 

remove fever, ibid., pp. 146-147.
35 Alhpayida. See footnote 28.
3* Isin. Also known as osê (variety Adansonia digitata). Baobab, Monkey-bread, Ethiopian sour 

gourd. “Pul| used as a remedy or palliative and diaphoretic power to increrie per ipiration 
for fever and dysentery is widespread.. .Bark has been indicated in the French Antilles and 
in India as a substitute for quinine in periodic feverr, and has been so used in South Africa.” 
J. M. Dalziel, op. cit., pp. 113-114.
Locust bean. See footnote 32

37 $gbêsl “In We;t Africa the bitter root or root-bark is used like a bark .. .Infusions of leaves 
and roots lined both as a lotion and internally for fevei In northern Nigeria, the bark in 
cold infusion taken as a stomachic for indigestion, vomiting, etc.” ibid., pp. 411-412.

38 ipfta. See /ootnote 13.
39 Ogfdê bjo (paw-paw), “Y< 'ung shoots used as a vermfugc, but are believed to be capable of 

causing abortion.". .In Gold Coast, roots used for yaws and for piles. Abortifacient.” J. M. 
Dalziel, op. .it., p. 52.

40 Enu dpirl. “Later used by Hausa in extracting a thorn, etc. Foot affected with Guinea-worm 
or jiggers is soaked in infusion of the stems.. .latex is a drastic purge.. .used as a remedy for 
syphilis.” ibid., p. 144.
Agbárí-etu. “Infusion of leave; used as a wash in febrile conditions. Pounded bark applied to 
relieve painful conditions, ibid., pp. 67, 366.
Ên'i. See footnote 13, p. 177.

/  v  Raw-jaw See footnote 39.
/  41 Samuel Looton Aluko, [we Iwosan Akerele gbona bi Ado. Olushegun press. Ilesha, Nigeria,

n.d. ( translation of title: A very good small Medical Booklet.)
42 Arojbku. Aue luOlllUlfe’TC ‘

Ojú ologbo. “The root is regarded in Sierra Leone as a good remedy for fever. A decoction 
of the leaves and fruit is taken for colic and constipation associated with intestinal worms. . . 
A lotion of the leaves Is used for craw-craw.” J. M. Dalziel, op. cit., p. 403.
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In connection with the cobra head at an ingredient in this treatment for snake bite, a report 

on snakebite treatment in Eastern Nigeria is of interest. In 1961, a resident medical officer in 
the Medical Centre, University of Nigeria, Nsukka, treated two victims of snakebite of a 
dangerous snake (Carpet viper—Edits Carinatus) with anti-snakebite serum, steroids (hydrocor- 
tison) per infusion and high of vitamins K and C. Each patient died on the fifth day. Later a 
man bitten by the snake was rushed to the Nsukka traditional doctor who is noted for treating 
snakebite. This man, and a few weeks later, his wife, who was bitten by the same kind of snake 
recovered. Eventually, the resident medical officer obtained the traditional remedy from the 
healer and used it on seven victims of the bite of this snake. Six of these patients, gained relief 
from pain in approximately seven minutes after the remedy was administered orally. A seventh 
man, admitted in a private hospital three days after being bitten, was given the Nsukka remedy 
on the fourth day. The remedy provided some relief from pain, but this patient died on the sixth 
day, presumably because the damage which the formula would have prevented had already 
set in. The three major ingredients of this remedy are: the root of a plant called. 
Osisi Uk wu ya ka isi awo, the root of a plant called Nni abusi, the dried head of a dead snake: 
Two minor ingredients, alligator pepper (oseoji) and nnu ubulu (traditional Nigerian raw salt) 
arc mixed with the major ingredients and pounded into a powder. A certain quantity of the 
powder is mixed in a glass half filled with water, and the t raditional hee ler recommends also 
that the victim bathe with a bucket of water treated with the powder. Only one victim bathed 
in this way; the resident medical officer found nc differences in the results. Since bio-chemical 
analysis had not yet been made, the report.n$ physician says that it is uncertain whether one 
or all of the major ingredients are the effective agents. He says that it is clear, however, that 
the remedy itself may contain an antitoxin which makes the toxin harmless within seven to 
ten minutes, or it prevents or delays the absorption of the toxin by activating the body to produce 
an antitoxin. A. E. Ohiaeri, “A Research in the Traditional Nigerian Medicine,” Medical 
Centre, University of Nigeria, Nsukka, n.d. (probably 1964 or 1965'. Mimeo.

■*3 Bek. writes that even when a “dokita” (medicine peddler’) “prescribes the correct dose of a 
medicine (purely by accident) the patient is likely to throw in a few extra tablets for good measure 
to make him strong.’ Medicines are never regarded as poisons, but always as tonic:. By far 

the greater number of traditional medicines are not poisonous in fact. The native herbalist does 
not work with many powerful drugs. Most traditional medicines are taken regularly every 
morning with the ‘ogi’ (maize pap) for weeks or even months. The medicine is believed to 
strengthen the patient, to put h m nto a state of physical and psychic fitness, in which he can 
resist disease. This kind of medicim is not only given to sick people, i fact, but a perfectly 
healthy person prepares himself medicines for any important or difficult task.” Ull. Beier, 
op. cit., p. 57.

44 Movement in uterus after childbirth means that “something” is lookiug for the child. Causes 
.itomach ache and may lead to death.

45 R. Prince, “Indigenous Yoruba Psychiatry,” pp. 88-97.
46 ibid., p. 96. See footnote 20 for list of categories of cause: for mental illness given by informants 

in Cornell-Aro Mental Health Research Project.
On curing techniques, an interesting comparison can be made between mestizo communities in 
Latin America and Yoruba communities. Simmon: says: “For those illnesses where magic is 
utilized at all, the dominant pattern is one of regarding magical and empirical techniques (tradi
tional or modern) as alternative ways of curing an illness. Either magical or empirical knowledge 
may be resorted to with equal facility, or if one is unsuccessful the ther may be employed, 
but they represent cures, not complements of the same cure,” O. Simmons, “Popular and 
Modern Medicine in Mestizo Communities,”  Journal o f American Folklore, No. 68, 1955, 
pp. 69-70. With the exception of diseases which many Yoruba think modem medicine will 
never be able to cure, it i: not uncommon in the Ibadan area, for traditional, empirical techni
ques, with or without magical procedures, and modem medical methods to be utilized simulta
neously.

48 T. A. Lambo, Professor of Psychiatry in the Medical School, University of Ibadan, found in 
1950 that more than 60 per cent of the patient population in a large general hospital in Western 
Nigeria received ‘native treatment’ in one form or another during the time they were in the 
hospital.” and adds that in psychiatry the percentage would probably be much higher. T. A. 
Lambo, “Patterns of Psychiatric Care in Developing African Countries,” in A. Kiev, op. cit., 
p. 446.
R. Prince, “Indigenous Yoruba Psychiatry”, p. 94.
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CHAPTER IV

R E L IG IO U S , M A G IC A L  A N D  M E D IC A L  B E L IE F S

D uring  the period July-September, 1964, 272 residents of two villages, Ijaye and 
Lalupon, and of three sections of the City of Ibadan (Oje, Oke Offa, and Isale Ij?bu) 
were interviewed concerning religion, medicine and related subjects. Both Ijaye 
and Lalupon are located approximately twelve miles from Ibadan. All of the 272 
individuals included in this report are of Yoruba ethnic background. For the most 
part, these informants are uneducated or have had very little education. Under close 
supervision, the interviewing was conducted in the Yoruba language by M. O. 
Ogunyemi and Amos Adesimi, then students_at the University of Ibadan, and 
Adeniran, then a student at the University of Ife. The schedule, given in the Appendix, 
was based in part on the “Social Data Questionnaire” used by Allexander H. Leighton, 
T. Adeoye Lambo, Charles C. Hughes, Dorothea C. Leighton, Jane M. Murphy, 
and David B. Mackl n in their study of mental health in the Western Region of 
Nigeria.1. An attempt was made to obtain a random sample by including every 
fourth house in the places studied, but it was not possible to adhere completely to 
this procedure. If  an informant was not found in the fourth house, interviewers 
were instructed to try the next house. Although the schedule was pre-tested in sections 
of Ibadan not included in this report, it was perhaps inevitable that interviewing 
done at the first site (Ijaye) was somewhat less complete and not as satisfactory 
as that done in Lalupyn and in Ibadan. At the beginning of the interviewing, one 
day was spent in the office for every day spent in the field for the purpose of checking, 
as a team of four every completed schedule.

At the outset several weaknesses in this sample of Yoruba-speaking people in 
the Ibadan area should be pointed out. The proportion of persons under 30 is much 
lowei among Ijaye informants than among those in Lalupon and in Ibadan, mainly 
because the principal investigator failed to make clear in the beginning that younger 
people in the households covered should not be passed by. The proportion, of women 
informants in Ijaye is higher than in Lalupon and in Ibadan largely because a much 
higher percentage of Ijaye residents are engaged in farming and a number of the 
husbands were, therefore, absent from home at the time of the interviews. A few 
women in each of the villages and in Ibadan refused to be interviewed in the absence 
of their husbands. Thirty-four of the forty-one tables includes 240 or more informants, 
and nine of these include all 272 informants. Four tables (1, 29, 31, 32) include 
smaller numbers of informants (172-181) mainly because 79, Never Married and 9 
Divorced persons are not represented.

One would like to be able to claim that the missing cases would have been distri
buted in approximately the same way as are the ones reported on, but this is not 
possible. The alternative is to regard the missing cases as due to interview failure.
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Very few of the missing responses are “Don’t Know” ; nearly all are “No Informa
tion.” Outright refusals to answer questions were rare and almost no interviews 
were broken off. There is some failure in every study involving interviewing and 
in a study such as the present one, there is bound to be a little more than usual.

RESIDENCE

The data on Place of Residence and 272 Yoruba Men and Women, Ibadan Area, 
1964, are given in Table 26 in the Appendix. The term “Place of Residence” here 
and in other tables refers to Ijaye, Lalupon, and Ibadan (the three sampled sections 
of the city combined). Table 27, also given in the Appendix, shows Place of Residence 
and Age of 272 Yoruba.

FAMILY

Five tables (28,29,30,31,32—Appendix) deal with aspects of the family as revealed 
in this Ijaiye-Lalupon-Ibadan sample. Table 28 indicates the association of Place of 
Residence and Marital Status of 270 Yoruba. In Lalupgn and Ibadan, there was 
a strikingly similar distribution of informants in the categories of Never Married, 
Married, and Divorced-Widowed. The small proportion of the Never Married and 
the considerably larger percentages of both Married and Divorced-Widowed in 
Ijaye reflect the fact that a smaller proportion of persons under 30 and a higher 
proportion of those over 50 were interviewed in that village as compared with the 
Village of Lalupgn and the City of Ibadan, Table 29 shows the Place of Residence 
and the Number of Wives of 172 Married Yoruba. Of special interest is the difference 
in the proportion of families where the head has two or more wives. In our Ibadan 
subsample, only 12 per cent of the families were polygynous, and none of these 
families involved more than two wives. In Ijaye and in Lalupgn, half of the sample 
families were polygynous Tables 30 and 31 show the strong associations between 
Age and Marital Status and Age and Number of Wives.

An interesting aspect of the family in the Ibadan area is the association between 
the form of the family and religious identification. Table 1 shows that 40 per cent 
of the married Muslims reporting on this point live in non-monogamous families 
as compared with 36 per cent of those who worship the drifd exclusively or who 
combine drifá worship with Islam or Christianity and 23 per cent of those who 
claim to be Christians only. It must be pointed out, however, that the highest pro
portion of persons under 30 is found in the Christian group and that the drifd group 
has the highest percentage of informants over 50. In general, the relationships shown 
in Table 30 (Appendix) between age and marital status, and in Table 1 between 
religion and marital status, are due to the differences between those in the 50 and 
Over category in contrast to those in the two younger age groups.

Table 32 (Appendix), giving the Place of Residence and Number of Children of 
181 Married Yoruba, reveals that only 5 families in the íbadan subsample had 5 
children and that none of these urban families had six or seven children. While the 
family may be somewhat smaller in Ibadan, as is the case in some African cities, it
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must be remembered that the average age ot respondents in Ijaye was considerably 
higher than in Laluppn and in Ibadan and that the average age of the Ibadan infor
mants is lower than it was for those in Laluppn. Because of the differences in age 
distribution, a higher proportion of the Ijaye families here are completed than is true 
for Laluppn and the proportion of completed families in the Ibadan subsample is 
still lower. Also affecting the number of children per family are the differences in the 
form of the family in the three places of residence as brought out in T able 29 (Appendix).

TABLE 1

RELIGION NOW AND NUMBER OF WIVES OF 172 VORUBA, IBADAN AREA, 1964

Religion Now

Number o f Wires
Ó rifá only; 
M uslinrórlfá; M uslim Christian
Christian-órífá Only Only Total

One wife 64 60 77 65

Two Wives 0 33 15 26

Three or More Wives 36 7 8 9

Total (%) 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
(1 1) (109 (52) (172)

X» =  18.166, P<.01, d. f., 4.3

EDUCATION

Since education is a key factor in the changing situation in Nigeria, Tables 2-6 
are quite important. Table 2 indicates that $2 per cent of the informants in the sample 
have not gone to school and that 48 per cent have attended school. Only one-fifth 
of the Ijaye informants, whose average age is higher than it was for Laluppn and 
Ibadan respondents, had had any schooling. The association between age and school 
attendance is brought out in Table 3, where it is shown that more than four-fifths 
of those under 30 had attended school as compared with one-fifth of those over SO, 
an impressive commentary on the educational changes that have occurred in Western 
Nigeria in recent decades.

TABLE 2

PLACE OF RESIDENCE AND SCHOOL ATTENDANCE OF
167 VORUBA, IBADAN AREA, 1964

Residence

School Attendance Ijaye Lalupon Ibadan Total

Not Gone to School 81 51 40 52

Gone to School 19 49 60 48

Total (%) 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 to o
(52) (107) (108) (267)

X> -  23.681, P<.001,d.f., 2.
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TABLE 3

AGE AND SCHOOL ATTENDANCE OF 267 YOE.VBA, IBADAN AREA, 1964

Age
School Attendance Under 30 30-49 50 and Over Total

Not Gone to School 18 58 80 52

Gone to School 82 42 19 48

Total (%) 100
(76)

100
(124)

99
(67)

100
(267)

X2 =-58.13, P<.001, d.f.,2.

Table 4 complements Table 2. Those who were “ Born in a Village, Now Live in a 
Village” show up least well in educational achievement, followed by those who were 
“Born in a City, Now Live in a Village.” Although one-fourth of those “Born in a 
City, Now Live in City” were illiterate or had had very limited training, this group 
raí.kes a very good showing because one-fifth of them had attended Secondary 
Modern or Secondary Grammar schools. Perhaps the most interesting point revealed 
by this table is the strong record of the “ Born in a Village Now Lives in City” infor
mants. The group is small, but of these 19 persons, only ten per cent are illiterate 
or have had limited training, 80 percent have attended primary school and 10 per 
cent have gone to Secondary Modern or Secondary Grammar schools. The greater 
educational opportunities of the city, or the drive which brought these persons or 
their families to the city, or both, may account for this showing. The “Born in a 
City, Now Lives in a Village” respondents had the second highest proportion of 
illiterates or those w;th limited training and no representatives in the Secondary 
Modern and Secondary Grammar category.

TABLE 4

RESIDENCE AND MIGRATION AND EDUCATION OF 268 YORUBA, IBADAN AREA 1964

Residence and Migration

Education

Born in
Village, 

Lives in 
Village

Born in Village Born in 
Lived in City, City, Now 
Now Lives in Li es in 
Village Village

Born in 
Village, 
Now Lives 
in City

Born in 
City, No 
Lives in 
City

w

Total

Illiterate or Very Limited 
Training 66 31 53 10 26 38

Iterate or Primary Education 27 59 47 80 54 50

dary Modem or 
iary Grammar 7 10 0 10 20 12

100
(71)

100
(70

100
(17)

100
(I?)

100
(90)

100
(268)

<.001, d. f., 8.
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Data concerning religion and education are presented in Tables S and 6. On school 
attendance, Table S shows that none of the órl$á worshippers had gone to school, 
but that 36 per cent of the Muslims and 72 per cent of the Christians had attended 
school. Table 6 differs from Table 5 in two ways: first it includes those who contribute 
to the worship of the drlfá as well as the admitted worshippers, and second, it uses 
three categories on education instead of two. The ranking from lowest to highest 
in all three educational categories is órifá worshippers and contributors, Muslims, 
and Christians, and the differences are quite marked.

TABLE 5

RELIGION NOW AND SCHOOL ATTENDANCE OF 366 YORUBA,
IBADAN AREA, 1964

Religion Now

School Attendance

Orifd Only; 
Muslim-Órlfá; 
Christian-Órlfá

Muslim
Only

Christian
Only Total

Not Gone to School 100 64 28 53

Gone to School 0 36 72 47

Total (%) 100 100 100 100

X* =  44.377, P<

(14)

.001, d. f., 2.

(155) (97) (266)

TABLE 6

RELIGION AND EDUCATION OF 368 YORUBA, IBADAN AREA, 1964 

Religion

órifá Worshippers
Education and Contributors Muslim Only Christian Only Total

I lliterate or Very Limited Training 61 45 13 38

Literate or Primary Education 35 47 63 50

Secondary modern or Secondar y 
Grammar 4 8 23 12

Total (%) 100 100 99 100
(51) (135) (82) (268)

X* =  40.110, P < .001, d .f., 4.

OCCUPATION

In our sample, farmers constitute the largest occupational group in Ijaye, but 
artisans lead in Lalupon and in Ibadan (Table 33, Appendix). This table shows 
also that our informants include no teachers or clerks in Ijaye, that only one per 
cent of the employed respondents in Laluppn fall into each of these categories, but 
that they constitute eight per cent and four per cent respectively of the subsample 
for Ibadan. Traders were more strongly represented in our Ijaye group than they
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were m Laluppn or Ibadan (30 per cent, 13 per cent, and 8 per cent), The proportion 
of unemployed persons among those interviewed was virtually the same in Lalup<?n 
and in Ibadan (17 per cent and 16 per cent), .and the lack of unemployed persons 
in Ijaye is due almost entirely to the fact that only two of those informants were 
under 30. Table 7 indicates that 41 per cent of our respondents under 30 were unem
ployed, compared with one per cent for the 30-49 group and 5 per cent for those 
ever 30. Of interest are the proportions of these age groups engaged in farming: 
Under, 30. 2 per cent; 30-49,24 per cent; and 50 and Over, 49 per cent

TABLE 7

AOl AND OCCUPATION OF i j i  YORUBA, IBADAN ABBA. 19*4

Occupation Under 30 30-49
Age

50 and Over Total

Teacher 6 4 0 4

Clerk 4 2 0 2

Artisan 27 44 24 34

Trading 8 17 16 14

Fanning 2 24 48 24

Other 12 9 7 9

Unemployed 41 1 5 13

Total (%) 1 0 0 101 1 0 0 1 0 0
(78) (126) 6 8 ) (272)

X» < 114.48,, P < .001, d.:f., 1 2 .

The association between occupation and school attendance is shown in Table 34 
(Appendix). Perhaps the most interesting datum here is that one-fourth of those 
who have gone to school were unemployed. Among our informants, the highest 
proportion of those who had attended school were artisans. Of those who had not 
gone to school, 39 per cent were farmers, 34 per cent were unemployed. Table 8 
deals with the present religions and occupations of our respondents, showing that 43 
per cent of the drlfd worshippers, as compared with 26 per cent of the Muslims and 
18 per cent o f the Christians are in farming. Other occupational concentrations 
which stand out in this table are the 36 per cent of the drl$a worshippers in trading 
the 45 per cent of the Muslims in the artisan category, a ad the 21 per cent of the 
Christians who are unemployed. We mention earlier that the average age of our 
Christian informants is lower than for the other two religious groups, but undoubtedly 
a part of this difference in the proportion of those who are unemployed reflects the 
unfulfilled occupational aspirations of the much higher percentage of Christians 
who have gone to school see (Table 5). Nearly all of the teachers and clerks in our 
sample were Christians; there were no drifd worshippers
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TABLE 8

RELIGION NOW AND OCCUPATION OF 371 YORUBA, IBADAN AREA, 1964

Occupation

Orifd, Only;
M usL 't-órifd;
Christian-órlfá

Religion Now

M uslim Christian 
Only Only Total

Teacher 0 1 8 4

Clerk. 0 1 4 2

Artisan 14 45 19 34

Trading 36 12 15 14

Fanning 43 26 18 24

Other 7 6 13 9

Unemployed 0 9 21 13

Total 1 0 0 1 0 0 98 1 0 0
(14) (159) (98) (271)

X* < 46.282, P <.001, d.f., 12.

RELIGION

The proportions of informants in each of the three religious categories by place of 
residence s shown in Table 35 (Appendix). In our sample, Christians made up the 
largest group in Ijaye, four-fifths of the respondents in Lalupon were Muslims, and 
Christians and Muslims were equally represented in the Ibadan sub-sample. Órlsd 
worshippers were 17 per cent of those interviewed in Ijaye, 4 per cent in Lalupon and 
1 per cent in Ibadan. Table 36 (Appendix) indicates that approximately half of the 
informants under 30 were Christians the other half Muslims. None of those under 
30 was an órlsá worshipper. Two thirds of those between 30 and 49 were Muslims, one- 
third were Christians. The drisa worshippers were concentrated in the 50 and over 
group, where they constituted one-sixth of this age group as compared with 56 per 
cent for the Muslims and 28 per cent for the Christians. In the sample as a whole, the 
proportions of the three religious categories were: óri$á worshippers, 5 per cent; 
Muslims, 59 per cent and Christians, 36 per cent.4 As Table 9 indicates, if drisá 
worshippers and contributors are included in the first category the orifá group makes 
up 19 per cent of the sample, Muslims are 50 per cent, and Christians are second with 
30 per cent.

Although the number oi women included in this sample is small, Table 37 (Appen
dix) brings out some interesting contrasts on sex and religion. More than half of the 
women informants are Christians as compared with one-third for the men. While 63 
per cent of the mei i say they are Muslims, only our-fourth of the women made this 
claim. Only 3 per cent of our male informants are classified as drisd worshippers, but 
more than one-fifth of the female respondents are so classifed. Probably the propor
tion of drisa worshippers in the total population of the Ibadan area is larger than is
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indicated in this sample because women, more active than men in the traditional cults, 
are underrepresented among this group of informants.

The association between residence and migration and religious categories is given 
in Table 9, In our sample, there is an interesting relationship between “village-ness' 
and being a “Christian only”. Of those who were bom in a village and now live in a 
village, only 16 per cent were Christians who had nothing to do with órifá worship. 
In Ibadan, 45 per cent of our informants clamed to fall into this class. The proportion 
of órisá worshippers and contributors goes down from 30 per cent in the case of those 
whose residence has been entirely in villages to 8 per cent for those who have lived 
only in cities. The representation of Muslims in the five residential categories given 
in Table 9 remains more constant, ranging from 54 per cent to 47 per cent.

TABLE 9

RESIDENCE AND MIGRATION AND RELIGION OF 272 YORUBA, IBADAN 
AREA, 1964

Residence and Migration 
Born in Village,

Born in Lived in City, Born in City Born in Bom in City,
Village, Lives Now Lives in Now Lives Village Lives Now Lives

Religion in Village Village in Village in City in City Total
óri$á worshippers

18 8 19or contributors 30 22 21
Muslim only 54 54 47 42 47 50
Christian only 16 24 35 37 45 30
Total (%) 100 100 100 100 100 99

(74) (71) (17) (19) (91) (272)

X2 < 24.517. P =  .01, d. f., 8.

MAGIC AND DIVINATION

Table 10 shows that approximately one-fourth of those interviewed in Ijaye and in 
Lalupon said that they are often or sometimes troubled by witchcraft, while only 11 
per cent of the Ibadan respondents felt that they are so bothered. X2 here is at the .05 
level of confidence, indicating a significant relationship between residence in a village 
in the Ibadan area versus the city on the one hand and involvment in witchcraft 
trouble on the other’

TABLE 10

PLACE OF RESIDENCE AND BEING TROUBLED BY WITCHCRAFT 
OF 26o YORUBA, IBADAN AREA, 1964

Residence

Troubled by Witchcraft
Ijaye Lalupon Ibadan Total

Often; Sometimes 26 24 11 19

Never 74 76 89 81

Total (%) 100 100 100 100
(47) (104) (109) (260)

X* -  7.584, P < .05, d.f. 2.
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Table 11 shows that 42 per cent of the informants who were born in a village, have 

moved to a large city but were residing in a village when interviewed were having 
supernatural trouble or experience as defined here, compared with 35 per cent of those 
who were born in a city but were living in a village in 1964, 29 per cent of those who 
were born in a village and were living in a village, 26 per cent of those who were born 
in a village but were then residing in a large city, and 17 per cent of thosee who were 
city-born and were living in a city. A possible explanation of these differences is that 
the Village City-Village group is made up of the least successful and most fearful 
persons, followed by the City-Village group, the Village-Village, the Village City, 
and the City-City categories.

TABLE 11

RESIDENCE AND MIGRATION AND SUPERNATURAL TROUBLE OR EXPERIENCE 
OF 270 YORUBA, IBADAN AREA, 1964

Residence and Migration

Supernatural Trouble

Born in 
Village, 

Lives in

Born in Village Born in 
Lived in City, City, Now 
Now Lives in Lives in

Born in 
Village, 
No w Lives

Born in 
City Now 
Lives in

or Experience Village Village Village in City City Total
Sees spirits, troubled by 

sorcery, or troubled by
witchcraft 29 42 35 26 18 29

Does not see spirits, is not 
troubled by sorcery, is not
troubled by witchcraft 71 58 65 74 82 71

Total (%) 100 100 100 100 100 100
(72) (71) (17) (19) (91) (270)

X2 < 12.239, P c .02, d.f., 4.

The association between “supernatural” trouble or experience, a composite variable 
including one or more of the following items—seeing spirits, being troubled by sorcery 
or by witchcraft, and “supernatural” guidance or protection, defined here as consult
ing di viners or using magical protection5 or both, is shown in Table 12. Three-fourths 
of the Ijaye-Lalupon-Ibadan informants who were having troubles or experiences of 
the kinds indicated were consulting diviners or using one or more types of mag'cal 
protection, or doing both, compared with half of those interviewed who were not 
having supernatural experiences.

Slightly more than one-third of our informants consult diviners (Table 38, Appen
dix). In terms of religious categories, Table 13 shows that 63 per cent of the Muslims 
use “supernatural” guidance or protection (consultation with diviners, magical 
protection, or both), compared with 56 per cent of those who worship or contribute 
to the worship of the drisd and 46 per cent of the “Christians only” .

Table 14 indicates that the majority of our informants consult diviners or use 
magical protection or do both. It is shown in Table 14 that the relationship between 
three educational categories and the variable called “supernatural guidance and 
protection” is not statistically significant. It was expected that the proportion of per
sons who consulted diviners or used magical protection would be smaller for those who
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TABLE 12

SUPERNATURAL TROUBLE OR EXPERIENCE AND SUPERNATURAL GUIDANCE 
OR PROTECTION OF 2 Í I  YORUBA, IBADAN AREA, 1964

Supernatural Trouble or Experience

Sees Spirits, Troubled
Does not see Spirits, Is 
Not Troubled by Sorcery,

Supernatural Guidance by Sorcery or Trou is Not Troubled
or Protection bled by Witchcraft by Witchcraft Total

Consults diviners or uses
magical protection 74 50 57

Does not consult diviners or 
use magical protection 26 50 43

Total (%) 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
(76) (185) (261)

X1 =  12.055, Pc.001, d.f.,1 .

TABLE 13

RELIGION AND SUPERNATURAL GUIDANCE OR PROTECTION OF 
262 YORUBA, IBADAN AREA, 1964

Supernatural Guidance Orifd 
or Protection Worship

pers and

Religion

Muslim Christian
Contribu
tors

Only Only Total

Consults diviners or uses
magical protection 56 63 46 57

Does not consult diviners or
use magical protection 44 36 54 43

Total (%) 1 0 0 99 1 0 0 1 0 0

XI -  6.039, P <.05, d.f., 2.

(48) (134) (80) (262)

TABLE 14

EDUCATION AND SUPERNATURAL GUIDANCE OR PROTECTION OF 
259 YORUBA IBADAN AREA 1964

Supernatural Guidance 
or Protection

Illiterate or 
Very Limited 
Training

Literate or 
Primary 
Education

Education 
Secondary Mo

dem or Secon
dary Grammar Total

Consults Diviners or uses
magical protection 52 58 62 56

Does not consult diviners
or use magical protection 48 42 38 44

Total (%) 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
(95) (132) (32) (259)

X1 -  1.582, F< JO, dJ. 2.
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bad bad the most education. The data show that the differences for the three groups 
are not large, and that such differences as were found are the opposite of those expec
ted. As we point out elsewhere, anxieties do not disappear in the changing socio
economic and cultural situation. New anxieties appear and some of the old anxieties 
remain, so divination and magical protection continue to be useful.

No clear cut type was found for the twenty-five persons among 272 Yoruba infor
mants who believe both that others are using sorcery against them and that they are 
being troubled by witchcraft. The expectation that persons concerned about these 
matters might be largely older persons, farmers, those who had not gone to school, 
and drifá worshippers is not upheld by the data. The evidence of the following points: 
complaints about illnesses at the time of being interviewed, tendency to worry, and 
seeing spirits, does support the conclusion that as a group, these twenty-five infor
mants are less healthy and more fearful than is the sample as a whole6

MEDICINE

In interviewing informants in the Ibadan area inquiries were made concerning 
their illness experiences and practices, type o f  treatment sought for serious illnesses, 
experiences with modern medicine (mainly experiences with dispensaries and 
hospitals), and attitudes toward modern medicine and modern practitioners. Table 
15 reveals striking differences between the three age groups used in this study in the 
type of treatment sought when seriously ill. Of the 241 respondents from whom we 
obtained replies, half of those under 30 favour modern medicine, none favoured a 
traditional doctor, a much smaller proportion than in the two older age groups rely 
on home remedies, and 5 per cent use no medicine.7 One quarter of those between 
30 and 49 prefer modern medicine, as do 22 per cent of those 50 and over. In the 
middle age group, 63 per cent try home remedies, as do 72 per cent of the oldest 
age group.

TABLE 15

AGB AND TREATMENT SOUGHT WHEN SERIOUSLY ILL OF 
24 1 YORUBA, IBADAN AREA, 1964

Treatment sought when Age
seriously ill Under 30 30-49 SO and Over Total

Traditional Doctor 0 2 1 1

Home Remedies 34 63 72 59

Patent Medicine 11 8 1 7

Modern Medicine 50 25 2 2 30

Uses No Medicine 5 2 3 3

Total (%) 1 0 0 1 0 0 99 1 0 0
(56) (117) (6 8 ) (241)

X2 — 25.39. P< .01,,d.f.,8 .
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Table 16 indicates that for 241 informants, 78 per cent of the dri?á worshippers 
(those who say they do not worship the órisá but do contribute to órisá worship are 
not included here) try home remedies and 21 per cent use modern medicine (dispen
saries and hospitals) when they are seriously ill, as compared with 68 per cent and 
24 per cent for Muslims and 39 per cent and 42 per cent for Christians. When queried 
concerning what they try first and what they try last when seriously ill, 52 per cent of 
249 respondents said they tried home remedies first, 29 per cent mentioned patent 
medicine, and 18 per cent try modern medicine. On what they try last, with 189 
replying, 84 per cent indicated modern medicine, 8 per cent patent medicine, and 4 
per cent each for home remedies and traditional doctor. It should be pointed out that 
"going” to a traditional doctor for treatment does not tell the whole story of the use 
of traditional remedies. More than half of 270 informants said that they had often or 
sometimes prepared medicine for themselves during the past two years. Also, rearly 
one-third of this number stated that they had often or sometimes purchased traditional 
medicine, presumably from medicine peddlers or “quacks” as they are often called in 
Nigeria.

TABLE 16

RELIGION NOW AND TREATMENT SOUGHT WHEN SERIOUSLY ILL OF 241 
YORUBA, IBADAN AREA, 1964

Religion Now

Treatment Sought When 
Seriously III

Ótifd only;
Muslim-
Órifá:
Christian-
Órifá

Muslim
only

Christian
only Total

Traditional Doctor 0 1 2 1

Home Remedies 78 68 39 59

Patent Medicine 0 7 8 7

Modern Medicine 21 24 42 30

Uses No Medicine 0 0 9 . 3

Total! %) 99
(14)

100
(148)

100
(79)

100
(241)

X2=30.607, P<.001, d.f., 8.

An overwhelming proportion (88 per cent) of our informants have gone to dispen
saries or to hospitals for treatment (Table 19). More than nine-tenths of the “Muslim 
only” respondents had sought treatment at dispensaries or hospitals, compared with 
85 per cent of the dri$a worshippers and contributors and 82 per cent of the “Christian 
only” group. It should be noted that 8 per cent of the latter group uses no medicine 
and that this practice also represents a change from tradition.

Among our informants there was no relationship between education and illness 
practices as the latter are defined in Table 18. Those who are illiterate or have had 
very limited training have gone to dispensaries or hospitals for the treatment of serious
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illnesses to the same extent (88 per cent) that persons who are literate or who have 
attended primary schools have gone, and they exceed slightly the proportion of those 
who have attended secondary modern or secondary grammar schools in seeking 
modem medical treatment. In this table, as well as in Table 17, patent medicine is 
linked with home remedies and with traditional healers in contrast to two other 
categories, modern medicine (dispensaries and hospitals) and the use of no medicine.

The quite favourable reactions of our informants who had had experience with 
dispensaries and hospitals are given in Table 39-41 (Appendix). Higher percentages 
of the sample say they will go to dispensaries and hospitals in case of serious illness 
than have utilized these facilities in the past. It is of interest that the percentage of 
informants who had gone to hosp'tals is more than twice as high as the proportion

TABLE 17

RELIGION AND ILLNESS PRACTICES OF 272 YORUBA, IBADAN AREA, 1964

Religion

Illness Practices

Órljá Wor
shippers and 
Contributors

Muslim
only

Christian
only Total

Uses traditional doctor, home 
remedies, or patent medicine 13 8 10 10

Has used dispensary; hospital 83 92 82 88

Uses no medicine 0 0 » 2

Total (%) 100 100 100 100

(52) (137) (83) (272)

X2=18.661, PcOOl.d.f.. 4.

TABLE 18

EDUCATION AND ILLNESS PRACTICES OF 268 YORUBA, IBADAN AREA, 1 0 4  

• Education

Illness Practices

Illiterate or 
very Limited 
Training

Literate Secondary 
or Modern or 

Primary Secondary 
Education Grammar Total

Uses traditional doctor, home 
remedies, or patent medicine 11 9 12 10

Uses dispensary; hospital 88 88 84 88

Uses no medicine 1 3 3 2

Total (%) 100 100 99 100

(103) (133) (32) (268)

X2-1.62, P<.90, d.f., 4
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who had gone to dispensaries. Two reasons probably account for this difference: first 
there was no dispensary in Lalupon until after the interviewing for this study was com
pleted ; and second, where both are available, many persons prefer to go to a hospital 
for a serious illness. Nine-tenths of those who had used modern medicine said the 
treatments had cured them. The same proportion (90 per cent) of those who had been 
patients at dispensaries or hospitals felt that the doctors and nurse had (often or 
sometimes) shown a friendly interest in them. Only one informant reported having to 
bribe an attendant at a dispensary to get medical servioe and of those who had been 
hospital patients only two said it was necessary to bribe hospital attendants to get 
medical service. Of those with experience, one-t nth said they had had to wait a long 
time before they were given attention at a hospital as compared with 18 per cent for 
dispensaries.

The association of illness experience and supernatural trouble or experience of 
231 Yoruba is presented in Table 19. Of those who had been confined to bed by ill
nesses in the past few years, 40 per cent had been seeing spirits or thought that they 
were being troubled by sorcery or witchcraft, as compared with 31 per cent of those 
who had not been so confined but who complained about some health problem at the 
time of being interviewed and 19 per cent of those who had neither been confined to 
bed recently nor had any complaints currently.

TABLE 19

ILLNESS EXPERIENCE AND SUPERNATURAL TROUBLE OR EXPERIENCE 
OF 231 YORUBA, IBADAN AREA, I J i *

lUness Experience

Supernatural Trouble or 
Experience

Confined to 
Bed by III- 
i esses in 
Past Few 

Years

Has
Compl
aints
Now

No Illness 
Now or in 
Past Few 
Years Total

Sees spirits, troubled by 
witchcraft 40 31 19 30

Does not see spirits, is not 
troubled by sorcery or is not 
troubled by witchcraft 60 69 81 70

Total (%) 100 100 100 100
(89) (51) (91) (231)

X 2-10.248.Pc.01, d.f., 2

Table 20 shows the relationship between illness practices and supernatural guidance 
or protection of 262 informants. The proportions of those who use non-modem medi
cine, and o f those who use no medicine, who consult diviners or use one or more types 
o f magical protection, or both, are almost the same (88 per cent versus 86 per cent). 
It should be pointed out, however, that the number o f cases is small for those who 
use no medicine. It should be noted that slightly more than half o f those who have
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gone to a dispensary or to a hospital nevertheless make use of diviners or magical 
protection or both. Those who use modern medicine may retain a belief in sorcery 
as the cause behind the cause of illness, and, of course, there are misfortunes other 
than illness in which one may suspect sorcery.

TABLE 20

ILLNESS PRACTICES AND SUPERNATURAL GUIDANCE OR PROTECTION 
OP 262 YORLBA. IBADAN AREA. .964

Illness Practices

Uses Tradi- Uses Dis- 
tional Doctor pensary;
Home Re- Hospital Uses No 
medies, or Medicine Total

Supernatural Guidance or Patent Medi-
Protection cine

Consu'ts diviners or uses
magical protection 88 52 86 57

Does not consult diviners or 
use magical protection 12 48 14 43

Total (%) 100 100 100 100

(26) (229) (7) (262)

X2=14.818, P< .001, d.f., 2

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION OF THE RELIGIOUS, MAGICAL AND 
MEDICAL BELIEFS AND PRACTICES OF 272 YORUBA IN THE 

IBADAN AREA, 1964

In this chapter we have presented the information received from 272 rank-and-file 
Yoiuba in the Ibadan area of Nigeria. The Ibadan area here means the area within 
a radius of fifteen miles of the city, and, specifically, two villages Ijayeand LalupQn 
—each within twelve miles of Ibadan, as well as three sections of the city itself—Oje, 
Oke Qffa, and IsaL Ijebu. Basic demographic data: sex, age, place of residence, marital 
status, number of wives, and number of children of married Yoruba, are given in 
contingency tables. These data are related in additional tables to such variables as 
school attendance, occupation, and religion. Also included are data on tendency to 
worry, consultations with diviners, being troubled by witchcraft and sorcery, treat
ment sought when seriously ill, and illness practices, including experience with modern 
medicine (dispensaries and hospitals).

Tor the reasons given at the beginning of this chapter, our sample, as shown in 
Tables 26-27 (Appendix), consists of 238 men and 34 women. Twenty-nine per cent 
of our informants were under 30 years of age, 46 per cent were between 30 and 49, 
and 25 per cent were 50 or over. The proportions of persons under 30 are similar for 
Lalupon (33 per cent) and for the three sections of Ibadan taken together (36 per cent), 
but younger people constituted a smaU part (4 per cent) of the Ijaye subsample. 
Table 28 (Appendix) indicates that 29 per cent of 270 Yoruba had never married,
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two-thirds were married, and 3 per cent were widowed or divorced at the time they 
were interviewed. Mainly because there were only two informants under 30 in Ijaye, 
the proportion of never married persons in that village is low (6 per cent).

Table 29 (Appendix) re’ eals that only 12 per cent of the Ibadan families in our 
sample were polygynous, but that half of the families in Ijaye and Lalupon included 
more than one wife. The close relationship between age and marital status is shown 
inTable 30 (Appendix): 76 per cent of the informants under 30,15 per cent of those 
between 30 and 49, and only 1 per cent of those over 50 are in the never married group.

Table 31 (Appendix) shows the association between age and number of wives of 
172 married Yoruba. Ninety-three per cent of the married informants under 30 
belonged to one-w fe families, 7 per cent to families of two wives, and none were from 
families of three or more wives. The corre ponding proportions for married infor
mants between 30 and 49 were: 70 per cent, 23 per cent, and 7 per cent; for those of 
50 and over: 48 per cent, 36 per cent, and 16 per cent. Sixty-five per cent of our sample 
were from one-wife families. 26 per cent from families of two wives, and 9 per cent 
from families of three or more wives.

Table 1 shows the association between religious affiliation and the number of wives 
in the families represented by our informants. Both Muslims and órlfá worshippers far 
exceed Christians in the proportion of families which are non-monogamous.

An important difference in family size between informants in Lalupon and in 
Ibadan is given in Table 32 (Appendix). In the city, 52 per cent of the married infor
mants had one or two children as compared with 42 per cent in Lalupon. Only 8 per 
cent of the Ibadan subsample had five ch'ldren and no Ibadan family had six or seven 
children. In Lalupon, however, 22 per cent of the respondents had five or more child
ren. In Ijaye, the percentages of informants with three or four and with five or more 
children are higher (38 per cent and 40 per cent), but a part of this different is due to 
the considerably higher average age in Iiaye. It should be noted also that Ibadan 
informants have a lower average age than those in Laluppn. We have pointed out that 
the number of children per family is affected also by the proportion of families in the 
three places of residence which are polygynous.

Data on school attendance is presented in Tables 2- 6. Slightly less than half (48 
per oent) of our informants had attended school. For place of residence, the findings 
are: (jaye, one fifth had attended school; Laluppn, one-half; and Ibadan, three-fifths. 
The higher average age of the Ijaye informants affected its showing on school atten
dance. Since the proportion of persons under 30 is only slightly higher in the Ibadan 
group than in the Laluppn subsample, the higher percentage of Ibadan informants who 
had gone to  school would seem to be due to the educational advantages of the city 
over a neighbouring village. The increase in educational opportunities is seen in the 
. ramatic differences in school attendance by age: 82 per cent of those under 30 had 
gone to  school, compared with 42 per cent in the age group 30 to 49 and 19 per cent 
Of tnose 50 and over.

Table 4 brings out certain points concerning residence and migration and education. 
In general the best showing in education is made by the “Born in a Village, Now Lives 
in City” informants, with the other groups following in this order: “Bom in City, 
Now Lives in City” ; “Bom in a Village, Moved to City, Now Lives in a Village” ;
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“Born in City, Now Lives in a Village” ; and “Born in a Village, Now Lives in a 
Village”. As suggested earlier, these differences may be due largely to one or both of 
these factors: the greater educational opportunities of the city and the drive which 
brought these individuals or their families to the city.

The proportion of Christians who have attended school is twice as high as for 
Muslims; none of the órifá worshippers had received any schooling (Table 5). When 
the óri$á category is broadened to include contributors as well as worshippers, 
approx mately two-fifths of this group had obtained some education, but our Christian 
informants lead by quite a margin both the Muslims and the órlfá worshippers- 
contributors in educational achievement, both primary and secondary education. 
Here the age distribution for the three religious categories must be taken into con
sideration (Table 36, Appendix).

Tables 7-8 and 33-34 (Appendix) show the occupations of our informants Accord
ing to Table 33 (Appendix), 13 per cent of our respondents were unemployed at the 
time they were interviewed—17 per cent in Lalupqm, 16 per cent in Ibadan, none in 
Ijaye. The lack of unemployed persons in the Ijaye subsample is due mainly to the 
inclusion of only individuals under 30 in that village. Only 2 per cent of the sample 
were clerks and 4 per cent were teachers. These two occupational categories were 
unrepresented in the Ijaye group and together they constituted only 2 per cent of the 
Lalupon subsample. Table 7 indicates the high proportion (41 per cent) of those under 
30 who were unemployed, as well as the fact that of those in this age group only 2 per 
cent were engaged in farming. One-tenth of those under 30 were employed as teachers 
or as clerks, compared with one-sixteenth for informants between 30 and 49 and none 
in the 50 and over category. We found that 24 per cent of those who had attended 
school were unemployed (Table 34, Appendix). Those with the least schooling were 
engaged in farming, the trades (artisans) and trading, but only 4 per cent of the 
unemployed had received no training (Table 24, Appendix). The high percentage 
(one-fifth) of Christians who are unemployed (Table 8) is related to the much higher 
proportion of these religionists who have attended school, and, presumably, to the 
considerable difficulty which many school-leavers find in obtaining what they regard 
as suitable employment. Our Christian informants had more than their share of the 
unemployed, of clerks and teachers, of traders, and of “other” occupational pursuits, 
but they were underrepresented in farming and in the trades. Muslims area over
represented in the skilled trades and in farming, but have less than their share of 
teachers, clerks, the unemployed, and “other” occupations, órifá worshippes are 
concentrated in farming (43 per cent), trading (36 per cent) and the skilled trades 
(14 per cent).

Christians constitute 36 per cent of our sample (Table 35, Appendix), making up 
half of the Ibadan group, nearly half (46 per cent) of the Ijaye informants, but only 
18 per cent of those interviewed in Lalupon Among our respondents, 5 per cent are 
drlfd worshippers, but the proportions in the subsamples vary from 18 per cent in 
Ijaye to 4 per cent in Laluppn and one per cent in Ibadan. (If those who contribute 
to the worship of the drifd but do not themselves worship the traditional gods are 
added to the drifá worshippers, the proportion in this category is nearly one-fifth, as 
shown in Table 9.) Three-fifths of our informants were Muslims (79 per cent of the
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Lalupon subsample, 50 per cent of the Ibadan group, and 37 per cent of the Ijaye 
informants). Table 36 indicates that in our sample, Muslims predominate in the 
30-49 age category, Christians among those under 30 and órífá worshippers in the 
over 50 group. Women are overrepresented among dri$a worshippers, and it is for 
this reason that we said earlier that the small proportion of women among our infor
mants probably means that the percentage of such worshippers in the Ibadan area is 
higher than that indicated in this study (Table 37, Appendix). Table 9 shows that 
nearly a th rd of our informants who were born in a village and now live in a village 
were drl$a worshippers or contributors. There is less variation in the proportion of 
respondents (42 to 54 per cent) in each of our five categories of residence and migra
tion who are muslims than for the other two religious categories. Very few (8 per cent) 
of our informants who were born in a city and now live in a large city are órifá wor
shippers or contributors. Nearly half (45 per cent) of those interviewed in this study 
who were born in a city and now live in a city claimed to be Christians, but only 16 
per cent of those who were born in a village and now live in a village were Christians.

For 260 Yoruba, we found that 35 per cent consult diviners, but the association 
between sex and such consultations was not significant (Table 38 Appendix). The 
association between place of residence (Ijaye, Lalupon Ibadan) and being troubled by 
witchcraft is not statistically significant (Table 10). This is true also of place of resi
dence and seeing spirits and of residence and the belief that sorcery is being directed 
against one. Among other items not shown in Table 10, we found no association 
between being troubled by witchcraft and age or school attendance or presentreligion. 
The lack of relationship between witchcraft and the several variables just cited is not 
surprising since the presence of and the need to relieve fears, anxieties, and suspicions 
are not monopolies of villagers or of urban dwellers, or of one age group, one religion, 
or one educational category. The changing situations in Nigeria have not diminished 
worries, tensions, and problems. New forms of concern are readily related to old 
beliefs and to old formulas for dealing with trouble. The strong association between 
being troubled by witchcraft and the belief that someone is using sorcery against one 
was to be expected.

In Tables 11 and 12, supernatural trouble or experience is related to residence and 
migration and to supernatural guidance or protection. Twenty-nine per cent of 270 
informants had seen spirits or believed that someone was using sorcery or witchcraft 
on them (Table 11). Those who were born in a village, had moved to a large city, and, 
when interviewed, were living in a village, were found to have a higher proportion of 
individuals (42 per cent) who see spirits, or are troubled by sorcery or by witchcraft, 
or botlv, than any of the other four categories of residence-migration (Table 11). 
Those who were born in a city and were living in a city when interviewed had the 
smallest proportion of persons (17 per cent) who were having such supernatural 
troubles or experience. The hypothesis stated earlier as a possible explanation of these 
differences is that the Village-City-Village group is, on the whole, made up of the least 
successful and the most anxious persons, followed by the City-Village, the Village- 
Village, Village-City and City-City groups. The relationship between education and 
supernatural trouble or experience is not given in a table, but the data show that 22 
per cent of those who are illiterate or who have had very limited training were having
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supernatural trouble or experience, as compared with 34 per cent of those who had 
attended primary school, and 28 per cent of those who had attended secondary modern 
or secondary grammar school. The relationship between these two variables is not 
statistically significant (X2= 3.739, P<.20, d.f., 2). This lack of association may be 
interpreted as further evidence that education does not necessarily banish beliefs 
n spirits, sorcery, and witchcraft. Instead, education may bring new problems and 

the attempts to find solutions may well involve traditional supernatural beliefs.
There is a close relationship between having supernatural trouble or experience, as 

those terms are defined here, and consulting diviners or using one or more types of 
magical protection, but Table 12 reveals that consulting diviners and using magical 
protection are by no means confined to those reporting supernatural trouble or expe
rience currently.

The association between religion and supernatural trouble or experience is not 
presented in tabular form, but the replies show that 37 per cent of the órisá worshippers 
and contributors, as compared with 29 per cent of the Muslims and 24 per cent of the 
Christians, do have supernatural trouble or experience. The relationship between these 
variables is not statistically significant (X2—2.669, P<.30, d.f., 2)

In our sample (Table 13) there was a greater utilization of divination and of various 
kinds of magical protection on the part of Muslims (63 per cent) than of drí?á wor- 
shippers-contributors (56 per cent) or of Christians (46 per cent). Although the point 
is not brought out in the tables, we found that the relationship between age and the 
consultation of diviners was not statistically significant.

We have reported that we did not find a statistically significant relationship between 
school attendance and the belief that one was being troubled by witchcraft. A lack of 
association was found also between amount of education and supernatural guidance 
and protection (consulting diviners or using one or more types of magical protection, 
or both). Among our informants who were illiterate or had had very limited training, 
52 per cent sought the help of diviners or used magical protection, as compared with 
58 per cent for those who were literate or had attended primary school, and 62 per cent 
for the secondary modem and secondary grammar school attenders (Table 14).

When asked what kind of treatment they seek when seriously ill, three-fifths of 
241 Yoruba mentioned home remedies (Table 15). Nearly one-third (30 per cent) said 
they go to a dispensary or to a hospital in case of serious illness, 7 per cent rely on 
patent medicine obtainable in medicine shops in nearly every marketplace, every 
business district and in pharmacies, 3 per cent use prayer instead of medicine, and 
only 1 per cent reported that they go to a traditional doctor for such an illness.

In assessing the place that traditional medicine still has .n the Ibadan area, one 
must add to those who say they go to or have ‘stayed with” a traditional doctor, 
the high percentage of people who use home remedies for major or minor illnesses, 
those who buy traditional medicine from medicine peddlers, and even those who 
use types of “patent” medicine purchased in a medicine shop or pharmacy which 
represent a mixture of traditional and proprietary formulas.8 One must distinguish 
also between serious and minor illnesses.

As expected, our data show (Table 16) that órhá worshippers turn to home remedies 
more often and to modern medicine less frequently than do Muslims and Christians,
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with almost twice as high a proportion of Christians as of Muslims relying on a 
dispensary or a hospital for serious illness.

When quest: med about the kind of treatment they seek first and last when seriously 
ill, the majority (52 per cent) said they try home remedies first but more than one 
quarter (29 per cent) try patent medicines, and nearly one-fifth (18 per cent) spoke 
of trying modern medicine first. Our data indicate that Raymond Prince has over
generalized in giving a sequence of events which, he says, take place when a Yoruba 
becomes ill.

“ In practice, when a man falls ill, he will first try a home remedy or one purchased 
from an itinerant medicine peddler. If he does not recover, he may consult a babaláwo 
who, after divination, will advise that he make a sacrifice to the witches, his double, 
his ancestors or one of the órlfá, take certain medicines or use certain magical devices 
for protection against sorcerers, witches or bad spirits; change his place of abode 
(because of the witches in the compound) or, more rarely, change his occupation 
(because he is not fulfilling his heavenly contract); change his character—be less 
aggressive, proud, impatient, and so forth; take a medicine for disease of the body; 
become an initiate into one of the drlfá cults (generally one’s lineage drisa or one 
that was formerly in one’s lineage, although this association may have been forgotten 
by living members and may be discovered only by divination).”9

The point is that the sequence described by Prince often, but by no means invariably, 
occurs. Of the 189 who responded to the query about what they try last for a serious 
illness, 84 per cent said they go to a dispensary or to a hospital, 1 per cent use patent 
medicine, 4 percent try home remedies, and 4 per cent go to a traditional doctor as a 
a last resort. Table 15 shows that twice as high a proportion of informants under 30 
seek treatment at a dispensary or a hospital when seriously ill as is the case with 
persons in the two older age groups.

Table 17 indicates that órifá worshippers-contributors rely to a greater extent 
on non-modern treatments (traditional doctors, home remedies, or patent medicine) 
than do Muslims or Christians. A higher proportion of Muslims than of Christians 
have used dispensaries and hospitals, but this is due largely to the fact that 8 per cent 
of the Christians (the Aladura Christians) rely on prayer rather than on any type of 
medicine for the treatment of all disease. An overwhelming proportion (88 per cent) 
of our informants have gone to dispensaries or to hospitals for the treatment of ill
nesses. We found (Table 18) that there was no association between amount of 
formal education and actual illness practices in the extent to which illiterate persons 
and those who had had very limited training, those who were literate or had attended 
primary school, and those who had attended secondary modern or secondary grammar 
schools had utilized modem medicine (dispensaries and hospitals).

The reactions of our informants to modern medical treatment are preponderantly 
positive (Tables 39-41). A very high proportion of those who had had experience 
with dispensaries or hospitals said that the treatments received had cured them of 
illnesses. The persons from whom we obtained information felt that doctors and 
nurses had shown a friendly interest in them. Very few said they had had to bribe 
attendants to get medical service, and relatively few complained about having to 
wait for medical attention.
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It should be pointed out that villagers and urban dwellers in the Ibadan area have 

greater access to hospitals than do most Yoruba. Presumably, findings concerning 
illness practices, medical experiences and reactions to modern medicine would vary 
considerably in various parts of southwestern Nigeria.

Illness experience (defined here as—(a) confined to bed by illnesses during the 
past few years, (b) had complaints at time of interview, or (c) no illness now and not 
confined to bed in past few years) and supernatural trouble or experience (seeing 
spirits, or being troubled by sorcery or witchcraft, or both) are associated for our 
sample (Table 19). Supernatural troubles and experiences are not limited to those 
who have had illnesses but it appears that sickness may stimulate such experiences.

The majority of our informants (57 per cent) consults diviners or uses magical, 
protection, or both, but the proportion is much higher (88 per cent) for those who 
use non-modern medicine for serious illnesses than for those who rely on dispensaries 
and hospitals in such cases (52 per cent). It is of interest that six of the seven persons 
who use no medicine (Aladura Christians) said that they use supernatural guidance 
or protection as those terms are defined in this study (Table 20).

Among our nformants in the Ibadan area, age is a very important factor in the 
determination of marital status, number of wives, number of children, amount of 
schooling, present religion, occupation, type of treatment sought when seriously 
ill, and belief concerning the ability of modern medicine to cure all types of illness. 
Despite the shifts in religious affiliation on the part of the younger informants (Table 
36, Appendix), the three generations differ very little in certain supernatural matters- - 
being troubled by sorcery, being troubled by witchcraft, seeing spirits, consulting 
diviners, and using magical protection. For reasons stated earlier, these aspects of 
traditional culture seem to give ground less readily than do many others in the chang
ing situation. The lack of a significant relationship between age and w hether traditional 
religion should be kept (see Table 21, Chapter VI) seems to the writer to be due 
in part to a fairly general belief that it would be unwise for everyone completely 
to abandon the old divinities. One prominent villager, a Muslim provides space in 
his house for a shrine room for lineage órl$á and helps to defray expenses for annual 
ceremonies on the grounds that neglect of the gods could only result in pestilence, 
famine and civil disturbances. Ever, if one seldom or never takes part in traditional 
rituals, he may hope that some of his kinsmen or others will not forsake the tribal 
gods. Perhaps this lack of association between age and religious retentions is due 
in part to ethnic pride and ethnocentrism a feeling that traditional religion is an 
aspect of the Yoruba heritage which should not be lightly abandoned.

There are advantages in obtaining information from the experts in such matters 
as religion, divination, witchcraft, sorcery and medicine, and we have given data 
received from ritual leaders, diviners, and healerc in earlier chapters, but it is useful 
also to sample the beliefs, practices and attitudes of rank-and-file villagers and urban 
dwellers. In this chapter we have presented the material collected from 272 residents 
of two Yoruba villages (Ijaye and Lalupon) and in three sections of the city of Ibadan. 
It is clear that important changes are occurring and have been occurring, especially 
in the past twenty years, in marital status, school attendance, religion; migration, and 
occupation, as well as in such related variables as tendency to worry often; consultation
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with diviners; being troubled by sorcery or witchcraft; use of magical protection; 
and medicai practices and experiences. We have tried to indicate the nature of some 
of these relationships and changes and to give some i nterpretation of them, and further 
attention will be given to change in the next chapter. One may hazard the guess that 
the general direction of the changes shown here will continue, but at greater speed, 
in the remaining decades of the twentieth century.

Although our explanations go about as far as it is possible to go with the data 
of this study, many questions remain unanswered. With the present data, it is not 
possible to pursue to the end the cause of behaviour such as consulting a diviner 
or using magical protection, or to take another example, to determine that such-and- 
such a factor alone explains the differences in the amount of education obtained.

NOTES

1 A. H. Leighton, T. A. Lambo, and others, Psychiatric Disorder among the Yoruba Cornell 
University Press, 1963, Appendix E.

t  In fifteen family compounds bordering the Oje market in Ibad;in, Barbara Lloyd found that 
34 per cent of the married men had more than one wife (20 per cent had 2, 8 per cent had 3, 
4 per cent hand 4, and 2 per cent had 5 or more). These proportions similar to those fo iur 
sample (35 per cent of the married in informants were polygynous, with 26 per cent of their fami
lies including two wives and 9 per cent three or more). In our Ibadan subsample, 88 per cent of 
the married informants were monogamous at the time they were interviewed. However, 86 
per cent of these informants were under 50 years of age (compared with 77 per cent in Laluppn 
and 46 per cent in Ijaye). In addition to some differences in the age structure of the Ijaye, Laluppn 
and Ibadan subsamples, the proportion of the Laluppn in informants who profess Islam, a reli
gion which sanctions plural marriage up to four wives, in much higher than it is for either of the 
other subsamples. Dr Lloyd found that 58 per oent of the wives living >n the 0.,e compounds 
she studied were plural wives. Barbara Lloyd, “Indigenous Ibadan,” in Peter Lbyd, A. L. 
Mabogunje, and B. Awé, e d r , The City o f Ibadan Cambridge University Press, 1967, pp. 69-70.

3 Statistical computations in this study are based on procedures outlined in Hubert Blalock 
Jr., SOCIAL STATISTICS, McGraw-Hill, 1960. On corrections for continuity, Blalock says 
(p. 221): “Corrections for continuity cannot easily be made in the case of the general contin
gency table. If the number of cells is relatively large and if only one or two cells have expected 
frequencies of 5 or less, then it is generally advisable to go ahead with chi-square tests without 
worrying about such corrections. If there are a large number of small cells, however, the only 
practical alternative may be to combine categories in such a manner as to eliminate these cells. 
Of course categories can only be combined if it makes sense to do so theoretically. Thus if 
there were an ‘other religions’ category consisting of such a wide range of religious groups 
as to make the category theoreti "ally meaningless, it would perhaps be better to exclude these 
persons from the analysis altogether.”

4 Among the 14 órlfá worshippers (5 per cent of the total sample), 7 worship only the órifú 6 
foil w both Islam and the 'rifd, and 1 is both Christian and an drifá worshipper. In Ibadan onl.
1 of 110 informants said that he worshipped only the dr/'jd. Barbara Lloyd, op. cit., p. 72, found 
“about one per cent, mostly old people, are still entirely faithful to their tradition; 1 . ruba 
gods”. In her study of fifteen family compounds bordering the Oje market in Ibadan, Dr Lloyd 
found that 74 per cent of all adults were Muslims. In our Ibadan subsample, 50 per cent of our 
informants were Muslims only, but in the Oje section it was 66 per oent.

5 Magical protection include tira (writing verses and prayers on a slate, washing off the slat wad 
drinking the water), magical rings or waist-bands, gbpr^ (rubbing medicine into superficial cuts 
made in the client’s skin) and other uses of traditional medical materials.

* The following differences were found:
(1) Those under 30 were over-represented (36 per cent versus 29 per cent in the sample).
(2) Farmers are underrepresented (16 per cent versus 24 per cent) and traders are overrepresen

ted (28 per cent versus 14 per cent.) , .
(3) Fifty-six per cent of the 25 persons complained of illnesses at the time they were interviewed 

as compared with 38 per cent of 272 informants.
(4) Twenty per cent of those troubled by sorcery and witchcraft go to traditional doctors, but

only 10 per oent of the total group goes. . .  , t
(5) The percentage of the special group who worries often is twice as high as that for the sample 

as a whole.
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(6) Forty-eight per cent of the smaller group see spirits as compared with 14 per cent of the 

whole sample.
(7) Those who are troubled by sorcery and witchcraft are somewhat more likely to have gone 

to sc ool (60 per cent versus 47 per cent for the sample as a whole).
On the following variables there was little or no difference between the twenty-five persons who 
are concerned about sorcery and witchcraft being directed against them and the total group: sex; 
marital status; number of wives; going to dispensaries or hospitals for the treatment of serious 
illnesses; and present religious affiliation (óri$ú worshipper, Muslim-óriyá, Christian-ór/jd; 
Muslim only; Christian only).

7 Those who use no medicine are members of one of the Aladura churches (Church of the Lord, 
Christ Apostolic Church, and Cherubim and Seraphim), independent Christian faiths. These 
groups forbid the use of medicine of any kind and rely on prayer, confession, “holy words”, 
“holy water”, ' holy oil ’, “Faith Home; , and auxiliary practices in curing illnesses. See Chapter 
V footnote 21 on Robert C. Mitchell s findings on ladura therapy, including relationship 
between this therapy and modern medicine.

8 See discussion in Chapter V of patent medicines seen in medicine shops in Ibadan as well 
as the account in Chapter III of traditional curing formulas received from informants.

9 Raymond Prince, “Indigenous Yoruba Psychiatry,” in Ari Kiev, Magic, Faith and Heating, 
1*64, pp. 104-5.
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CHAPTER V

C H A N G E S  I N  Y O R U B A  R E L IG IO N S  A N D  
M E D IC IN E

RELIGION IN 1964*

ín the Ibadan area, the following seem to be the main trends in religious life:
1. Conversion to Islam and to Christian faiths, including the Aladura churches, 

is continuing.
2. Participation in the large annual ceremonies is decreasing rapidly and the prestige 

of traditional rituals is declining, but these developments do not mean that the 
Yoruba as a people have ceased to believe in the old gods.

3. Compromises, concessions, and rationalizations reconciling the old and the 
new are worked out by families and by individuals.

4. Syncretisms of traditional and non-traditional elements are found in a number 
of religious movements, the largest of which is the Aladura movement.

Conversion to Islam and Christian Faiths
In our sample of rank and file Yoruba in two villages, Ijaye and Lalupon, and 

three sections of Ibadan (Oje, Oke-Qffa, and Isale-Ijebu), 5 per cent said that they 
worship the drisd, 59 per cent are Muslims, and 36 per cent are Christians. We pointed 
out in Chapter III that among the Ï4 drifd worshippers, 7 worship only the traditional 
divinities, 6 follow both Islam and the drisá, and 1 is both a Christian and an órl$á 
worshipper. We found that nearly one-fifth (19 per cent) of our informants were 
either dri$a worshippers or persons who contribute to órisá worship (see Tafcl. 9, 
Chapter IV.)

Seven tenths of our ordinary informants said that they had been born into their 
present religion. Of the other three-tenths, twice as many (55) had changed first 
to Islam as had been converted first to one of the Christian faiths (27). Half of those 
who had joined another religion and had first become Christians affiliated with the 
Anglican Church, one-fifth had joined an Aladura church, one-fifth changed to 
the UNA (African Church), and the others became Baptist, Methodist, or Catholic 
Church members. Seventeen informants said they had later joined a second religious 
group, with seven of these choosing the CMS (Anglican) and six joining an Aladura 
church.

Traditional Cults Declining. but Traditional Beliefs Persist 
In a number of ways, the decline of traditional Yoruba religions is apparent- 

Attendance at the large annual ceremonies has been decreasing for many years, 
and the prestige of these rituals has gone down markedly, especially with the younger
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people. Idowu speaks of a people with “half-hearted zeal for learning the traditions” 
and of officiants who have “unwittingly drifted away from what the past generations 
of worshippers would accept as correct traditions (the language and the ordering 
of the liturgies).”1 Most of my informants who are cult leaders agreed with this 
judgement. Compared with a few decades ago, relatively few persons in the Ibadan 
area devote their lives entirely to cult matters. Our research bears out Lloyd’s finding 
that today the priests of Yoruba cults are men of little wealth and that their prestige 
in the community is low despite the fact that their powers are feared.2

Idowu says that the shrines and temples all over the country are in a “sorry state 
of neglect.”3 In general, we found this to be the case in the Ibadan area. Undoubtedly 
the number of shrines has decreased and, while, according to my informants, there 
has always been some negligence in keeping shrines clean, this neglect has increased. 
Those who are scrupulously careful about the appearance of their altars say that 
those vvho are careless often encounter difficulties.

Spirit possession does not have the prestige it had a few decades ago; in fact, 
it is openly ridiculed by some of the younger people. In some parts of the Ibadan 
area, the secular aspects of the ceremonies for some divinities, Egúngún, for example, 
overshadow the religious side of the annual ceremonies. Today some Christians 
do not enter the shrine room nor eat any of the meat offeredTcTthe orisá, but they 
wear the Egúngún costume and take part in the flogging for amusement. Open wor
ship of Sánpónná is banned by law in Ibadan because it was widely believed that 
worshippers disseminated smallpox_germs during the annual ritual. Today there is 
no Sánp<)nná procession; the rites are carried on in houses or within compounds 
with little or no drumming and dancing.

The changing role of the town deities is worthy of further study. We mentioned 
earlier that Morton-Williams found that, of the shrines attacked by members of the 
Atinga cult, only those for the principal town gods were rebuilt by public subscrip
tion. In Lalupon, Obalogun is worshipped as the founder and protector of the village, 
and Muslims, Christians and traditional religionists participate in the first of two 
annual rituals for this deity. This ritual consists of a one-day hunting party in which 
all able-bodied men are supposed to take part. All of the animals killed on this 
collective hunt are brought to the home of the Baále, and a feast to which everyone 
is invited is held the- next day. The second ceremony, held approximately six months 
later, is attended today by relatively few people. An interesting latent consequence 
of the first ritual is the provision of some sense of identity and unity in the religiously 
mixed population of the village.4

In Ibadan, traditional rituals do not enjoy the support formerly given them by 
civil officials. Some of these officials attend some ceremonies, others attend none. 
On some occasions, money is contributed but the officials do not openly participate 
in the rites. Old men recall that formerly on the morning of the annual ceremony, 
the egúngún paid homage to the Oba of the town and that he provided snails, pigeons, 
dogs, cocks, turtles, and other animals for offerings. Usually these animals were 
sacrificed in the Oba's compound, and the head of the egúngún prayed for the Qba. 
Now, all the Qba these informants know about, do not support such ceremonies.5 
Despite all of these indications of the decline of Yoruba religions, the real test of
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the strength of traditional beliefs comes in times of trouble. Then a large percentage 
oFlHe Yoruba, educated and uneducated, consult a babaláwo or other traditional 
leader for guidance. Usually the one in difficulty is told to present sacrifices to Ógún, 
§ángó, Qbátálá, or one of the other divinities. The Órunmilá cult may_persist longer 
than most of the other cults because of the close relationship between Ifá divination 
and the beliefs and practices associated with sorcery, witchcraft, and traditional 
medicine.

Nearly one-fafth of our sample of 272 ordinary informants failed to respond to 
tne question concerning the retention of traditional religion. It is possible, but this 
cannot be said with certainty, that many of these 53 persons are indifferent about 
the continuation of traditional religious beliefs. Of the 219 informants who expressed 
their views, 69 per cent said that traditional rel gions should not be retained, and 31 
per cent favoured their retention. Table 21 shows that there is no association between 
place of residence (Ija>e, Lalupcm, three sections of Ibadan) and attitude toward 
retaining traditional religion. The same is true of age and retention of traditional 
religion (X2 =  .718, P < , d.f., 2) and of school attendance (Gone to School versus 
Not Gone to School) and retention of traditional religion (X2 =  .45, P < .70, d.f., 1).

TABLE 21

PLACE OF RESIDENCE AND ATTITUDE TOWARD RETENTION OF 
TRADITIONAL RELIGION OF 219 YORUBA, IBADAN AREA, 1 964

Residence

Attitude Toward Retention
o f Traditional Religion: Ijaye Luiupon Ibadan Total

Should be kept 40 29 28 31

Should not be kept 60 71 72 69

Total (%) 100 100 100 100
47) (89) (83) (219)

X i < 2.502, P <.30, d.f., 2.

The seeming discrepancy between the small proportion of this sample (5 per cent) 
who say they worship the órl$á and the 31 per cent who favour the retention of tradi
tional religions appears to be due to two attitudes on the part of a sizable number 
of those who say they are Muslims or Christians: first a feeling that it would be 
wrong or dangerous for everyone in the commun'ty to ignore or abandon the tradi
tional gods; and, second, that it is advisable for some members of a lineage to continue 
the worship of the órlfá just in case one should have need of them from time to 
time. As cited in Chapter IV, the fact that a total of 19 per cent of our informants are 
either órifá worshippers or persons who contribute to drifá worship, supports this 
hypothesis.

Regardless of their personal attitudes toward the retention of traditional religion, 
nearly half (48 per cent) of 271 Yoruba believe that traditional religion will disappear 
within a few decades. Less than four-tenths (37 per cent) hold that the cults will 
continue indefinitely, but two-thirds of these persons say that they will have fewer
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and fewer worshippers. One-tenth said they didn’t know whether the traditional 
religions would survive, three per cent think that their future depends upon the 
will of God, and two per cent did not reply.

Moral Values
According to Idowu, the drifá are concerned in the relationship which exists 

among their co-worshippers, but the real source of recognized moral values in the 
religion of the Yoruba is Olodumare.6

On the question of a decline in moral values, this scholar says:

There has been a remarkable change in moral values all over the land. Western 
influence has not been altogether beneficial to the people: the^Yoruba have 
been taught too many things! The Pax Britannica makes it possible for a daylight 
burglar to escape his well-merited punishment if he and his lawyer are sufficiently 
clever about it-the judge is so bound by the paradox of objective justice that 
even though he knows in his heart of hearts that the accused before him has 
committed the crime for which he is arraigned, yet he will let him go scot-free 
if the law is on his side. Christianity, by a miscarriage of purpose, makes its 
own contribution to the detrimental changes in moral values. Somehow, it has 
replaced the old fear of the divinities with the relieving but harmful notion of a 
God Who is a sentimental Old Man, ever ready to forgive perhaps even more 
than man is prone to sin, the God in whom “goodness and severity” have been 
put asunder. So also does Islam unwittingly create the erroneous impression 
that the fulfilment of the obligatory duties and acts of penance by good works 
are sufficient for the purpose of winning heaven. The result of all these is that 
our “enlightened” products of the two “fashionable” religions can now steal 
without any twinge or moral compunction those articles of food placed for sale 
at crossroads and by roadsides, which used to be quite safe; they can now cheer
fully appropriate other persons’ property; they can break covenants, or promises 
made on oath, with brazen indifference; all these they feel free to do where 
these who have been brought up in the old ways and wisdom still shake and 
tremble at the mere thought of such things.7

With one exception, the traditional priests among our informants in the Ibadan area 
said that moral principles have been weakened in recent years. They spoke of increas
ing deceit, corruption, and treachery. Specifically mentioned were the betrayal 
of a friend in order to obtain money, the exploitation of the uneducated and the 
less privileged by the politicians, and initiating people into the o$ó cult by promising 
them that they would become rich. One informant insisted that in general morals 
have improved, arguing that there is now less exploitation of human beings than 
in earlier generations. He stressed the greater individualism of the present time, 
saying that formerly the children of a deceased man became the servants of a younger 
brother and were not treated as kinsmen. There seems to be some truth in both 
claims. Some of the security and mutualism provided by the lineage ai id the village 
in earlier days are weaker now. Individualism has increased, as have mobility, stimu
lation, opportunity, some types of exploitation, and confusion But, even in the city, 
the influence of the lineage is not dead.8 The changes in standards that are occurring 
may be viewed as a decline or as a reformulation of moral values.
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Compromises, Concessions, and Rationalizations

The eclectic-synthetic views developed by individuals and families as they com- 
to terms with a changing situation merit careful attention. The following instances 
exemplify such adaptations. Some persons maintain that they are Christians or 
Muslims but say they are compelled because of occupation to continue the worship 
of one or more deities. Outstanding here are the hunters, blacksmiths, taxi or truck 
drivers who feel obliged to participate in ceremonies for Ógún, traditional protector 
of warriors and those who work with iron. In one case, a man who was converted 
to Islam more than thrity years ago participates in the annual ritual for Ógún because 
formerly he was a hunter. The Baálê of Laluppn is a Muslim, but he named five deities 
of his lineage and pointed out that one room of his residence is used only to house 
the paraphernalia of these óri^á. Although a substantial proportion of Muslims 
condemn traditional Yoruba religion and pray for its disappearance, the Baálê is 
among those who believe that complete neglect of the drlfá would lead to pestilence, 
famine, death of children, and other troubles, including civil disturbances. Like 
many others who belong to a “modern” religious group, he contributes money and 
supplies to the members of his family who are responsible for carrying on ceremonies 
for lineage órifá. Some persons attend parts of the major ceremonies but do not 
take an active part in the rites; others participate on a limited basis but do not eat 
sacrifices. Many occasionally give offerings of kola-nuts to one or more of the gods.

Many of the psychological and sociological needs formerly met among the Yoruba 
through the traditional religious cults are being provided for increasingly by a number 
of functional alternatives. Among these are the Islamic and Christian religions, 
tribal unions, political parties, labour unions, and many other types of voluntary 
associations. These functional equivalents, however, cannot be depended upon in 
all situations. Anxieties do not decrease in a rapidly changing situation, and a con
siderable period of time will elapse before reliance on the advice of babaláwo and 
appeals to the órifá will have disappeared.

Syncretisms found in Religious Movements in South-western Nigeria
A typology of African religious movements in relation to two continuums, one 

phrased in instrumental-expressive terms, the other involving the two poles of a 
traditional or an acculturated symbolism, has been proposed by James W. Fernandez.9 
Recognizing that there are varying proportions of expressive and instrumental 
tendencies in every religious movement, and recognizing also that symboli »m is 
only one of a number of characteristics which might be used in constructing a reli
gious typology, this schema may be advantageously used n considering religious 
groups and movements in south-western Nigeria.

Starting with the upper right quadrant in Fernandez’s typology, I know of no 
instance in south-western Nigeria of a messianic cult in which acculturated symbols 
are manipulated expressively. Messianic and millenial movements are not inevitable 
developments in the face of frustration, deprivation, and social strains. In this region 
of Nigeria discontent seems to have found other outlets, for example, political 
party activity and participation in prophet healing movements.
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Examples of nativistic movements in south-western Ni eria involvi g the se 
of traditi nal symbols expressively are seen in the ïio Orúnmilá religion ai A in 
the Qgbóni cult. According to Sowande, the former development came to public 
attention in the early 1930s when some Yoruba Christians began to turn away from 
Christianity and to re-establish direct contact with Yoruba traditional religions.10 
Among the earliest of these persons was the Reverend D. Onadele Epega, whose 
booklet The Mystery o f Yoruba Gods was published in 1931. Epega was the founder- 
proprietor in 1904 of the Imole Oluwa Institute at Ode-Remo in Ijebu, and, also, 
was a pioneer in collecting stanzas of Ifá. These stanzas, never published, had some 
distribution in typewritten form. In 1934 Mr A. O. Oshiga. a former Christian, 
founded the ïjo órúnmllá Adúláwc). Mr Sowande remarks that Mr Epega and 
Mr Oshiga “brought to the service of the Yoruba System a literacy and a mental 
discipline on academic lines that had been conspicuous by their absence in the Sys
tem ’ tjo 0rúnmllá Adúláwb had hymn-books, a prayer book, and a collection 
of the stanzas of Ifá from which lessons were read and texts taken for sermons. 
All were part of a framework usually associated with Christian worship. The stated 
purposes of Mr Oshiga’s organization were as follows: ,

1. The development of Spiritual Manifestation and Religious Convictions of 
the African Race.

2. The development and fostering of African consciousness in the Universal 
Spirit of true love particularly amongst the race.

3. The promulgation of the great Philosophical teaching of the Holy Orunmila 
Bara Ágbonnlrêgún with the view to worshipping Almighty God in the 
indigenous form, language, and culture.

4. The exploration, development and preservation for posterity of the African 
Science with the view to its adoption in the Spiritual and Social ethics of 
the African Race.11

The ïjp 0rúnmilá with its typical nativistic ideology, soon split, with Íjo 0rúnmllá 
Ato and tjp 0rúnmilá Mimp breaking away from the original body. With the sub
sequent separation of Ijp 0rúnmilá Ilupe: in from íjp 0rúnmilá Ato, there were 
four íjp 0rúnmllás: the Adúláwb, the Ato, the Ilupesin, and the Mímó. In 1943, 
Mr Fagbenro-Bevioku founded ijp 0rúnmilá N'geria, publishing a booklet called 
Orunmilaism, The Basis o f Jesuism in support of his organization. ijp 0rúnmllá 
Nigeria did not long survive. Mr Sowande, who is sympathetic to Fagbenro-Beyioku’s 
attempt to stimulate interest in traditional Yoruba religion, says that this man was 
temperamentally excitable and that it would be difficult to find more extravagant 
claimsfor Ifá than those which he made. Professor E. B<?laji Idowu, who is unsympa
thetic to Orunmilaism writes that “th ; Odu corpus is being adulterated to the end 
that 0rúnmllá may have conferred on him a status which makes him higher and 
the progenitor of both Jesus Christ and Muhammad.” 12 

In 1956 Sowande recorded two ïjp 0rúnmllá services and broadcast them in his 
radio series on “Yoruba Life”. In 1957 the Nigerian Broadcasting Company set up a 
small committee to consider whether regular time should be allotted for additional 
programmes o f this type. Among those present at the first of two meetings held by
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the committee were au Archdeacon of the Anglican Church, Professor Idowu,
Mr Sowande, and four delegates from the Council of the Ijo jrunmilá. The latter 
stated that they represented eight Ijo 0runmilá churches, adding that one of these 
churches in Lagos had a membership roll of 900 and had branches at Ebute-Metta, 
Mushin, Jos, Ondo, and elsewhere. Precisely what happened at this meeting and 
at a second meeting is controversial, but it is known that no further meet ngs were 
held and that no additional programmes were produced.13 In November, 1964, Mr 
Sowande said that he had not been in touch with the Ijp 0rúnmilá in recent years 
and did not know whether the groups were still in existence. In two villages near 
Ibadan (Ijaye and Laldpqn) and in three sections of Ibadan (Oje, Oke-Offa, and 
Isale-Ijebu), I did not encounter persons who were affiliated with this movement. 
Further inquiries concerning the present status of fjq 0 ,únmilá are needed. This 
movement seems to have had the ingredients for a successful nativisti; movement.
If it no longer exists, it would be of interest to know why it failed.

A nativistic group which still flourishes q Ibadan is .the Ógbóni cult, des ignated f m '  t  

by Bascom more than twenty years ago as a religious organization rather than a sec-1 
ret society.14 Known in some sections of Ibadan as the Aborigine Ógbóni Fraternity, 
this cult, in Fernandez’s conceptual scheme, is “oriented toward a traditional symbo
lism which the members manipulate expressively..’LBasically,The Qgbóni cult is_carth 
worship. The earth is regarded as the source of life and is worshipped as the senior 
of the three great elemental forces: earth, water, and sky, g dan. a pair of male and 
female human figures made of brass and chained together, symbolizes the earth,
&nd each new initiate must acquire these personal ritual objects.15 Despite strong 
opposition from Islam and from some parts of the Christian community, members 
claim that Christians, Muslims, and traditional religionists belong to the cult. Today 
the old Ógbónicult in Ibadan is a mutual aid so< íe v  as well as a religious ^  oup. 
Members may use magical rituals to avenge a wrong inflicted upon a member, or 
they may rescue a colleague from the witches, get him freed in a court case, or assist 
in curing illnesses orinfertility. There are said to be at least twelve branches of the 
old Ógbóni cult in Ibadan town.

Unlike the traditional Ógbóni cult, the Refo-r p ^  Prater pity falls in
Fernandez’s reformative quadrant where traditional symbols are utilized instrumen
tally. In 1914, an Anglican priest and others organized a revised Ógbóni society called 
the Christian Ogbóni Society. Parrinder says that the Bible was to be used in this, 
society as one of the chief emblems and that “objectionable” practices were to be 
eliminated. Although the society was not expected to replace the council of the 
eiders, it was hoped that the organization would provide status for Christian leaders 
in a way which would be in keeping with local traditions. Opposition to the society 
developed and later the name was changed to the Refoimed Ógbóni Fraternity 16 

\ j  Idowu, who is ci tical of the Reformed Ógbóni Fraternity, says that this group is 
j j  “a national reply to the attitude which has inconsistently decried all Yoruba cults 

as things of the devil while yet sponsoring the European lodges.”17 With the decline 
of traditional religions, Idowu thinks an effort may be made to fill the vacuum 
with a new faith of a nationalistic character This hasn’Chappeped yet—neither jq
0rúnmilá nor the Reformed Ógbóni Fraterr ty has attracted much support—and /
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it may not happen in south-western Nigeria. Although several of my informants 
in three sections of Ibadan said they were members of the Aborigine Ógbóni Society 
none said they belonged to the R.O.F. They know of its existence but claim that 
it is made up of wealthy and influential persons, including some important government 
officials. This is another group which needs to be investigated further.

The Atinga anti-witchcraft cult, another traditional-instrumental or reformative 
cult, came from Ghana in the early 1950 s. This cult, which disappeared within 
a few years is discussed in the section on Witchcraft in Chapter II.

A fourth type of religious movement in south-western Nigeria, and a very important 
one, is a separatist movement in which acculturated symbols are manipulated instu- 
mentally and expressively. Beginning with the founding of the United Native African 
Church in 1891, the first independent churches in Nigeria were “Ethiopian type” 
secessions from the large missions.18 Prophet-healing movements originated in 1915 
and the three principal Aladura groups (Christ Apostolic Church of the Lord, and 
Cherubim and Seraphim) developed between 1916 and 193pJ9 Mitchell attributes: 
the rise and development of the Aladura movement to internal and external stresses 
upon Protestantism. Because these strains have not disappeared, an expressive em
phasis continues in the Aladura churches, but it i > also true, as Fernandez says about 
some of the separatist churches in South Africa that members of the Aladura churches 
especially of the larger Christ Apostolic congregations in Ibadan, “are very conscious 
of their social status within the larger community and are anxious that their religious 
behaviour should be instrumental in promoting or ma ntaining it"’.20

According to Mitchell, the traits, whose central characteristic is a concern for 
spiritual power, which distinguish the Aladura churches from the more conservative 
African churches and from the “mission” churches are:

1. Worship forms which involve drumming, dancing, and the singing of lyrics 
in the traditional idiom, forceful prayers with vigorous congregat:onal 
responses and, duriug certain services, spirit possession.

2. A reliance on the authority of the Bible plus direct revelation tn the form 
of visions, dreams and possession for the .communication of God’s will.

3. Healing and diving as central activities
4. A ministry of prophets, men whose claim to authority derives from their 

personal spiritual gifts of visioning and healing and who play a practitioner- 
pastoral role.

5. Religious practice which involves taboos, fasting, and the use of concrete 
symbols such as holy water and candles 21

MEDICINE IN 1964

Patent Medicines and Drugs
Imported and locally manufactured patent medicines are sold in Ibadan m modern 

pharmacies, and in medicine shops in the market areas of the city, by medicine peddlers 
and by small merchants in the towns and villages. The latter women display their 
stocks of medicine along with soap, powdered milk, canned fruits and other goods, 
on small tables along the main streets or on shelves plaoed near the front entrances of 
houses. Among the patent medicines in greatest demand are: aspirin-type drugs
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(APC, Cafenol, Aspirin, Phensic) purchased for the treatment of colds, fever, and pain; 
codeine for fever and pain; quinine for fever and headache; cough remedies; tonics for 
“general weakness” ; worm expellants; and De Witt’s Tablets for backache and body 
pain.

One successful “Medicine Store and Dispensary ’ in Ibadan has been in existence 
for fifty years. The proprietor, bearing the title of “Chief” on the store’s 1964 adver
tising calendar, operates a small maternity home adjacent to the store. Framed 
certificates in his office include:

H ealth Practitioners Association 
London 194fl

The British Institute of 
Naturopathy and Osteopathy 

1950

Cumi Pele Herbalist Society 
Incorporated in Nigerian 

Association of Medical Herbalists 
Lagos, Nigeria 

1949

In the latter organ zation, the proprietor had passed the “Second Class Herbal 
Examination” . He possessed also the following licence:

M edical Practitioners And D entists Ordinance 
Licence to Administer Drugs by Injection

M r............................................................
Pharmacist

Under the medical superv sion of D r............................................................
Hospital, Ibadan

to give free of charge, injection of the following drugs:
Acetylarsan, Ergometine 

in the treatment of the following diseases 
Yaws and Scabies in children 

Postpartem haemorrhage

Director o f Medical Services 
Western Region
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Two medicines bottled and sold by this store are an ‘ infants’ preservative” and a 
compound for pregnant women.

INFANTS’ PRESERVATIVE 
(Agbo Omoekeé)

The celebrated mixture for children is specially prepared for disorders peculiar 
to infants, especially useful in those distressng complaints to which infants 
are subject whilst teething.
..................... ’s Infants’ Preservative prevents and quickly cures Fever, Measles
S ckness, Windy Gripes, it gives instant relief, and has an immediate soothing
effect........................’s Infant Preservative is perfectly safe and contains no opium
or harmful sedative.

................ ’S FAVOURITE PRESCRIPTION
(Egbogi fun Aboyun)

A wonderful discovery for women in stage of pregnancy will strengthen the 
mother and afford vitality to the child instead of endangering both as has often 
been the case where unwise treatment has been followed.
Under any circumstance the use of this prescription is of the greatest value 
in ensuring a safe and comfortable confinement.

Explanations of both of these mixtures are given in Yoruba on bottle labels and on 
small leaflets available in the store.

Among proprietary preparations widely sold in medicine shops, as well as in some 
of the drug stores which are not located in the modern business section of Ibadan, are 
the following:

PREGNANT TONIC

A special prepared tonic for pregnant women, it is good for stomach grumbling, 
backache, irregular excreta and urine tiredness. Vomiting, weakness of the 
body, loss of appetite, sleeplessness, and stomach ache. It purifies the blood 
and cures all pregnant troubles. It makes delivery easy and safe. Try and see. 
Dose: One teaspoonful 3 times daily from 1st month to 10th month.

Sold by J. A. Ogunsola 
NW3/362, Abebi, Ibadan,
Formula: Ew sag, Egb If, Ep Emy 

Erlj Ard Agb Es Sep Oin

MEDICINE FOR ALL TYPES OF ILLNESS

Worms, Headache, Toothache, Rheumatism, Guinea Worm, Cuts, Constipation, 
Smallpox, Dysentery, etc.

BLOOD TONIC
Makes rich red blood, restores vitality and stamina. Acts like a charm in all 
cases of stomach and nerve weakness, depression, trembling, anaemia, indigestion 
and loss of energy.
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JAGILEGBO INJECTION BLOOD TONIC

For Backache and Stomach Trouble
Made in Ibadan

NIGERIA BALM

The best home Doctor for the relief of all aches and pains.

OMOLOLA BABY MIXTURE

Omolola baby mixture is specially prepared for children. It is good for fever, 
restlessness, wind gripes, spleen, all children’s disorders, convulsions and useful 
during the cutting of teeth. It cures cough, worms, dysentery.
Manufacture by the members of Nigeria Association of Medical Herbalists 
for M......................., ......................  St., Ibadan.

Beier reports that in the Yoruba village in which he lived, the illiterate or semi
literate v [lager looks at European medicine like a tonic. According to Beier: “It is a 
common thing for people who are perfectly healthy to go to the dispensary or even 
to the hospital and ask for medicine. Whenever a person is seen taking a European 
patent medicine, any bystander will beg to be given some. He will not ask what the 
med'cine is to be taken for, or how much one should take. He believes that like the 
traditional “tonic type” of medicine all European medicines will make him strong’.22 
Beier’s observations apply also to villages in the Ibadan area.

This research project did not include a study of the role of the druggist as a medical 
practitioner, but according to several doctors interviewed at the University College 
HospitaL in Ibadan, some pharmacists in Nigeria take on many of the functions 
of physicians. These individuals carry on an illicit injection practice (intramuscular 
injections for venereal disease, especially for gonorrhea are not uncommon in the 
South). Some pharmacists sell antibiotics without prescriptions, anti-tuberculous 
drugs, and, of course, all sell many proprietary medicines, many of them imported. 
Some druggists do a thriving business mixing and selling their own remedies.23

Favourable Attitudes Toward Modern Medicine
Table 22 indicates that, with the exception of those who use no medicine, nine- 

tenths of 245 Yoruba informants in the Ibadan area, regardless of whether they had 
relied on modern or non-modern medicine in the past, would go in the future to a 
dispensary or a hospital for treatment when seriously ill. Three tables in the Appendix 
(40-42) further document the strongly favourable reactions of our informants to 
modern medicine. For those who have had experience with dispensaries or hospitals 
preponderantly affirmative responses were given on the following points: cures 
obtained by the treatments, the friendly interest in patients taken by doctors and by 
nurses, the lack of necessity of bribing attendants to get medical attention, and the 
lack of having to wait a long time before receiving medical attention. These tables show 
that the percentage of informants who had gone to hospitals is more than twice as 
high as the proportion who had gone to dispensaries. Two reasons probably account
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TABLE 22

ILLNESS PRACTICES AND ATTITUDES TOWARDS MODERN MEDICAL TREATMENT 
OF 245 YORUBA, IBADAN AREA, 1964

Attitudes toward Modern 
Medical Treatment

Uses Traditional 
Doctor, Home 
Remedies, or 
Patent Medicine

Has Used
Dispensary;
Hospital

Uses No. 
Medicine Total

Would go to dispensary or hospital 88 92 0 90

Would not go to dispensary or hospital 12 8 100 10
Total (%) 100 100 100 100

X2 =  37.877, p c .001, d. f. 2.

(25) (216) (4) (245)

for this difference: first since there was no dispensary in Lalupqn until after the 
interviewing for this study was completed, a resident of that village had to go to a 
nearby village for dispensary service; and second, where both are available, many 
persons prefer to go to a hospital for a serious illness because of the larger and more 
highly trained staff and the greater equipment and facilities of a hospital.

Despite the generally highly favourable attitudes toward modem medicine, six- 
tenths of 246 informants believe that there are illnesses which scientific practitioners 
will never be able to cure. Table 23 indicates that a higher proportion of informants 
residing in the city of Ibadan believe that there are illnesses that modem medicine will 
never be able to cure than in the two villages, Ijaye and Lalupon. A possible explana
tion here is that the easier availability of modern medicine has given urban dwellers a 
greater appreciation of the efficacy of such medicine but has also strengthened their 
belief that there are illnesses that modern medicine will never be able to cure. Further 
statistical analysis of the responses of informants in the two villages compared with 
those in Ibadan showed that where people have opportunities to get treatment at a 
modem hospital, they may become more doubtful about the ability of modem medi
cine to cure all illnesses. This explanation of a favourable yet not completely unskepti
cal view of modern medicine receives support from other directions: 62 per cent of the 
men compared with 35 per cent of the women say that modern medicine will never be 
able to cure all illnesses (X2=7.110, P c .01, d.f., 1), and similar reactions are found 
in Gone to School (59 per cent) versus Not Gone to School (34 per cent), with X2=  
14.86, Pc.001, d.f., 1). Younger informants are more skeptical than older informants 
(Under 30, 73 per cent; 30-39, 57 per cent; 50 and over, 46 per cent, with X2^=9.96, 
P<  .01, d.f., 2).

Interaction between Traditional and Modern Medicine
In the changing situation, patients may get traditional and scientific med cal 

services simultaneously or sequentially. If the latter is the case, the sequence is not 
always one of home remedies or traditional doctor, patent medicine, and dispensary 
or hosp tal. In Chapter IV (Table 16), we point out that 18 per cent of 241 Yoruba 
informants said that they try modem medicine first when they are seriously ill.
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TABLE 23

PLA Í  OF RESIDENCE AND BELIEF THAT THERE ARE ILLNESSES THAT MODERN 
MEDICINE WILL NEVER BE AB1.E TO CURE OF 246 YORUBA, IBADAN AREA, 1964

Residence

Belief that there are Illnesses 
that Modern Medicine will 

never be able to Cure Ijaye Lalupon Ibadan Total

Are such Illnesses 30 59 70 59

No Illnesses Modern Medicine 
will never be able to Cure 70 40 29 41

Total (%) 100
(43)

99
(101)

99
(102)

100
(246)

X? =  20.371, P<.001 d.f, 2.

Interviews with fifteen staff members of the Medical School at the University 
College Hospital of the University of Ibadan, with three of the twelve private medical 
practitioners in the city of Ibadan, with five physicians associated w'th three govern
ment hospitals (Adeoyo General Hospital, Jericho Chest Clinic, and Jericho Nursing 
Home) and with the medical director of the Catholic Hospital at Oke-Offa), provded 
some interesting examples of the kinds of interaction which occur m the relationships 
between traditional and modern medicine and practitioners.

A Nigerian physician in private practice said that a healer may tell a patient 
how long to stay in the hospital maintained by the physician, and, he added, 
a traditional doctor’s word often carries more weight than that of the modern 
doctor.
Another private practitioner in Ibadan recalled that a disturbed young man 
came to his office on a Wednesday. The physician intended to “patch him up” 
until the patient could see a psychiatrist at the University College Hospital 
on friday. Then the young man said he wanted to see a certain healer. When 
the physician took him to thi: traditional doctor, the latter said immediately: 
“ I recognize you” (from an earlier meeting). Apparently, some recognition from 
some one in the city was all the patient nteded. Within a week he was well and 
he is now employed as an accountant in the United Kingdom. (The young 
man has been trained in England.)
In another case, this physician’s office nurse saw a patient eating black pap 
while waiting in the outer office. When asked why he was eating that mixture, 
the patient said it would make the injection he would receive work better.
A Lecturer in the Medical School spoke of his earlier service on the wards, 
saying that he often asked patients if they had consulted a traditional doctor 
and if they had, what kind of treatment they had received. His policy was to 
avoid a head-on collision with patients, trying not to contradict them and to 
explain things in terms of what they know. For example, one hookworm patient 
came back with more hookworm after he had left the hospital. A healer had 
told him that an enemy had stretched out “juju” for him. When the University 
College Hospital staff member told him he had stepped in faeces containing 
hookworm, the patient replied that an enemy had put the faeces there. The phy
sician said he didn’t know about that (he told the writer he couldn’t be absolutely
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sure that this was not true-the patient had claimed that a man below him wanted 
his job). Then he asked the patient to watch where he stepped in the future. 
Occasionally this physician took a patient whom he suspected of lying to him 
out to the balcony of the hospital and asked him to grasp the iron railing and 
to swear to Ógún that he was telling the truth. Because of the fear of Ogún, 
the patient would not lie.
Because a patient fears he may be scolded for not coming to the hospital sooner, 
he may lie about the length of time he has been ill. When one UCH physician 
suspects such misrepresentation he may say: “If this illness started yesterday, 
there is no hope for you. You might as well go home now.” Taking the patient's 
clothes out of the chest of drawer, he says: “Here are your cloths. Go home.” 
The patient may then say: “Well, the illness began a month ago, but it was not 
serious until yesterday.”
A young civil servant improved after an operation for a tumor, but after returning 
to his home his condition worsened. Members of the patient's family told the 
physician that they were sacrificing animals m the hope of bringing about a 
cure. The physician said to the writer: “What could you tell them?”
A private practitioner in Ibadan said that one has to be careful in dealing with 
traditional beliefs. He divides the population into two groups: (1) a smallgroup 
whose members do not believe or do not quite believe in traditional explanations, 
and (2) the large group which believes strongly. He holds that one is not justified 
in being dogmatic when a patient is under great stress. Instead, he listens to 
the complaints and doesn’t try to convince the patient that his explanation 
of his disease is wrong. When the crisis is over, he tries gradually to wean the 
patient away from traditional beliefs. In the meantime, if the patient takes some 
medicine for “power” it will not, in most cases, be harmful.
If a patient attributes his illness to the witches or to an enemy, or gives an erro
neous explanation of his difficulty, another private practitioner says rather 
sternly: “Forget that and tell me exactly what is troubling you.” Then he gives the 
patient some reassurance. At times he has told the client that he has an incanta
tion of his own, repeating a saying of his own invention. In some cases, he 
suggests that a patient consult his priest or ask him to read certain passages in 
in the Bible or the Koran.
When a patient speaks about sorcery and the witches, a physician at UCH 
explores the situation with the client to see if the illness is psychogenic. If he 
concludes that it is functional- he explains the nature of the patient’s fears and 
tells him that what he attributes the illness to is not its true cause.
A patient may be cured of a disease by a modern practitioner, but decide to go 
to a div ner or traditional doctor to discover the real cause of the illness.
A man or a woman with little or no education may come to a modern doctor 
because he wants coverage so he won’t lose his job or because he has decided that 
scientific medicine may be able to help him. In the latter care, he comes in willingly 
for treatment, but sooner or later he may be convinced by relatives that he should 
go to a traditional doctor. A physician in private practice said he tells the patient: 
“ If you want to go-go,” and the relatives may say: “We would like to take 
brother from you; we are not satisfied with the treatment he is getting.” If the 
physician says that the treatment is going well, the reply may be: “We cannot 
afford to continue the treatment. If you don’t mind, we will take him home.” 
Or the patient may say: “You are doing your best for me, but you can’t help me. 
I am going to someone who has helped me. someone I know.”
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Speaking of psychosomatic illnesses due to family and social worries, an Ibadan 
private practitioner said that one may give tranquillizers to such patients, but, in 
his view, the results are poorer than if the troubled persons go back to their 
villages and give the necessary sacrifices and participate in traditional rituals. 
(The same view was expressed by a Nigerian psychiatrist and by an expatriate 
doctor.) This physician added that if there is an organic basis for the illness, the 
belief that sacrifices will make them better is likely to fail. In traditional belief, he 
said, illness is caused by external agency-brothers, sisters, drisá, enemies, witches, 
and so forth, and treatment consists of the magical removal of the disease- 
causing entity by someone who knows how to control the external agency. Ashe 
and others point out, the value of traditional healing is not so much in the 
medicine prescribed, but in the personality of the healer and in his skill in hand
ling of the patient. According to this physician, the traditional doctor is less 
effective when, due to the coming of many migrants, the community becomes 
more heterogeneous and all of the people do not hold the same beliefs. The 
stranger is insecure and his insecurity may be expressed in emotional disturbance. 
In hi.s view, “nervous breakdown” (anxiety neurosis) in Western Nigeria is not 
traceable to confl t over sex but to conflict over disloyalty to one’s group. 
He quoted people as saying that “the soul of the community is punishing this 
man.”
A psychiatrist said that a person who meets with difficulties tends to regress to 
earlier beliefs and that in the anxiety states of neurotic types of illness, suggestion 
plus impressive paraphernalia can be therapeutic. Conjuring is, he said, a way 
of relieving anxieties, especially specific anxieties. This physician finds out the 
history of a case and the symptoms; then he tells the patient that everyone has his 
breaking point and explains stressful situations. One patient told him that some 
thing was crawling around in her stomach. He said: “Let’s get an X-ray.” When 
this woman had been cured, he asked her if she still thought there was something 
in her stomach. She said: “Don’t joke with me ”

Not all of the physicians in Ibadan with whom we talked take into consideration 
the traditional beliefs of many of their patients. A professor in the Medical School at 
the University of Ibadan who is also a member of the UCH staff said that UCH 
doctors do not have to worry about utilizing popular concepts in interpreting modern 
medical treatment and preventive measures to patients, Since there is no fee relation
ship between physicians and patients, doctors do not try to build up a personal 
relationship. They do not expect or want, he said, to see the patient again; the patient 
needs the physician, the doctor doesn't need the patient. Those who are admitted to 
UCH are willing and ready to cooperate. Although private practitioners and some of 
the other hospitals make concessions to traditional beliefs and practices, this hospital 
makes very few. As an example of a minor concession, this doctor remarked that one 
might say in giving something to relieve pain to a patient who claimed that he had 
worms in various parts of his body, that the medicine cures worms.

A physician at Adeoyo Hosp tal said that he ignores patients’ beliefs in sorcery, 
witchcraft, and the órifá, goes ahead and treats his clients, thus showing them that 
there is another kind of medicine that is more powerful than the traditional variety. 
A physician at one of the other government hospitals said that medical practice is 
affected by traditional medicine, almost always adversely. He cited the belief that 
tuberculosis can be acquired from the medicine which someone puts on one’s chewing
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stick. This doctor discountenances the traditional beliefs mentioned by patients, trying 
to explain that they arc not true. He finds that some patients are not convinced by his 
explanations, and, even though he cures them, they often go back to a healer for other 
illnesses.
Unquestionably, some traditional treatments are harmful. Several physicians men
tioned the cow s urine remedy given in Chapter III Widely used to treat convulsions, 
the urine makes the child vomit, and he may have a bowe! movement. The relatives 
then wash him and take him to a medical doctor to do the rest, believing that the 
physician cannot treat convulsions. One physician said that if the child cannot 
defecate or vomit, he is in bad shape. Another harmful practice is the application 
of red pepper to the eyes or to fresh skin incisions to resuscitate an unconscious 
patient, or, in the case of a child, .ingeing the legs in an open fire. Another detrimental 
practice is the adding of modern chemicals, such as naphthalene balls or liniment, to 
herbal mixtures. And, of course, the delay caused by trying a traditional remedy first 
may result in not getting a patient to a modern doctor soon enough for successful 
treatment.
Fifteen physicians at the hospitals we visited and in private practice were asked 
about difficulties they had encountered in:

1. willingness of patients to give blood for examination or transfusion:
2. securing permission of relatives to perform postmortems on deceased persons:
3. getting patients to follow instructions;
4. getting requests for the placenta after childbirth.

None of the fifteen professional persons (UCH, 11: private practitioner, 1; govern
ment hospital, 2; Catholic hospital, 1) had found patients reluctant to give blood for 
diagnostic purposes. One physician said that people who fight to get into UCH will do 
anything they are told, and another staff member said that patients who subject 
themselves to treatment at UCH know that blood is likely to be taken. In the field, 
individuals are willing to give blood if the relationship between the physician and the 
subject is good. It was mentioned that an influential chief can persuade the people to 
cooperate in a medical survey. At UCH, the relatives of a patient who is seriously ill 
will give blood for transfusions (the blood bank is operated on a reciprocal basis). 
One physician said that members of the Cherubim and Seraphim Church w'ho are 
brought to the hospital as accident cases refuse to have transfusions.

In the Ibadan area, resistance to post-mortems is somewhat greater than to the 
giving of blood. Nine of the fifteen medical professionals reported encountering ver> 
little resistance on the part of the members of the family of a deceased person to 
granting permission for a post-mortem, but six said they had frequently met reluctance 
or resistance in this matter. (Very little resistance: UCH, 7; Catholic Hospital. 1; 
Adeoyo, 1. Reluctance or resistance: UCH, 4; private practitioner. 1; Adeoyo, 1.) 
Where there is opposition to a post-mortem, it is based on one or more reasons:

Because of bol efs in r ’ncarnation, family members do not want the body of a 
deceased person mutilated, especially the body of a chief or the child of a mother 
who has lost several children (marks on the dead child will appear on the next 
child.)
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A relative who has worked in a hospital and knows something about post
mortems may try to arouse opposition to this procedure.
If the family’s village is a considerable distance from the hospital, it may be said 
that a post-mortem would interfere with taking the body back for burial, (some
times the body is taken one hundred miles or more for burial. Decomposition 
occurs rapidly in the climate of Western Nigeria.)
Because of the belief that surgeons remove parts of the body for use as charms 
in curing others.
Belief that the deceased is going to heaven and that the body should not be 
mutilated.
Belief on the part of some Muslims that when a person dies, nothing can be done 
about it and the body should be buried soon.

Apparently, much depends on what the physician says to the relatives. If he tells them 
that they are going to examine the body, but adds: “We are not going to take out 
anything” (meaning a whole organ), the relatives usually will agree. When that is said, 
it does not mean that the physician will not take “bits and pieces”. If no commitment 
is made to the relatives, the physician may take a whole organ. In some cases, it helps 
if the purpose of the post-mortem is explained as the obtaining of info mation which 
will aid future patients.

In 1964, the post-mortem rate for patients who died in UCH varied monthly from 
70 to 80 per cent. One physician said that ten years ago there was difficulty at Adeoyo 
about post-moitems, but that today someone can usually persuade the relatives to 
give permission. A post-mortem is required in cases which are referred to the coroner, 
cases where death (a) is the result of injury in an accident, (b) occurs within twenty- 
four hours after admission to the hospital, (c) is caused by anaesthesia or (d) is un; ía- 
tural (drowning, burns, and so forth).

Most of the patients in the University College Hospital have ser ous illnesses, and, 
since such illnesses tend to be concentrated in the lower socio-economic groups, most 
of the patients at UCH are from these groups. On the question of willingness to follow 
instructions, staff members at UCH say that, if they are carefully given and are prac
ticable, directions will be observed. Mauy cannot follow instructions if told to drink 
milk every day, or, if they are city people, to eat eggs daily, or oranges, or even bananas. 
Illiterate patients can be taught to give themselves insulin and to report to the hospital 
at intervals. One physician said that he gives enough drugs for a week or so and asks 
patients to come back; otherwise, the drugs may be sold to others. Another staff 
member said that patients can be trusted to take pills, follow instructions, and to come 
back.

Because of the traditional belief that the placenta should be disposed of by members 
of the patient’s family, the placenta is given to a relative if it is asked for at the health 
centres and at dispensaries, and this is done also at Adeoyp and at the Catholic 
Hospital in Oke-Qffa. Such requests are not met at the University College Hospital.

In public health work, it is sometimes possible to utilize traditional beliefs as the 
basis for inculcating preventive measures, for example, beliefs pertaining to  smallpox. 
Tact and small compromises reduce the suspicion that strongly held ideas, especially 
those of causation, are under attack. Ajqse cites an instance of gaining the co-opera
tion of uneducated persons:
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I once had the head of the market women on the platform with me at a public 
lecture on tuberculosis during a tuberculosis week organized to raise funds for a 
Red Cross clinic for diseases of the chest in Lagos. The woman spoke after me, 
and though her ideas as to the aetiology of the disease were different from the 
accepted modem view-her belief and that of the laity being that the disease is 
due to the use of the patient s sputum or his chewing-stick by an enemy to make 
bad juju-yet in the main her "'peech strongly supported preventive measures. 
We were agreed that the disease spread among members of the same family and 
that indeed it might wipe out whole families; we were also agreed that it is not a 
good habit to spit indiscriminately; it is better to cover sputum with earth or 
destroy i t ; we were agreed vaguely on isolation but were not quite sure; and lastly 
we agreed to give modem medical treatment a trial thougfr, of course, we held 
divergent views about the use of native medicine in addition or the recourse to it 
if modern medicine did not give satisfactory results. These points are far more 
important as working bases for public health propaganda than attempts to 
convince the people that tubercle bacilli cause the disease. The effect of the speech 
of this woman, who was also in favour of people coming for examination, was 
reflected in the number who came for medical examination in the following weeks, 
wheareas before many had been ashamed or afraid to come to the clinic. The 
psychological aspect that we are more likely to listen or yield to a person who 
compromises a little than to one who is dogmatic- must also be remembered. By 
not contradicting certain indigenous beliefs, one gets a hearing. This begets 
confidence, and once confidence is gained it becomes easier to put into practice 
moctorn preventive measures with the full co-operation of the people.24

Hospitals and Health Centres in the Ibadan Area
In 1964, the University College Hospital associated with the Medical School of the 

University of Ibadan, an outstanding modern teaching hospital, had 500 beds and 
treated 30,000 new patients annually. The majority of the patients are treated in the 
General Out-patient clinic. Difficult cases are referred to specialist clinics, and acute 
emergency cases are sent to the wards for admission. A UCH patient has a choice of a 
“European” or a “Nigerian” menu, with decisions being based on food habits and 
cost. A patient who requires special food is required to follow a prescribed diet.

In 1964, Adepyo Hospital was a 250-bed hospital with a staff of twenty-six 
doctors, eighteen nursing sisters, and 186 nurses. Several hundred general out-patients 
are cared for daily at Adeoyo, including a large and approximately equal number of 
children and of ante-natal patients. The hospital provides food for children, paupers, 
and those on special or high protein diets; relatives bring food to the other patients 
at 6:30, 12:00 and 5:00 o’clock. Ideally, staff members said, the hospital would feed 
all patients.

Jericho Nursing Home, a general hospital operated by the government mainly for 
senior civil servants and their wives and children, has thirty beds. These government 
officers do not pay for services received at this hospital. Some persons who are not 
civil servants come as private patients and pay for all services. In 1964, about five- 
sixths of the patients were civil servants or members of their families. Most types of 
illness are treated at Jericho Nursing Home, but when facilities are lacking, cases are 
referred to UCH, for example, ear, nose and throat conditions.

Jericho Chest Clinic, a government clinic for tuberculosis, has twenty beds—ten for 
males and ten for females, but most of the patients are out-patients.
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Several of the twelve private medical practitioners in Ibadan maintain small hospi

tals adjoining their offices, usually with from ten to twenty beds. Relatives come and 
go when tney please and give moral support as part of the treatment. One of these 
physicians said that to the relatives, as well as to the patient, a large hospital is a 
frightening place. Relatives bring food into these small hospitals, thus saving the 
doctor that expense and providing the patients with what they want to eat. One doctor, 
who said hispractice is mainly for farmers, petty traders, and labourers, charges small 
fees (ten kobo to seven naira), but he sees a very large number of patients daily. 
This physician, who was trained in England, tells incurable patients to go back to a 
tr«ditional healer.

In 1964, major health centres i n the foimer Western Region were owned and staffed 
by the regional rather than the local government. The larger centres had cost approxi
mately N40.000 to erect, always had transport available (ambulance and one other 
vehicle), housing for senior staff, four to six beds (normally used for maternity pur
poses, but sometimes used for general cases), and quarters for midwives and commu
nity nurses. Theses centres are staffed by either a physician or a senior nurse, and a 
dispensing assistant who has had some training in pharmacy but is not a full phar
macist. A health office is part of such a centre, with a Public Health Inspector, 
a trained sanitarian, in charge. A rural health centre is financed by the local council 
but receives a grant from the government. Typically, these centers have four beds, 
no transport, and no senior staff. An attendant, who has had one year’s training at the 
School of Hygiene and Health Auxiliaries Training School, is in charge of the dispen
sary. These attendants are taught to diagnose and prescribe for simple illness and 
they have had some training inpublic health work. They aresupposed to refer patients 
whose illnesses they are not competent to treat to a larger centre or to a hos pital, 
but, according to a number of physicians with whom we talked, many of them do not 
know their limitations and do little referring. A Standard VI education is required 
for admission to the course for dispensary attendants, with the Local Council nomi
nating the person it wants to get th s training and paying his fees for the course. 
The Public Health Inspector or Health Overseer assigned to a Rural Health Centre 
has completed a three-year training course after receiving the West African School 
Certificate. This official is responsible for sanitation in the widest sense: refuse disposal, 
latrines, markets, drainage, housing (building plans), and water supply. They often 
give smallpox vaccinations. Because they prosecute people who have untidy compo- 
pounds, there is a tendency to regard them as sanitary policemen. In recent years, 
an attempt has been made to train these officials on the teaching rather than the 
policing side. One or two midwives (Grade 2) complete the staff of a Rural Health 
Centre. In 1964, no additional Grade 2 mid wives were being trained and those in 
this category we» being brought mfor an additional year* of training. Following this 
training, they are called Community Nurses, and it is intended that they should take 
an interest also in young children and in the family as a whole. After receiving this 
further training, the nurses are sent to the larger health centres. One difficulty in 
giving extra training is that they do not then want to stay in a small village.
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Eight physicians associated with the University of Ibadan Medical School (five 
Nigerian and three expatriate staff members) were asked whether most of the empha
sis in the public health centers was put on preventing illness or on introducing modern 
curing remedies. The view of these doctors was that at the larger health centres, 
there may be a good deal of public health work, depending largely on the outlook of 
the Medical Officer and the Health Sister (Public Health Nurse and Midwife). In these 
centres, there is a larger range of immunization procedures, especially diphtheria- 
tetanus, and whooping cough; health teaching to expectant mothers and to mothers 
of young children; and some instruction on family food preparation and on budgeting. 
According to one UCH staff member, the public health work done in the rural 
health centres is “close to nil”. Smallpox vaccinations are given and some pre-natal 
work is done, but not much more than that. A medical professor said that the health 
centres “are supposed to do preventive medicine, but actually most of their work is 
curative”. He attributed this emphasis in part to patient demand and partly to the 
fact that curative medicine is more spectacular. Expressing a similar view, a Medical 
School lecturer cited an example of a centre known to him where there had been no 
clean-up campaign, no immunization, and no drives for the disposal of waste. Two 
UCH staff members, one a Nigerian and the other an expatriate who were interviewed 
together, agreed that “lip service is paid to preventive medicine in the public health 
centres, but most of the work is curative”. Another expatriate doctor expressed a view 
often given by physicians and public health personnel in developing countries, namely, 
that when a child is ill, its mother will not listen to propaganda about malnutrition 
or other health matters, and, likewise, when her children are not ill, it is difficult to 
interest a mother in preventive measures. This physician said that there is less emphasis 
everywhere in the world on preventive medicine than on curative medicine and that 
one should not expect a degree of sophistication in a developing country that does 
not exist at home (United Kingdom).

At the Ikire Health Centre, visited on 21 November 1964 the staff consisted of a 
resident physician, a Sister or Senior Nurse, two Community Nurses, and two Mid
wives (Grade 2). According to the Physician in charge of this Centre, 40 per cent of 
the mothers in this area “go to the bush for delivery”, in part because their husbands 
insist that they be delivered at home. This centre was trying a new procedure, that of 
asking a patient to pay the delivery fee (N2.50) charged there whether or not the patient 
was delivered there. The ante-natal fee at this centre had been N1.05. This centre 
had four beds for adults, but could take care of an additional four patients, 
and four beds for children. Relatives brought food to patients, with the Sister checking 
only if the patient was malnourished. Most of the cases at this centre were maternity 
cases, but there were some gynaecological cases, some first aid, and some children were 
being treated for kwashiorkor (serious protein deficiency). A rather extensive program 
was being conducted on the preventive side, including well-baby clinics, instruc
tion in preventive medicine for mothers when staff members treated their children, 
talks in schools, and health posters. In 1964 the Sister Nurse devoted a total of 
about one day a week to home visits. (The centre had a small car, given by UNI
CEF, for home visiting.) The Health Overseer attached to the centre inspected local
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sanitary conditions and checked on animals before slaughtering and on the carcases 
afterward.

Not far from the Ikire Health Centre, a maternity centre is located. Its staff consisted 
of one midwife (Grade 1), one midwife (Grade 2), and a dispensary attendant. The 
work of this centre was described as “ante-natal care, deliveries, and infant welfare” . 
In 19<54 deliveries were running about 34 per month. A “booked’* patient paid one 
naira for ante-natal care, 50 kobo for delivery, and 5 kobo per night for a bed, while 
an “unbooked” patient paid one naira for delivery.

A small dispensary, known as an Ibadan East Council Maternity centre, was 
opened in Lai upon in September, 1964. This centre was staffed by two midwives 
(Grade 2) and a dispensary attendant who came two days a week to mix medicine 
for the use of the midwives. This attendant did not prescribe for or treat patients. 
The hours for this dispensary were 7:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m., but patients could receive 
emergency treatment at any time. With the exception of minor complaints, it was not 
expected that adult cases would be treated at this centre. If a patient needed the 
services of a dispensary attendant, he was sent to Egbeda (11 km.), Iyana-Ore (8 km.) 
or Oyedcji (13 km.). More serious cases were sent to Adeoyo Hospital or to the 
University College Hospital. During the first two weeks of November 1964, this 
centre handled 49 ante-natal cases and 55 children’s cases (mainly “cough”, fever, 
and diarrhoea). Four patients had been delivered there in the two months since the 
centre opened. The mid wives said that women were reluctant to pay the fee for 
delivery (N2.10) telling them that labour pains often come at night when they cannot 
come to the dispensary. According to these midwives, ordinarily a woman delivers 
her child alone, calling the traditional doctor only if there is some difficulty or if the 
placenta does not appear. At that time, women were more willing to bring their 
children to the centre for treatment than to come there to be delivered.

New Emphases and Programmes at the Medical School, University o f Ibadan
Nwokolo has summarized some of the recent developments in Faculty of Medicine 

programs at the University of Ibadan. In 1963, when the university became autono
mous, one of the first actions taken by the Board of the Faculty of Medicine was the 
alteration of the syllabus for the Bachelor of Medicine degree “..  .in such a way as 
to bring a nev emphasis to bear on those disease processes and situations which are 
peculiar to Nigeria.” This meant placing greater emphasis on Preventive and Social 
Medicine than had been provided for in the London M.B. syllabus. The new curricu
lum requires a two months’ clerkship in a rural areafor every student.25 Since children 
constitute approximately half of the Nigerian population and more than 60 per 
cent of hospital attendances, the new curriculum increased the time allocated to 
Paediatrics, and, as is the case of Preventive and Social Medicine, a separate exam- 
mination in Paediatrics has been instituted in order to emphasize the subject. In the 
new scheme of postgraduate specialist training, “ . .  .the Faculty of Medicine seeks 
to inculcate an intimate knowledge of local conditions whle maintaining its grip 
on the universally accepted principles of Medicine.” In research, as in teaching, 
the disease processes peculiar to the Nigerian environment are emphasized in Internal 
Medicine, Obstetrics and Gynaecology, Ophthalmology, Pathology, Paediatrics,
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Pharmacology, Psychiatry, and Anatomy. An important development is the establish
ment by four departments of the University Medical School of outposts in villages 
in Western Nigeria. In each case, the department “undertakes much of the medical 
day-to-day care of the villagers in exchange for the opportunity to study their disease 
patterns, the growth trends in their children, the behaviour and progress of then- 
pregnant women, the eccentricities and aberrations of their lunatics.”26

A Pilot Experiment in Community Psychiatry 
In October, 1954, two projects were started by Dr T. Adeoye Lambo, Professor 

of Psychiatry and Head of the Department of Psychiatry at the Medical School, 
University of Ibadan, at Aro, a village near the city of Abeokuta, about ninety 
kilometres north of Lagos.

The first phase was the adoption of a day-hospital scheme.. .The scheme of 
treatment within the framework of the community was based on the use of four 
large traditional villages. On to these four villages, we grafted our therapeutic 
unit, which could accommodate 200 to 300 patients. The normal population 
comprised Yoruba tribesmen and their extended-families, the majority of whom 
were peasant farmers, fishermen, and local craftsmen. The four villages surround 
a central institution-Aro Hospital-a most modern 200-bed mental hospital 
with all the modern facilities for treatment and research.
It was part of the regulation leading to admission to the treatment that each 
patient should be accompanied by at least one member of the family-mother, 
sister, brother, or aunt, who should be able to cook for him, wash his clothes, 
take him to the hospital for treatment in the morning and collect him in the 
afternoon...
This first phase went on for two years. Patients and their families, as well as 
ordinary villagers, were regularly invited to attend church services, films, traditio
nal plays, dances, and social functions in the hospital itself. One of the most 
important lessons learned during the first phase of the experiment was that this 
form of treatment provided the best and the most effective way of dealing with 
family attitudes towards patients from the beginning of treatment...
The second phase of our experiment took the form of comprehensive village- 
care services, through gradual extending of the first phase. All treatment facilities 
now provided in two smaller villages, and, in addition, we have now taken full 
responsibil ty for health administration, management, planning, and public 
health of these villages, in full collaboration with the village elders, who serve on 
the health planning council.. .
One of the most unusual features of our pattern of care for the mentally ill in 
Nigeria is our unorthodox collaboration with the traditional healers.. .  Dr El 
Mahi and I have for a number of years made use of the services of African 
‘witch doctors’, especially selected for epidemiological work and other aspect of 
social psychiatry (for example, a community attitude survey).. .21

In addition to other services, three of these traditional healers have assisted in 
the day-to-day clinical work, doing some psychotherapy on their own with those 
who have psychoneuroses and anxiety states. Often in such cases, rituals and sacrifices 
suffice.
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Diff ’ring Points o f View on the Use o f Traditional Healers
A number of physicians who are concerned about medicine in developing countries 
have expressed doubts about the encouragement of traditional healing practices. 
Kiev comments:

The fact that treatment is culturally based and directed at the alleviation of 
drugs may in fact do actual harm. The use of amulets or suggestive, abreactive, 
and dissociative experiences, although it may cause no direct harm, may do 
indirect harm by delaying the use of prompt and effective modem treatment.28

Margetts writes:

It has been suggested that traditional medicine men and healers do some good, 
usually by manner of strong positive suggestion based on faith or fear. They 
probably do more harm than good. There seems little rationale to fit traditional 
healing into a mental health programme in this day in Africa. There is no need 
for it. . . One must differentiate spiritual, suggestive, dancing, and abreactive 
healing.. .from the primitive medicine man as the dokita of Nigeria or the 
mganga of the Swahili-speaking tribes in the East. While there might be some 
rationale in accepting, with caution, the purely psychological type of healer, 
there are many pitfalls if modern emerging countries encourage him, and real 
dangers if they promote the native medicine man who uses material substances 
or cutting procedures.29

According to Prince:

It seems clear that there is no good reason to encourage indigenous healing 
practices for physical illness in any culture. Western diagnostic technique and 
Western pharmacological and surgical knowledge far outstrip every other ki íown 
system of medicine. In addition, Western practices are universally applicable 
they are not culture-bound. Psychological medicine is different, however, in a 
number of ways. Western psychiatric techniques are not in my opinion demons
trably superior to many indigenous Yoruba practices I feel that investigation of 
the indigenous psychiatry of other groups will lead to the same conclusion. 
Psychotherapeutic techniques fit with the cultures in which they have developed 
and cannot cross cultural boundaries so successfully as can physical therapies.. .  
Psychiatric ills are not so pressing a public health problem as are many physical 
ills. They are not killers. The limited resources of underdeveloped countries 
must be devoted first to such major health problems as malnutrition, infectious 
diseases, and parasitic infectations. This consideration coupled with the other 
two make it clear that the mental health programs of underdeveloped countries 
should make the fullest use of indigenous psychiatric facilities.30

Dr Lambo does not advocate extensive training for traditional healers, but he 
favours working with selected individuals during the interim period while the number 
of psychiatrists is inadequate to meet the needs of the population.31 He and other 
physicians with whom we talked oppose setting up institutes of traditional medicine 
along the lines of those established in mainland China and in India.32 These institutes 
have great influence and have entrenched the questionable as well as the useful features 
of traditional medicine in those countr es.
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a t t it u d e s  t o w a r d  t h e  r e t e n t io n  o f  t r a d it io n a l  c u s t o m s

The positions taken on the retention of traditional customs, like those taken on the 
retention of traditional religions and on the inability of modern medicine to cure all 
illnesses, are indicative of important attitudes of ordinary people in the changing situa
tion in Western Nigeria. Table 24 shows the association between place of residence 
and attitude toward the retention of traditional customs, defined here as dress, food, 
mode of greeting, polygyny, and tribal marks (facial scarification). Informants in 
Ijaye, where persons under 30 constituted only 4 per cent of the sample, are overwhel 
mingly in favour of retain ing traditional customs. In the Village of Laluppn, 72 per 
cent said they believed it was a good idea to retain traditional customs as compared 
with 7 per cent in Ibadan. Both in Lai up on and in the city, those under 30 constituted 
approximately one-third of the samples. For the sample as a whole, there is a strong 
relationship between age and retention of traditional customs: Under 30, 22 per cent; 
30-49, 56 per cent; 50 and over, 70 per cent (X2 — 41.43, P < . 100, d.f., 4). The women 
in the total sample favour the retenti n of traditional (iustoms to a greater extent tlían 
do the men (62 per cent versus 48 per cent, but this association is significant only at 
the .20 level). A smaller proportion of informants from monogamous families (46 per 
cent) than from families where there are two wives (72 per cent) or three or more 
wives (100 per cent) favour the retention of traditional customs (X2 =  25.03, P < .001, 
d.f., 4). Of those who have not gone to school, 63, per cent wish to keep traditional 
customs compared with 36 per cent who have gone to school (X2 =  19.553, P < .001, 
d.f., 2). On present religion, 93 per ent of the orlsd worshippers prefer to retain tradi 
tional customs, compared With 51 per cent of the Muslims and 41 per cent of the 
Christians (X2 =  13.818, P < .01, d.f., 4).

TABLE 24

PLACE OF RESIDENCE AND ATTITUDE TOWARD RETENTION OF TRADITIONAL 
CUSTOMS OF 269 YORUBA, IBADAN AREA, 1964

Residence

Retention o f Traditional
Customs Ijaye Lalupon Ibadan Total

Good Idea Retain Customs 90 72 7 49

Keep Some; Drop Some 6 27 93 49

Drop 4 1 0 1

Total (%) 100 100 100 99
(54) (105) (110) (269)

XJ =  147.597, P < .001, d.f., 4.

SCHOOLING DESIRED FOR OWN CHILDREN

Education in one of the strongest influences in social change in south-western Nigeria. 
As is the case in most of sub-Saharan Africa, Nigerian parents are intensely interested 
in the education of their children. Half of the 179 rank-and-file informants (78 of
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our 272 informants were unmarried) who replied to our question concerning the 
schooling of their children said that none had gone beyond primary school. (Some 
of the children of these informants were still of primary school age.) Table 25 indicates 
that none of the children of the responding informants had up to that time attended a 
college or a university and that only 7 per cent had close kinsmen who had attended an 
institution of higher learning. Nineteen per cent of 202 informants said they desired 
college or university training for their children, and an additional 36 per cent want 
their children to go as far as possible with their schooling. By the latter statement 
these informants meant the earning of the highest degree it is possible to obtain in one’s 
field of interest. Only one of these informants wants his children to have no training 
beyond primary school, and only seven favoured secondary modem education for 
their children.

TABLE 25

SCHOOLING DESIRED FOR OWN CHILDREN, IBADAN AREA, 1964

Highest Schooling 
Attained thus far by 
any o f four Children

Highest Schooling 
Attained thus far 
by Close Kin

Schooling 
Desired for 
Own Children

Primary Only 51 13 1

Secondary Modem 15 16 4

Secondary Grammar 7 35 19

College or University 0 7 26

Postgraduate School 0 8 1

Trade or Technical School 0 6 10

As far as Possible 2 15 36

Other 25 0 4

Total (%) 100
(179)

100
(13)

101
;: 0 2 ;

SUMMARY

The trends away from traditional religion, medicine, and customs, as well as the 
strong interest in education beyond primary school for one’s children are indications 
of changes that are occurring throughout Yoruba society and culture.33 Although 
there has been no stampede away from Yoruba beliefs and practices, changes are 
being made continuously, and, in some cases, rapidly. Our findings show that ordinary 
Yoruba have not found everything Western more desirable than Yoruba ways. Euro
pean, African, American, and other ways axe being accepted, rejected, modified, 
and combined in the light of past experiences, present conditions, group pressures, and 
personal tastes. Cultural nationalism is the counterpat of political nationalism.
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APPENDIX A
Forms Used in This Study

VILLAGERS AND URBAN DWELLERS

Number.. tTi...........Date of interview.......................................... Interviewer.»'..................... ........

Village name............ .........i .............. ......... .......... ............ ...................... ..........

1 Full name of respondent.............. .............................. .............„...... .......... .............1.............

2. Tribe......... .....— ^................ ................ „...... ............... and subtribe..... ............ ..................

3. Sex................ .. ... .££3.......................
3a. Language spoken:

a. Self:
b. Wife or husband:
I Mother:
d. Father:

4. Age
a. Respondent’s statement:.:— _  ........... ........... ....™,_   

b. Tnterviewer’s estimate........ ...................... .................... .............

5. Ma.ital status
a. Never married............................................ ....... » ...... ............ .

b. Currently married.................................................... ....................

If man: How many wives including those living with you and those living outside?.

If woman: How many co-wives including those living outside ?...................................

c. Other (specify)..... _............................ ........... ... .... ...................... ...............................

6. How many children do you have?................................... .......................

7. How much schooling have your children received?»...... ...................................... ..........

How much schooling would you like your children to get ?................... „  „ ................

What is the highest education any of you close kin has received?........................... ..........

In interviewing informants the various forms given here were used only as guides.

8. What kind of work do you do?................ .................. .......— — ............— » ......

a. What does your wife (wives) do ?„■_......— ........................... ....................................

b. What does your husband do?... .............—...........— .........S............... ......................

9. What different types of occupations do people have around here ?  ............ .—    

10. Do you have any complaints (illnesses) right now (list) ?.._.................... ....... ...... ...................

11. What illnesses have confined you to bed in the past few yean ?...... ......................... — ..........
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a.
b.

Illness When

TREATMENT 

H ospita l H om e
k in d  o f  Length o f  
Treatm ent Illness

12 Has anyorié ever operated on you? Yet.......................No....... .

a. If “yes,” where ...... .................. ..... .. ..............................

b. If “yes”, what for?.™....... ............... .... ............

c. Has anyone ever given you an injection? Yes... 

13. Do you go to a native doctor for treatment?

14. a. How many times in the past two years have you stayed 
with a native doctor for treatment ?.................. ...»______

..N o,»......_ ........

a. Often. _.»_..

b. Sometimes....

c. Never.Jt._

b. How many times in the past two years have you prepared 
your own native medicine?

c. How many times in the past two years have you bought 
native medicine?

13. a. How many times in the past two years have you taken 
medicine for blood?

a. Often.........

b . Sometimes.....

c. Never..........

a  Often........ +,

b. Sometimes....

c. Never..........

a. O ften.........

b. Sometimes.,

c. Never.____

b. Have you taken medicine for power?

c. Purge?

d . Other things?

a. Often...............—.... . .....

b. Sometimes,,....... ...... ...

c Never..... .....................

a. Often.... ........................ .

b. Sometimes............... ..  ....

c. Never.----- ------------

a. Often-................ —....

b. Sometimes.-.................
e. Never,.,,,».................

16. In the past two years, has any ill health affected the amount of 
work you do? a. Often..»......... ......... ........

b. Sometimes......... - ...........

e . Never......- .... - J - —......
If yes, explain.
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17. How much do you worry? Often.....,! .......Sometimes........................Never.

What do you worry about ?..„.......... - — - . r ....P ï ï ........ ......................

18. Do any of these worries make you physically ill? a.

b.

19. D o you ever hear or see spirits or other things ? a.

If “yes,” what are they? b.

c.

20. Do you think anyone is using “juju” on you? a.

If “yes,” how? b.

c.

21. D o you think you are troubled by witchcraft? a.

b .

c.

22. a. Have you ever gone to a dispensary for treatment of an illness ?

1 If  yes, for what illnessfes)?....................... ...............................

2. How many visits have you made to a dispensary ?.............' 

3. Did the treatm ents) cure you? Yes........ ...............N o..........

4. If you become ill in the future would you go to a dispensary ? Yes.............. No.

5. If yes, for what illnesses?™... ................................. ........................ .....................

b. Have you ever gone to a hospital for treatment of an illness ? Yes.............. No 

1. If yes, for what illness(es)?.......... —...—.................. .......................................... »..._ .....
2. How many visits have you made to a hospital ? ................ ...... ............. _.

3. Did the treatments' cure you? Yes.SE.™.... ........,No.„................. .

4. If you become ill in the future, would you go to a hopsital ? Yes.............. No......... ......

5. If yes, for tfhat illness(es)?.......... .................... ÍT1........................... ............................ ■_

c. Did the doctors at the dispensary show a friendly interest in you?

Often.-™™......._ ........Sometimes.......................... Never....._s_... ^ ..........
d. Did the doctors at the hospital show a friendly interest in you?

Often...... ...............Sometimes--- --------- --- Never.......... .......
e. Did the nurses at the dispensary show a friendly interest in you?

Often".....3SE.......... Sometimes— ......... ....Never.... !.,.... .............
/  Did the nurses at the hospital show a friendly interest in you?

Often...................... Sometimes....... ....... .......Never......  ..............

Did you have to bribe (tip) the attendants at the dispensary in order to get medical atten
tion ? Yes______ No...............

h. Did you have to bribe (tip) the attendants at the hospital in order to get medical attent on ? 
Yes...................... No.......................

Often................ .

Sometimes ......

Often...................

Sometimes...........

Never...................

Often...................

Sometimes_.......

Never...................

Often...................

Sometimes............

Never...................

Yes..................No.
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i. Did you have to wait a long time before you were given attention at the dispensary? 
Yes...................No....................

j  Did you have to wait a long time before you were given attention at the hospital ? Yes......

No..™...................k When you are seriously ill, what do you try:

Home remedies... .̂.]...........

Traditional healer........... „

Doctor at dispensary____

Doctor in private practice....................

/ Which do you try first................................. ;Iast...ú............................................. ..... ?

m Which illnesses do you think modern medicine will never be able to cure?........................

23. Do you purchase remedies for illness or misfortune at the drugstore (chemist’s)? 

(If yes) Illnesses or Misfortunes Remedies

(a) .........- ......... ........ .... ........... .......................................-..

(b) — ............4 - S ..................- J ...........................................
24. What do you think the causes of illnesses a, b, c, d, e (in No. 23) are ?

Name of Illness Causes of Illness Remedies

(a) ... ........ .... ..........................................................

(b) ................................ ..................._ .............
(c) .........— ....... ...— ..... ...... .............._...*......
(d) .. „ ... ................................................................

(«) .... ......... ........ - ....... -.................... H ........ ' ................
25. How serious (dangerous) do you think these illnesses are?

(a) ......... very serious

(b) ...... .......... not serious.......................serious................... very serious

(c) . not serious............ ...........serious................... very serious

(b) ... ......very serious

(e) ...... not serious........... ...........serious... ..... ... .very serious

26. (a) Is this village the place where you were bom? Yes.—1— .... — ....No

If “no," then ask:

(b) Where were you bom?......... ........—,...................... ............... .. ... -
(District and region as well as village name).

27. (a) Have you ever lived in a large city?................. ......... -..Li—....... .......... *
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28.

29.

(6) If “yes”, what city or cities ?„.............................. „............................

(c) How long ? (Give number of years)...... .......................... ..........„.......

(a) Have you ever been to school ? Yes....................No...... ............ .....

(b) If yes, kind of school (one or more)

Elementary Only Modern Grammar

Ordinary..__„..a......-— ™...................................—.....................i**....

Koranic................. ........................................................... - .... — ™

Other (e.g., lessons).........................—....... ...... ..........................dL.

(c) If public, highest grade completed.................... ............;_____ ___ _

If Koranic, how many Esu did you read?................ .........................

(d) Can you read: Yoruba?.....  ................... ....... .English................ ....

Other languages..................... .. ....................................

(a) What is your religion now?

Christian ?..._.................* órtfd  only ?.... ....... . i b ....... ........ ......

Muslim ?......................™*..Other (specify)............................... ............

(b) If Christian or Muslim, ask if also Ó rlfd: Yes....... .. ............ No._.„.......

(c) Have you ever been possessed ? Yes............................No... ............

(d) For which órifd  does your lineage hold annual ceremonies ?.................

(e) Which other annual ceremonies do you attend (in order of importance) 7

* Residents of villages only, For residents of Ibadan add the word “before” at end of question

30. (a) What are your lineage ó r lfd l  ™............................ -b_...................... ......................... -

(6) Do you worship them ?.......................... .......... , ...............,...................... ...................

(c) (If no) Do you contribute to the worshipping?;................................ ......„........ .............

(d) (If yes) In what way?.........................._ .......................................................................

31. Which Órlfá do you worship besides those of your lineage?

How acquired (explain 
circumstances, e.g.,

Name o f  drlfd  during illness, fo infertility. How worshipped?
for success)?

1. ......... .... ........ .................... ......................... ...... .............................. ...
2................... ..—-........................... ............................... .................. .... .........

3............. ................. .......... — ................ ........... ....... -....1........ ................................. .

32. Are any of these more important than the others?....... ..................... ..................

Which?....................... .....................................................Why?............ ...........

33. Is there a village dei ty here ?................................. ...... ......... .............—......



(If yes) Name.................................. ......... ____ ___ ___ j  l ....... ...........................

When is-the annual oeremony for this deity?........................ -.................... ....................... .

34. Are there any special taboos in connection with this Órlfd7„.... „..*...„................................. .

(if yes) What are they?............. _..... .................................. .... ......... u,.....................„....-..
35. Do you belong to any cult groups ?............................._ ........a ............ * ...............

(If yes) Which 1 .....................................*_.................... ............................................. j „

36. Do you consult a diviner? Yes.................... .............. .... No......._................ .....

Babalawo.................................? Muslim diviner..........._ ......... ? Aiadura............ .....?

37. (a) What kind of magical protection do you use ....................................... ......

(6) What does it protect you against?............... ......... .............................. .... ............ .....

38. Do you now belong to any of the following?

Islam........................................
Christian. African Church (UNA)....................Catholic................. ........ ;.......... .............

Anglican........................................ Jehovah’s Witness............. ..... ..................

Methodist..................................... Seventh Day Adventist...................... ...........

Baptist............................................ Aiadura (give name).......................... ......

Other ..... .. ..................... ...................................... ................................ ..................... .■»...

39. Where do you attend worship services?........... «....:.... ..........„ .... a.............. ............ ..... ......

40. (If a Christian) About how often do you attend worship services in your church?

I. One a year....................................................................... ................... .....

3. About once a month................................................................................

4. About once a week ..................................................................... _ ........

5. Twice or more weekly....................... .......... - ............... —__-.................

41. (If a Muslim) Do you pray regularly?  p..............................................—:—................

Do you obserye the full fast?............ ........................................ ........ *......

Do you attend (weekly) Jumat prayers regularly ? .................. ................ ........

42. Do you now hold or have you held any special offices in your church or mosque ? Yes..........

No............................... ............

(If yes) What offices?............................................................................. ................. .......

43. Were you bom into this religion?................................ .............................— .......—.....

Religion
(list chronologically) Age When Joined What Reason
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44. (a) Do you think it is a good idea for people to keep up native customs ?

Yes...................No....™...................

(b) Can you explain?..............................— ........... ...— ................. ......

(c) What about native religion ?........ ....... .........— ........ ....—..»..... -—

(d ) Can you explain?................................................. ..... .7......................

45. How do you think these things will change in Nigeria in the next few years'’

TRADITIONAL CEREMONIAL LEADERS 

Number.............. ................................... Date of Interview....................... Village Name.

1. Full Name of Respondent... .................................................................................

2. Tribe....*........................................—...........Subtribe........................................ „.....

3. Sex.......... ..............

4. Age............ .............. (Respondent’s statement)

..... ............ ........ (Interviewer’s estimate)

5. What kind of work do you do?..............................................................................

6. How many orisa are there?................................

7. Please give names of drlfd  known to you:................................................................

8. Which are the most important and most powerful drtfd  ?.

9a. Do people here carry on daily drlfd  worship? Yes..........■......... ^ ......No.

b. Of what does this worship consist?............. .......... ........ ...................

10. Which drlfd  do you worship?

11. Which drlfd  do you worship in annual festivals?

12a. Are annual ceremonies given here for lineage drlfá  Yes......................No...

b. Are annual ceremonies given here for village drlfd  ? Yes................. ........ No.

(If “Yes”) which drlfd?................ ............................1..1 .................... ......
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13. $ 5 1 1

(a) What are the personal characteristics of $?ú?

(A) What are $$ú’s powers?......—...............................

(c) For what purposes does one use £$ú ?,T._:>!.......

(rf) Where is £?ú kept (e.g., inside the house) ?............

W hy?..... ..... ........ ............. .............:.______ __1....

(e) Is there an annual festival here for $$ú ?..9*.........

(If yes), Wher f-J............... .......— ...... __............

( /)  Can you give some verses said in praise of £$ú?

(g) Can you tell us anything else about $$ú?............

14. Ógún

(a) What are the personal characteristics of ógún ?..

(A) Do people here take oaths and make covenants in the name of Ógún ?

Yes...... — ........—...... ........................... No ...n................ ..... How are such oaths taken?.

(c) What happens if an oath is broken?.

(d) For what other purposes do people here use ógún (e.g , circumcision, tribal marks, and 

surgical operations, etc.)?................................. .— ............. .......... — ............. ...................

(e) What would be the consequence of failing to provide the annual festival for Ógún?

(/)  Can you give some verses said in praise of Ógún ?.....

(g) Can you tell us anything else about Ógún?..............

13. $ángó

(a) What are the personal characteristics of §ángó ?__

(A) What are Sángó’s powers?........;.................;... ........ ..

(c) In what ways does one use $ángó to avenge wrongs ?..... ............ .

(d) For what other purposes does one use $áng&?....... ........... .................

(e) Can you give us some verses said in praise of $ángó?... ............ ........

(/)  Can you tell us anything else about §ángó?------- --- - .......... ..........
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16. §ánp$nná
(a) What are the personal characteristics of $ánp$nná?.

(b) What are $ánpí>nuá’s powers?™..... ..................... ......„..................

(c) For what purposes does one use §ánp$nná?.........................i...

(d) Is §ánp$nná’s shrine outside or inside the house or community?.

(e) What other names (euphemisms) are used for §ánp$nná ?.......„....

.......... ....... .........................................Why?.........„..w ....................

( /)  Are any verses addressed to $ánp$nná?............. ___ ___ _____

(g) Can you tell us anything else about $ánp<>nná ?„.........................

17. Ql<)run
(a) In what ways does Qlórun differ from the órlá ?................_...... .

(6 ) What are 01<5run’s powers?..........................................

(c) Is there a specific way of worshipping Ql<>run?.......

18. Olódúmarê
(a) In what ways does Olódiimarê differ from the ór/jd?

(b) What are Olódúmard’s powers ?...................................

(c) Is there a specific way of worshipping Olódumarê?....

(d) Are any verses addressed to Olódúmarê?...................

19. 0rúnmilá Ifá
(a) What are the personal characteristics of Orúnmilá ?..

(f>) What is the relationship between Onínmilá and $lá ?.

Between Qrúnmllá and 0sanyin?...... ï*ae............B

(c) What are the powers of 0rúnmilá?—.....„   

(d) Can you give us a short history of 0rúnmilá

(e) Can you give us verses in praise of 0rúnmilá ?... .

(/) Can you tell us anything else about 0rúnmllá ?......

20. £lá
(a) What are the personal characteristics of £lá ?.„„.„.

(b) What are the powers of $lá ?............................ ... »........

(c) What is the relationship between £lá and Olódúmaré?
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(d) Can you tell us anything else about $lá 'L„....... .............—

2 1 . Qbátálá
(a) What are the personal characteristics of Qbátálá (Orijálá) ?.

(6 ) What are Qbátálá’s powers?.

(c) Is Qbátálá responsible for deformities in children?._

If yes, in what way?..,” ..................... . .....,..... ................

(d) Can you give us any verses said in praise of Qbátálá?.

(e) Can you tell us anything else about Qbátálá?............

22. Q$un
(a) What are the personal characteristics of 0$un ?.... ..

(b) What are 0$un s powers ?......................................... ........™™.™...... .............. ...........„....

(c) Can you give us a verse in praise of 0?un ?■...... ......... ™™,..............•;........ ......... ,...._ .....

(</) Can you tell us anything else about 0$un ?..................................................... ....... .......

23. Osanyln
(a) What are the personal characteristics of Osanyln?............. .............„ ..........................

(<fl What are Osanyln’s powers?...........SK&............................ ....... .................................

(c) For what purposes does one use Osanyln?............ ....... .... ........ — ... ......................

(d) Where is Osanyin kept (e.g., inside the house) ?...... ....... ................ .......„........... ....... ....

Why?.. .".............................................. . ................. ...... ......................................................

(e) Is there an annual festival here for Osanyln ?..... ..............................................................

If yes, whei.?......................... — .............. ............................... ........ .............. .—..........

( f)  Can you give some verses said in praise of Osanym ?.  .................— ........ .................

(g) Can you tell us anything else about Osanyln?.,......™,......... ....... ...... .............................

24. Orb
(a) What are the personal characteristics of Orb?..............................................................

(b) What are Orb’s powers?   ——............. .................................................................

(d) For what purposes does one use Orb..... .................. ............ ...............i......i ............. .

(d) Where is Orb kept? ...................................................................................................’..... ,

why?......... ...................................~ .l? ..................... 5 ;.............?“ ....:1...... l~.............

(e) Is there an annual festival here for Orb ?................. ... .........................~................. ..
\

If yes, when?...... ....... .............. — ' ........ .'.I......................... ................. .........................

CO Can you give us some verses said in praise of Orb?............. „™.....................................

(g) Can you tell us anything else about Orb?...........S’. ................ ................................... .....
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25. Ókêbádán
(a) What are the personal characteristics of Ókibádán?

(b) What are Okêbádán’s powers?............. ........... ..... ................... ...........................

(c) For what purposes does one use Ok&bádán ?......... ...............................................

(id) Where is Okebádán kept?..™....... ................................................ ........... j,...

Why?......................................................... ...... .... .................... ........ .... ..................
(«) Is there an annual festival for Okêbádán ?......... ....................................................

( /)  Can you give us some verses sa d in praise of ókêbádán ?....._.. .......... ........... ....

(g) Can you tell us anything else about Ókêbádán?................ ..............M............

26. Annual ceremonial routines (typical sequence of events):

(a) Processions:
(b) Singing (hymns, etc.):
(c) Priase verses:
(d) Dancing:
(e) Drumming:
('/) Spirit possession:
(g) Sacrifices (Offerings):
(h) Use of blood:
(j) Use of leaves:
0 )  Use of water:
(Ar) Prayers:
(/) Musical instruments used (Drums (types of), rattles, gongs, bells, shakers, etc): 
(m) Masks and costumes:

27. Shrines and Temples

(a) which deities have shrines near lakes, streams, or rivers ?...... ............ ........... .......

(b) Which dei ties have shrines in groves?........... .......................... .

(c) Do all deities have shrines in dwelling places?............ ..........

(d) Where are the shrines for the spirits of the ancestors found ?.

28. Priesthood

(а) How does a lineage priest acquire his position ?... ............

(б) Who performs the priest function for a ward (city only) ?.

(c) Do priests receive any training?.......................... ............

(d) Is a priest ever deposed?......—......... ........... - ........

(e) Who leads the annual ceremony for the town orlfá ?...—

How is he chosen ?........._ _ ............................. ...— =........

( /)  How does priest ascertain the will of his divinity ?..._....
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(g) Distinguishing marks of a priest (e.g., clothes, beads etc.).

(A) Taboos (food, drink, sex, etc.) which priests must observe...

29 Soul

(ti) What does $ml mean?
(A) What does pkán mean?
(c) What does orl mean?
(c) Is ipin the same as orl
(e) Does orl also mean “double” (“partner)” or “guardian angel” ? 
( /)  Is iwin the same as $ml1 
(g) What does djiji mean?
(A) What does fnlkeji mean?
(/) Does one give offerings to his own orll 

To his parents’ orll
O') What docs ard $run mean ?
(k) What does Im flt mean?

30. What are the uses of dreams:

31. What are the uses of charms:

32. Witches:

\

33.

(a) Who are they?.™................................. ..................... ........ ..... „..... ....... •.

(A) How does one become a witch?.....„...................... £ .............. m ........ .......

(c) What are the powers of witches? ............ .......... ............5 ^ ................. .....

(d) Who uses witches?.......... ....... ..........„.........................................................

(e) How does one use withces ?......... ........... ......................... .................. _........

( /)  Is there a witchcraft society?................. ..... %..................... *...... „...............

(g) Do men belong to the witchcraft society?......„..... ....... .. ............ .......... ....

(A) How does the witchcraft society operate?..............„........ ..............................

(/) Can witches be recognized by physical appearance ? .... .................. .......

If yes, how?.......... ....... ......... .. ......... ............t..................... „  .  

(j ) Can witches be recognized by actions (behavior) .......... ....... ........ ..

If yes, how?.... u ..... .......... —----- ----------.................. ............... ...............

Change

(a) Are present-day pne its lacking in knowledge of cult beliefs and practices ?

(A) Are shrines and temples in a state of neglect?

Yes... ................. ...................................-.........N  i

(c) How have moral values changed in recent yean ?.
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(<0 Does the Ógbóni Fraternity exist here I_............. .................. ...... „ ............

(e) Is the Oninmllá cult undergoing reorganization ?._...............................................

( /)  Do civil officials attend Yoruba rituals in these days ?..........................................

34. Do Muslims and Christians (a) attend and (b) participate in traditional ceremonies ?

TRADITIONAL HEALERS

Number ...................................Date of Interview.................................. Village Name.
I

1. Full name of respondent.........................................................................................

2. Tribe......................................................................... and Subtribe...........................

3. Sex.............................................................

3 a. Language spoken
a. Self:
b. W fe:
c. Mother:
d. Father:

4. Age.................................... .... ............................

a. Respondent’s statement.......................................................... ..........

b. Interviewer’s and interpreter’s estimate ................. At.................................

5. Marital status
a. Never married.................................................. _...„.........

b. Currently married................._ .............................................

If man: How many wives including those living
with you and those living outride? .................................

If woman: How many co wives including those
living outside? ...................................

c. Other (specify) .................................................................................................

6 . How many children do you have?.........................................................................

7. How much schooling have your children received?..........................................

What kinds of schooling do your children plan to get?......................................

What is the highest education any of your close kin has received?...................

8 . What kind of work do you do?.... ..................... .... ...... ............... _... .... ..............

a. What does your wife (wives) do?...... .........................................................

b. What does your husband do?.......... ...... ...................................... ...............

9. Do you have any complaints (illnesses) right now (list) ? .................................

10. What illnesses nave confined you to bed in the past two years?
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Treatment
Kind o f Length

Illness When Hospital Home Treatment o f Illness

b............................... a.................. ............................ — ....... .... ........ .................... ........ .................... .................... .................... ....................^7
11. Did anyone ever operate on you? Yes........— ..........No................... .........

a. If “yes,” where ?..... ....................................— ...................... .............. ................... ....................

b. “yes," what for?.... .............. — ............. ............ ..... ........................ ... ..... ....... ............ ... ........

12. Has anyone ever given you an injection? Yes................... No....... ... ... ........

13. Do you treat yourself when ill?

Often................ .......Sometimes......................... ..._____  Never............—....... .......

If “yes,” for which illnesses?.^....»......... ...................... a.n................ ......£................. ...... ........

14 Do you go to other native doctors for the treatment of illnesses?

Often............ ........ „ ...... Sometimes.......... „ .................Never.... ................ ..........

If “yes,” for which illnesses?.........” ....... ..................... I..,,...........................................................

15. a. Have you ever gone to a dispensary for treatment of an illness?..................... ........ .... ..........

b. For what illness(es)?........................................ ...........................................................................

c. How many visits have you made?... ................................ ........................................... ...........

d. Have you every gone to a hospital for treatment of an illness?... ............... ............... *.........

e For what illness(es) ?.„........................ ................. ............................... ....................... .............„

f. How many visits have you made?.................  ______

g. Did the treatment (medicine...................operation,................ +......— injection...................

cure you?...... ................... ..................................

h. If you become ill in the future, will you go to a dispensary or to a hospital ?— .....................

/'. (If yes) For what illnesses?......... ...................„... c.,„............ , .....i_r* ' ^ i 1.... ...

j. For what illnesses would you never go to a dispensary or a hospital ?_..................... — .........

k. Do you ever advise any members of your family, friends, or clients to go to a dispensary

or to a hospital for the treatment of illnesses which you cannot cure?..................... .......•*....

If yes, for which illnesses?........ ...y............... ...........................— .....-.............................

16. What kind of illnesses do you treat most frequently?........ »..*».....................................................

17. What do you think the causes and symptoms of illnesses a, b, c, d, e, (those mentioned in 

No. 16) are?............. .... ..................................................................
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Names Symptoms Causes

a.

b.

c.

d.

18. What methods and materials do you use in diagnosing illnesses? (Note: include rituals as 
well as individual treatment.)

19. a. Do you ever purchase material at the drugstore (chemist’s) to use in the preparation 
of medicine for the treatment of illness or misfortune? Yes ....................  No ...

b. (If yes) What materials?.......... ....................... ... ............ ........... ............................................

c. Can you give one or two examples of the way combine materials from he drugstore 
with your own materials to make medicine for the treatment of specific illness(es) or 
misfortunes?

\
20. During most weeks, how many hours do you devote to healing?.™..!.....................!.......................

21. Can you give me some idea of the fees charged for each treatment of a sick person ? Examples
of types of illness and usual fee.

Are fees governed by the income of the patient ?....................:........................................................

22. Is the use of Oso medicne (for becoming
wealthy) increasing or decreasing?.......................... ................... ..............................................

23. What kinds of curse methods are used today ?.„............... ......... .....................................................

24. Do you “bless” mentally ill patients when discharging them ?.... 85.............................................

If yes, in what way Tiff....:.............................................. ........... Ï1LÍ.................................................

25. a. What patterns of invocation (spirit of victim invoked, brought before theoperator where
he is then damaged) are used today ? 

b. What methods are used to cure a soul damaged by invocation ?

26. Do many people believe in witches today? Yes............... .$23NoJ £ .................

27. What troubles do you think witches cause today?.......

28. What methods are used to defend oneself or one’s clients against witchcraft and against curse, 
incantation, and invocation

29. a. Is this village tho place where you were bom ? Yes... ,........ ...... N o......... .........

b. If “no” where were you bom ?.._.... ................................................... ....... ..........................
(District, Region, Village)
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30. . Have you ever lived in a large .. :

b. If “yes,” what city or cities?.............................._____ __ _$ j9 9 U .................... {£...........

c. How long ? (give number of years).............- ........................L?................................................

* For residents of villages only; for residents of Ibadan add the word “before” at end of question.

31. a. Have you ever been to school? Yes................ No ..........1................

b. If “yes,” kind of school: Ordinary........ ................................................................. ..........

Koranic....................................  „ ............................................

Others (e.g., lessons) ..............................................................

If Ordinary, highest grade completed..........................................

If Koranic, how many Ê$ú did you read ? ..........................

c. Can you read: Yoruba.......................English....................... Other Languages............ .......

32. a. What is your religion now? Christian Orifd only.......................................

Muslim?__ ................... Other (specify)..................................

b. If Christian or Muslim, ask if also órlfd  Yes..............................  No..............................

c. Do you become possessed ? Yes.............................. No.......... ....................

d. For which dr 10 does your lineage hold annual ceremonies ?.................................................

e. Which other annual ceremonies do you attend..... ..... .............................................................
(in order of importance) ?

33. o. What are your lineage firifá....... ,...rt?ya...........^ ...................................................................

b. Do you worship them ?..............................................

c. (If you) Do you contribute to the worshipping?.....................................................................

d. (If yes) In what way?;............. . w............................ ............................................ ...................

34. Which drifa do you worship besides those of your lineage?

How acquired (explain circum
stances, e.g., during illness, for

Name of drifa fertility, for success)? How worshipped?

1...........................................................................
2 . (etc.) ................................................. ...... ....... ...

35. Are any of these drt0  more important than the others?.

Which? ............................. :................... ............... Me»....

Why ? ............................U.'rft...::.................... .................

36. Is there a village deity here?................ .........................

(If yes) Name...... ..... ......... ............................................

When is the annual ceremony for this deity ?............
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37. Does your órifá impose any special taboos on you? Yes............ ..........  No.

(If yes) What are they ?„................. ...... ................... .............. . ........ ....................

38. Do you belong to any cult groups ?.................. ...................

(If yes) Which?.. ........................................................................................................... ...................................................

39. Do you now belong to any of the following ?

Islan ............................ ....

Christian:
African Church (UNA) ...... .......................  Catholic...........................

Anglican ..............................  Jehovah’s Witness......_

Methodist .............. ....... ....... Seventh Day Adventist

Baptist ..................... ........  Aladura (give name)....

Other.......... ........ ..................

40. Where do you attend worship services ?........... ....................... .HI......................................

41. (If a Christian) About how often do you attend worship services in your church?

................................ I. Once a year

........ .......... ...........2. Two or 3 times a year

.............................. 3. About once a month

.............................. 4 About once a week

__.......................... 5. Twice or more times weekly

42. Do you now hold or have you held any special offices in your church ?

Yes........ ............. No....................... (If yes) What office ?...............................................

43. Were you bom into this religion ?................ ..... .....„..... ..........

Religion (list chronologically) When joined What reason

1......................................................................H............................................
2 ........ ............... ........*...... -..............r.......................................................................... ...... -

3........................... ......... .................... ...... ... .................. ....... ....... .............. ................. .....

44. a. Do you think it is a good idea for people to keep up native customs ?__...-,..........

b. Can you explain?............................................................................. ............... ..........

c. What about native religion ?  ............................... ... .............. ................. .........

d. Can you explain?................. ..................................... .......................................... ......

45 How do you think these will change in Nigeria in the next few years?
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PHYSICIANS AND MEDICAL SCIENTISTS

1. Are patients reluctant to give blood for examination? Why?
2. Are members of the family of a deceased person reluctant to give permission for a post-mortem ? 

Why?
3. If requested, is the placenta given to the family of a patient to be disposed of in ritual fashion ?
4. Are patients willing and able to follow instructions?
5. H dw do you respond to patients who attribute their illnesses to sorcery, evil spirits, the orisa, or 

the witches?
6 . Do dispensaries and health centers maintained by the government emphasize the prevention 

or the curing of illnesses?
7. Other aspect? of the practice of scientific medicine in Nigeria.
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ADDITIONAL TABLES 

TABLE 26

PLACE OF RESIDENCE OF 272 YORUBA MEN AND WOMEN, IBADAN AREA, 1964

Residence
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Sex Ijaye Lalupon Ibadan Total

Male 67 94 92 88

Female 33 6 8 1 2

Total (%) 10 0 10 0 10 0 10 0
(54) (108) (1 1 0 ) (272)

X2 < 26.881, P < .001, d.f., 2.

TABLE 27

PLACE OF RESIDENCE AND AGE OF 272 YORUBA, IBADAN AREA, 1964

Age

Residence

Ijaye Lalupon Ibadan Total

Under 30 4 33 36 29

30-49 42 44 50 46

50 54 2 2 14 25

Total (%) 10 0 99 10 0 10 0
(54) (108) <U0 ) (272)

X2<39.204, P < . 001, s, d.f., 4.

TABLE 28

PLACE OF RESIDENCE AND MARITAL STATUS OF 270 YORUBA, IBADAN AREA, 1964

Residence

Marital Status Ijaye Lalupon Ibadan Total

Never Married 6 35 35 29

Married 85 62 64 67

Divorced, Widowed, Other 9 3 1 3

Total (%) 1 0 0 10 0 1 0 0 10 0
54) (106) ( 1 10 ) (270'

X* < 23.856 P <.001, d.f., 4.
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TABLE 29

PLACB OF RESIDENCE AND NUMBER OF WIVES OF 1 72 MARRIED YORUBA, 
IBADAN AREA, 1964

Residence

Number o f Wives Ijaye Lalupon Ibadan Total

One Wife 51 50 88 65

Two Wives 27 39 1 2 26

Three or more wives 2 2 1 1 0 9

Total (%) 10 0 10 0 1 0 0 10 0
(41) (64) (67) Í172)

X* < 31.792, P <.001. d.f., 4.

TABLE 30

AGE AND MARITAL STATUS OF 270 YORUBA, IBADAN AREA, 1964

Age

Sfarial Statu* Under 30 30-49 50 and Over Total

Never Married 76 15 1 29

Married 23 84 88 67

Divoroed, Widowed, Other I I 1 0 3

Total (%) 1 0 0 10 0 99 93
(78) (125) (67) (270)

X* < 129.09, P < .001, d.f., 4

TABLE 31

AGE AND NUMBER OF WIVES OF 17^ MARRIED YORUBA, IBADAN AREA 1984

Age

Number o f Wives Under 30 30-43 50 and Over Total

One Wife 93 70 48 65

Two Wives 7 23 36 26

Three or More Wives 0 7 16 9

Total (%) 1 0 0 10 0 10 0 10 0
(15) ( 1 0 1 ) 56) (172)

X* < 14.12, P<.01,d.f., 4.
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TABLE 32

PLACE OF RESIDENCE AND NUMBER OF CHILDREN OF l 8 l  MARRIED YORUBA 
IBADAN AREA, 1964

Residence

Number o f Children Ijaye Lalupon Ibadan Total

1 - 2 2 1 42 52 40

3-4 38 36 40 38

5 and Over 40 22 8 22

Total (%) 93
(47)

10 0
(69)

10 0
(65)

10 0
0 8 1 )

X* < 36.646, P c.OOl.d.f., 12.

TABLE 33

PLACE OF RESIDENCE AND OCCUPATION OF 27* YORUBA, IBADAN AREA, 1 964

Residence

Occupation Ijaye Lalupon Ibadan Total

Teacher 0 1 8 4

Clerk 0 1 4 2

Artisan 6 33 48 34

Trading 30 13 8 14

Farming 56 27 5 24

Other 9 8 1 0 9

Unemployed 0 17 16 13

Total (%) 1 0 1 1 0 0 99 1 0 0
(54) (108) (1 1 0 ) (272)

X1 =  92.809, P < .001, d.f., 12.
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TABLE 34

SCHOOL ATTENDANCE AND OCCUPATION OF 267 YORUBA, IBADAN AREA, 1 964 

School Attendance

Occupation Not gone to School Gone to School Total

Teacher 0 8 4

Clerk 0 4 2

Artisan 34 31 33

Trading 16 1 2 15

Fanning 39 8 24

Other 6 1 2 9

Unemployed 4 24 13

Total (%) 99
(140)

99
(127)

10 0
(267)

X2 =  64.714, P < .001, d.f„ 6 .

TABLE 35

PLACE OP RESIDENCE AND RELIGION NOW OF 271 YORUBA, IBADAN AREA, I9Ó4

Residence

Religion Now Ijaye Lalupon Ibadan Total

órifá  only: Muslim- 
Órifá; Christian-Órifd 17 4 1 5

Muslim only 37 79 50 59

Christian only 46 18 50 36

Total (%) 1 0 0
(54)

1 0 1
(108)

1 0 1  10 0  
(109) (271)

X2 =  48.552, P < .001, d.f, 4.

TABLE 36

AGE AND RELIGION NOW OF 2 7 1 YORUBA, IBADAN AREA, 1964

Age

Religion Now Under 30 30-49 50 and Over Total

Órlsd only; Muslim-
Órlfd; Christian-!)'vd 0 2 16 5

Muslim only 49 66 56 59

Christian only 51 32 28 36

Total (%) 10 0

(77).
1 0 0

(126)
1 0 0  10 0
(6 8) (271)

X2 =  30.59, P < .001, d i., 4.
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TABLE 37

SEX AND RELIGION NOW OF 27 1 YORUBA, IBADAN AREA, 1964

Sex

Religion Now Male Female Total

Órisd only; Muslim- 
Órifá ; Christian-drijd 3 21 5

Muslim only 63 24 59

Christian only 34 55 36

Total (%) 100 100 100
(238) (33) (271)

X2 =  29.831, P < .001, d.f, 12.

TABLE 38

SEX AND CONSULTATIONS WITH DIVINERS OF 2Ó0 YORUBA, IBADAN AREA, 1964

Sex

Consultations with Diviners Male Female Total

Consults diviners 36 28 35

Does not consult diviners 64 72 65

Total (%) 100 1000 100
(228) (32) (260)

X2 =  .84, P < 50, d.f., 1.

TABLE 39

EXPERIENCE WITH AND ATTITUDES TOWARD DISPENSARIES AND HOSPITALS 
OF 272 YORUBA, IBADAN AREA, 1964

Experience with Hospitals and Dispensaries

Attituu.’s
Gone to 
Dispensary

Treatments 
Cure you

Will Go Dispen
sary in Future

Gone to 
Hospital

Treatments 
Cure you

Will go Hosp 
tal in Future

Yes 25 18 65 58 40 77

No 72 2 15 41 4 8
No information 3 79 20 1 55 14

Total (%) 100
(272)

99
(272)

100
(272)

100
(272)

99
(272)

99
(272)
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TABLE 40

ATTITUDES TOWARD PATIENTS OF DOCTORS AND NURSES IN DISPENSARIES AND 
HOSPITALS ACCORDING TO PATIENTS, 272 YORUBA, IBADAN AREA, 196+

Attitudes o f Doctors and Nurses toward Patients

Doctors at Doctors at Nurses at Nurses at
Dispensary Hospital Take Dispensary Hospital Take
Take Friendly Friendly Inter Take Friendly Friendly Inter

Attitudes Interest in you rest in you Interest in you rest in you

Often 14 35 17 35

Sometimes 4 10 4 10
Never 2 2 3

No Information 80 53 78

Total (%) 100 10 0 10 1 1 0 1
(272) (272) (272) (272)

TABLE 41

EXPERIENCE OF 272 YORUBA, IBADAN AREA, 1 964. WITH BRIBING ATTENDANTS
AND WAITING FOR SERVICB AT DISPENSARIES AND HOSPITALS 

Bribing Attendants and Waiting for Service

Have to Bribe Have to Bribe Have to Wait a Have to Wait a
Attendants at Attendants at Long Time Before Long Time Before

Experience Dispensary Hospital to You Were G ven You Were Given
to Get Medical Get Medical Attention At Attention At
Attention Attention Dispensary Hospital

Yes 0 1 4 4

No 21 46 20 36

No information 79 53 76 60

Total. (%) 100 100 100 100
(272) (272) (272) (272)
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THERE ijS a m uddle  
somewhere as soon as 
medicine is ment'oned  
among Christians in our 
society today. Th‘s is 
because the same* term is 
often used in Yoruba to 
cover medicine, idol f-rd 
medium. But the Bible is 
specific about these things;- 
M ed ic in e , idol and 
medium/magic. ,

The LORD said to Moses, tell
the Israelites ........  "Do not
make any gods to be alongside 
me, do not make for yourselves 
gods of silver or gods of gold". 
(Exod. 20:23) NEB. Also in the 

“Songs of David, it is written: 
"You must never worship any 
other god, nor ever have an 
cfol in your home" (Psalm 81:9) 
NIV.

The Prophet Isaiah clearly 
says that "When men tell you 
to consult mediums and  
spirits, who whisper and 
mutter, should not a people en
quire of their God? Why con
sult the dead on benalf of the 
living'?(Isaiah8:19) NIV.

It is w ritte n  in E c c le s ia s t ic u s  
: t  L u - j  c e a ’ed u .e U iu .r * ,

from  the e a r t h ,'a n d  a s e n s ib le  

p e rso n  w ill not h e sita te  to  u s e .

them. Didn't a tree once make 
bi*ter water fit to drink, so that 
the Lord's power might be 
known? (Exodus 15.23-25} 
He gave medicinal knowledge 
to hutnan beings, so that we 
would praise him for the 
miracles he performs. The 
chem ist m ixes these  
medicines, and the doctor will 
use them to cure diseases and 
‘ease pain (Eccies 38. 4-8) 

,_GNB.
is there ho medicine in 

Gilead? A 'e them no d ock 's  
there? Why then, have my peo
ple not been healed? (Jeremiah 
8:22). Is there anyone who is 

. ill? He should send for church

medicine
elders, who will pray for him 
and rub olive-oil on him in the 
name of the Lord (James 5:14) 
GNB.

By the era! traditions of the 
Yoruba, it is accepted that the 
basis of medic ne is religion; it 
cam e d ire c tly  fro m  the  
supreme Deity: it operated 
through a divinity or spirits. 
Nupes hola that medicine ex 
ists through man's endeavour, 
because in prepanng and ad
ministering "medicine" the 
name o* God is mentioned: 
which is also true of Yorubas.

The Akans (Ghana) have a 
saying that " If God gave you 
sickness, he also gave you* 
m e d ic in e " . A m o n g  th e  
Yorubas, the d iv in ity  of 
medicine is OSANYIN who is 
said to be the brother of 
ORUNMILA - the oracle divini
ty or consultant relative to 
everyth ing  a b o u t hum an  
destiny.

Every divinity has in his 
possession a particular set of 
remedies for the care of bis 
children". For exam ple-OSUN  
uses- only cold water as 
"AGBO" for all ailments.
The collection of ingredients, 
dispensing and application of 
medicine are accompanied by:-

fbr seven, years feeding on 
alligator pepper and was taughr 
medicine.^ 7

Spirits do t^ach medicine to 
men of their choice - whom  
they have selected to become 
doctors. A good African doctor 
is one who lives close to nature 
with good opportunity of close 
observation of the medical 
habits of animals and birds 
They produce curative and 
preventive med cines for the 
use of man.

In the case of serious 
ailments, either traditional or 
European medicines cure pa

tients. It is noticeable that 
relatives of patients admitted 
into hospital "smuggle in" for 
some o f these p atien ts , 
medicine obtained from tradi- 
tionaldoctors.

Again, African doctors, 
trained in ' t h e  European  
methods, sometimés advise 
relatives of patients in their 
care "This is not a case for this 
place" or that "this case, as I 
see rt, cannot be successfully 
■eated here, why don't you

r-

(a) Invocation of ancestors in 
connection with the practice of 
medicine: (b) It is a rule that 
honour has to be given to God 
vis-a-vis the divjnrty as well as 
to the ancestors who first prac- 
t.sed it and then past masters 
and teachers of the medicine.

To wit. ELESIJE, the first 
doctor and ancestral genius of 
medicine in IFE is always'invok* 
ed in ILE — IFE up to this da^.

(b) Traditional doctors often 
claim being taught medic ne by 
divinities generally in dreams or 
n trances or during meetings 
with  spir ts in fo res ts .  
AJANAKU was said to have re
mained n the world of spirits

take the patient home and try 
the native way".

They genuinely believe in the 
eflioacy of "the native way" for 
certain forms of sickness; on 
the other hand, it is believed 
that the patient would respond 

psychologically more easily to 
the "nat ve way" and so assist 
his own recovery. .

Faith cannot be ignored in 
the practice and application of 
medicine because the mind in
fluences the body to respond 
favourab ly  to t re a tm ent .  
Religion is necessary to 
medicine. The belief is that on
ly the maker can remake or 
repair the damage to mind and 
body as well as effecting 
wholeness in man's being.



in our
G etting  over the  tw o  , 

"B,UTS" in traditional medic'ne ■ 
preparation under unhygienic 
situation and prescriptio '• , 
jn c e rta in ty  i.e.^ no 
sure-specific measuring dose^ 
Traditional medicine is as effcc 
tive as European medicine.

BY ADE AJAY

v j u « f-
"They genuinely believe in the efficacy of 

^  "the native way" for certain forms of sick- 
5; ness: on the other hand, it is believed that 
ithe patient would respond psychologically 
l more easily to the "native, way"iand sq 
assist his own recovery ’

Yen. Ade Ajayi is,of Emmanuel ChurcS 
!*fŴ Ekitj
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"A LOVE lor tradition ha» 
nevar weakened a nation", 
wrote Sir Whiston Chur- 
chhlll on November 29. 1944s 
during his speech n the 
House oi Commons. "In
deed It has st. engthoned na
tions In their hours of peril,' 
but the • new view must 
come, the world must roll 
forward , he concluded.
It was during my Sabbatical, 

leave at Ondo State University, 
Ado-Eklti in the second 
semester of 1969 90 Session. I 
was teaching a course on'"The 
Yoruba Novels" to the second 
year Yoruba Students. One of

(~Bycompared to “those who ac
company them"; the compa
nions are proportlonallŷ maller CQntrol of n)an»s |jfe. 
to ',,h0 onlookers the sr.ec- . . . :i0con(. .,aae ̂  ,wenty 
tators are smaller i in com- Voars wllich

AYOOPEFEYITIM! S3

arisen with "the oppor 
tunists’ who came in loan 
teething millions. It is aiTTfo 
reinforce the saying that those 
who are bom to lead are few, 
tifosa bom to follow, many.
Tha third motion essential to 

reflect-upon concerns the life- 
sf.cn question and the 
characteristics said to be_ in
trinsic in tt:e framework of the 
tïur stages of life identified. 
This Is especially so because of

#>« novels treated was C.L. tha pre-supposK.cn that they 
Adeoye's 11971) . Eda Omo. seem to display soma parallels 
Oodua. In my reflection on the witi modem societal structure, 
cardinal Ides; in the ife-span and behavioral traits 
mythologica1 Imaginative of modern society.

approximates 
(human life to fifty is said to 
I have Initially belonged to. 
another creature, the dog. The 
latter is said to have opted for 
just ten years out of thirty 
which the creator endowed it. 
Man coveted the ’ remaining 
twenty years and the creator 
■ anted them, with the 
. associated, intrinsic problems 
I of the dog which include ser- 
’ vice and restlessness.

During these years i.e. 30-50, 
Man is believed to have got'

P  »Yh C.

’. GodLuCL

to which one belongs will be 
orderly.

In sh o rt, um pro cedentetf 

problom-solving, reflections »
and mental labour, the author 
erf Eda Omo Oodua claims, 
are the principal causes which 
decay the body and mind to 
gradual points of life tormina 
tion of the aged.
By unavoidable comparison 

the above analysis of the 
stages of human life seems tc 
reinforoe Baltasar Gracian 
(1647) submission that; "at 
twenty, man is a peacock; at 
thirty—a lion; at forty — a * - •camel; at fifty - a serpent; at

literary work of art, l found the 
beliefs therein highly 
paradigmatic, debatable and 
thought provoking.
The central concepts of the 

my* developed In the novel 
partly state as follows. Firstly, 
people on earth divided' 
themselves into four groups ai 
creation. In ‘heaven' before 
coming to the sphere of • ex- 
istenc" called the 'earth'. In
dividuals were said to have

children, and material wealth,,
the defence and security of sixty - a doj; at seventy - an
which makes the period heavyi age; at eighty • nothing «jtall. .
bdden. Another food f«itfioughtifof
.The third stógaj(the next modepy .ntm -'concerns

- . years) which puts man's tjfessential characteristics* pf
divinely granted seventy years span t0 tp bê eech group within <the total of
on eprth. We may hastily note those reiected bV the camel four into which human beings

The life-span parallels the 
biblical injunction that man is

Ithat the agreement in the 
number of years in Yoruba Oral 
tradition with the Hebrew 
record of literary experience in 
the bible demonstrates what 
pan be termed areas of the 
'Universality of religions'.
Of curious,interest, however, 

is the four stages in which

those rejected by the camel 
“who" was originally accorded 
thirty years but opted for only 
twenty. Man coveted the tert 
years and was granted him 
with the associated problems 
of shouldering .responsibilities 
of extended family structure 
and matrimony; especially in 
the manner in which the camel 
as a beasts of burden carries 
about loads that may not 
necessarily be'his'.

vduntarî chosen the group to human life-span of seventy 
which theý would belong. .years Is divided; especially the
^  Succinctly put, there were j (why and how of it _____ ^ ___
those who own life; 'those who According to the oral tradi-  ̂ fhg gtagg of fan years,
accompany thorn', ‘ 'the tion developed in the novel ^  oral tradition maintains, 
onlookers', and *the oppor- . under scrutiny, ft was tho.fist, 
jxmists'. thirty years of life that were
T The second paradigm con- riglnaily accorded N„ n by the 
corn» th, con .jarablo creator. This is what the author 
numerical issue kl terms of jertrayti -a the first stage or 
relative ratio of the foOrgrcû  JJumaf ■'•fit. The oral tradition 
to e.-h other,.To trarwlet* the adds that Man's problems af 
author's words . ? this egaid;; this «ago are minimal because 
'Those-wtv? come to 8vo in this he creator himself was said to 
world" are Mnltawnally small wve taken reaprasjMfey, tx4

was coveted, through greed, 
by man, from the original thirty 
,/hich the horse rejected 
becauso of its associated 
fruits. This approximated 
'nan S Me to seventy • end - 
reduced the horse's to twenty.'' 
During this stage, man Is said 
o be preoccupied with' 

oogitating on he r Ow society

were said to have divided 
themselves. The relationship o! 
one group to another is also im
portant for consideration, at 
this stage.
Evidently, the first group waŝ  

said to desire leadership-and 
knowledge. They proposed to 
fve in the real sense of the 
word, enviably, achievement- 
oriented and honourably. The 
sí . 1 group is said to have'
come to live and riie for hr first 
reference group.

Functionally, they nre 
lieutenants, assistants, atten
dants, etc. This is their celestial 
ieaire. The spectaror-audiencs 

■ group possess deadly appetite 
lor observation, vigilance, 
gossipping: to know everything 
abúut anything at the risk of 
1 they lives, Is their lot.

it first two groups



Mankind which th g> third group truth, a kind of non-re'.tgiona 
" has come to monitor keenly faith, that the conditions of 
and talk about carelessly on, human life becomes better as 
carefully. IJtime (joes on. That ir general
"inally, the opportunistic any generation is Letter off 

group which compri ththan It'* predecessor, and 
'millions of people of no ambi-",would continue to contribute 
tion, insensitive, powerless ár ■> m an evnn better life for 
ukewarm, n said to have generations to come; and that 
drooped th:, decision that at the end all mankind would 
the first three groups were share in the same advance'., 
coming to live on earth, and ' The point is that inspite of 
consequently decided to come these betterment and advance- 
for the mere sake of coming. ment, the main divisions, 
In practice, they have come equality of man to man, tiia 

simply to exist as opposed for ife-span issue and mar.y other 
instance, to the first group that factors in human society re 
has come tp live mein ilk ■■ i_y
One is temptea ru ueueve, in Seminally therefor ao can 

the light of tne sincere realities conclude by asking the follow- 
h rm.icM. r' societal structure, ng questions. Is it true that we 

t j human life-span, the pro- car. technically group people in 
Uem̂ tiss of id stages and the societies or nations of the 

j cjipracteristics of individuals, world into the four models of 
that*perhaps ouroral tradition bejngs as. our oral tradition 

j is right. A diachronic study of posits? 
telig.ons doctrines reveal con- Dp individuals fit more pro- 
sistenpy in asking man to puny into one of the groups 
resign tó fate. when, their cardinal goals and
_ , - Ifeatyles. remain the tsaentisRalph Ellison also said, that criteria?

. “wo must learn to wear our
‘ names within all the noise and Is it true that after the first 
confusion in which we find thirty years of Man, the rest is 
ourselves. They must becom, fu: of emotional upheavels. 
our marks ptjd our shields and. burden and boredom, 
the containers -of all those- restlessness and decay? 
values and traditions which wr vVhat about the final quee- 
leam and/or imegiQe.aaJialna ton "Peopla ank vvh-. they 
me meaning it our familiar are because they pave ixxne 
past". The is -against the cut of what waa. Therefore, 
background of the feet addue- they should bow dowh before 
erl by Palmer and Cetton In his what was and accept It and say 
History of th e  m odern hVgóod - or should they? Carl 

.world. Sandburg (1936) Th# People.
To para; -' . Mm: "ft is a Yes

Ayo Opefeyitiml teaches African languages 
f t  Uteratureat the ObafemlAwolowo Unhter-




